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10. A challenge of sustainability is that Pokémon is more exciting than power
plants
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

This work has been motivated by frustration and a resulting desire to remedy the
factors causing it. In 2007, while working on a Master’s thesis, I was involved in
a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) study investigating multiple pathways of electricity
production from biomass (Davis, 2007). Despite the seeming urgency behind envi-
ronmental problems, I discovered that the way in which the scientific community
managed data was, in my view, ultimately hindering their progress and reducing
their potential impact. Although LCA is a tool often used to examine environmen-
tal impacts resulting from global supply chains, it is very difficult to put this data
together, even though there are researchers around the globe studying aspects of
these chains. While people are studying linked systems, they are not linking their
data together in a way that allows them to efficiently leverage their collective knowl-
edge. Furthermore, despite the urgings of these researchers to make our industrial
production systems more Eco-Efficient, it seemed as if they had not looked inward
at their own operations, and critically evaluated the amount of effort they needed
to expend to achieve environmental benefits (Schaltegger, 1997).

There had to be a better way, and this thesis is about that journey. This started
with the realization that at this time in the mid-2000’s, the world was undergoing
a period of rapid development in work relating to how we think about and manage
information. The amount of computing power easily available to individuals had
increased tremendously, opening up opportunities that were not possible several
years before. This was not just about technical innovations, but also the social
innovations that followed as people figured out new ways in which this technology
could help organize their efforts. From this arose alternative licensing schemes such
as Creative Commons1, and also witnessed the spreading meme of open data, notably
embodied by Wikipedia, efforts such as OpenCourseWare2, and now through various
government initiatives around the world.3

This is about much more than just collecting data, and is also about the means

1http://creativecommons.org
2http://ocw.mit.edu
3Such as http://data.gov, http://data.gov.uk and http://data.overheid.nl
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by which we can process information and gain actionable insights from it. One of the
people to address this was Fry (2004) with his work on Computational Information
Design. While Fry is well known in the data visualization community, and has
gained fame as one of the co-developers of the popular Processing4 visualization
software, he recognizes that in order to make effective and insightful visualizations
of complex information, one must combine tools and knowledge that is often spread
across multiple disciplines such as Computer Science, Statistics, Graphic Design,
Information Visualization (Infovis), and Human Computer Interaction (HCI).

What Fry is essentially stating is that there is a kind of supply chain operating
behind the scenes whereby raw data may be turned into actionable insight. This typ-
ically involves connecting different stages that he terms acquire, parse, filter, mine,
represent, refine, and interact. Shown below is an explanation of the different stages,
and the different disciplines that have traditionally been responsible for developing
the tools that facilitate these.

• Computer Science

– acquire - The data may be acquired from a variety of file formats.

– parse - The data must be parsed into a computer-readable structure that
allows for further operations.

• Mathematics, Statistics, and Data Mining

– filter - Filtering must be done to isolate a relevant subset of the data.

– mine - Data mining is performed to find patterns of interest.

• Graphic Design

– represent - A particular visual representation is chosen to represent the
content of the data

– refine - Improvements are made to this representation to increase clarity.

• Information Visualization (Infovis) and Human Computer Interaction (HCI)

– interact - Different means of interacting with the visualization are em-
ployed to control visibility of elements and manipulate the data.

The problem Fry sees is that there is not enough collaboration between these
disciplines, and issues arise where decisions made in the earlier stages may con-
strain what is possible in the later stages. While as discussed previously, the LCA
community is arguably not using the latest in Information Technology to help with
collectively managing their data, it can be argued that the Information Technology
community is also facing similar challenges as well, in terms of how it can connect
together its various disciplines and associated tools.

While Fry’s work is largely about a task that a single person conceivably can
accomplish, work involving issues of sustainability is hardly done in isolation, and
often involves the analysis of complex large scale systems (Nikolic, 2009; van Dam,
2009). The question then arises as to whether we can somehow scale up these ideas

4http://processing.org/
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to better enable our own work. Pirolli and Card (2005) take these ideas a step
further, and offer a possible way to conceptualize what we are trying to ultimately
achieve, as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Model of the sensemaking process, highlighting which steps the tools
described in this thesis are intended to facilitate. Based on an image by Pirolli and
Card (2005).

Several messages can be extracted from this diagram. First, it illustrates the
relationship between the amount of structure in the information, and the amount
of effort needed to process the data to that point. This supports van Dam’s (2009)
and Nikolic’s (2009) emphasis on creating a shared set of data structured using a
common ontology as a means to reduce the development time needed for the creation
of Agent Based Models. Secondly, it highlights the general flow of information, and
the multiple feedback loops between steps in the process. In the beginning of a
study, one is involved in foraging loops in an effort to find information, and then
progresses through cycles that try to make sense out of it. Thirdly, this is not about
a linear one-way flow, but it is about a process that can go either way. For example,
one can start with a set of data and progress towards a general theory, or they may
start with a general theory and then move towards finding data that supports it.

A key takeaway from this is that the way in which we work with information
is a dynamic, evolutionary, nonlinear process. In other words, as one finds certain
information, they may be led into other necessary areas of inquiry. The act of
research does not necessarily involve a straight line with a clear progression of stages,
but may involve feedback loops where one re-evaluates their objectives. Furthermore,
information gathered by one person may be useful for other researchers for different
purposes than the original researcher imagined, meaning that the same information
may be used by people proceeding in different research directions. This is not about
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progressing towards an endpoint, but is more about having the flexibility to traverse
these different stages as needed. The systems that we use to manage information
should be flexible enough to support this process and not hinder it. To explore how
to enable this, several promising tools such as Wikis, Semantic Wikis and Agent
Based Models are investigated in the course of this thesis, and an indication of the
stages of the sensemaking process that they span is shown in Figure 1.1.

This thesis is about more than just dealing with my frustration about LCA. As
described further below, this is about how we approach complex systems and the in-
formation requirements needed to understand them better, particularly with regard
to topics of sustainability. With the growth of the Internet and ubiquity of Infor-
mation Technology, there appear to be incredible opportunities available currently,
whereby we may be able to connect information and tools from different disciplines
in ways that were not possible several years ago. However, there are both social
and technical considerations that need to be explored to better understand the true
potential of this.

1.2 Sustainability and Information Technology

Transitioning towards a more sustainable world is one of the greatest challenges
we face, and will require a restructuring of society, infrastructures, and economies.
This is not about just simply restructuring, but will also require a knowledge of
constraints in terms of energy and material limits.

While traditional reductionist approaches are valid for narrowly defined prob-
lems, it is recognized that many of the problems that we are facing are quite broad
in that they are intertwined with many intersecting concerns. For example, transi-
tioning towards more renewable energy production often touches on topics such as
material scarcity for rare earth metals (Jacobson and Delucchi, 2009), the food ver-
sus fuel controversy (Zhang et al., 2010), impacts on reduced economic growth, and
ethics regarding how costs should be shared between the developed and developing
countries (Stern et al., 2006).

Need for a systems view To better handle these issues, we need to be able to
take a wider view and deal with interconnected complex systems. Many advances
have been made in using Complex Systems Theory as a framework for understanding
the principles of these systems. Furthermore, tools such as Agent Based Modeling
have played a role in helping us to simulate these systems and test out ideas about
how they function, and what types of interventions may be effective in steering them
(Chappin, 2011; Nikolic, 2009; van Dam, 2009).

Implications of a systems view However, taking a “systems view” has several
implications not just in how we see problems, but also in how we as a society approach
them. In particular, we need to understand and address the challenge posed by the
systems idea: “its message is not that in order to be rational we need to be omniscient
but, rather, that we must learn to deal critically with the fact that we never are”
(Ryan, 2008; Ulrich, 1988). Our inability to completely understand these systems is
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not a call to give up, but on the contrary, it reframes the challenge as one of finding
efficient ways of pushing the boundaries of what we can understand.

Why we can’t be omniscient A key reason that we cannot be omniscient about
complex systems is due to their intractability (Dennett, 1996). Complex systems
are evolving and adapting systems, with a multitude of variables that could steer
them in any number of directions. Exact prediction becomes impossible since it
would take too long to calculate all the different possible outcomes. Even simply
just knowing the current state of the system may be impossible due to the immense
cost of data gathering. This is further hindered since there are not always clear
boundaries between one system and another. These systems may also operate at
multiple scales, have multiple functions and purposes, and be seen from a variety of
perspectives by different observers.

What to do about this lack of omniscience A way to be rational about
this lack of omniscience is illustrated through Nikolic’s (2009) observation that “the
solution is in the patterns”. While we cannot predict exactly what complex systems
will do, there are at least tools available that allow us to explore different possible
patterns indicating potential attractors for the system.

Another reason why we cannot be omniscient about complex systems is that we
are dealing with problems that cannot be centrally conceptualized (Allenby, 2007),
understood by a single mind, or even be viewed with single agreed upon perspective.
Because of this, we are facing not just an issue of the complexity of these socio-
technical problems, but also a question of how to organize ourselves and our minds
to solve those problems. This is reflected in the statement by Mikulecky (2001) that
complexity is “the property of a real world system that is manifest in the inability
of any one formalism being adequate to capture all its properties”. We often see
this in the real world where people often have developed their own vocabularies for
describing various aspects of the same things. This leads to situations where people
such as engineers, economists, environmental and social scientists all may talk about
and gather information about a system, without sharing and piecing together this
information among the different groups studying it.

While we cannot be omniscient, the ways in which we study these systems is
inefficient and ultimately is limiting our understanding. We can at least be more
intelligent about how individual learning contributes to the collective body of knowl-
edge. A promising way to ameliorate this situation appears to lie with the remarkable
diffusion of Information Technology.

Scientific Communities and Information Technology A key issue for scien-
tific communities relates to how to make their work more efficient. In simplistic
terms, this is about reducing the amount of effort that needs to be expended to
achieve new results and insights. A crucial factor is that the collection of data is
hindered by lack of availability or limited accessibility of data. For example, it is
not unusual for researchers to regather data that is already collected, which once
collected may then sit on their hard drive, unknown to others who could use it. With
more organized efforts, groups of researchers may compile databases and only use
these internally due to fear of losing a competitive advantage. Through these they
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may publish peer-reviewed results based on their efforts, although these databases
are not actually peer-reviewed themselves. While through science we are collec-
tively mapping out various aspects of the world around us, we are not so efficient at
bringing these pieces together.

For the work of the Energy & Industry Section at TU Delft on understanding and
simulating transitions in energy and industry systems(Chappin, 2011; Chmieliauskas
et al., 2012a; Nikolic, 2009; van Dam, 2009), dealing with these problems is quite
relevant, especially due to the multi-domain and multi-scale nature of the systems
that we are studying. For example, to understand possible growth scenarios of
renewable energy, one has to be aware of a myriad of facts such as the age and
decommissioning plans of current power plants, market dominance of electricity
producers, price trends of technologies, incentive schemes, and public perception in
different countries. This is a task that requires mobilization of large quantities of
diverse data, and the key problem is that data is often managed in ways in which it
is not easily mobilized.

Potential of Information Technology in ameliorating the situation This
calls for better means of fostering collaboration and enabling reuse, curation and ex-
pansion of datasets and knowledge, which ultimately would prevent researchers from
having to rediscover information already known. This would alleviate them from te-
dious tasks that are better left to Information Technology and allow researchers to
spend their time doing what they are best at: the intellectually challenging task of
interpreting information and using their critical thinking skills to find relevant pat-
terns. Already the Web has proven itself as an enabler for collective action, whether
for the building of encyclopedias (Giles, 2005) or coordination of political protests
(Musgrove, 2009), which begs the question of how can researchers use the Web to
its full potential in order to facilitate its research? By this, we mean using the Web
in more efficiently building a collective body of knowledge, creating feedback loops
so that information once gathered can be more efficiently reused, and ultimately
enabling the community to flourish.

While there is much that can be improved, to quote William Gibson, “The future
is already here, it’s just not evenly distributed” (Gibson, 1999). This thesis is not
just about Information Technology that we should build and develop, but it is also
a recognition that to an extent, it is already here and in use by other knowledge
domains. Notably within the biological sciences, there has been recognition for
years about the opportunity of “Big Data”(Howe et al., 2008; Waldrop, 2008) and
new avenues opened up by data intensive science (Hey et al., 2009). Simply put, if
we are serious about interdisciplinary learning and managing complex multi-domain
systems, then we need to be fluent in these philosophies, tools, and practices.

The challenge of applying Information Technology The challenge we face is
that Information Technology is not just about technology, but that it is embedded
within a socio-technical system. In other words, we cannot just deploy technology
and expect for problems to automatically be solved. We need to think about how
people may use the technology, or at a more basic level, if their self-interests would
even benefit from using the technology. Based on their own needs and perspectives,
they simply may not need to use it, and it may not solve a certain problem that
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they have. While particular types of technology may seem promising in themselves,
it needs to be remembered that they are essentially artifacts that are supported by
and influenced by a social infrastructure. For example, Brown and Duguid (2002)
partially attribute the success of Linux to its initiator, Linus Torvalds, using the
Internet not as simply a network of information, but as a means to organize people
to work collaboratively. Just as social structures can influence software, the reverse
can be true as well, as Torvalds has noted by stating that “I couldn’t do what I
did with Linux for Windows, even if I had the source code. The architecture just
wouldn’t support it” (O’Reilly, 2004). Since Linux is much more modular than
Windows, it is much easier for single programmers to develop their own pieces and
drop them in the system.

1.3 Relation to Previous Work
This thesis builds upon existing work such as that by Nikolic (2009) and van Dam
(2009) on collaborative tools and philosophies for modeling complex systems. While
this had laid a very good foundation, there are a few areas in which this can be
improved further to help overcome some of the existing problems. These ideas for
improvement are discussed in more detail in Chapter 4 and aspects of these are
implemented in each of the case studies. The specific improvements are described
below. The term ontology used in these points refers to the idea of having single
shared common data set used by a group for modelling efforts. This includes a set
of definitions of classes and properties, and also the instances of those classes and
the values specified for the properties.

• Inability to deal with multiple formalisms - Complex systems require
multiple ways to describe them (Mikulecky, 2001), and the use of a single
ontology enforces a single way of describing systems.

• Integration with External Data - The ontology described by Nikolic (2009)
and van Dam (2009) has been compiled by hand, and there are opportunities
emerging that may enable us to leverage the increasing amounts of Open Data
that are becoming available.

• Reducing the bottleneck of information flows through the modeler
- The creation of models often involves information flows from stakeholders
being processed by the modeler. As a result, information used within a model
may not be transparently represented back to the original stakeholders.

• Increasing sophistication of information management in models - The
models we create involve agents querying structured data about themselves,
others and their environment. Creating sophisticated queries can be difficult
and error-prone. These models also contain lots of diverse types of information
which is difficult to navigate, which can make the simulation a “black box”.
Better ways of creating queries and managing data in simulations need to be
investigated.

• Using an ontology for purposes other than Agent Based Modelling -
There is value in structuring data, and the focus on the use of an ontology only
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for Agent Based Modeling may be inadvertently ignoring a larger community
that could benefit from it and contribute to its development.

While the work of this thesis aims to address more than just how to build better
Agent Based Models, it has been partly motivated by this desire, and represents the
realm which people will find themselves in once they start asking questions about
how to scale up their efforts.

1.4 Research Overview

As described below, this research aims to contribute to several different scientific
fields through an investigation of how emerging Information Technology tools and
philosophies can enable greater efficiency and facilitate the creation of what can be
termed a knowledge infrastructure. In order to test out the ideas presented above,
a hypothesis has been created, which is guided by a research objective that will be
investigated given several research questions outlined below. This section concludes
with an outline describing the contents of each chapter in this thesis.

Scientific Relevance The work of this thesis involves several different scientific
fields that it aims to contribute to:

• Industrial Ecology - This field is quite wide-ranging and deals with diverse
topics of sustainability. A key issue being faced relates to how to organize and
mobilize the large amounts of information needed for analysis.

• Knowledge Engineering/Semantic Web - A key topic in this domain is that of
moving from theory to practice, especially as some of the original visions have
failed to materialize. This thesis explores the application of these tools and
philosophies within a particular domain. As different domains have different
usage requirements, the insights gained are expected to add to the body of
knowledge of problems, opportunities, and enablers.

There are two particular tools that this work contributes to:

• Life Cycle Assessment - Within the LCA community, there is a large interest in
scaling up existing databases and connecting them with other databases such
as for Material Flow Analysis, Substance Flow Analysis and Environmental
Extended Input-Output Analysis. The solutions being discussed are more
bureaucratic than technical, and there is only a vague awareness of the insights
gained from “Web 2.0” types of projects.

• Modeling and Simulation - This thesis aims to position models as a tool within
a much larger network that it can benefit from in order to allow the creation
of better models. In this work, there is a focus on ABM, but the outcomes can
be generalized to other types of models.
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Scientific Contribution The main scientific contribution is that of exploring the
means of liberating data and providing the Information Technology tools and tech-
niques to enable the next level of modeling and simulation. A key idea is that people
approach problems in ways that are dictated by the types of tools that they have
available. As mentioned previously, we are finding that some of the approaches that
we use are inadequate to address some of the types of problems that we are facing,
and we need to figure out how to open up new opportunities that may be able to
better address these problems.

To an extent, this work is a continuation of the that by Nikolic (2009) and van
Dam (2009) given the larger-scale insights from those such as Fry (2004) and Pirolli
and Card (2005) Nikolic and van Dam have laid the foundation for a more efficient
modelling process, and due to recent trends in Information Technology, there are
larger opportunities that may be realized through the creation of what may be
termed information infrastructures. As with any new technology, the possibilities
can be overhyped, and this thesis provides domain-specific investigations into what
potential is actually there, and what sort of enabling or disabling factors exist.
While the particular individual tools employed are not necessarily new, some of
their connections and applications in linking together certain disciplines are.

At a higher level, this thesis aims to contribute to understanding how to oper-
ationalize the ideas of post-normal science (Funtowicz and Ravetz, 1993). A key
tenet of post-normal science is that traditional reductionist scientific approaches are
insufficient in adequately addressing the complex socio-technical problems that the
world is facing. While reductionist scientific approaches have succeeded in providing
answers with a high degree of certainty to very small well-defined problems, they do
not perform well in situations where there are large uncertainties, ill-defined system
boundaries and an urgent need for action.

Essentially, science is being called upon to increase certainty in areas where it
has to fundamentally rethink what types of certainty it can provide, or at least
what types of informed guidance can be given. There are many reasons for why this
uncertainty exists, and this thesis focuses on issues around increasing the availability
of information.

A key understanding is that information is a resource just as much as materi-
als and energy are, and just like these, it is widely dispersed and requires a large
infrastructure in order to concentrate it. With the Internet, we now have such a
large scale infrastructure that is capable of transmitting these resources around the
world at the speed of light. However, having an infrastructure is not enough, and
we need to figure out the social aspects of how to effectively use it. Some of these
have already emerged from various design philosophies. For example, wabi-sabi is
the Japanese design aesthetic of the “beauty of things imperfect, impermanent, and
incomplete” (WikiWikiWeb, 2012), and has been cited as one of the philosophies
behind wiki development. In the realm of software development, there is the idea
of the “perpetual beta” (O’Reilly, 2005), where developers are encouraged to “re-
lease early, release often” (Raymond, 2001) in order to create a better feedback loop
between themselves and their users. The possible value of these for post-normal
science lies in their ability to deal with changing circumstances, and more efficiently
incorporate feedback into future developments.
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Figure 1.2: Data collected cannot be simultaneously accurate, affordable, and com-
prehensive. Only two of the three goals can be met at once.

Hypothesis The hypothesis used to guide this research is based on several steps
of argumentation:

• Many scientific fields are not achieving their true potential due to a lack of
awareness and skills in the recent developments of Information Technology
tools and philosophies.

• With these tools and philosophies, we now have the ability to create informa-
tion infrastructures that enable more efficient flows of information through the
various steps of the sense making process.

• The actual and perceived value of these tools and philosophies is dependent
on the particulars of the domain involved. Different scientific fields traverse
the sense making process in different ways based on the nature of the topics
they study.

• There is no one-size-fits-all solution, but in approaching this as a socio-technical
problem there are general design requirements that can be extracted.

Objective The objective of this research is to unlock the potential of Information
Technology to make better models of the complex systems we study. By models, it
is meant both static and dynamic representations. With regard to static represen-
tations, databases and ontologies have value in that they are often used to represent
the current or historical state of a system. By querying them, one can quickly gain
insights into what the system looks like currently. When one wishes to gain in-
sights into possible future developments, then this same data can be used to inform
dynamic representations such as Agent Based Models.

To achieve this, what is needed is an approach that facilitates better gathering,
re-use, curation, and exploration of data regarding energy and industry topics. As
described above, it is recognized that Semantic Web tools appear to hold significant
promise in ameliorating some of the issues that we deal with in our work in under-
standing complex systems. However, the amount of benefit that we can realize is
dependent on many factors, such as the specific implementation of the technology
used, and the social attitudes and perceptions of the users. Additionally, while these
tools have been deployed and met success in a few high-level examples, the tools and
philosophies behind their use are still largely unknown by many people.
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Questions The central question in this thesis is “for scientific fields studying com-
plex socio-technical systems, how can we create evolving knowledge infrastructures
through the application of recent developments in Information Technology tools and
philosophies?” In order to answer this, several subquestions will be investigated as
well:

• What are the current inefficiencies often encountered in the sensemaking pro-
cess?

• What are the functional requirements for successful application of these Infor-
mation Technology tools and philosophies?

Methodology and Analysis These questions are addressed by developing such
an instance of an evolving knowledge infrastructure, which is underpinned in a de-
sign approach. This starts with examining relevant developments in information
management and the Web, exploring not only the tools, but also the philosophies
behind this. Thus, enabling mechanisms and best practices were extracted to arrive
at functional requirements for evolving knowledge infrastructures. Subsequently, a
series of case studies was completed to develop and explore the implementation of
such evolving knowledge infrastructures. Insights obtained were translated to the
functional design requirements for Enipedia, which effectively is a currently evolving
knowledge infrastructure on energy and industry.

Overview of Thesis The topic will be explored in several parts, and the overall
structure of this thesis is shown in Figure 1.3. After the introduction, there are sev-
eral chapters on theory, which aims to extract functional requirements of successful
designs. This is followed by a summarization of the functional requirements that
have been found. These functional requirements are then applied and tested over the
several chapters comprising the practice section. These results are then summarized
in the conclusion.

1. Introduction - This gives an overview of the problem that is being explored
in this thesis, followed by the hypothesis, research questions, and objectives.
A reader’s guide is provided giving the outline of the rest of the thesis.

2. Theory, Philosophy & Development of Functional Requirements -
The case studies performed for this thesis employ a range of insights from
different fields. A key theme is that of effectively linking together social and
technical processes, as overemphasis on one over the other will lead to subop-
timal results. This is essentially about effectively creating a “division of labor”
(Smith, 1776) that leverages the respective strengths of both humans and com-
puters, and combines them with feedback loops. This is about understanding
how we should think about data, the implications this has for how computers
can process it, and what that means for how this in turn can generate insights
for us.

(a) Information Management - The way in which people have thought
about information management has evolved over time in response to both
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Figure 1.3: Overview of thesis structure
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the amount of information and the types of organizing technologies avail-
able. This chapter examines those historical trends, and compares tradi-
tional top-down management ideas with more recent bottom-up manage-
ment strategies observed in wikis. The role of enabling or disabling social
processes is examined as well.

(b) Industrial Ecology 2.0 - Industrial Ecology is an interdisciplinary field
with very wide ranging ambitions, and critiques have been raised that
while there is a clear focus on integrating knowledge from multiple do-
mains, a lack of widespread adoption of various Information Technology
and Web technologies is hindering their potential. This chapter examines
the current state of this field, and investigates the tools, emerging trends,
and philosophies that may help other fields aiming to manage and utilize
multidisciplinary knowledge.

(c) Towards Next Generation Agent Based Models - The trends dis-
cussed can have large implications for how we construct and use Agent
Based Models. Here the ways in which we have traditionally constructed
Agent Based Models are examined, problems with these methods are
highlighted, and possible solutions that will be explored in the case study
chapters are documented. This discussion revolves around the role of the
ontology, and the philosophies behind the re-use of modeling components.

(d) Functional Requirements for Creating Evolving Knowledge In-
frastructures - The functional design requirements from the previous
three chapters are summarized into a framework that allows for analysis
of the designs employed in the case studies.

3. Practice - Several case studies were conducted to explore the tools, theories,
and philosophies discussed in the first section of this thesis. Each of these
highlights a different combinations of aspects, and shows the use of these for
different goals and use cases. The functional design requirements obtained from
the previous chapters were used to informed the design of the work performed
in the case studies, culminating in the synthesis of Enipedia.

(a) Mobile Phone Recycling - This was the first attempt at integrating Se-
mantic Web technologies within an Agent Based Model. This was applied
to a simulation examining how different policy and behavioral conditions
influenced the rate of recycling of mobile phones. Through this, the ad-
vantages, disadvantages, and practicalities of the software implementation
were explored.

(b) Eco-Industrial Park Wiki - This case represents the first trial of a
Semantic Wiki as a means to enable a group of researchers to gather and
manage information. The key problem addressed is that many industrial
parks claim to be Eco-Industrial Parks, although there is no standard
definition of this. This project created a global inventory of these sites
and applied criteria to indicate if these claims were merely greenwashing,
or if there was information to back up these claims.

(c) Semantic LCA - Life Cycle Assessment is a very data intensive tool
for measuring the environmental impact of products and services. While
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much effort in the LCA community has focused on calculation methodolo-
gies and data gathered for individual case studies, only a small amount of
effort has been devoted to thinking how to organize and manage this data.
In this chapter, techniques are explored to help remedy this situation.

(d) Enipedia - For this thesis, Enipedia.tudelft.nl provides the most sophis-
ticated example in terms of how both Semantic Wikis and other tools
in use for the Semantic Web were employed. This case study explored
how to apply the tools and philosophies discussed to existing Open Data
on energy and industry topics. This involved work on combining and
aligning existing data sets, and resulted in a mix of different types of
architectures being employed in terms of both social and technological
processes. Many topics were explored, such as the challenges of how to
allow the data to be improved, while using techniques to check quality.

4. Conclusions - A summary and reflection of insights gained from the case
studies with regard to the initial theory and philosophies employed is given.
Future directions are enumerated.
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Part I

Theory and Philosophy
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Chapter 2

Information Management

This chapter is based on Nikolic and Davis (2012).

2.1 Introduction

Ward Cunningham, the creator of the first wiki software, described wikis as "the
simplest online database that could possibly work" (Cunningham, 2002). By investi-
gating what at least on the surface seems like a simple tool, we begin an exploration
of various socio-technical tools used for information management, and use the dis-
cussion in this chapter to set the foundation for later chapters. For understanding
opportunities for information management, wikis provide an interesting case study.
In principle they are quite simple, although digging beneath the surface and into
their inner workings reveals that some of them are quite remarkably sophisticated.

In the past fifteen years they have gone from near obscurity to ubiquity as ev-
idenced most noticeably by Wikipedia, currently the 6th most visited site on the
internet1. It seems to be a paradox that a tool that eschews top-down control and
leverages the seemingly random contributions of strangers could ever create a well
organized and comprehensive knowledge repository as Wikipedia is today.

What is a wiki At a very simple level, a wiki is a website that allows users to
freely create and edit pages, and then to make links between those pages. Most
wikis have means for keeping a revision history of edits, keeping a record of who did
what and when. They may also have a specific home page serving as the common
entry point for the rest of the wiki. Users may have their own pages but are free
to create new pages on whatever topics they wish. Communities of people using
wikis may join together around particular goals, whether creating an encyclopedia,
or collaborating on projects for their job. From these basic characteristics, it is not
apparent that much of anything could form besides a chaotic collection of pages.
However, as evidenced by examples such as Wikipedia, clearly something more is
happening. While wikis may begin as chaos, self-organization can and does occur
that cannot be ascribed solely to the wiki-software. Rather, the software provides the

1http://www.alexa.com/siteinfo/wikipedia.org, Accessed 13 December 2011
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platform for a social process of knowledge and information collection, structuring,
storage and dissemination to and by anyone who wishes to contribute to and/or
use it. We argue in this chapter that the simple features provided by a wiki can
lead to the emergence of an inverse knowledge infrastructure. By this, we mean
an infrastructure built from the bottom up that is used to collect, structure, and
disseminate knowledge.

Outline and goals We will start this chapter first with a discussion of the his-
torical background leading up to wikis. This will be followed by a discussion of our
own experiences with wikis and those of others thereby providing the perspective of
insiders who contribute to these emergent processes. Our descriptions of the behind-
the-scenes processes of Wikipedia and of our own wiki that is used for collaboration
between researchers illustrate different scales of operation and application areas.
This chapter then examines the (1) incentives for participation and (2) mechanisms
of self-organization in wikis, and (3) illustrates generic insights that may help us
understand self-organization in these knowledge infrastructures.

2.2 Historical Background Leading up to Wikis
Early ideas The emergence of wikis is an outgrowth of the ideas and technolo-
gies that led to the development of the Internet. Even prior to the invention of
computers, there was a growing awareness that the amount of available information
and knowledge was increasing beyond our ability to sensibly utilize it via traditional
library card catalogs. One of the first to write about this was Paul Otlet, who in
1934 faced the realization that paper-based information management systems simply
are not scalable, and wrote of a “mechanical, collective brain” (Otlet, 1934, 1990)
that could be accessible through telecommunications networks. Otlet defined the
following design requirements for such systems:

We must bring together a collection of machines which simultaneously
or sequentially can perform the following operations: [...] The reproduc-
tion of this writing in as many copies as are useful; [...] The creation of
documents in such a way that each item of information has its own iden-
tity and, in its relationships with those items comprising any collection,
can be retrieved as necessary; [...] Automatic retrieval of documents for
consultation and presented either direct to the enquirer or via machine
enabling written additions to be made to them; [...] Mechanical manipu-
lation at will of all the listed items of information in order to obtain new
combinations of facts, new relationships of ideas, and new operations
carried out with the help of numbers.

Associative trails Vannevar Bush (1945) expressed similar ideas in his seminal
article “As We May Think”. He was concerned with the slow pace of research which
was in part due to the unnatural indexing schemes that were used to organize knowl-
edge. One of his insights was that traditional indexing schemes do not mirror the
way that the brain naturally works. He said that the brain stores knowledge by “as-
sociative trails”. In other words, when remembering a fact, we often can then think
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of other similar related facts. This is analogous to how at a party the conversation
may drift from topic to topic, but never may have an abrupt change, even though the
starting and ending topics can be completely different. Bush took this idea a step
further and proposed that users would be able to chart “associative trails” between
diverse literature sources, and then share and interweave these trails with others,
resulting in a group collectively sewing together a large body of knowledge. Bush
(1945) went as far to say that "[w]holly new forms of encyclopedias will appear,
ready made with a mesh of associative trails running through them".

Knowledge network The fundamental insights Otlet and Bush had was that
knowledge should not be organized based on a hierarchical structure, but rather on a
network structure. Figure 2.1 provides an illustration of this difference. This distinc-
tion is important, since a hierarchical structure is fundamentally limiting. Extending
a hierarchy means that new connections can only be specified “at the bottom” of the
tree, as exceedingly narrower topics. Figure 2.1(a) illustrates the Dewey Decimal
System, which represents all available knowledge, with 10 basic branches sprouting
out, categorized as “Computer science, information & general works”, “Philosophy &
psychology”, “Religion” etc.2. These branches get more and more finely subdivided
to reach categories such as “Serials in Scandinavian languages”, “Skeptic & Neopla-
tonic philosophies” and “Paleobotany; fossil microorganisms”. Furthermore, in the
case of Dewey Decimal System, there is a single commercial entity3 determining
what is the right classification for the “entire world” to fit in.

(a) Knowledge organization through bookshelf
technology, illustrated by the Dewey Decimal Sys-
tem

(b) Structure of knowledge organized on
wiki.tudelft.nl

Figure 2.1: Differences in knowledge representation in different media

While hierarchical organization schemes historically played a very beneficial role
2http://www.oclc.org/dewey/resources/summaries/default.htm
3http://www.oclc.org/dewey/
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in organizing data, they face issues of scalability. These issues appear when an
increasing number of people become interested in topics that may span two or more
types of classification. At this point, people are searching for subjects that are closely
related, but artificially separated by the classification scheme. While hierarchies can
be identified in the real world, reality is by no means limited by them. A network
is a much more robust means of describing systems since it allows multiple types of
relationships to be defined between concepts, and not just “narrower” or “broader”. A
key advantage of a network is that it allows relevant related knowledge to be placed
closer together, and does not artificially separate it to fit a preconceived notion of
how knowledge is generated. In other words, knowledge should be organized in
associative trails, similar to the way in which humans actually think of it and use it.

In order to illustrate this point, Figure 2.1(b) presents a visualization of the
link structure of wiki.tudelft.nl. The structure of our own wiki is in stark contrast
with the traditional organizational structure of the Dewey Decimal System, since
the wiki software does not bound us to a hierarchical structure. While the structure
of the wiki may look chaotic, one of the reasons for why it is effective is found in
the work of Milgram (1967) on small world networks (Watts, 1999). In these types
of networks most nodes (pages in a wiki) are not neighbors of one another, but can
be reached by following a small number of links between adjacent nodes. Within
wikis, the same phenomenon has been observed to occur (Spek et al., 2006), where
for instance the article for the rapper Snoop Dogg is only four clicks away from the
article on the Higgs boson4. The connection is as follows. The Higgs boson is its
own antiparticle. Paul Dirac who has extensively worked on antiparticles has died
on 20 October 1984. This date happens to be Snoop Dogg’s 12th birthday. This is
as clear example of an associative trail as one can conceive.

2.3 Wikis from the inside

In this section we will present our observations and insights from taking active
part in two very different wikis, wikipedia.org and wiki.tudelft.nl. Wikipedia is the
world’s largest encyclopedia, and has been entirely created by volunteers collabo-
rating over the Internet. The authors are active contributors to a number of topics.
Wiki.tudelft.nl on the other hand is a research and education support tool accessi-
ble only by university members, that was initiated, used and administered by the
authors. We will finish by mentioning several related experiences reported in the
literature. We will start our discussion with Wikipedia.

2.3.1 Wikipedia.org

In early November 2009, the English Wikipedia contained 3,086,315 articles, with
an average 112 revisions per article. In total there are 18,483,925 wiki pages, admin-
istered by 1,693 administrators and 10,923,603 users. Wikipedia provides the best
description of its own size:

4http://www.netsoc.tcd.ie/~mu/cgi-bin/shortpath.cgi?from=Higgs%20Boson&to=Snoop%
20Dogg
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The combined Wikipedias for all other languages greatly exceeded
the English Wikipedia in size, giving a combined total of more than 1.74
billion words in 9.25 million articles in approximately 250 languages.
The English Wikipedia alone has over 1 billion words, over 25 times as
many as the next largest English-language encyclopedia, Encyclopedia
Britannica, and more than the enormous 119-volume Spanish-language
Enciclopedia Universal Illustrada Europeo-Americana5

Figure 2.2 attempts to place these numbers in a human context, and provide the
reader with a sense of just how much content there really is on Wikipedia6.

Figure 2.2: Size of the English-language Wikipedia would be if printed and bound
in book form. (Each volume 25cm tall, 5cm thick, and containing 1,600,000 words
or 8,000,000 characters.)

In our own experience contributing to Wikipedia, we have realized that there is
quite a bit going on behind the scenes that is not generally known or even obvious
to the public. At a basic level, we find people who are surprised to learn that anyone
can edit it, and very rarely find others who actually do edit it. Furthermore, even
among those that know that they can edit, very few actually do. (Lieberman and
Lin, 2009) confirm this by observing that contributions to wikis follow a power law
pattern, meaning that a relatively small number of people make a large amount of
the edits. It is not unusual for 10% of the users to generate 90% of the content.

The apparent paradox of Wikipedia is how something so skewed, decentralized
and seemingly chaotic could work, and then become one of the largest sites on the
Internet. To understand, we should consider that the founders of Wikipedia were
first involved in a failed project called Nupedia7. While not a wiki, it had similar
goals in creating a public online encyclopedia. The contribution process was also
different in that every article had to undergo a seven-step editorial process. After
three years of effort the project closed with 24 completed articles and 74 still under
review. To help the editorial process, Wikipedia had been set up as a project which
would collect articles and feed them to the review process, but it soon became clear
that it was outpacing the process it was intended to help.

While attempting quality control of such an ambitious project is admirable, it
simply does not scale, at least for the aim of creating an encyclopedia. Even today
several projects are attempting to create encyclopedias based on a review process8,

5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Size_of_Wikipedia
7http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nupedia
8The most prominent examples are http://en.citizendium.org/,

http://www.scholarpedia.org/, and http://www.eoearth.org/
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but they are still several orders of magnitude smaller than what has been achieved
with Wikipedia. To put this in perspective, the largest of these is still smaller than
the Swahili and Kurdish versions of Wikipedia, containing 12,641 and 12,865 articles
respectively9.

From this, there seems to be an inherent tension where we want centralized
control to aid quality and oversight, but need decentralization in order to effectively
collect knowledge. This tension does not only occur in wikis, but is a common theme
in other areas as well. For example, Wales (2009), the founder of Wikipedia, has cited
the influence of the economist F.A. Hayek in guiding his ideas behind Wikipedia.
Hayek was actively involved in the debate over the efficiency of central planning
versus market economies (Hayek, 1944). He said that the problem with central
planning was that the knowledge required to make rational economic decisions was
not “given to a single mind” but rather distributed throughout society among people
who individually possess “knowledge of the particular circumstances of time and
place”. He further explained that “[w]e cannot expect that this problem will be solved
by first communicating all this knowledge to a central board which, after integrating
all knowledge, issues its orders. We must solve it by some form of decentralization.
[...] We need decentralization because only thus can we insure that the knowledge
of the particular circumstances of time and place will be promptly used” (Hayek,
1945).

While Hayek was talking about economic systems, knowledge needed for creating
an encyclopedia about the world is distributed in a similar manner as well. For
example, the ability of decentralization to facilitate timely use of knowledge can
be seen on some of the more high-profile articles on Wikipedia dealing with recent
events in the news. When US Airways Flight 1549 crashed into the Hudson River
on January 15, 2009, a Wikipedia page for it was created just 22 minutes after the
incident, and the first 500 edits to the article were made by 127 individuals in the
first three and a half hours10. As of July 22, 2009 this article has seen over 2700
revisions. This type of coordination and speed would be difficult if not impossible
with the central editing board attempted by Nupedia.

Aside from letting go of centralized control, one of the reasons that Wikipedia
has worked relates to how it has dealt with the issue of placing boundaries on
users. While many users may improve the quality of the wiki, the wiki must also
be protected against the bad things that users may do. A normal response would
be to place restrictions on the types of actions that users can perform, to prevent
them from causing harm. Wales to an extent disagrees with this approach and
argues for a social process focused on building trust, rather than starting with a
foundation of distrust. As a metaphor, he gives the example of a steak restaurant,
where upon recognizing that steak knives can be used in dangerous ways, you decide
to put barriers between tables to protect the customers from each other. Wales has
argued that “if you prevent people from doing bad things, you prevent them from
doing good things, and it eliminates opportunities for trust” (Wales, 2006). This
concept is reflected in one of the fundamental principles of Wikipedia, which is to
“assume good faith”11, meaning that people are generally trying to help and not

9http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/List_of_Wikipedias#10_000.2B_articles
10http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=US_Airways_Flight_1549&action=history
11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Assume_good_faith
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cause harm. Exceptions do have to be made though for some high-profile articles
subject to frequent vandalism, and various degrees of protection policies have been
implemented12. These types of policies still have a basis in trust, and may limit
editing to registered users, or in the worst cases, only to administrators. In other
words, this is inclusive to people who have built up trust and social capital over time
through continued contributions to Wikipedia.

These concepts are really only a small part of the foundations of Wikipedia.
Through its evolution, it has developed a rather extensive list of policies13 regarding
various aspects of user behavior, types of allowable content, legal and copyright
issues, and the means available for enforcing these policies. These ideals and policies
are transformed into action by the people who contribute. These contributions are
aided by several types of tools that users can configure. One of these is a watchlist,
which allows users to create a list of articles that they would like to monitor. This
means that whenever someone edits an article on this list, they will be alerted to it.
This makes it easier to check for vandalism and to maintain the quality of pages as
they evolve over time.

It is not unusual for users or groups of users to take “ownership” of a page through
adding content and moderating changes (Fairbanks, 2008). A key enabler to this
process is the revision history which is maintained for every article. One is able
to look at every single revision of an article ever made. What this means is that
it is easier to fix damage than to create it, since in the case of vandalism, all that
one has to do is revert to the previous version of the article. When examining new
additions, one can easily see exactly where the changes have occurred without having
to examine the entire document. While some people may just edit pages on their
own, it is not uncommon to find communities of people who self-organize based on
similar interests. For example, in editing articles on similar topics, you may look at
the edit history of those articles and notice that some other contributors have edited
the same group of articles as you have. Over time, these people become familiar
with each other and self-organize into larger groups. Some of these groups become
more formally organized into WikiProjects14 where editors coordinate their efforts
to improve families of articles, such as those on energy15 and bridges16, among many
others.

The implication of WikiProjects is that the editorial process of Wikipedia is
neither centralized nor completely decentralized, but rather is able to exist as a mix
of both. While WikiProjects facilitate the formation of groups, no formal boundaries
are imposed, and nothing prevents members of those groups from belonging to other
groups as well, or just editing articles of diverse topics on their own. Centralization
helps to focus energy around a group of articles, while the ability to decentralize
enables people to connect articles existing in different groups, allowing for an overlap
in vision to occur.

Furthermore, people are using WikiProjects in novel ways beyond just efforts to
improve the quality of articles. For example, the RNA WikiProject17 was started

12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Protection_policy
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:List_of_policies
14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject
15http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Energy
16http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Bridges
17http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_RNA
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by researchers who noticed that searches for many RNA-related keywords in Google
returned Wikipedia pages as a top result. As a result, these pages are likely to
be some of the most viewed, and have the possibility to be more up to date due
to the ease of editing by anyone. Motivated by this observation, they decided to
take their own database and use it to help create and improve articles about RNA
on Wikipedia. However, they did not just stop there, but decided to reincorporate
further updates to these articles back into their own database. In other words,
through their actions, they encouraged these articles to be a focal point of activity
for the RNA community, while at the same time helping them keep their database
up to date (Daub et al., 2008).

The collective efforts of many people contributing is really only part of the story.
As early as 2002, it was recognized that there were many menial tasks of editing and
maintenance that could benefit from automation, allowing contributers to devote
time to more creative work. This led to the use of bots, which are software pro-
grams written to perform tedious, repetitive edits to pages. Some bots were used to
create articles based on works in the public domain, such as the 1911 Encyclopedia
Britannica, while others created articles based on databases of cities18. Some bots
deal with vandalism19, by reverting articles back to their previous version if suspi-
cious activity is noticed, such as most of the content of the page disappearing in a
single edit. Other bots fix spelling mistakes20 and verify ISBNs (International Stan-
dard Book Numbers) listed in articles21. Many of these bots work in real-time and
monitor all the latest edits as they are submitted. Even in the Flight 1549 example
mentioned previously, two of the 127 editors mentioned were bots. One was busy
reverting possible vandalism, while another linked the English version of the article
to the Russian language version. While not obvious, the use of bots has become
ubiquitous on Wikipedia, and by picking a page at random22 and checking the edit
history, one can very often find the contributions of these non-human editors mixed
together with those of regular users.

From the discussion above, it should not be that surprising that Wikipedia be-
came what it did. It was not a fortunate accident, but rather a quite deliberate
effort by a group of dedicated people who believed in the ideals of the project, took
ownership of it, and were further aided by the right types of both technical and
social tools. As the site grew, people self organized, learned from mistakes, and
developed new policies to guide future development from repeating these mistakes.
People of similar interests formed groups to improve the quality of pages they cared
about, and used software tools such as watchlists and bots to help them use their
time more efficiently and focus their efforts in more creative ways.

2.3.2 wiki.tudelft.nl

The wiki that the authors are intimately familiar with is the TU Delft Wiki23, which
was started in 2005 by the authors to support and organize the social network of

18http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:History_of_Wikipedia_bots
19http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:ClueBot
20http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:CmdrObot
21http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:SmackBot
22http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Random
23http://wiki.tudelft.nl
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researchers working on modeling of socio-technical system evolution. It has grown
from a test project running on a decommissioned computer under a desk to become
a part of the official ICT infrastructure of the Delft University of Technology. The
authors are still involved in the wiki as active users and administrators. The wiki
was started as an outgrowth of our general interests in ICT, collaborative Internet-
enabled technologies, and the open source philosophy. As researchers, it is common
to hear criticism that many people work in “silos” where they are often not aware
of the work of others and miss out on collaboration opportunities. It was clear to
us that a wiki could provide an open platform where researchers could keep track
of their work, while also allowing material to be shared across a group. This wiki
has evolved to be a online clearinghouse of information and knowledge, a free-form
workspace and note-taking platform and a repository of diverse types of knowledge.
It is used daily to communicate project progress, make notes on idea development,
and collaborate on papers.

In order to provide the reader with a sense of the scale and development of
wiki.tudelft.nl, we will first present several metrics that characterize the wiki, before
moving on to discuss some of our experiences in managing this knowledge infras-
tructure.

As shown by Figure 2.3, which plots the edits per each user of wiki.tudelft.nl,
we observe that there is a relatively small group of a few core people who “get it”
and use it as a part of their daily work, while the vast majority may try it once and
then move on or just passively read. Some people may find it too unfamiliar, or may
just be more comfortable with their regular ways of workflow management. This is
a very similar situation as with Wikipedia.

Figure 2.3: Number of edits per user of wiki.tudelft.nl

Figure 2.4 presents the growth of the Wiki structure over time24 from its begin-
24Graph is created by C.B. Davis, see the Wiki page at http://wiki.tudelft.nl/bin/view/Main/

WikiGrowthOverTime. The source code of the generation algorithm is available at http://svn.eeni.
tbm.tudelft.nl/IgorNikolic/tools/WikiAnalysis/src/VisualizeWikiEvolution.java
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ning up to the moment of this writing. The graph is force directed, edges represent
pages referring to each other. This means that portal type pages which collect in-
formation on certain topics are in the middle, while less connected pages are pushed
to the outside. At the time of writing25, the wiki contains around 12,000 pages.
Furthermore, Figure 2.4 demonstrates the organic growth of the wiki over time and
shows the increase in number of associative trails, as demonstrated by the growing
central, densely connected, core of the network graph.

(a) December 9, 2004 (b) October 25, 2005 (c) September 10, 2006

(d) July 27, 2007 (e) June 11, 2008 (f) April 27, 2009

Figure 2.4: Evolution of link structure between pages on wiki.tudelft.nl

There are five main aspects that are relevant to discuss in contrast to Wikipedia.
First, the wiki is closed for general public. Second, two levels of access exist. Third,
most contributors know each other personally. Fourth, the wiki has not actively
defined what it is not and, fifth, the difficulties in organizing the wiki have lead to
surprising results.

Starting with the first issue, our wiki is different than its larger public coun-
terparts in that there are areas of limited access. Excluding the general public is
a deliberate choice that allows the mainly academic users of the wiki to feel com-
fortable in contributing unrefined and unfinished ideas to the wiki. Academics are
usually comfortable with peer review of finished ideas, but are not comfortable with
the entire world watching over the shoulder as they develop them.

Second, there are two levels of access to the wiki: permissive and restrictive.
Users with the permissive status can access all the content except areas that are

25October 30, 2012
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forbidden. Users with restricted status can not access any areas other than those
that are allowed. Users under permissive access, mainly the academic researchers
and students, are allowed access to all knowledge stored on the wiki, except for
the restricted ones for which non-disclosure agreements may be required. This also
means that any and all knowledge contributed by those who are willing to share is
visible to everybody who is also willing to share. Users requiring restricted access,
mainly commercial partners in research, can only access their knowledge stored on
the system and are excluded from the general knowledge pool. This setup allows
the wiki to capture different social situations, each with its own distinct rules of
engagement.

The third relevant aspect is that contributors generally have face-to-face daily
contact. This direct contact and the underlying social web of trust create a different
social dynamics than in the case of public wikis when the majority of users only know
each other through reputation and Internet avatars. This leads to a lower level of
activity on the wiki, as conflicts about certain pages are easily resolved off line.
Furthermore, we notice that the information on the wiki sometimes gets outdated,
as fast developing issues are discussed offline, without updating the pages. In our
case, physical proximity reduces the quality of the wiki, compared to a situation
where the same users would have to interact solely through the wiki.

Fourthly, in contrast to projects such as Wikipedia, we have not gone through the
process of actually defining what we are not26. Generally, any content is allowable
as long as it is useful to somebody. There is very little pressure to clean up pages,
except for those that are useful for many people. Essentially, we have created a
collection of interlinked notebooks with a search engine that helps us to access this
information. As a consequence, we have experienced a type of self-organization
that is uncommon on public wikis. Users working on their interest sphere create a
relatively diffuse wiki that, while not being the wiki for any particular topic, is just
useful to everybody.

Finally, as a consequence of the previous points, we have learned that our wiki
is very difficult to organize. While we do have a main page, its primary function
is to introduce people to what the wiki is, and it is not a practical entry point to
the rest of the wiki. Navigating the wiki is typically done through either the use
of a search engine or people’s personal wiki pages where they maintain links to the
pages that they are most interested in. Over time, this has lead to problems in
finding pages. The search engine used by the software was very simple and just did
a simple occurrence search, returning many non-relevant results. It did not consider
the network structure and relative importance of pages27.

This has lead to the introduction of tagging, which allows us to assign sets of
keywords to wiki pages to give a quick overview about what the page is about. Since
the same keywords can be used on multiple pages, this allows us to easily group and
link relevant pages together. For instance, “literature” refers to articles and reports
we have read and keep notes on, and a tag of “HowTo” means that it is a page
containing instructions. Furthermore, we can search by multiple sets of tags, such
as all pages about “literature”, “energy” and “Netherlands”. Tagging is very much a
bottom-up process that allows people to define their own relevant ways to cluster

26http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:What_Wikipedia_is_not
27As, for example, Google’s search algorithm PageRank does
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articles without interfering in how other people may cluster sets of articles. A side
effect of tagging is that it fosters the creation of, or at least reflects the use of a group
vocabulary, also referred to as a folksonomy (Titus et al., 2007), that currently has
more than 370 keywords.

2.3.3 Experiences from other wikis

As wikis have been around for more than 15 years now, an enormous amount of
experience has been gathered by those participating in the wiki-based process of self-
organization. A notable record of these experiences is contained within the Meatball
Wiki, that split off the first wiki ever created, the Portland Pattern Repository28. It
hosts discussions about the development of wikis in general. The Meatball wiki is “a
community of active practitioners striving to teach each other how to organize people
using online tools”29. This wiki provides a venue for in-depth discussion about wiki
philosophy, wiki culture, instructions, and observations.

Beyond the two wiki examples mentioned above, wikis are finding uses in many
different fields for many different purposes. For example, some scientists are finding
that wikis are a very useful and essential tool to continue forward in their research.
They are using wikis to get better organized in order to collectively curate, man-
age and allow access to very large sets of data (Doerr, 2008; Lee, 2008; Nelson,
2009). The realization is that for data to be useful, it needs to be not just collected,
but put in a format where people can find it and update it as necessary. Addi-
tionally, many scientists are now studying large scale systems which requires the
integration of insights of many different researchers, where no one researcher has a
complete understanding of the whole. In using a wiki, they are able to self organize
a community-generated conceptualization of the systems they study.

Libraries are also natural places where wikis are used, as they administer and
manage large amounts of information (Muljadi et al., 2005; Selhorst, 2007; Tumlin
et al., 2007). There has been a realization by some that library staff possess rich
’tacit’ knowledge, which is not written down, and is not easily available to library
clients. Through wikis, some libraries are starting to document this knowledge,
disseminate best practices and learn from mistakes.

Education is also being facilitated by wikis (Gottlieb and Pélaez-Morales, 2009;
Na et al., 2008; Trentin, 2009). Their use allows teachers to easily manage edu-
cational materials, especially in rapidly changing fields of study such as informat-
ics. Students are able to collaborate on projects whether remotely or in the same
room. In general, it is observed in the literature that learning efficiency is increased,
while reducing the financial costs of learning materials for students and reducing the
teacher workload.

Wikis are being used to enable patent reviewers to make more informed deci-
sions about patent applications (Varchaver, 2006). The United States Patent and
Trademark Office has granted over seven million patents30, and a daunting challenge
exists in verifying that a patent application describes a sufficiently novel invention
from those described in the millions of prior patents. The idea with this wiki is

28http://c2.com/cgi/wiki
29http://www.usemod.com/cgi-bin/mb.pl?MeatballWiki
30http://www.uspto.gov/patents/process/search/issuyear.jsp
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to open up the patent review process to outsiders who can then comment on the
novelty of an application with regard to prior art. Current owners of patents have
an incentive to participate in this in order to protect their own intellectual capital.

Finally, wikis are even being used by the US Central Intelligence Agency (CIA,
2009). Their wiki, Intellipedia, can be seen as a kind of Wikipedia for the intelligence
community where they collaborate to compile facts. From its start in 2005, it has
grown to 900,000 pages, receiving an average of 5000 edits per day. The goal of the
wiki is to break down barriers to information sharing and capturing knowledge, which
is quite important for an organization that aims to connect sometimes disparate
pieces of information. One of the advantages of the site is that it allows for self
organization of information while avoiding bureaucracy. For example, when chlorine
was first used for an improvised explosive device in Iraq, someone created a page on
Intellipedia asking for information on how to collect evidence of its usage. Within
two days, over twenty people had compiled information without a single meeting
having to be called (M. Calabresi, 2009).

From the previous descriptions of uses and experiences within wikis, we can see
that they are being used for a multitude of purposes. Furthermore, among different
wikis, it is possible to find some regularities in their behaviour, along with common
incentives and mechanisms that lead to their self-organization. In the next section
we will discuss these in more detail in order to better understand what makes them
work.

2.4 Incentives and Mechanisms for Participation in
Wikis

We will next define incentives as inherent drivers that compel users to take part in
a wiki. They should be understood as internal motivations, and can not be directly
influenced. These incentives can be leveraged through different mechanisms in order
to facilitate self-organization. Mechanisms are often implicit and non-deliberate, but
in some cases they can be consciously designed to achieve self-organization.

2.4.1 Incentives

Depending on the type of the wiki, incentives may be different. We differentiate
between two types of wikis: those that are volunteer driven, and do not have a
direct payoff for contributors and those that have a direct (economic) payoff for
contributors.

Volunteer wikis Wikipedia can be categorized as a volunteer or altruistic wiki.
It is altruistic in a sense that there is no immediately obvious reason to contribute,
and people who contribute do so voluntarily. In her study of Wikipedia contribu-
tors, Kuznetsov (2006) has convincingly identified altruism, reciprocity, community,
reputation and autonomy as incentives for participation in Wikipedia.

First, altruism is a powerful incentive (Boehm, 2008; Simon, 1990) as people
desire to benefit a wide range of people, and contribute only for the satisfaction of
giving. Second, people often interact with the same set of individuals, and over time
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this collaboration fosters reciprocity. As part of the editing process, not only are
users able to contribute, but are able to learn much more about subjects they are
interested in from other contributors. This leads to community creation of content.
Within a wiki, people can see themselves as part of a community, where their work
is integrated into a collective effort. This can give them a common sense of purpose,
creating motivation to contribute and help the community. As one actively takes
part in a community, ones reputation begins to grow. In contributing, people develop
online identities, and have the opportunity to gain respect and appreciation from
their peers. Finally, projects such as Wikipedia offer a change of pace from typical
paid work where people have to meet deadlines and answer to supervisors. People
are able to pick the areas where they want to contribute and then be creative and
productive on their own terms, providing them with a sense of intellectual autonomy.

The incentives presented above can also be seen at work in less serious endeavors.
For example, an Internet meme that began with placing humorous captions under
pictures of cats31 spawned the LOLCat Bible Translation Project32, where some two
and a half thousand users self-organized to translate the Bible into LOLspeak33.

Work oriented wikis In contrast to volunteer wikis, work oriented wikis are
generally used by people as part of their daily work, where the use of the wiki is
either mandatory or helps in some way for them to achieve the goals of their job.
These wikis have additional incentives due to the different social context in which
they are used. These are self interest, the need for efficiency and necessity.

In commercial situations, some people may start using a wiki just out of self
interest, due to the desire to be seen as an innovator and an enabler, who helps
the organization run better. In doing so, they hope to be seen as a creative and
innovative employee, which is positive for their career.

Also wikis may be introduced to solve a direct knowledge management problem
that a user has. Doing so, increases their efficiency. Many examples34 exist of com-
panies using wikis for sharing documents, publishing guidelines and best practices,
quality management systems, organizing meetings, reducing duplication of effort,
etc.

Finally, necessity can be a powerful incentive. For example, employees in a
company may find themselves in a situation where information relevant for their job
is distributed throughout an organization, and large scale collaboration is necessary.
In this case, their work has to necessarily fit within a larger body of knowledge,
where no one employee has a complete overview. This is even more apparent in the
scientific world, where scientists are realizing that part of their job requirement is
being a part of a global collaborative knowledge creation network, where people are
dependent on the knowledge generated by others. Given the inherent distribution
of the problem tackled and the distribution of knowledge necessary to solve those
problems, scientists reach for the correct tool for the job. Wikis are the appropriate
tools for synthesis of ideas spread out temporally and spatially.

31http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lolcat
32http://www.lolcatbible.com
33http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Media:Wikipedia-lolcat.jpg
34http://twiki.org/cgi-bin/view/Main/TWikiSuccessStories
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2.4.2 Mechanisms

Mechanisms are the processes through which the creative force driven by incentives
leads to self-organization. The self-organization process in wikis has four mechanisms
that reinforce each other. They are the user driven creation of content, that leads
to collective creation of value, which, enabled by low transaction costs allows the
exploration of the “adjacent possible”.

User driven creation The success of many collaborative projects on the Internet
can be attributed to what O’Reilly (2004) calls the “architecture of participation”,
in other words, the “nature of systems that are designed for user contribution”.
This is very much the case with the Internet, where we have a global system built
around standardized communications protocols. Anyone who wants to connect and
contribute is able to hook into the system. Furthermore, the simple act of connecting
leads to network effects, illustrated by Metcalfe’s law (Gilder, 1993), which states
that the value of the network is proportional to the number of connected users.

Shirky (2008a) has talked about the existence of a “cognitive surplus” by which he
means the untapped collective mental potential of human society. In other words,
it is about society’s spare mental capabilities that go unused in a similar way to
computers that are sitting idle. To illustrate his point, he gives a rough calculation
that Wikipedia took about 100 million hours of human thought to create. This
may seem like an enormous amount of time, but it is roughly the same amount
that people in the US spend sitting and watching TV commercials during a single
weekend.

Collective creation of value The next step for building an architecture of par-
ticipation is to create value from what people do once they actually connect. It is
not enough just to get people together; something must be in place to productively
collect and harness this energy. Wikis are such a tool in that they allow people
to contribute their cognitive energy into an emergent knowledge structure. Just as
energy continually added to a cloud formation can result in a hurricane (Trenberth,
2007), when human cognitive energy is added together under the right conditions,
an emergent knowledge structure will form. This is one of the fundamental elements
of creating an architecture of participation. Collective value is built as an automatic
byproduct of users interacting with the system (O’Reilly, 2004).

This collective creation of value is not magic, but is an emergent phenomenon,
arising from continual editing. For example, once someone creates a Wikipedia
article on a topic, it does not make sense to create another article about the same
exact topic. Rather, they would examine the existing article, and fill in facts that
they know are currently missing. They may create links to other relevant articles,
or create a category to group together multiple articles covering a common theme,
such as all the articles about French Monarchs35. Not all edits will necessarily
increase structure, but the options available to editors are such that many of their
contributions will have the effect of funneling future edits in certain directions which
help build further structure. The collective intelligence of a community of users is a
vital enabling factor (Segaran, 2007).

35http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:French_monarchs
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This collective value is further enabled by social aspects, such as people who feel
responsible and take ownership in certain topics. Furthermore, principles such as “as-
suming good faith” generate a more conducive environment to contributions, where
we do not inadvertently block people from doing good things by over-engineering
the system to prevent bad things from happening.

Low transaction costs Wikis are tools that enable organizations to leverage dif-
ferent types of economics from those encountered within traditional organizations.
Some of these online projects have in the past been impossible to achieve, and
recently Shirky (2008b) has proposed that there has historically been a set of trans-
actions that could not have occurred since no organization was willing to bear the
costs.

Through the technologies and social networks on the Internet, we are seeing the
transaction costs for organizing people dropping tremendously. In other words, since
there is often a low barrier to entry for wikis, people can self-organize themselves
around topics of interests. In the past, this would have required some type of top-
level coordination that no organization had the money, the time or organizational
power to achieve. This is often further aided by mechanisms where individual contri-
butions automatically lead to larger, and more dynamic patterns of self-organization.

Exploring the adjacent possible Wikis are just one step in the evolutionary
exploration of tools we use to help organize knowledge and facilitate collaboration.
Part of this exploration involves identifying evolutionary pre-adaptations (Kauff-
man, 2000). These are features of something (i.e. an organism or technology), that
are useful for purposes other than those for which they are currently being used.
The usefulness of these features is not necessarily obvious until situations occur ne-
cessitating this feature. For example, vacuum tubes found an early use as amplifiers
for electrical circuits, before it was realized that they could also be used to create
logic circuits for early computers (Arthur, 2009).

We cannot necessarily pre-state what these evolutionary pre-adaptations are. We
often must just “do” to find out and learn as situations change. As we learn what
these new technologies are capable of, we are then able to combine them with other
technologies, or use them as platforms for launching even newer technologies. Kauff-
man (2000) mentions that technology evolves over time by exploring the “adjacent
possible”. In other words, some things are impossible until something else has been
invented first. Without computers, we would not have the internet. Without the
internet, we would not have wikis, and we are only just beginning to grasp the next
step which we could not have without wikis, as illustrated in Box 1.

2.5 Conclusions

We have started this chapter by examining the historical context of wikis, dating well
before the Internet. We have shown that the early notions of associative trails and
knowledge networks have been implemented in wikis, websites with an edit button
that anyone can edit. We have examined the largest and most well-known public
wiki, Wikipedia.org, a smaller private wiki at wiki.tudelft.nl and several examples
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from literature. We have examined different incentives that drive self-organization
in wikis and discussed various mechanisms through which these incentives work. In
this closing section of the chapter, we examine the lessons learned.

In interpreting these insights, we need to explicitly acknowledge that wikis are
able to benefit from advantages gained through leveraging the Internet as a platform.
As a result, they are facilitated by different economics from traditional physical
infrastructures. The cost of duplication is nearly zero, and it is easy for people to
participate even if they are physically separated by large geographic distances.

We believe that the incentives identified in wikis are applicable to other exam-
ples besides wikis, since they relate to how people self-organize in general. As for
the mechanisms of self-organization, most of them may apply to other examples of
bottom-up organization as well. One possible exception is the mechanism of lower-
ing of transaction costs, which only occurs if Internet is used to organize aspects of
a physical infrastructure.

We have examined the lessons learned from three mechanisms: the user driven
creation, value creation from collaboration and the exploration of the adjacent pos-
sible.

Users/creators join together, usually on top of an existing infrastructure and
start creating the knowledge infrastructure. The starting assumption is that user-
s/creators are benevolent, and that they are “scratching their own itch” and in the
process are self-organizing to create something much bigger. The relationships be-
tween users/creators can be both very loose or very strong, and individuals or groups
take ownership of content/parts of the knowledge infrastructure.

As the knowledge infrastructure emerges from collaboration, network effects start
to increase its value to users. As the transaction costs for contribution and creation
in wikis are low, many quick changes may be applied. This creates a highly dynamic
system, that may be hard to understand or use. Technology may be applied to
solve the problems of searching and using these wikis, leading to a hybrid situation,
where some creators are not human anymore, but automated processes cataloging,
repairing and doing menial tasks, further increasing the possible speed of change of
the system.

These dynamics cause knowledge infrastructures to explore the “adjacent possi-
ble”, the space of future possibilities that lie just beyond the current systems con-
figuration. As Gibson (1999) has said: “the future is already here - it’s just not
evenly distributed”. Glimpses of the future can be found now if you look in the
right places. As knowledge infrastructures continue to self-organize and explore the
adjacent possible, not everything new will succeed, but some things, possibly very
unexpected, will.
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Box 1 - Augmented Reality through Wikipedia The information con-
tained in Wikipedia is being reused in novel ways as new types of tech-
nologies emerge. For example, on Wikipedia, many of the articles de-
scribing locations contain information describing their geographic coordi-
nates. At the same time, we are seeing the emergence of smart phones
such as the iPhone 3GS, which contains a GPS unit, a compass, a cam-
era, and allows one to access the Internet through the mobile phone net-
work. Some developers have taken advantage of this situation by devel-
oping an application called Wikitudea. By raising the phone in front of
you, the screen presents you with a live camera view of the landscape.
The GPS and compass is then used to determine both where you are
and which direction you are facing. The application uses this informa-
tion to find all the Wikipedia articles within a certain radius from you,
and places markers on the screen to designate the locations of the articles.
This is an example of “Augmented Reality”, where one is presented with
a view of the real-world combined with computer-generated annotations.

ahttp://www.wikitude.org/
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Chapter 3

Industrial Ecology 2.0

This chapter is based on Davis et al. (2010) and Davis and Dijkema (2011).

3.1 Introduction
The previous chapter has given a more general background about the philosophies
incorporated in the processes of managing information on the Web. This chapter
will provide a more detailed exploration of how that philosophy combined with
new types of tools, can be applied to address some of the problems encountered
by the Industrial Ecology research community. The discussion can be seen as not
just applying to Industrial Ecology, but also to other fields that aim to employ a
multidisciplinary approach to research.

Industrial Ecology has been defined as “the study of all interactions between
industrial systems and the environment” (Graedel, 1994) and “the science of sus-
tainability” (Ehrenfeld, 2004). It is about “things connected to other things”, a
“systems-based, multidisciplinary discourse that seeks to understand emergent be-
havior of complex integrated human/natural systems” (Allenby, 2006) that can be
thought to be composed of interacting technical and social networks (Dijkema and
Basson, 2009) embedded in the biosphere. By using this holistic systems view, we
hope not only to understand but also to shape the linkages between the economy,
social concerns, and the environment, in order to guide the world towards sustain-
ability.

Clearly, Industrial Ecology (IE) is an ambitious field of study, and it is not
uncommon to study systems ranging from the scale of molecules to the ultimate
system boundary of “Spaceship Earth” (Fuller, 1969). In these efforts, technological
networks have been the subject of many analysis and quantitative tools (cf. LCA,
MFA, SFA, IOA etc.) to analyze the “industrial metabolism” (Suh, 2004). At the
same time, social networks have been the subject of many investigations into the “so-
cial metabolism” (Fischer-Kowalski and Haberl, 2007; Fischer-Kowalski and Hüttler,
1998; Krausmann et al., 2008).

The study of both types of networks alone already represents formidable chal-
lenges. Data may be unavailable, inaccessible, incomplete, incompatible or unre-
liable. To integrate data and knowledge to enable the analysis of socio-technical
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systems is even more difficult. Even when data on technical systems and knowl-
edge on social networks does exist, there may not be a one-to-one mapping between
concepts developed in different domains to allow their use in an integrated IE ap-
proach, as different scientific and engineering communities will each have their own
vocabulary, perspectives, theories, methods and tools.

Enabling collaboration is key in order to overcome these barriers to advance and
accelerate IE, since we are dealing with systems that cannot be centrally conceptual-
ized (Allenby, 2007) or understood by a single mind. Integrating information about
these systems is difficult due to their complexity. Here, complexity should be under-
stood as “the property of a real world system that is manifest in the inability of any
one formalism being adequate to capture all its properties” (Mikulecky, 2001). For
example, people can have different ways of describing the same things. Furthermore,
information and knowledge relevant for analysis and development of these systems
is often dispersed among different communities such as engineers, economists, envi-
ronmental and social scientists. Each of these communities in turn have their own
vocabulary, perspectives, theories and tools, which can hinder sharing between them,
even though they may deal with related aspects.

This also comes at a time when several have called for Industrial Ecology to
incorporate insights from complex systems theory (Allenby, 2006; Dijkema and Bas-
son, 2009; Ehrenfeld, 2007). By no means does this reduce the information needs,
but rather it emphasizes the diverse nature of information that we need to integrate
and process collectively.

Thus, we need to get better at managing and using data across disciplines and
communities. In other words, we need to increase the effectiveness by which in-
dividual learning contributes to the collective IE body of knowledge. Just as our
socio-technical systems have emerged as a result of the collective actions of millions,
with useful parts being reused in ways unanticipated by the original contributors,
in IE we should actively facilitate a similar type of evolution of the collection and
reuse of data, information and knowledge. Much progress, for example, can be made
using structured data currently existing in many forms ranging from spreadsheets to
databases, although opportunities also exist for better managing unstructured data
of a more narrative descriptive nature.

This calls for the use of state-of-the-art ICT to foster said collaboration and
enable reuse, curation and expansion of datasets and knowledge, which ultimately
would prevent researchers from having to rediscover information already known.
This would alleviate them from tedious tasks that are better left to ICT and al-
low researchers to spend their time doing what they are best at: the intellectually
challenging task of interpreting information and using their critical thinking skills to
find relevant patterns. However, as will be further argued in this chapter, Industrial
Ecology is currently lagging behind other fields with regard to the sophistication in
which it uses ICT to foster collaboration and enable the study of complex systems.

Already the Web has proven itself as an enabler for collective action, whether
for the building of encyclopedias (Giles, 2005) or coordination of political protests
(Musgrove, 2009), which begs the question “how can the IE community use the
Web to its full potential in order to facilitate its research?” By this, we mean
using the Web in more efficiently building a collective body of knowledge, creating
feedback loops so that information once gathered can be more efficiently reused, and
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ultimately enabling the community to flourish.
Within this chapter, we will explore the implications of using existing tools avail-

able on the Internet today, particularly those that are not actively in use by IE
researchers, who may not be aware of their potential or even their existence. To
address this question, what will be discussed goes beyond having a simple Web page
with contact information, downloading an executable program to run some model
exercises, or putting your papers on a preprint server.

The first section of this chapter addresses the ways in which the IE community
handles information and introduces a number of key problems. Subsequently, it
is discussed how the Web already is being used to change how we collaborate and
organize scientific information and knowledge, especially in ways relevant to IE. This
will examine the trends occurring on the Web from past to current examples, and
will highlight its implications. Here we will address tools and principles that can
make the research process more efficient than it currently is.

Finally, after this exploration of existing tools and trends, we will build on the
insights obtained and identify best practices that can lead us towards a Web enabled
Industrial Ecology that we have dubbed IE 2.0. What is proposed is not a silver
bullet, but rather requires an iterative process and community dialogue where we
identify opportunities that can be based on the tools discussed.

3.2 Our Relationship with Information
Industrial Ecology research can often be very data intensive due to the nature of the
systems that we study. In trying to gather information about a particular system,
we may find that some of it may be difficult or impossible to gather, of questionable
accuracy, or of such a large amount that we do not know how to effectively navigate
it. To begin to overcome these limitations, we need to not just reflect on what we
are trying to achieve, but also employ a meta perspective on how we currently try
to achieve our goals.

Consider, for example, an LCA study on electric cars. A researcher conducting
the study may have access to proprietary data provided to her by various stakehold-
ers or may use a commercial life cycle inventory database. In both cases, she may
still find that data about certain materials and associated processes is missing. She
may then perform a literature review to see if other studies have been published
containing process data of interest. Once this information is found, however, it is
not always clear what the quality of the data is and there is no easy way to know
whether the data has already been superseded, or if others have disagreements with
certain aspects of it. Once she has completed a satisfactory data set, the researcher
will then manually link together processes based on chains that are relevant.

Reflecting on the process it may be seen this is a tedious process that is to some
extent subjective; it more often than not involves time-consuming expert consulta-
tion and discussions, obtaining and processing feedback from multiple stakeholders.
In the process, not only the functional unit, but also the system boundary and
allocation rules must be decided upon.

Adopting a meta perspective, and considering what this means for IE research
and advancement of the IE body of knowledge, reveals that without proper data and
knowledge management the entire process cannot be replicated. If the specifics of the
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LCA procedure are not published or otherwise made publicly available, then other
researchers interested in LCA’s of electric cars will have to repeat the same procedure
for the exact same set of data. Even if the underlying data was published and the
LCA setup underwent a peer review process, if someone subsequently publishes
more accurate material or process statistics, there is no easy way to trace how these
improvements would trickle through to our researchers LCA results, let alone the
conclusions based on it. It may thus be seen that data gathering and management
is inefficient, while a large part of the information and knowledge generated during
the completion of the LCA study on electric cars is under threat of fading away.

We face further problems related to the quality of data used, as illustrated with
a recent study by Clarens et al. (2010) regarding an LCA of biofuel production from
algae. This study came under fire for making conclusions based on data that was
10 years old. It was stated that although the “research was conducted in a sound
fashion, it was extremely outdated.” (Bhanoo, 2010). This raises concerns about
having our work out of date even before it is published (Hamilton, 2010), even when
the work uses IE methods and tools as intended and is accredited by a recognized
center of academic expertise (e.g. for LCA - CML; for MFA - Trondheim; for SFA -
Yale) and makes use of data supplied by a commercial enterprise such as EcoInvent.

To an extent, the creation of several Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) databases has
already led to important progress towards this goal, but it is still not enough. Other
progress has been made with tools such as hybrid analysis techniques (Haes et al.,
2004), which help to provide data on the background processes included in an LCA
by using aggregated data about monetary flows between industrial sectors com-
bined with aggregated emissions data. Other efforts involve online tools such as
GoodGuide, which attempt to provide consumers with LCA-based information on
many different consumer products1. Although these are very positive developments,
we still face a problem of the scale of the system that we are trying to understand
and evaluate. For example, estimates have been made that a “big-box” store such
as a Wal-Mart may have 100,000 different items in stock, and that there may be
over 10 billion distinct products available worldwide (Beinhocker, 2006, 8-9,456-457).
Clearly, this is a few orders of magnitude above our largest databases. Furthermore,
we are not just interested in knowing the current state of the world; we are also in-
terested in knowing how the world changes once we make some sort of intervention
into a system.

Given these difficulties, we need to be using tools that enable our ambitions. In
IE it is not only what we are doing that is new, but also how we are accomplishing
our goals. Just as the idea of multidisciplinary work is still relatively new, the tools
for fostering this type of collaboration are new and are being explored as well. While
in IE some initiatives are emerging - e.g. in the input/output and LCI communi-
ties2, truly on-line facilitated collaborative communities are still lacking. This leads
to a problem where the field is not progressing as fast as it could and should to help
build sustainable societies. For researchers this is a concern because it has been
noted that the tools we develop need to be eco-efficient (Schaltegger, 1997), in that
the benefit we receive from them needs to be greater than the amount of effort put

1http://www.goodguide.com/
2http://www.lci-network.de/cms/content/pid/247, http://www.open-io.org/,

http://www.earthster.org/
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into creating and maintaining them. If we spend so much time rebuilding existing
knowledge, then we are hardly helping ourselves. However, beyond IE progress has
been made through various methods of Internet-enabled collaboration. While in
several academic fields researchers are starting to realize benefits from using online
tools, concerns have been raised that Industrial Ecology lacks a major online pres-
ence, and exists primarily as an offline community (Hertwich, 2007). This has deep
implications beyond publicizing the field and enabling better discussions between
researchers through tools such as websites and discussion forums.

While we desire a holistic view of systems, we also need to consider “the real
challenge posed by the systems idea: its message is not that in order to be rational
we need to be omniscient but, rather, that we must learn to deal critically with the
fact that we never are” (Ryan, 2008; Ulrich, 1988). While we cannot be omniscient,
we can take concrete steps to improve the current situation. This is not a call to
give up on data collection, but it is rather a call to rethink how we do it. This is
an important reflection that needs to be made. Already it has been argued that
performing a Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) may not always be eco-efficient due to
the high economic costs that may be involved (Schaltegger, 1997). While almost a
decade and a half has passed since this claim was made, and people can argue about
its validity in different cases, this is still an important concern that should guide the
development of LCA and other Industrial Ecology tools. Simply put, if we want to
achieve widespread environmental benefits, then we need to actively drive down the
costs of achieving them.

3.3 Making the supply chain of data more eco-efficient
We are actually facing two issues: the nature of the problems we are trying to solve,
and also how we organize ourselves to solve those problems. If we want to increase
the availability of data, then it is useful to consider that data is produced through
supply chains just as much as physical products are. By this, we mean is that data
is produced through several stages, each of which may involve different people. For
example, data about a particular industrial process may come from a fact sheet
published by a company, that was read by a researcher who used this as a base
for additional calculations, and then published an article on a case study in her
own country, which was then read by another researcher and adapted for his own
work. A similar example is given by Hammond et al. (Hammond et al., 1995), who in
discussing environmental indicators, illustrates an information pyramid starting from
primary data, which is processed into analyzed data, then used to create indicators,
and finally indices.

Just as with a physical supply chain, the flow of data can be constrained at any
one of these stages. This may happen deliberately through the need to keep some
data proprietary, but also unintentionally through a lack of awareness of enabling
tools or philosophies. As collecting and compiling data is recognized as being one of
the most time consuming steps in the process of creating an LCA (Rebitzer et al.,
2004), and we should as much as possible seek to remove bottlenecks.

This analogy with supply chains leads to deeper implications when we consider
that data, just like a raw resource, can flow through multiple supply chains and
end up in a variety of products. This is evident since in managing the life cycle of
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products, parts of the same dataset may flow through various tools such as Life Cy-
cle Assessment, Environmental Impact Assessment, Cost Benefit Analysis, Material
Flow Analysis, and Ecological Footprints (Finnveden et al., 2009). A diversity of
tools is necessary since they each cover different scales, perspectives, and assump-
tions.

The last stage in making the supply chain of data more eco-efficient is that of
recycling. Essentially, what happens to data when we are done with it? Does it
get recycled, reused, and upgraded, or does it get lost in the landfill? If we want
to make tools like LCA more eco-efficient, then we need to get better at closing our
own loops. Recycling of data may equate to maintaining, refreshing and updating
data, finding new purposes and applications for it.

What should be clear from this discussion is that the gathering and processing
of data is not the sole endeavor of a single researcher, but rather an effort in which
we are linked together in a larger interdependent system. What happens at various
stages in this network affects others further down the chain.

We believe that a way forward involves leveraging Web technologies to make our
research more eco-efficient. Over the past two decades, we have seen the emergence
of the World Wide Web dramatically change the economics of information gathering
via lowering collection costs, and allow for large-scale peer review and availability
at an unprecedented scale. For example, while traditional academic publishing still
runs on cycles of several months involving a hand full of reviewers, we are starting
to see what some have called “Trial by Twitter” (Mandavilli, 2011), where scientists
are receiving feedback in real time by any of their peers who wish to join in the
discussion. One can argue the merits of each approach, but through this and other
means described below, the way in which we do science is changing.

3.4 The Web and IE
The idea that the progress of science can be enhanced through information tech-
niques is hardly new, and over sixty years ago, Vannevar Bush (1945) expressed
concerns that although we can enormously extend the record of scientific knowledge,
it is much more difficult to make use of it. One of his criticisms related to traditional
library indexing schemes as commonly exemplified by the Dewey Decimal System.
While these schemes have served an important role in organizing libraries, they are
fundamentally limited in that they provide a hierarchical organization scheme for
all of humanity’s knowledge. Every piece of information must fit within precisely
one location. This reflects a reductionist view of science, and is not a scalable so-
lution for multidisciplinary sciences, since it artificially separates topics that people
through their research are bringing closer together.

Bush argued that hierarchical indexing schemes are unnatural since they do not
mirror the way the brain naturally works. He said that the brain stores knowledge
by “associative trails”, which can be thought of as a path where facts are connected
to other associated facts. This is analogous to how a conversation may drift from
topic to topic without an abrupt change, even though the starting and ending topics
can be completely different.

He envisioned that researchers would be able to document “a trail of interest
through the maze of materials” as they connected relevant related facts spread across
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multiple resources. He took this idea a step further and proposed that users would be
able to share and interweave these trails with others, resulting in a group collectively
creating a road map of a large body of knowledge. He considered this idea to be quite
powerful and went as far to say “[w]holly new forms of encyclopedias will appear,
ready made with a mesh of associative trails running through them”. One only
has to spend time on Wikipedia to notice that this has already happened. Bush’s
biomimetic reflections on the human mind and information management techniques
have already been demonstrated to be viable in helping to organize large amounts
of information.

An important aspect of Bush’s idea is the ability to leverage the strengths of
both humans and computers. He noted that we “cannot beat the mind with speed
and flexibility by which it follows an associative trail, but can beat it in regard to the
permanence and clarity of items resurrected from storage.” This issue of interaction
between humans and computers will be a fundamental aspect of the discussion in
the rest of this article.

Returning to the example of an LCA researcher, in her study of electric cars, she
may also be interested in including the effects of vehicle-to-grid applications, where
the car is used to both store and supply power to the electrical grid (Kempton and
Tomić, 2005). In her research, she may collaborate with different domain experts
in electric car design, electric grid operation, and urban planning, who may not be
aware of the interlinkages that they will necessarily have with each other as a result
of this technology being realized on a large scale. The result of her research is then
not just an LCA, but a set of associative trails documenting an ongoing conversation
that may shape the future evolution of vehicle-to-grid systems.

The next section will discuss many concepts and tools that are being used to
enable ideas about how the scientific record can be consulted more efficiently. As
will be shown, the requirements and guidelines discussed above are inherent in these
and part of their design.

3.4.1 The State of IE on the Web

While concerns were raised above about Industrial Ecology being an offline commu-
nity, there has been a range of discussions about and working examples of tools that
leverage IE through the Web. For example, for over a decade the website eiolca.net
(Matthews and Small, 2000) has provided an online interface for Economic Input-
Output Life Cycle Assessment, where one can calculate the material and energy
resources required for a commodity and its related supply chain. Various databases
have been compiled, such as for the Stocks and Flows (STAF) Project (Lifset et al.,
2002) conducted by Yale, and data on material flows are available on-line through
the work of the Sustainable Europe Research Institute (SERI, 2009).

Furthermore, since Hertwich (2007) first voiced these concerns, many steps have
been taken, and Industrial Ecology research can be found through various blogs3,4,5,

3http://johnehrenfeld.com/
4http://carbonfootprintofnations.com/blog.php
5http://industrialecology.blogspot.com/
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Facebook6,7,8, and even on Twitter9.
A notable recent example is the website GoodGuide.com, founded by Dara

O’Rourke10. This site provides ratings so that consumers can get an overview of
the health, environmental, and societal impacts of the products they buy. When
you select a specific product, you are able to quickly get a view ranging from the
level of hazardous/questionable ingredients, all the way up to various practices of the
manufacturer. GoodGuide also has an application for mobile phones, which allows
consumers to scan in bar codes using the phone’s camera, and then automatically
bring up information about the product.

Further innovative uses abound, such as AMEE.com, which provides an appli-
cation programming interface (API) where people can develop web applications to
monitor carbon footprints and energy consumption (AMEE, 2010). One of these
is realtimecarbon.org, which takes information on the current level electricity pro-
duction in the UK, and calculates the resulting real-time CO2 emissions (Butcher,
2010). The role of open source is being explored with the openLCA software (Ciroth,
2007), and with Sourcemap.org, a community effort started by the MIT Media Lab
to compile information about supply chains for products and their carbon intensity
(Nicoll, 2009).

These examples are encouraging, and show that the Industrial Ecology commu-
nity and others are exploring different options available through the Web. However,
going back to the original example of an LCA researcher, there are certain needs that
are not met yet due to several problems. For example, some of these sites may make
data available, but it is often essentially one-way communication, where it is either
impossible or difficult for the community to discuss, curate, and improve the data.
When sites do allow people to contribute and curate data, such as Sourcemap.org,
they are often too limited to be of full use for researchers. For example, the problem
with Sourcemap.org is that it only accounts for CO2 emissions and does not contain
citations for data sources. A similar issue exists for GoodGuide.com, which has a
consumer focus. While providing a large amount of detail on products, this infor-
mation is presented on an aggregate level that does not give full detail into how the
ratings are calculated. Finally, there are no substantive examples of sites that are
facilitating communication among a community of researchers. In the next section
we will discuss emerging trends that hold promise in ameliorating these problems.

3.4.2 Towards a Web of Data and Knowledge

One of the ways that researchers are facilitating collaboration on the Web is through
wikis. In our own experience using one as part of our daily work11 (Nikolic and
Davis, 2012), we have found that it serves as a central focal and collection point for
the work of the group. In doing so, it prevents relevant information from growing
stale, getting lost within e-mail inboxes, or being recreated needlessly. Also, just as
science is dependent on peer review for quality, the same applies for wikis. For every

6http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=92967738069
7http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2323444404
8http://www.facebook.com/pages/Journal-of-Industrial-Ecology/94846823479
9http://twitter.com/IndstrlEcology

10http://www.goodguide.com/about
11http://wiki.tudelft.nl
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edit, there is a record of “who did what when”, and there are easy ways to monitor
changes, revert to previous versions if necessary, and hold a community discussion
about topics. Since we know “who did what”, people who perform responsible edits
build reputation and trust, just as they do in offline communities.

Many notable examples of wikis facilitating data collection exist within the bi-
ological sciences (Waldrop, 2008). While we study industrial metabolism, biology
researchers are already using wikis to collectively map cellular metabolisms (Pico
et al., 2008). This is an example of researchers creating their own wiki, and there
are others where researchers have decided to use Wikipedia as a collaborative plat-
form. For example, the RNA WikiProject12 started when researchers noticed that
the top Google results for RNA were on Wikipedia. Instead of seeing the quality of
the pages as a limitation, they saw it as an opportunity and decided to take own-
ership of them, using their own database to help populate and improve the quality
of the pages. They also use further community contributions to these articles as a
means to then keep their own database up to date (Daub et al., 2008).

This is a paradigm many people may be uncomfortable with at first, particularly
due to concerns about how the quality of data can be maintained when contributions
are allowed by people outside the trusted community. However, we should also
consider that Wikipedia originates from a failed project, Nupedia13, which mandated
a seven-step editorial process for publishing articles. After three years, 24 articles
were completed and 74 were still under review. By letting go of up-front quality
control and instead allowing for continual peer review on a global scale, within
four years it allowed for the creation of an resource able to match Encyclopaedia
Britannica on the quality of science articles (Giles, 2005). The key point here is that
while having properly verified information is indeed of vital importance, experts
should do what they can to avoid the situation where they themselves become the
bottleneck to the flow of information, due to their own limited amounts of time and
and the amount of information they can feasibly process. It can be better to accept
incomplete and possibly incorrect information, which can then be peer reviewed and
cleaned up by the community, than to not have it at all.

While wikis have clear benefits and provide a platform whereby a community can
continually contribute and update data, they are limited in a number of ways. In
the next section we will discuss several emerging trends and tools that go beyond the
basic functionality that wikis provide. The point is that very significant changes are
occurring with regard to how we can manage information, and we need to evaluate
the opportunities these can provide with regard to our research goals.

3.4.2.1 Data maintained by government agencies and official
organizations

What we see happening now is a growing push towards open data, most notably
by high-profile initiatives such as http://data.gov in the US, http://data.gov.uk
in the UK. These government sites act as a hub for datasets generated by various
government agencies. Through these sites, users are able to quickly search by terms
and retrieve the relevant datasets that may have been produced by different agencies.

12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_RNA
13http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nupedia
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The pages for the datasets list metadata such as the responsible agency, the release
date, and available file formats. RSS feeds are sometimes available, so that people
can subscribe to them and be alerted whenever updates are made to a particular
dataset. Additionally, these sites also support a two way conversation where users are
able to rate the dataset and provide comments on it. This model of publishing data
has spread to different cities as well, such as New York City14 and San Francisco15.
In all these cases, it is about empowering citizens with better knowledge about what
is happening in their regions, based on data that they have already funded the
collection of.

Another notable example, is the World Bank’s http://data.worldbank.org
which has data and visualizations of 2000 indicators covering various economic, so-
cial, and environmental topics. This is taken a step further by the website Gapmin-
der16, which takes many of these indicators and then integrates with other indicators
from the World Health Organization (WHO), Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO), International Energy Agency (IEA)17. While this site is a very good example
of how effective use of information technology can help to make data more accessible,
it also highlights a situation where a bottleneck is not in gathering the data, but in
figuring out how to sieve and extract data for different uses.

3.4.2.2 Crowdsourced data

A growing and perhaps under-appreciated amount of data comes from various crowd-
sourcing efforts. In other words, this is data that is compiled and managed by mem-
bers of the general public. The classic example is Wikipedia, and below we will
highlight several examples. We do not claim that these sources are a replacement
for proper academic research, but we do demonstrate that there are some strong
signals amongst the noise.

For example, within Google Earth, one of the available layers is that of the
“Google Earth Community”18, which contains millions of user-contributed descrip-
tions of various points on the globe. The coverage of this layer is so extensive that
it is not unusual to find points in even the most remote of locations. Since anyone
can contribute to this layer, the content is varied, although it is not difficult to track
down useful user-contributed content such as maps of national electricity grids, 3D
models of proposed wind farms, and collections highlighting areas where deforesta-
tion is occurring. In Europe, when one turns on this layer and looks at industrial
facilities, they will find that someone has added the 11,000 sites recorded in the 2004
European Pollutant Emission Register19. This is not just simply someone posting
official government data in a different file format. What has happened is that the
person who posted the data has fixed it up by first setting missing coordinates to
that of the nearest city, and then setting up a website where people can fix incorrect
coordinates themselves. As mentioned, the content contained within this layer is of
varying quality, and the point here is that just like with Wikipedia, it can often give

14http://www.nyc.gov/html/ops/nycstat/html/home/home.shtml
15http://datasf.org/
16http://www.gapminder.org
17http://www.gapminder.org/data/
18http://bbs.keyhole.com/
19http://bbs.keyhole.com/ubb/ubbthreads.php?ubb=showflat&Number=1028648
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a surprisingly useful start to investigations, but verifications and further research
must still be performed.

The cost of recording and transmitting information has plummeted, which is
leading to new opportunities and innovative uses. These trends apply to technologies
such as sensor networks as well. For example, the TrashTrack project by MIT, used
miniature transponders to follow 3000 pieces of trash20, and other projects such as
Mobile Individual Measurements of Air Quality (MIMAQ) are exploring how air
quality observations can be made through wearable sensors21.

3.4.2.3 Leveraging Human and Machine Readable Formats

The World Wide Web began in a human readable format. In other words, it was
composed of web pages written by people that contained links to pages written by
other people. This represented such advantage that within several years the Web
exploded. However, accessing information over the Internet is still relatively slow
since it is constrained by the speed at which a person can read. While search engines
have sped up the process of locating information, these still only serve us information
one page at a time. While humans excel at understanding the context of information,
computers are much better at handling large amounts of information and performing
actions such as complicated queries and data mining. A large opportunity exists,
therefore, for creating applications that better leverage the combination of human
and computer strengths. To enable this, web pages and information should also
be machine readable and processable where possible (Antoniou and Van Harmelen,
2008, 3): in other words, software can decode it, make out meaning, perform queries,
and essentially perform something useful with the data.

Presently, advanced methods are deployed to combine ’machine-readability’ and
’human-readability’, notably through the development and application of novel (open)
standards. The prominent World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), which introduced
the standards behind the Web, is currently active developing standards enabling
machine readable formats to be dispersed across the internet, just as HTML is a
ubiquitous standard today for web pages (Herman, 2009). One of the most impor-
tant standards developed is RDF (Resource Description Framework), which is built
upon the XML (Extensible Markup Language) standard. XML already is commonly
used for various purposes such as the EcoSpold data format for Life Cycle Inventory
data (ecoinvent Centre, 2009).

One of the limitations of using XML for data exchange is that it does not have a
way of representing the semantics or meaning of data (Antoniou and Van Harmelen,
2008, 65). The RDF standard has been created precisely to alleviate this problem.
When using RDF, one represents data as a series of triples of the form “subject
predicate object”, (similar to “apple hasColor green”). While this semantic setup can
be used to create meaningful tables, in a table or webpage the subject, predicate,
and object each can be represented by a unique identifier in the form of a URL
(Uniform Resource Locator), i.e. a web address.

To illustrate what this allows, we return briefly to the example of wikis. An
interesting aspect of wikis is that they can allow for both unstructured and structured

20http://senseable.mit.edu/trashtrack/
21http://mimaq.org/ (in Dutch)
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information to co-exist on the same page. In other words, as shown in figure 3.1,
a page may contain a narrative description of a particular wind farm, and then be
accompanied by an infobox on the right side describing standard properties such
as its location, number of turbines, and maximum capacity. Since wind farms are
power generating facilities, they typically use an infobox that lists properties that
are generic to all types of power stations.22. Given this structure, we can already
create machine-readable sentences in RDF expressing concepts such as “Tararua
Wind Farm” “Owner” “Trustpower”, and “Tararua Wind Farm” “Maximum Capacity”
“160 MW”, where items such as “TararuaWind Farm” and “Trustpower” are identified
by a URL that corresponds to their wiki page.

Capitalizing on information that has been structured this way on the Web, we
can perform queries that search multiple pages, for example to provide us with a list
of the maximum capacity of all power plants. Where things get interesting is that
information in infoboxes often points to pages that contain infoboxes themselves.
The simple act of connecting relevant pieces of information together on a wiki, can
result in a large network of structured information, containing paths that can be
followed, which are essentially associative trails. Since URLs used by RDF can be
any address on the Web, it allows one to connect together data stored on multiple
sites across the Internet. In effect, this allows the creation of a World Wide Web of
data.

The RDF standard dates back to 1999, and has existed in its current form since
2004 (Klyne et al., 2004). The ability to query Wikipedia like a database started in
early 2007 with the DBpedia project (Bizer et al., 2007), which will be described in
more detail below. What has changed though is a critical mass seems to be occurring,
in a similar way to what happened when the Web first took off. This is happening
under the vision of what Berners-Lee et al. (2001), the creator of the Web, has termed
the Semantic Web. One of the key ideas is that information across the web can be
given semantic annotations to aid machine processing of its meaning, enabling us to
better leverage the strengths of both humans and computers in understanding and
managing information.

Returning to the example of the LCA researcher, she may be compiling a list
of all the companies that make batteries for electric cars, as well as electric car
manufacturers. She realizes that she needs to survey the companies involved in
order to understand the economic situations in different areas, and to inventory the
different types of technologies used. She starts out by compiling the list by hand
in a Word file where she adds information related to their economic performance,
technologies employed, and contact information.

This list quickly grows many pages long, and she finds that retrieving and orga-
nizing information in there is increasingly difficult. Because information is stored as
unstructured text, she can only search for specific phrases, and more sophisticated
analysis such as finding relationships between things is essentially impossible.

After reading a paper about the use of wikis in scientific research, she next
decides to start moving her data into a wiki, where she creates a pages for each
of the companies, and reuses an existing company description infobox23 in order
to structure information about them. Besides just compiling information about

22http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php/Template:Infobox_Power_Station
23http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Infobox_company
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individual companies, she starts to make links between those pages in order to
document the supply chains. Without attempting to do so, she has created not just
a list, but a network of interrelated concepts representing a the companies, their
supply chains, and the technologies.

Entering information in a structured way on a wiki is just the start of a number of
interesting opportunities. While the wiki has helped her to organize information, she
can still only read one page at a time. For examining vast amounts of information,
another step is required to allows for machines to do more sophisticated processing
of it.

Figure 3.1: Example of structured information on Wikipedia

3.4.2.4 DBpedia

DBpedia.org is a project that has taken information from Wikipedia24 and con-
verted it into a form available using Semantic Web technologies, such as RDF. For
every page on the English Wikipedia, you can find a corresponding version on DB-
pedia. This means that Industrial Ecologists with Wikipedia articles, such as Brad
Allenby25 and Roland Clift26, already have entries for themselves on the Semantic
Web.

One of the powerful standards developed for the Semantic Web is the graph
query language SPARQL (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008). This allows for
data across the Semantic Web to be queried in a similar way to how SQL is used as
a query language for relational databases (Antoniou and Van Harmelen, 2008, 106).
The implication of SPARQL and the web of infoboxes described above, is that we

24http://en.wikipedia.org
25http://dbpedia.org/page/Braden_Allenby
26http://dbpedia.org/page/Roland_Clift
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now have a network of facts where we can build queries based on chaining together
pathways of relationships we wish to follow.

Returning to the example of the LCA researcher, she finds that she wants to get
an overview of existing electric cars with physical properties such as their type of
engine, weight, and physical dimensions. At the same time, she also wants to under-
stand how these properties may be influenced by properties for the manufacturers.
Knowing where the manufacturer is based, may indicate the general market they
serve. She is also interested in knowing when the company was founded, since newer
companies may be more willing to experiment with novel designs. All of this infor-
mation can be retrieved now with a single query to DBpedia. The query performing
this can be seen at http://ie.tbm.tudelft.nl/ie/index.php/JIEICT. This is a
fundamentally different way of searching for information. (Berners-Lee, 2009) has
stated that while Google is good for finding out what other people already know,
the Semantic Web is intended to help you answer questions that no one has asked
before.

The motivation behind DBpedia is not just an exercise in extracting data from
Wikipedia, but it is a clear intent to create a hub for the Semantic Web (Bizer
et al., 2009). One of the benefits of Wikipedia is that since its aim is to create an
encyclopedia, only one page will exist for a particular specific topic. This means
that for many concepts that people may use in their own data, there likely exists a
unique URL which corresponds to it. And by using unique URLs, separate data sets
can then be linked together. Furthermore, the Wikipedia community has already
worked out issues where one term may be used in multiple ways, through automatic
redirects, or through disambiguation pages.

3.4.2.5 Linking Open Data

The Semantic Web goes beyond just DBpedia, and in an effort to gain a critical mass
for it, the W3C and a variety of businesses and academic researchers are involved in
the “Linking Open Data” initiative (Heath, 2009). An aspect of this involves groups
making databases available online using Semantic Web standards such as RDF.
Databases are interesting for this initiative for two reasons. First they potentially
contain massive amounts of information, and when interlinked with other sources,
this may create enormous value for a community. Secondly, they are already machine
readable, meaning that they can be relatively easily converted to a proper format
for the Semantic Web, or may be used directly as is when combined with tools that
are able to redisplay database information in RDF format to end users of data.

The state of the Semantic Web as of July 2009 is illustrated by figure 3.2, which
shows the inter-linkages in the current cloud of projects that publish data using the
RDF standard. As can be seen, large companies such as the British Broadcasting
Corporation and Thomson Reuters (via the Open Calais project) are already putting
content online based on Semantic Web standards. Other projects involve people tak-
ing publicly available data sources and republishing them as RDF and making them
queryable through SPARQL endpoints. Notable examples of this include informa-
tion gathered from US Census Data, the CIA World Factbook, and Eurostat. Also
notable is the GovTrack project27 which aims to increase transparency in the U.S.

27http://www.govtrack.us/
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government by linking together information about members of Congress. This site
is especially useful for those who wish to investigate how funding of election cam-
paigns has an influence on voting records. Not yet in this image are efforts by the
governments of the UK and US which bring their data into this network as well.
The UK has recently launched data.gov.uk, which natively uses Semantic Web stan-
dards, and efforts are underway to take the US government equivalent at data.gov
and convert it to RDF28 (Ding et al., 2010). Nearly the entire bottom half of the
cloud represents the Bio2RDF project29 (Belleau et al., 2008), which is an effort to
take documents from publicly available bioinformatics databases and allow them to
be accessed and interlinked using Semantic Web standards, which enable mapping
of connections and relationships between genes, enzymes, proteins, and organisms.
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Figure 3.2: The Linked Open Data Cloud. Circles represent sources that publish
information using Semantic Web standards. Edges indicate that two sources contain
information about the same concept, and that an explicit link has been made, similar
to how one would include a link from their own web page to another web page
(Cyganiak, 2010).

Returning to the example of the LCA researcher, she next wants to find out what
particular parts of legislation might be trying to facilitate the introduction of electric
vehicles. She then goes to the site GovTrack.us30, and then is able to do a query
finding all US Congress bills that are of the subject “Hybrid, electric, and advanced
technology vehicles”, where she also queries whether the bill has passed or not, and
the date at which the vote for this was conducted. If she wishes to investigate the
political dimensions behind the bill, she can also list who first introduced the bill,

28http://data-gov.tw.rpi.edu
29http://bio2rdf.org
30http://govtrack.us
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and then find the districts they represent, which in turn may give an indication
of the particular industries that have a vested interest in the passage of the bill.
Using sources such as SEC filings (also available via a SPARQL endpoint) 31, she
can query other social aspects by asking “given the board of directors for a certain
car company, list all the other companies that they are also on the board of”. In
doing this, she hopes to find the patterns of influence at work that may steer future
decisions of the companies.

3.4.2.6 Semantic Wikis

The next step in the evolution of wikis has emerged in the form of semantic wikis
which natively combine the functionality of Wikipedia and DBpedia. On the sur-
face, these look exactly like normal wikis, but differ because they allow for special
annotations on the content of pages, that can be directly mapped to an RDF format,
in the same way as illustrated in figure 3.1.

A key advantage of semantic wikis is that they allow people without a back-
ground in Information Technology to take advantage of the trends mentioned in
the examples above, as both users and contributors. This is similar to how on the
Web today, people use various applications, without having to be concerned about
the software and data structures that support them. Users may simply contribute
plain text, semantically annotate sections of text, or enter information into pre-made
forms. Since wikis can facilitate a collaborative process of continual improvement,
information initially added as plain text may be gradually annotated and formalized
by the community of users. Wiki pages are never “done”, but consecutive edits build
upon the structure left by those who contributed before.

One of the limitations of traditional wikis is that it constrains users to viewing
contents of a single page at a time. This is not always ideal, particularly when one
is interested in aggregating information that is spread across multiple pages. For
example, one could create a wiki collecting Life Cycle Inventory information, where
every process has a dedicated page. These pages would contain information on the
size and types of flows into and out of these processes, with documentation describing
the literature sources behind this data. At the same time, it would be useful to have
a page that could list all the processes that generate electricity. This could be
created by manually searching through all the pages, and then including links to all
the relevant pages. The problem is that as new processes are added, this list will be
out of date. Even worse, it will not be obvious that it is out of date, until someone
manually searches through all the pages again. If one also wanted to maintain other
list pages such as on “processes emitting cadmium” or “processes designated as Best
Available Technology”, the administrative burden becomes prohibitively high for a
task that is tedious and not the best use of human creativity.

With semantic wikis, you do not manually create lists, but rather you query
them. In other words, you create lists by grabbing structured information spread
across many pages. For example, a query can be set up to find the population values
that are listed on pages that are tagged as describing something that is a type of
city. By using pre-made forms and templates, consistent formats for structured
data can be placed on multiple pages. As a result, information for a specific process

31http://www.rdfabout.com/demo/sec/
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only exists on a single page, so that when a value is updated, or a new process
generating electricity is added, this change is automatically reflected through every
other page that queries this information in some way. A further value of this is
that it allows many different views on the same set of data, which greatly enables
consistency checking. Returning to the power plant query example from DBpedia,
one can easily find that properties such as “Maximum Capacity” and “Fuel Type”
are not specified in a consistent way. Rather than exposing the weaknesses of wikis,
this is a very powerful technique to be used with them that allows us to efficiently
pinpoint and then correct pages that have problems that would have previously been
prohibitively difficult to discover and fix.

Let us return to the example of the LCA researcher. While collecting data, she
would create a wiki page for every type of process, economic flow, and environmental
flow. On each page for a process, data required for an LCA would be stored within a
Semantic Form, ensuring that information was properly structured. She would also
be able to include loose notes which may be of value to other researchers wishing to
know more detail of the process. Additionally, she may tag the wiki page with various
keywords such as “bioelectricity” or “energy” to help other researchers later find this
entry. Literature sources for the data would be indicated by including a link to a
wiki page dedicated to that source. This would also contain structured information
such as the author, journal, article title, etc. This structured information would also
be complemented by the inclusion of unstructured information, such as researcher
notes on various aspects of the source. On this page, the researcher could also include
links to other wiki pages indicating other sources that are related to the current one.

After editing the wiki, she is then interested in then taking this data and using
it within LCA software. This is accomplished by using a utility that essentially
queries the wiki, and extracts from it the types of structured information required
by the software. This information would be exported into machine-readable RDF.
Since RDF is built upon XML which can already be processed by a number of LCA
software packages, this will not require large modifications to existing software.

To make sure that information on the wiki is properly curated, the researcher
would set up a watchlist for pages that she has edited or is otherwise interested in.
This means that whenever someone edits those pages, or one of their accompanying
discussion pages, she will be alerted and will be able to see who has performed the
edit. When she visits the page, she can then click on the history link which will
highlight and pinpoint the exact changes that have occurred between the current
page against the previous revision, saving her the trouble of having to read through
the entire page every time that someone makes an edit. She may find that another
researcher is adding information her page to connect to industry-sector data for use
in a Hybrid LCA.

Although semantic wikis are relatively new technologies, they are starting to
come of age. In December 2009, the US Department of Energy released their Open
Energy Information site32, which is actually a semantic wiki. Steven Chu, the current
US Secretary of Energy, has said “The true potential of this tool will grow with the
public’s participation – as they add new data and share their expertise – to ensure
that all communities have access to the information they need to broadly deploy
the clean energy resources of the future.” (DOE, 2009). The current data is quite

32http://en.openei.org/wiki/Main_Page
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extensive, and already one can query pages describing over a thousand individual
renewable energy facilities and then construct graphs of the growth of renewable
energy capacity in the US per fuel type(Davis, 2010). This government wiki is
open to the public now, and people can simply create a user account, and start
contributing.

Furthermore, there is already an example of a Semantic Wiki in use by Industrial
Ecologists33 (Wouters and Feldmar, 2010). Through our own work, we have set this
up as a platform for IE Master’s students to document Eco-Industrial Parks around
the world. As of June 2010, it contains 227 parks and 115 literature references used
to document them. To the best of our knowledge is the largest resource of its kind,
and was built within a period of only two months.

While there are concerns about how effectively Industrial Ecology is using the
Web to achieve its goals, interesting innovative examples do exist within the field,
and undoubtedly further exploration is currently underway. However, we also should
be aware of many of the emerging trends that may substantially change the way we
do research. While many of these innovations are largely being driven by those with
a background in Information Technology, people in other fields are starting to see
the value of this, and devising means to facilitate wider usage within society.

3.5 Towards Industrial Ecology 2.0

The previous section presented a rather broad view of how the Web is offering new
possibilities that can facilitate research. In trying to take advantage of these trends,
it is helpful to identify the design aspects which have enabled the success of these
projects. This is not just about technology, but it also relates to people and how
their research can be better facilitated by it. As such, the IE community and its
work itself can be viewed as a type of socio-technical system (Dijkema and Basson,
2009), where the technical elements of this system are composed of its methods,
tools, data, information and knowledge; while the social elements are made up of
the community and the ongoing conversations between its members.

To give due credit, the detailed discussion of the use of the Semantic Web within
Industrial Ecology has already been introduced by Kraines et al. (2005, 2006), who
present a very thorough primer on the tools being developed and what these eventu-
ally could turn into. However, in our opinion, their focus is at too high a level for a
beginning point for the Industrial Ecology community. For example, they emphasize
using the Semantic Web as a platform for sharing research models. This definitely
should be done, but involves the added complexity and time investment of devel-
oping a meta-language to develop a collective representation and understanding of
the design and assumptions built into these models. Furthermore, many of the tools
described are more suited for advanced users with good programming skills and prior
experience in using Semantic Web technologies. To be fair, many of the examples
described here took off after the articles by Kraines et al. were published.

Our concern here relates to creating a critical mass of people involved (Shirky,
2008a). Just as with the World Wide Web, the more people get involved, the more
interesting it gets and the more types of benefits can be realized (Gilder, 1993). For

33http://ie.tbm.tudelft.nl
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people to engage, however, there needs to be a clear motivation for why they should
invest the time to learn these new tools, and they should incur some immediate
benefits. Furthermore, while the technologies behind the Semantic Web have existed
for quite some time, it has not been exactly clear what they would lead to and how
that would happen (Marshall and Shipman, 2003). This is not necessarily a critique
of the technologies involved, but rather a reflection of how technology development
progresses. For example, vacuum tubes found an early use as amplifiers for radios,
before it was realized that they could also be used to create logic circuits for early
computers (Arthur, 2009). This could not necessarily be foreseen, and required
experimentation and exploration for people to understand the potential. While we
now see that there exists promising technology and examples, we need to examine
several of the general best practices that we as a community of Industrial Ecology
practitioners can implement or apply to get the most out of ourselves, our knowledge,
and the Web.

3.5.1 Allowing for Self-organization and Evolution

In moving forward, we need to be aware of opportunities that allow for better self-
organization and sharing of knowledge. This process of self-organization in using
the Web and these new technologies is a type of socio-technical evolution where we
learn how to use the tools, and the tools shape the way that we work.

To initiative, drive, and shape this evolution, several requirements and guide-
lines have been identified by Nikolic (2009), which are applicable for using the Web
for fostering collaborative research, data, info and knowledge storage and sharing.
First, there must be what can be called “local optimization”, or enabling optimiza-
tion based on local needs. Each of the domain experts who have developed a set
of skills and knowledge relevant for their jobs require ICT to facilitate their work.
While they may not possess a systems view, they do one thing, and do it well.
Secondly, we should accept that in generating knowledge, there is no termination
criterion. There is a process of “learning by doing”, and the state of knowledge is
never perfect or complete. It is “good enough” until further insights are gained.
Third, the evolution of knowledge requires that we do not place barriers on the con-
tinued use of knowledge, as research will always lead to further questions. Fourth,
we also must recognize path dependency: each line of scientific inquiry represents a
chain of building upon previous knowledge and technologies, which represents only
a single pathway that is explored. When we now have a “memory” of this pathway,
when we arrive at a dead-end we can backtrack instead of rebuilding from scratch.
Bush recognized this in talking about how machines can beat humans with regard
to the “permanence and clarity of items resurrected from storage”. Information may
not recorded and will be forgotten, or may be stored in a form that is not easy
to retrieve. A fifth requirement is that of “modularity”. While path dependence is
needed to build structure, we also need the ability to branch from it when necessary
in order to explore new pathways and lines of inquiry. If our knowledge consists of
modular pieces, it allows us to rebuild it in novel ways and to attach new pieces.
Sixth, we need to accept that there is no single correct way of looking at the sys-
tem, since there are various static, dynamic, and ontological ways of describing and
measuring it (Allenby, 2006). For example, an electric car exists within multiple
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subsystems related to transportation, the power system, and social systems, among
others. Finally, this entire process must involve a shared effort since it is too large
for a single person to accomplish alone. We need there to be an overlap in visions,
where there is an ecosystem of contributors ranging from specialized domain experts
to generalists with system perspectives who can interconnect and translate different
points of view for consumption by others.

The evolutionary perspective presented above hints at a different way of working:
instead of converting an overall vision of what is to be into a hierarchical, massive
top-down program that is under threat of over-engineering, these items acknowledge
things will happen in a web and on the web. Adopting a bottom-up philosophy,
we recognize the self-organizing capabilities of this socio-technical ecosystem and
leverage it by providing the niche players with the appropriate and effective tools
and connections.

3.5.2 Best practices
The most appropriate starting point in our view is at sharing data on-line, essentially
in the form of raw data, observations, and annotations of data. The IE community
already collects an enormous amount of information about monetary and physical
flows from the level of individual processes to industrial sectors, a core activity that
may be leveraged through Semantic Web technologies. This is not just about putting
data online, but also about how we do it, and what we do once it is there. This
will be explained below with a mix of guiding principles and by identifying some
promising examples.

3.5.2.1 Connecting both Producers and Consumers of Data

IE is clearly a very tools-oriented scientific field. Especially with the trends men-
tioned in the previous section, it is quite likely that the amount of information we
use will increase, and we will need to continue to develop ways to manage and navi-
gate information in intelligent ways. Although a variety of sources such as databases
(Curran et al., 2006) and journal articles already exist containing relevant informa-
tion, it is difficult to navigate these, make relevant connections among them, and
perform quality checks. A further problem was illustrated previously with the exam-
ple of the LCA study on biofuel production from algae (Clarens et al., 2010), where
the most up-to-date information was confidential. As will be discussed, opportuni-
ties exist to better utilize information we do have already, while also reconsidering
how to approach the problem of necessary information that we do not have.

Getting the data describing the life cycle of products has been very difficult due to
the substantial costs involved, along with the fear of revealing strategic information
or being shamed for poor environmental performance (Dijkema and Mayer, 2001;
Dijkema et al., 2006).

The availability of data on the life cycle of products is also influenced, due to the
ability to have a competitive advantage by simply having data and acting as a gate-
keeper to it. While this is an understandable strategy, it leads to a “Paradox of data
quality”: if we can’t see it, how do we know that it is accurate? Also, this strategy
increasingly faces competition from those who are moving beyond simply possessing
data. Their strategy is to figure out how to effectively filter through and extract
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actionable information from an every growing flood of information. Continuing the
analogy discussed above, value may be migrating to other stages in the supply chain
of data. And beyond single supply chains, data may be linked and migrate to other
supply chains, enabling multidisciplinary science and solutions.

While we live in an age where access to information is unprecedented, the ability
to make information hard to find can be a crucial factor for a competitive advantage.
This duality has been described by Brand (1988, 202) who states:

Information wants to be free because it has become so cheap to distribute,
copy, and recombine - too cheap to meter. It wants to be expensive be-
cause it can be immeasurably valuable to the recipient. That tension will
not go away. It leads to endless wrenching debate about price, copyright,
“intellectual property,” and the moral rightness of casual distribution, be-
cause each round of new devices makes the tension worse, not better.

On this theme, he further notes (Clarke, 2000):

If you cling blindly to the expensive part of the paradox, you miss all
the action going on in the free part. The pressure of the paradox forces
information to explore incessantly.

The point here is that while there are times when confidentiality of information is
vital, we argue that the Industrial Ecology community can go quite far in exploring
the free part. As we promote and invite interdisciplinary studies, we should not
be actively promoting walled gardens of data, and there are very interesting trends
happening in the free part that we can benefit from.

While some of the tension of these different concerns will not go away, we should
still be aware of how the growth of open data can open up new opportunities.
For example, Fung and O’Rourke (Fung and O’Rourke, 2000) highlight how the
United States Toxics Release Inventory has brought about reductions in emissions,
not through traditional command-and-control regulations, but by providing relevant
information to private citizens, interest groups, and firms, which then leads to an
alternative style of emissions regulations driven by pressure of grassroots organiza-
tions. This is not just about having data, but it is about the mechanisms that the
availability of and access to data enables.

A further question relates to how much we can achieve by working individually
versus by networking our efforts. This is a serious question which has already arisen
in fields such as Alzheimer’s research (Kolata, 2010). In this case, researchers realized
that due to the scale of their research, the only way to move the field forward was
to open data and enable collaboration on a large scale. We are seeing similar issues
within the field of life cycle management. While quality and consistence of life
cycle data are important, it has been noted that “within specific databases, these
are ensured to some extent, [although] across databases there can exist significant
differences”(Finnveden et al., 2009). This is not a technical problem, but rather one
of the challenges that must be faced in better organizing ourselves.

For example this free/expensive paradox will soon be explored for Life Cycle In-
ventory data, with the introduction of the UNEP/SETAC database registry (Ciroth,
2009), which as of the time of writing, is still under active development. This project
is intended to create a single online hub where the suppliers of LCI data can be more
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effectively connected with the users of the data. This is a long-standing aspiration of
the LCI and LCA community, where one of the challenges faced is actually getting
the data describing the life cycle of products is very difficult (Dijkema and Mayer,
2001). Database providers will be able to control the level of access to their data,
whether allowing it to be freely accessible, or to only publish certain aspects to en-
courage people to buy the dataset. The process of connecting providers and users will
be facilitated by a search engine which allows users to search over multiple datasets
for the process information they require. One of the principles of this project is that
“data quality is result of properties of a data set and what users require from the
data set”, whereby this is no absolute metric of data quality is created, and users
are responsible for how they use the data (Ciroth, 2009). This represents a type of
local optimization whereby people can effectively find what is “useful” for their own
needs.

3.5.2.2 Facilitating Community Discussions and Discovery

A key element of the UNEP/SETAC database registry is the proposed support for
creating a community dialogue. Registered users will be able to comment on data
sets and flag information that they believe needs attention, and moderators will be
in place to help facilitate various activities. This is a significant advancement and
enabler for peer review and improving the quality of data. While having dedicated
research centers to compile LCI databases has been of tremendous value, they simply
cannot know everything due to the complexity, diversity, and dynamic nature of the
systems we study. Truly enabling data quality requires constant peer review by a
large diversity of researchers, and this has simply been unachievable at such a scale.
In describing the process of open source software projects, Raymond (2001) has said
that “given enough eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”, and we need to employ the same
kinds of processes.

Although the ideas embodied in this project are innovative, they are not en-
tirely new, and we hope that this project will provoke the development of further
collaborative tools. Already in different scientific fields it is not unusual to find com-
munities collectively managing and curating data (Anonymous, 2008; Doerr, 2008).
For example, the WikiPathways project is facilitating the study of metabolic path-
ways through the use of wikis and visual annotation tools (Pico et al., 2008). These
activities are only possible because of the open source, open standards, open access
approach. These tools serve as a means to aggregate individual contributions into
an emerging higher level view of their systems of interest.

These examples represent a process of community learning by doing. To help
further facilitate this, we have provided a place where we are educating ourselves
about the mechanisms, practicalities, and possibilities of the Semantic Web through
the use of a Semantic Wiki. We invite the community to learn and contribute
with us through this portal where we have posted how-to’s, manuals, and examples,
including all the those presented in this chapter34.

34http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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3.5.2.3 Using Machine Readable Open Formats

A further enabling factor is the use of machine readable formats, such as RDF, where
possible. In particular, tools such as semantic wikis can facilitate this process since
they can support a range of unstructured and structured information, while also
hiding the technical details from common users. At a basic level, users can enter
information, with very little effort required other than that involved in using a text
editor. However, if structured information is present, options exist to “liberate” it
into a more structured form and to perform operations such as one would with a
database. As shown in figure 3.3, while not all information belongs in a database,
not all information should be left in plain text either. The format that data exists in
can lead to different tradeoffs. Although databases excel at manipulating structured
data, it generally comes at cost of expressiveness, and the addition of new types of
data requires that the schema be properly extended if possible to accommodate it.
While plain text can be useful for effectively communicating abstract concepts, it
limits the speed at which information can be processed and makes it more difficult
to compare across multiple sources. Furthermore, having data in machine readable
open standards is a way to avoid issues of technical path dependence, since one
is allowed to see the specifications behind them, and use this information to write
software converters between different file formats.

Figure 3.3: Advantages and disadvantages of different human and machine readable
formats.

3.5.2.4 Utilizing Shared Vocabularies

The IE community typically must deal with, connect and integrate knowledge and
vocabularies from diverse disciplines such as economy, biology, engineering, mathe-
matics etc.. The collective development of ontologies may accelerate the process of
building a truly interdisciplinary community, where data, information and knowledge
are discussed and represented not only in shared, standardized machine-readable
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formats, but also in shared human-readable formats that foster unambiguous inter-
pretation. Applications using the Semantic Web typically mix different ontologies
and vocabularies (Herman, 2008). This helps to connect knowledge domains and
data in a modular fashion, often in ways that are “good enough” due to incomplete
information.

Industrial Ecology is sufficiently diverse that it excludes the possibility of a sin-
gle master ontology that can be used to describe all information (Allenby, 2006;
Mikulecky, 2001). Indeed, different ontologies are being developed that concern
topic areas that people can generally agree on. For instance, there is the Friend of
a Friend (FOAF) project (Dodds, 2004), which provides a standardized data struc-
ture, i.e. vocabulary, for describing facts about people. There is also the Simple
Knowledge Organization System (SKOS) (Isaac and Summers, 2008) which aims
to provide a vocabulary for creating thesauri, taxonomies, and other classification
schemes.

Standardization such as this is important, since it enables us to more effectively
search over multiple data sources simultaneously over the Internet, since everyone
uses the same terms to describe particular types of things. At the same time, for
terms that may not be easy to standardize, people are still free to define their own
terms in their ontology.

Effectively utilizing shared vocabularies will require an ongoing community dis-
cussion as data maintainers learn more about how other datasets may describe the
same objects, but with different terms. As mentioned, there will never be a single
master ontology, but people will discover opportunities to better standardize certain
descriptive elements. This may require significant human attention to ensure that
the correct meanings are aligned.

3.5.2.5 Using Open Standards, Source, and Data

A further enabling factor is the use of open standards, open source, and open data.
In facilitating a community of researchers, we should aim to be open by default, and
only include restrictions where necessary.

The use of open standards is essential for interoperability, and is a key part of
the Semantic Web. The Web that we know today would be impossible without
open standards such as HTML (O’Reilly, 2004). For example, imagine having to
use different browsers, or even different operating systems, for websites using various
proprietary standards. Proprietary standards inherently limit how widely data can
be used, whether intentionally or unintentionally. In using open standards, we allow
for data to be used in a predictable way by different software, and it also helps to
“future-proof” data for when older proprietary standards are no longer supported.

Further problems can arise when using closed source software. For example,
if you require specific functionality that does not currently exist, then you need
to either convince the developers that they should extend the software for you, or
you have to completely build your own software that meets your needs. The first
option is not necessarily ideal since it may involve a long wait if you are successful
at all. The second option may be impossible if the software is complicated and you
are part of a small company or group of researchers who simply do not have the
resources to dedicate. This is not a problem with open source software, since you
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are able to extend and modify it. This is indeed one of the motivations behind the
openLCA project (Ciroth, 2007). A further advantage of open source is that when
software projects are abandoned, then others are free to take over instead of having
to reconstruct the functionality of the code themselves.

Examples of open data have been discussed within the previous section. This is
part of a larger trend where some have argued that we are entering into the age of
“Big Data” (Anonymous, 2008; Economist, 2010), where we will soon possess more
information than we sensibly know how to handle. As this occurs, the value of
experts will increasingly be based on their ability to interpret data, not merely in
having it. The principle of open data is a means to help handle this flood.

3.6 Conclusion
Recapitulating, we started our discussion by pointing out that IE is a very data and
knowledge intensive scientific discipline, dealing with a very wide range of system
scales. Creating a coherent understanding requires diverse knowledge and data being
brought together across these scales. We also discussed that IE is mainly a offline
community, that even though positive developments are happening on the web, it
does not use the available technologies to their fullest potential. We then identified
several promising technologies, such as the use of human and machine readable
formats, the Linking Open Data initiative and semantic wikis. Extracting the design
aspects from these developments, we argued that moving towards IE 2.0 is a socio-
technical co-evolutionary process that can be shaped and guided. Towards this,
we presented five best practices, namely connecting the producers and consumers
of data, facilitating community discussion and discovery, using machine readable
formats, utilizing shared vocabularies and using open standards, source and data.

The presented examples are not theoretical, but all exist and are actively being
adopted within different scientific disciplines. The challenge for IE is to maintain
relevance in a digital age, when others are investigating and using these technolo-
gies to help integrate interdisciplinary perspectives, scale their efforts and increase
their effectiveness. This will require an ongoing community discussion to identify
opportunities that these tools and principles present. In particular, we believe that
structured data already existing in spreadsheets and databases offers the most im-
mediate opportunity, while unstructured data will undergo a more iterative process
of community organization through platforms such as wikis.

Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that everything discussed in the chapter
is only a means to an end. The ultimate goal is to understand how our socio-
technical systems work, and how we may be able to take appropriate actions to
best manage them. This is about rationally dealing with the fact that we cannot
be omniscient about the systems we study (Ryan, 2008; Ulrich, 1988). Although
we cannot have perfect knowledge, there are concrete opportunities to make more
efficient and effective use of those things that we can and do know, through the use
of the appropriate tools.
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Chapter 4

Towards Next Generation
Agent Based Models

This chapter is based partly on Davis et al. (2009) and Chmieliauskas et al. (2011).
The current state of efforts is described by Chmieliauskas et al. (2012a)

4.1 Introduction

Within this chapter we discuss the potential of Semantic Web technologies in better
enabling the process of agent-based modeling by both facilitating expert collabo-
ration and also by enabling better management of the knowledge represented in
models. This chapter gives an initial introduction to the basics of these tools and
highlights their promise. Later chapters aim to clarify the actual potential separate
from the hype that often surrounds unfamiliar new technologies and social processes.
Specifically, Chapter 6 discusses the application of these ideas to an Agent Based
Model, while Chapter 9 describes the experiences around a Semantic Wiki, which
is being used for many purposes including as a repository of information for Agent
Based Modelling.

The ideas presented here build upon the work of van Dam (2009) and Nikolic
(2009) on using ontologies for the creation of Agent Based Models. A key addition
to their work is the recognition that while ontologies are quite valuable for the
construction of models, the combination of social processes and technologies involved
in the creation and maintenance of the ontology have until now limited contributions
to only those researchers interested in creating Agent Based Models. While they
tout the clear benefits of an ontology for re-use in models, this misses a much larger
opportunity, as structured data is valuable for re-use in many purposes beyond just
modelling. The act of structuring data can require considerable effort as one has
to first select appropriate sources and then clean up and formalize the data. The
data already has value added through these efforts. By encouraging the re-use of
the data for many more purposes, it is hoped that it would further encourage data
quality and richness of the data through having a larger more diverse community of
researchers involved.
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These ideas are explored here in several steps. First, the challenges in modeling
socio-technical systems are discussed, followed by specific ideas on improving the use
of ontologies in Agent Based Modeling. Semantic Web technologies and philosophies
are then introduced with a discussion of how they can be applied to Agent Based
Models. We then address the use of Semantic MediaWiki software as a collaboration
platform for domain experts, and discuss how Semantic Web technologies allow
the extraction of structured knowledge from this platform for use in Agent-Based
Models. Lastly, we discuss the implications of the platform in enabling a social
collaborative process of conceptualizing complex socio-technical systems.

The approach aims to facilitate a social process where experts work together and
create multiple shared conceptualizations of the systems and problems investigated.
An advantage of the platform is that it allows for annotating plain text with seman-
tic properties. While the plain text makes it easy for humans to understand the
context of the information, the semantic properties allow the same information to
be exported in machine-readable formats. This allows for the annotated data to be
used in Agent-Based Modeling, along with various types of analysis and visualiza-
tion. The platform further enables more informed models through the use of the
growing body of semantic data already available from multiple expert sources such
as governments and many research institutes.

The approach helps to address the problems of modern society by modeling
complex socio-technical systems, where we need to harness knowledge about these
systems that is spread across disciplines, and is increasingly difficult to centrally
conceptualize and manage. Thus we can dispel the myth of the solitary expert,
and recognize that a way forward involves creating better ways of engaging and
connecting diverse experts and sources of knowledge, which can then be used to feed
and create models of reality.

4.2 Modeling Socio-Technical Systems

To better understand the challenges involved, it is useful to first understand the
nature of modeling socio-technical systems. Socio-technical systems are described as
having both technical and social components. They are a class of systems that span
technical artifacts embedded in a social network, by which a large-scale, complex
socio-technical artifact emerges (Dijkema and Basson, 2009; Herder and Thissen,
2009; Herder et al., 2008). Cities, telecommunication networks, electricity grids, the
natural gas network, industrial regions and the World Wide Web are prime examples
of socio-technical systems. The nature of any socio-technical system is complex,
as the social and technical components interact and the resulting behavior of the
system is qualitatively different from the simple summation of individual behaviors.
Such systems are well suited for being analyzed via Agent Based Modeling (ABM).
Despite the suitability of ABM for analyzing socio-technical systems, this method
still presents certain challenges that need to be dealt with to enable the creation of
better models.
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4.2.1 Challenges in Agent Based Modeling

One of the challenges often encountered in developing models of complex socio-
technical systems stems from the arbitrary boundaries of such systems and the vast
number of facts required to conceptualize them. Allenby (2006) argues that the
system boundaries are dynamically determined by the query one poses to the system.
In other words, the boundaries of the system are determined by the specific research
question at hand. For example, studying crime in a city requires different boundaries
than a study of the water supply. However, if our goal is to understand the workings
of the whole system and its complexity, the individual models, their assumptions
and facts need to be connected.

Mikulecky (2001) emphasizes that complexity manifests itself in the fact that no
single system formalization (ontology) can capture all aspects of a complex system.
It can be argued further that in order to model complexity we need to be able to
combine multiple system ontologies, each useful to answer a specific question; but
together describing the system as a whole. Thus we need to enable collaborative
development of complex system ontologies that can be reused in multiple models
researching different aspects of the same system.

Another adjacent problem in modeling socio-technical systems concerns the trans-
parency of the model. Due to the large number of facts and assumptions (data) used
for such models the current paradigm for modeling socio-technical systems is the
“data-driven” approach. Numerous researchers have advocated the use of ontology
languages to structure and encode the model data (Feng et al., 2010; Laclavık et al.,
2006; Miller et al., 2006; Nikolic, 2009; Silver et al., 2007; van Dam, 2009). Despite
the prominence of a data-driven approach in modeling socio-technical systems, the
model conceptualization process is guided by researcher’s “tacit” knowledge - knowl-
edge extracted from publications, other researches and models. The raw data (i.e.
publications) used to conceptualize the system is encoded as facts and assumptions
in an ontology language that can be understood by a machine. The context of these
facts and the tacit knowledge contained in the initial sources cannot be processed
by a machine and thus is lost in the act of creating the ontology. It can be argued
that the use of an ontology for modeling favors the machine, not the researcher or
the user of the model and leads to obfuscation of model assumptions and entropy
of knowledge. In order to address this problem we need a knowledge representa-
tion solution more suitable and useful to both humans (researchers) and machines
(agents).

Figure 4.1 illustrates the general process of modeling. In creating a model, one
must create an ontology based on a conceptualization of a real-world system informed
by numerous data sources. The issue we have faced is that ontology editors such as
Protégé 1, while useful for structuring data, are not very user-friendly when it comes
to navigating and gaining a high-level overview of the information in the ontology.
Simply put, it offers a very “raw” view of the data. While, as shown in Figure 4.1,
we have used numerous visualization techniques for examining and understanding
the outcomes of models, we have not applied the same techniques for examination
of the ontology and ensuring that the contents are accurate. In practice, what has
happened can be termed a kind of “back end” validation, where the contents of the

1http://protege.stanford.edu
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of aspects of the modeling process (Davis et al., 2009)

ontology are verified by observing the model runs and checking for any unexpected
behaviour that may be caused by erroneous data entries.

4.3 Improving the Use of Ontologies in ABM

As described previously, this thesis builds upon the work on ontologies and Agent
Based Modeling conducted by van Dam (2009) and Nikolic (2009). Below we de-
scribe several particular limitations of this approach, along with the specific possible
improvements that we aim to explore.

Inability to deal with multiple formalisms The use of a common ontology
for collaborative modeling as described by Nikolic (2009); van Dam (2009) provides
benefits by allowing for reuse of information and useful data structures. For example,
within the ontology that has been developed within this research group, a data
structure such as an OperationalConfiguration functions well as a design pattern by
which we can easily describe the types and magnitudes of the inputs and outputs
of technologies. This makes the modelling process more efficient since one does not
have to re-invent these structures for every new model. However, when we look at
the overall state of the ontology, as shown in Figure 4.2, it is clear that only a few
classes have a large number of instances, while the majority of classes have only a
handful of instances created.

The issue here is that we have traditionally used an ontology as a centralized
repository of data. In other words, for people to create Agent Based Models, they
needed to collect facts which could be inputted into the model, and the ontology
acted as a sort of central database where everyone would contribute their own sets
of facts. While this gives us the benefit of re-use, the tradeoff is that the ontology
also becomes monolithic due to the addition of one-off extensions that have been
added for specific case studies. The end result is a repository that can be difficult
to navigate, especially for people looking at it for the first time. To be fair, this
issue of one-off extensions has been discussed by van Dam (2009) who warns against
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Number of Instances per Class in the Energy & Industry Ontology
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Figure 4.2: Distribution of number of instances among classes in use in Energy
& Industry Ontology. ComponentTuple, Technology, OperationalConfiguration, and
GoodName are among the top used classes.

“quick fixes” and encourages that additions to the ontology structure be discussed
with other modelers in order to help grow the ontology in ways that can allow for
re-use by others. The extent to which the ontology can be re-used is, to an extent, a
function of the diversity of models created. The more similar topics are that people
model, the easier it is to re-use elements of the ontology.

While there certainly were benefits to the use of a single shared ontology, one
of the challenges further faced is that the ontology is part of a Complex Adaptive
System (CAS) composed of a socio-technical system of modelers, the tools they
develop, and the real-world systems they study. A possible implication of this is
that the way the ontology is used may lead to path dependency and lock-in effects
as the overall system adapts and evolves. This is not to say that other options are
necessarily better, but that what “works” may change over time due to a variety
of circumstances. While the work that has previously been done has been quite
enabling, it needs to be realized that under certain conditions it may prove to be
constraining. This leads to a situation requiring a considerations of the costs of
staying with the current system versus the possible benefits of developing a new
system.

In terms of constraints, although complex systems require multiple formalisms
to be described (Mikulecky, 2001), a centralized ontology does not allow this as it
enforces a single conceptualization. These issues were not necessarily obvious as the
ontology was in the process of scaling up and we were “learning by doing”. However,
with the current size and maturity of the ontology, these issues are much more
evident.

A deeper implication relevant for this thesis, is that this is an example where
software design, specifically the software implementation of the ontology, has a direct
effect on a social process. The ontology we have used is a type of frame-based
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ontology, and one of the properties of frame-based ontologies is that they employ
a closed-world assumption where only a single model of reality is supported (Wang
et al., 2006). In practical terms, this means that a frame-based ontology enforces
a social process where for modelers to get the benefit of re-use, they have to use a
centralized repository in the sense that they have to contribute to a single ontology.

The alternative is to use a different type of ontology, such as one in an RDF/OWL
format, which supports an open-world assumption(Wang et al., 2006). This means
that it allows for multiple ways of describing the same objects, instead of a single
“correct” way. From a practical perspective, this allows for a modular approach to
ontology creation where one is free to join together different domain-specific on-
tologies as opposed to having a monolithic centralized ontology. As an example, a
simulation involving industrial trading networks could re-use ontologies describing
geographic entities, identifiers for chemicals and industrial classification codes. We
believe that van Dam (2009) and Nikolic (2009) were largely correct in their state-
ments about the benefits of ontology reuse, but in order to see their ideas scaled up,
there should be an emphasis on the benefits of modular ontology reuse. Already we
see this happening. For example, the Dublin Core is an ontology commonly used
for describing metadata about media resources such as books, newspaper articles,
videos, and web pages (Weibel et al., 1998). Another commonly used ontology is
SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization System), which is used for describing the
relationships between terms in thesauri and other classification schemes (Isaac and
Summers, 2008). This trend takes the concept of re-use to the next level, where
we go beyond re-use among a small group of researchers, to the possibility of re-
use among groups around the globe. This has further implications which will be
discussed in more detail next.

Integration with External Data The ontology has been compiled by hand
through people working on various case studies. While this makes sense for sit-
uations where information does not exist, it would be advantageous to be able to
automate the process of including information from multiple sources.

An important trend to be aware of and leverage is the growth of the Semantic
Web. Just as the World Wide Web has facilitated the creation of a global-scale
network of interlinked human-readable documents, the Semantic Web aims to create
a network of interlinked databases. Similar to the Web, this is a bottom-up process
where people can maintain their own databases, while also linking to other databases
where appropriate. The standard ontology language used for the Semantic Web is
RDF (Resource Description Framework) (Brickley and Guha, 2004), which by design
allows for interlinking of ontologies.

This is not an unrealized theoretical technological utopia, but rather a realized
idea that has existed as a network of databases for the past several years, and
is growing exponentially (Bizer et al., 2011). Furthermore, several industry and
energy specific databases currently exist within this web. Notable examples are the
U.S. National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s Open Energy Information2 website
(US Department of Energy, 2009) and Reegle3 (Bauer et al., 2011), both of which
function as portals to a variety of energy data. The Semantic Web has furthermore

2http://openei.org
3http://www.reegle.info/
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achieved high-level visibility as a platform for publishing data in use by the U.S.4
and U.K. governments5.

It is important to realize that this is about more than just publishing data.
It is about linking and putting relevant related information closer together, and
using machine readable formats to increase “information velocity”, i.e. the ability
to perform automated tasks with computers over the data. The value of the World
Wide Web is not simply as a collection of documents, but as one that facilitates
an evolutionary bottom-up process of organization whereby multiple pathways are
created between these documents.

Reducing the bottleneck of information flows through the modeler While
the discussion above relates mainly to how these trends affect how we collect and
manage data, there are also some implications that this has for how we create and use
models. One of the problems with the way in which we have traditionally approached
the System Decomposition Method (Nikolic, 2009), is that information going into
and coming out of the model must go through the modeler. The issue with this is
that it creates a bottleneck, where the modeler is solely responsible for taking the
inputs of many people and filtering and condensing it into a structure that can be
fed to executable code.

What we get with Semantic Web technologies is not just the ability to integrate
existing sources of data, but also the ability to have data be portable. Since RDF
is not a proprietary file format but an open standard, this means that one is not
locked into using it with a single program, but that people are free to develop their
own applications that can read and process this data. The types of tools that can
be developed are limited by the developer’s time and imagination. This helps to
liberate the data and opens up more development pathways in terms of how people
use it. This means that RDF provides us a sort of “information backbone”. This
is important to realize since while the reliance on ontology editors has provided an
important first step in helping to structure data, these tools provide an interface that
can be difficult to navigate for people without a background in Computer Science.

A first step in addressing this problem is to consider the “Model-View-Controller”
concept (Reenskaug, 2003) design pattern from Computer Science. What this means
is that in designing software systems, one should aim to separate parts of the code
that deal with the input, processing, and output of an application. In other words,
this is about how you manage raw data, what you do to process that data, and how
you show that processed data to the end user.

In practical terms, this can aid with software development since it helps to un-
tangle the different concerns that each of the software modules has. For example,
the “model” only has to be concerned with how data can be managed in the best
way, and is agnostic of the type of “view” that the software developer choses to
implement. By reducing dependencies between these modules, this allow for more
flexibility, as the developer is free to swap out different modules without having to
modify the other modules.

What we argue is that we need a better “view” or interface for ontologies to make
them more transparent and user-friendly for people. Very good software exists for

4http://www.data.gov/communities/semantic
5http://data.gov.uk/linked-data
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the management of RDF data, but an area of research is to figure out how to provide
better views. For example, the problem with ontology editors such as Protégé 6 is
that they provide only a thin veil between the raw data and the user interface. This
gives us another example where the software imposes a particular social process.
Since most stakeholders are not used to an interface providing such a raw view of
data, the burden of verifying the integrity of the data then falls on the modeler, and
this creates reduced transparency in the modeling process.

As will be discussed below, and much further in the following chapters, one of
the promising tools that may ameliorate this is a Semantic Wiki. As with a normal
wiki, this allows for a collaborative social process of many people editing a common
body of knowledge. However, it is designed to also work with data that is structured
using Semantic Web standards. This can separate users from the raw view of the
data and then redisplay it in a variety of views, such as visualizations, tabular data,
and aggregated views that summarize data. The key is that this relies on pattern-
matching ability of humans, while using computers to generate those patterns that
need inspection. In practical terms, this is a tool designed specifically to support
both a social and a technical process of a community managing information.

Increasing sophistication of information management in models Many
of the models that we have created are not based on mathematical formulas, but
are based on queries over data structures, meaning that agents often ask many
sophisticated questions about their environment as part of the input for their decision
making processes. For example, for an agent to manufacture a product, it has to
first find all the other agents that produces goods that it needs as input, then sort
through all these agents based on the availability of materials and other criteria such
as cost, and even consider issues such as the existence of long-term contracts and
social criteria such as trust.

The issue here is that if we want to continue along the trajectory of making
more sophisticated models, we need to use a proper query language to retrieve
this information, as hand-coding these procedures will become too error-prone and
opaque. In our models, we have been essentially creating simplistic query engines by
hand, and it is more efficient to use a proper query engine designed and optimized
for this purpose.

An advantage of using Semantic Web based tools is that one of the standards in
use is SPARQL query language (Harris and Seaborne, 2010), which allows one to
query data on the Semantic Web, similar to how SQL is used for relational databases.
This opens up the potential to run a model where all information in the simulated
environment is stored in a database where agents perform queries over this to make
sense of their world. An added benefit is that this database can be saved to provide
a queryable snapshot of the state of the simulation to allow for advanced debugging.

Using an ontology for purposes other than Agent Based Modelling While
Nikolic (2009) and van Dam (2009) have investigated the benefits of re-using and
ontology in the model creation process, a larger opportunity exists, namely that of
using the ontology for other purposes as well.

6http://protege.stanford.edu
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The ontology has traditionally been used as a database of information to be fed
into Agent Based Models. However, it is also a model of our conceptualizations
of various energy and industry concepts, which has value in itself even before it is
used within an ABM. For example, the ontology contains over 370 definitions for
technologies, with information on their needed inputs, produced outputs, along with
other facts such as various economic properties. For a researcher studying supply
chains, this information is valuable even without creating an ABM.

Another reason that this should be facilitated is based on Raymond’s (2001)
observation with open source software projects where he states that “given enough
eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”. If there is only a focus on using the ontology for
modelling, then this reduces the number of people who are using it. They key idea
is that we want to create a kind of feedback loop, where as more people find it
useful, they are able to progressively find problems and increase the quality of it,
which further increases the usefulness of it.

4.4 Semantic Web Technologies for ABM
A way forward is to focus on better managing information and making it useful to
both humans and machines. This idea is at the core of the Semantic Web (SW)
technologies. We believe that certain SW technologies can be applied to improve
knowledge management in the Agent-Based Models and make the modeling efforts
more transparent. Here we discuss the general background of the Semantic Web,
and then the application of the SW technologies in agent-based modeling of socio-
technical systems. We will further describe an experimental design of a platform
that attempts to address these issues via the use of appropriate SW technologies.
Finally, we discuss the implications of using the SW technologies and the experi-
mental platform on the social process of modeling the socio-technical systems.

4.4.1 Which Vision of the Semantic Web?

The loose definition of the Semantic Web has enabled a number of different visions
of its implementation and has contributed to a general confusion and abuse of the
term. Marshall and Shipman (2003) describe three separate perspectives of the SW:
a universal library for humans, a workplace for computational agents completing
sophisticated knowledge management tasks and a method for federating particular
knowledge bases and databases. Despite these separate interpretations of the SW,
managing vast amounts of information and making it useful to both humans and
machines is at the core of the SW vision coined by Tim Berners-Lee and the W3C
committee.

While the Semantic Web vision is just beginning to materialize on the World
Wide Web, the SW technologies can already be applied in managing data for Agent-
Based Models (Kwak et al., 2009; Matheus et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2010). Thus for
the purpose of this chapter we will refer to the SW as a set of technologies proposed
by the W3C.

As shown in Figure 4.3, the W3C proposes a set of technologies, such as the
Resource Description Framework (RDF), RDF Schema (RDFS) and Web Ontology
Language (OWL), which are all intended to describe concepts and relationships
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Identifiers: URI Characters: UNICODE

Syntax: XML

Data interchange: RDF

Taxonomies: RDFS

Rules: SWRLOntologies: OWL
Querying: SPARQL

Figure 4.3: Semantic Web standards

between them (Antoniou and Van Harmelen, 2008). The data formats are intended
to be machine and human readable. In the context of modeling, the SW technologies
allow the formalization of knowledge in formats that are accessible to both modelers
and agents in the model.

Further in this chapter we will elaborate on the aspects of the SW technolo-
gies and methodologies that are relevant to agent-based modeling and the problems
already discussed.

4.4.2 RDF

At the base of the SW standards is the Resource Description Framework (RDF)
standard - a knowledge representation language. To expose the benefits of the ap-
plication of SW technologies in modeling we will have to explain how RDF works.

Subject Object
Predicate

Figure 4.4: Triple composed of a subject, predicate, and object - the atom of the
Semantic Web

At the core of RDF is a triple - a subject, predicate and object expression. Infor-
mation in RDF is expressed in triples that encode statements about concepts and
the relationships between them. For example, this thesis (subject) has (predicate)
an author (object) (see Figure 4.5).

Thesis Author
Has

Figure 4.5: RDF graph example

Such triples combined create a graph of data that has no predetermined bound-
aries. The graph is also not limited by any predetermined structure beyond the
structure of a triple.

This design enables a crucial feature of the RDF data format. The creator of
the graph is not required to know the resulting data structure before starting to add
information to it. The triple format allows for utmost flexibility in designing data
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structures, which is not the case in relational or object based data structures. At
the same time the format can be interpreted by a computer, which is not the case
with raw data (plain text).

In order to be able to explain the workings of the semantic modeling platform,
we still have to briefly describe another W3C standard that allows an RDF graph
to be queried - the SPARQL query language.

4.4.3 SPARQL

Just as SQL (Structured Query Language) queries relational databases, SPARQL
queries RDF data (Hendler, 2009). The result of a SPARQL query can be a result
set (as in SQL) but it can also be RDF graph - subset of the original graph queried.
Just as SQL is a crucial enabler for using relational databases, SPARQL allows to
find and extract the required data from the RDF graph and use it in an application.

4.5 Semantic Modeling Platform

In order to gain experience with using Semantic Web technologies in aiding the
agent-based modeling of socio-technical systems, we have created an experimental
platform7. The platform builds upon Semantic MediaWiki (SMW) as a collaborative
knowledge management repository. The model data created within the SMW is
further exported in RDF format to be used in models.

4.5.1 Semantic MediaWiki

Semantic MediaWiki is an extension to the MediaWiki software that is used on
Wikipedia.org - the largest collaborative effort in encyclopedic knowledge creation
yet (Völkel et al., 2006). SMW builds on top of the MediaWiki software to provide
semantic annotations and metadata to the information entered in those web pages.
In SMW context, a web page is equivalent to a semantic concept, as each page has
a unique identifier (URL) and describes one thing (concept). A benefit of using this
software is that by going to the URL, a person is presented with a user-friendly
view of the information, just as if they would visit a normal wiki page. At the
same time, structured machine-readable information is also embedded on the page
in an ontological format. The following example demonstrates a sample page that
describes Itaipu Dam Power Plant comparing MediaWiki syntax and SMW syntax.
In a raw MediaWiki syntax the description would be encoded:

Itaipu [[Powerplant]]
is located in [[Brazil]]
and produces 63,300,000 MWh annually.

Listing 4.1: Itaipu Power Plant Described using Plain Text and Wiki Syntax

7http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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The square brackets enclose the links of the Itaipu page (concept) to other con-
cepts: Brazil and Powerplant. In the SMW syntax the same description would take
the following form:

Itaipu [[is a::Powerplant]]
is located in [[located in::Brazil]]
and produces [[produces::63,300,000 MWh]]
annually.

Listing 4.2: Itaipu Power Plant Described using SMW Syntax

SMW allows users to annotate the links to other concepts with a particular
meaning, thus allowing the creation of semantic properties and values in the form of
RDF triples discussed earlier. The resulting RDF graph is presented in Figure 4.6.
Because of the nature of RDF, one has a large degree of freedom in terms of ways in
which they can create a graph of interconnected facts. The object of one triple can
be the subject of another triple, and one is not limited by a hierarchical structure.
This gives the modeler flexibility to structure the data in the ways they find most
useful.

Itaipu Power
Plant

Is a

63,300,000
 MWh

Brazil

Located in

Produces

Figure 4.6: Graph describing the Itaipu power plant

This is admittedly a simplistic example, although it is the basis behind the
current wiki page for this power station which can be seen in Figure 4.7 or directly
on enipedia.tudelft.nl8.

By allowing a mix of structured and unstructured data in one description, SMW
provides multiple benefits for the modeling process. First, the unstructured text
allows the recording of informal “tacit” knowledge that is used by the researcher in
the process of conceptualizing the system, and also makes it easier for other users
of the model to understand the context and the assumptions behind the model.
A beneficial side effect of this approach is that in using SMW for model creation,
elements of the model documentation are created as well. Secondly, the ability to
annotate text with structured properties allows the creation of a data structure

8http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Itaipu_Powerplant
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Figure 4.7: Enipedia.tudelft.nl page with information on the Itaipu Dam

and collection of facts that can be directly used to model the system. While many
of the existing tools developed for the Semantic Web are quite powerful, they are
not exactly user friendly. From experience, we have learned that it is unrealistic
to expect for domain experts to learn how to use an ontology editor in order to
formalize a system description for use in a model. The advantage of SMW is that
while it may lack the advanced features of some ontology editors, it does enable
users to create classes, properties, and instances in a way that does not require
much additional training or sophisticated tools. This decreases the barrier to entry
and allows domain experts not familiar with the SW standards or any other model
knowledge representation formats to participate in model development.

4.5.2 Interfaces

As illustrated in Figure 4.8, the platform provides two interfaces to the system: a
human interface and a machine interface. Next, we will discuss the functions of the
two interfaces in more detail.
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4.5.2.1 Human Interface

The human interface is a web-based GUI allowing users to view, create and edit
pages containing concept descriptions in the form of free text and augment it with
semantic annotations. The interface is available via the web to all authorized users.

The crucial function of the human interface is enabling collaboration of mul-
tiple researchers working on different aspects of the same system. For example,
researchers working on modeling the environmental aspects of power generation
would describe the environmental properties of the Itaipu power plant (for exam-
ple emissions). Researchers studying the energy aspects would augment the Itaipu
power plant’s description with properties such as power generation or efficiency.
Researchers studying the economic aspects of energy industry would be able to use
both sets of properties already described (energy and environment) and add financial
properties, further enriching the description of the concept.

The model data is available for reviewing, commenting and editing via a friendly
user interface. The SMW visualization and query tools allow for performing initial
statistical and visual analyses of model data, aiding in ensuring the integrity and
completeness of the data. Lastly, using SMW to encode model data does not require
any prior knowledge of Semantic Web standards, as shown in the Itaipu power plant
example.

Semantic MediaWiki

Human Interface Machine Interface

Domain Experts &
Modelers

Agent-based 
Models

Figure 4.8: Semantic modeling platform

4.5.2.2 Machine Interface

The machine interface essentially takes the links that have been annotated with
having a particular meaning (i.e. the triples describing the relationships between
concepts), and makes this information available in a machine readable format. The
machine interface allows this to be done in two ways. First, the built-in SMW func-
tionality allows the export of the full RDF graph containing the semantic properties
and values (predicates and objects) describing any single concept (subject). While
this is useful it might not be sufficient for the purpose of modeling, where a model
would like to access the whole graph defined in the SMW or a particular subset of
it. The model needs to be able to query the annotated data contained in the pages.

In order to enable such functionality, the authors of this article have implemented
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an extension to the SMW software, called the SparqlExtension9. The SparqlExten-
sion allows one to use SPARQL standard to query the graph data contained in the
SMW. As noted in the SPARQL section of this article, the query language allows
one to extract a subset of the information graph contained in SMW. The SparqlEx-
tension implements Allenby’s (2006) proposition stating that the boundaries of a
complex system are determined by the query posed to the system. In other words,
if the system is represented by a graph of information then a particular model spec-
ification will address a subset of that graph. Using SparqlExtension allows us to
achieve such functionality and extract only the RDF data required by a specific
research question at hand.

For example, if the platform contains definitions of power plants including their
names, locations, generation capacities and environmental emissions - a researcher
modeling environmental aspects might only extract the subgraph containing emis-
sions. Another model assessing the properties of the power grid might only be in-
terested in the generation capacity of the power plants. Names and locations would
probably be used by both models.

After the discussion earlier in this chapter about the need modular ontologies,
it should be noted that Semantic MediaWiki is in general designed to support the
creation of a single central ontology. Functionality does exist to reuse terms from
external vocabularies10, which are essentially subsets of ontologies11. However, this
does not directly allow the reuse of data, but rather reuses ways of describing things.
The reuse of data occurs within the model as one would tell it which data sources
to use.

To make it easier to understand what is in these external data sources, the
SparqlExtension allows one to query external datasets and give various views of
them on their own wiki pages. This can be very important for tasks such as quality
control checks. To get the latest views of these external data sources, one only has
to refresh the wiki page (containing the queries to the external data source) in their
browser.

The motivation behind creating the SparqlExtension was much deeper than this,
and the higher level goal was to make it easier for people to publish their data using
Semantic Web standards, and to allow for it to be made available via a SPARQL
endpoint. The idea is that as people edit pages on their own wiki, they are also
making the contents available for reuse by others in machine-readable formats. In
practical terms, this means that data from one wiki can easily be redisplayed on
another, or used by tools that work with Semantic Web standards. This also has
social implications as communities have different needs and preferences regarding
how they manage their data. For example, some communities may be more strict
about who is allowed to edit, while other communities may be more open to contri-
butions. One approach is not necessarily better than the other, but they can both
be appropriate in different circumstances. The use of the SparqlExtension allows for
these different communities to manage their wikis in the ways they choose, while,
while not limiting what other people can do with the information.

9http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:SparqlExtension
10http://semantic-mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Import_vocabulary
11See http://infogrid.org/trac/wiki/Reference/PidcockArticle for a discussion of the differ-

ence between an ontology and a vocabulary.
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4.5.3 Using RDF in Models

Above we have described how SMW can be used as a tool to help structure data for
modeling. With regard to using RDF data in agent-based models, this depends on
the implementation language of the model. Discussing the numerous RDF libraries
(APIs) is out of the scope of this chapter. However, to illustrate the ease of the
method, we will discuss an example implemented in Java.

There are multiple Java libraries allowing RDF data manipulation: RDF2Java,
Sommer, Elmo, RDFReactor, Jastor, Cyparkler, Kazuki, JRDF, and Jenabean. The
approaches of these libraries in using RDF data fall into two categories: code gener-
ation and annotation-based binding. While libraries using the code generation ap-
proach generate Java classes out of the RDF data, the annotation-driven approach
allows the binding of RDF data to existing Java classes (Cowan, 2009; Völkel et al.,
2011).

It is not in the scope of this chapter to discuss the pros and the cons of these two
approaches. However, we have found the annotation driven approach more useful
as it allows to encode the agent behavior in Java class methods and then bind to
the RDF data only to populate the fields of the class instances. This could not be
achieved through code generation.

One of the more elegant approaches to using RDF data within Java is offered by
the Jenabean library (Cowan, 2008; jenabean, 2011). The approach augments the
plain old Java objects (POJOs) with annotations that bind object fields with se-
mantic properties. Continuing the example of Itaipu power plant, the corresponding
Java object in the model would be defined in the fashion shown in Listing 4.3.

The demonstrated approach allows the annotation of Java classes and the bind-
ing of them to the RDF data exported from SMW. The instantiated objects are
automatically populated with the relevant data from the RDF source. The details
of such an implementation cannot be exhaustively covered in this chapter. However,
contemporary research in the area provides sufficient documentation and reference
material for such implementation (Quasthoff and Meinel, 2009; Quasthoff et al.,
2009; Völkel et al., 2011).

@Namespace("http://smw/")
public class Powerplant {

@RdfProperty("http://smw/located_in")
private Country located_in;

@RdfProperty("http://smw/produces")
private double produces;

/* methods describing behavior
of the powerplant ‘‘agent’’ */

}

Listing 4.3: Annotations for Mapping from Java to RDF
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4.6 Semantic Modeling Paradigm
Both the machine interface and the human interface support multiple users and
multiple models using the same repository, which allows for recording and aggregat-
ing diverse facts and assumptions required to conceptualize complex socio-technical
systems. What is particularly powerful about this approach is not just the ability
to extract different parts of this graph of information, but also that one can extract
different levels of aggregation. As described in the example above, one can create
a model using data about individual power plants. However, using SPARQL, it is
also possible to run a query that returns information about the total capacity per
fuel type per country, or to run another query that characterizes the portfolio of
individual companies. In other words, it is possible for multiple models, each using
a different type of abstraction or subset of the graph to each be run using the same
data set. This functionality to extract the only the graph needed for a specific model
or research question at different levels of aggregation further enables collaboration,
sharing and reuse of information in models. This can be an important feature for
improving data quality, as problems in the data may only be noticeable when a
subset of the data is isolated from the rest, or when a particular level of aggrega-
tion is used. For example, using a query that aggregates data, one may notice that
electricity production for a particular fuel type is underrepresented in a particular
country, which is an observation that could not be easily achieved in looking through
the power plants one by one.

Furthermore, the fact that users of such an environment are not required to have
in-depth knowledge of the Semantic Web or software development lowers the entry
barrier for domain experts to participate in the model conceptualization process.
Together these factors: low entry barriers for researchers, on-line access, combining
human and machine readable data - facilitate a collaborative socio-technical process
of model development.

Agent-Based Model

Many Eyes Many Views

Linked Data Shared Knowledge

Inputs Outputs

U
s
e
rs

D
a
ta

Figure 4.9: Semantic modeling paradigm

The collaborative model development process could enable a different paradigm
of modeling - a semantic modeling paradigm, as shown in Figure 4.9. This semantic
modeling paradigm connects multiple researchers, models and relevant data via a
collaborative system conceptualization process:

• Encourage Many Eyes. Multiple researchers contribute their own domain
knowledge. The many eyes term is used here to emphasize the transparency of
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the process. Linus’ Law coined by Eric S. Raymond states that “given enough
eyeballs, all bugs are shallow” (Raymond, 2001). It has important implications
on modeling as currently most agent based models operate as a “black box”.

• Allow Raw and Structured Data. The data contributed by multiple researchers
all working on different aspects of the same socio-technical system. The SMW
platform enables entering both raw data and deriving structured information
from it through annotation. That way the “tacit” knowledge of the researcher
is preserved. While structured data is useful for modeling, the free text serves
as documentation for the model. Free text provides context to model assump-
tions, making it easier for other researchers and users of the model to under-
stand the assumptions behind the model and improves model transparency.

• Facilitate Many views. The data contributed by multiple researchers can be
recombined in novel ways and used to created new queries to the system, al-
lowing for better understanding and error checking. Each researcher is entitled
to have a unique view to the system modeler, implied by the specific research
question.

• Accept Multiple Ontologies. Agent-based modeling plays a role in translating
the “tacit” knowledge into multiple structured conceptualizations of the system
modeled. From this perspective agent-based models serve the purpose of con-
ceptualizing the system through creating system ontologies. These ontologies
can be recombined and reused in new models, each of which aims to answer
different research questions.

4.7 Conclusions and Implications
Recent developments in social sciences have been marked by importing computa-
tional methodologies from natural sciences and engineering. This has contributed to
the development of a number of interdisciplinary methodologies such as Complexity
Science and Agent Based Modeling (Farmer and Foley, 2009). Despite the fact that
these approaches provide useful insights and shed a different light on the social phe-
nomena, the application of such interdisciplinary methodologies in social sciences is
still challenging. The challenges presented in modeling societies range from agent
behavior to model conceptualization.

In modeling complex socio-technical systems - systems that are constrained and
ruled by both social and technical environments - the challenges are primarily re-
lated to the interdisciplinary nature of the approach. The knowledge required to
understand and conceptualize such systems is spread across multiple domains and
research institutions. The boundaries of such systems are hard to define beyond the
scope of a particular research question.

In this chapter we have identified two problems that particularly apply to mod-
eling socio-technical systems: the need to collaborate in conceptualizing the systems
and the need for better model knowledge management.

In order to address these two needs we discussed the benefits of the Semantic Web
standards, particularly RDF for storing model data and SPARQL for querying that
data. Furthermore, we have described an experimental platform that uses Semantic
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MediaWiki as a collaboration environment for modeling researchers. The platform
enables a mix of structured and unstructured data to be entered by modelers unfa-
miliar with knowledge representation formats. While the unstructured data allows
recording of the “tacit” knowledge used to conceptualize the system, the structured
data can be exported in RDF format to be used by the models. The free text serves
as documentation for the models created and provides valuable context to model as-
sumptions, increasing transparency of modeling and enabling model users and other
researchers to better understand the underlying assumptions.

It can be argued that such functionality could further enable a more collaborative
modeling process, where models could connect, multiple system formalizations -
coexist and researchers - work together. The collaborative process is important
in establishing agent-based modeling as a valuable method in understanding the
problems of our modern society, which has become more interconnected, non-linear
and complex.

It is important to note that ABM is a research approach orthogonal to the study
of particular domain. Thus modeling methods and hurdles associated seldom apply
to specific domain modeled. The problems and solutions discussed in this chapter
apply primarily to modeling of the socio-technical systems and "data-driven" mod-
eling approach. Despite that, the chapter’s insights in applying the Semantic Web
standards to modeling are generic in nature and can be applied in other interdisci-
plinary modeling efforts.
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Chapter 5

Functional Requirements for
Creating Evolving Knowledge
Infrastructures

5.1 Summary

The previous chapters have given the background behind many philosophies and
tools that hold promise in enabling better data management within multidisciplinary
fields which seek to integrate information from numerous knowledge domains. In
order to investigate the claims and applicability behind these, it is necessary to
extract the core ideas and evaluate their applicability to a variety of situations. In
Chapters 2, 3 and 4, several different mechanisms and best practices were identified,
as shown in Table 5.1.

A common theme for these mechanisms and best practices is that they recognize
interdependencies between different types of objects, and seek to create beneficial
feedback loops between them. For example, the guideline to “Facilitate Many Views”
describes how the functionality of a software tool can have an impact on users of the
data. The hope is that users may then be able to gain fresh insights on the contents
of the data. Based on these insights, they might find limitations of the tool and seek
to improve them, or may find errors in the data that need to be addressed.

To condense this down, the common objects being discussed are data, commu-
nities and platforms. As is further elaborated below, data is some sort of recorded
information that is accessed via platforms (such as software tools) that enable com-
munities to interact with the data. The key point is that each of these are dependent
on each other, and that if we want to facilitate successful projects, attention needs to
be paid to the connections and feedback loops between these objects. The facilita-
tion of the relationships between data, community and platforms, is postulated to be a
key functional characteristic of viable projects that are part of an evolving knowledge
infrastructure. The different relationships and dependencies between these objects
are described in more detail below.
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Information Management
• User Driven Creation
• Collective Creation of Value
• Low Transaction Costs
• Exploring the Adjacent Possible

Industrial Ecology 2.0
• Connecting both Producers and Consumers of Data
• Facilitating Community Discussions and Discovery
• Using Machine Readable Open Formats
• Utilizing Shared

Vocabularies
• Using Open Standards, Source and Data

Towards Next
Generation Agent Based

Models

• Encourage Many Eyes
• Allow Raw and Structured Data
• Facilitate Many Views
• Accept Multiple Ontologies

Table 5.1: Mechanisms and best practices highlighted from Chapters 2, 3 and 4.

Data ↔ Communities When we talk about data, this is not just about a series
of binary numbers on a computer, but we are talking about information that has
been gathered to meet the needs of at least one person. Someone had to make a
decision that something was worth recording for some reason.

The data collected may be in a variety of forms, whether unstructured narrative
text, data in a spreadsheet, or structured data stored in a relational database. The
communities who work with this data can also be very diverse. The people in them
may be loosely connected in the sense that they are in the same field of study, or
they may have the same interests but not be in contact with each other. Other
communities may be very organized, such as those working within the department
of a company. From the perspective of the data, it needs a community of people
in order to collect it, and also to maintain it and keep it up to date. From the
perspective of these communities, they need data in order to be well-informed about
some particular topic.

This relationship can go wrong in several different ways. For example, people
may refuse to share data for fear of having their research scooped. For certain
communities, they may also not be able to reach a critical mass that is able to
collect and maintain the data to the desired level.

Data ↔ Platforms There is often value in taking data from its raw form, whether
in a digital format or on paper, and performing some sort of action with it. As a
consequence, data also needs a vehicle. In other words, there needs to be some plat-
form to observe, record, visualize, interact, or perform calculations with it. Simply
put, for data to be “useful”, it needs a way to be used.

The term “platform” here is used to refer to a variety of different tools that enable
either individuals or a community to work with data. This may refer to spreadsheets,
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a statistical programming language such as R or Matlab, or collaborative online soft-
ware such as wikis. It is important to note that platforms are often developed with
certain types of data in mind. Spreadsheets are suited to working with tabular data,
but not with data describing networks. Platforms such as Geographic Information
Systems are designed explicitly to work with geographic information. Platforms for
“Big Data” such as Hadoop1 are built to split up large data sets so that they can be
processed over a cluster of computers.

Just as with data and communities, there are ways that the relationship between
data and platforms can go wrong. For example, if data is stored in proprietary
formats instead of in open standards, then this may prevent certain platforms from
being able to work with the data. Platforms may also not exist yet that can handle
data of a certain nature or size.

Platforms ↔ Communities Just as there is a relationship between data and
communities, there is a relationship between platforms and communities. Commu-
nities need platforms since they provide the means for them to interact with the
data. For platforms to be developed and improved further, there needs to be a
community using them that is able to gain some value from their use.

Barriers can occur between communities and platforms, if the communities as a
whole do not have sufficient skills in using the platforms. This may occur if new
opportunities emerge that require skills not traditionally taught within that field of
study. For example, the growth of ICT and the Web has dramatically increased the
amount of data that companies have about their consumers, and as a result, the
fields of neurology and psychology are being transformed as they are being called
upon to help analyze this data and extract information about trends in consumer
behaviour (Duhigg, 2012).

Table 5.2 describes how each of the guidelines and best practices encountered
in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 fit into the categorization of relationships between data,
communities, and platforms. This can be further generalized into what is shown in
Figure 5.1, which illustrates the relationships and interdependencies between data,
communities and platforms.

5.2 Case Studies

The mechanisms and best practices described were derived partly from personal ex-
perience (notably in Chapter 2) and also from examining different successful projects.
Before fully extrapolating these across crowdsourcing, Web 2.0 and Semantic Web
projects, it needs to be recognized that due to several possible issues, further test-
ing is needed to more fully evaluate their context and relevance. First, there is a
chance of these being influenced by a publication bias. In other words, people tend
to publish and share their experiences about things that have been successful, while
failed attempts and the associated reasons for failure are not necessarily publicized.
The second issue is that some of the technologies described are still emerging and
the size of the communities that are familiar with them is still relatively small. In
other words, this is not just about technologies, but also about the nature of the

1http://hadoop.apache.org/
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Guideline / Best Practice Applicability to Data ↔ Community
Exploring the Adjacent Possible One set of data may be useful for different com-

munities in unexpected ways
Connecting both Producers
and Consumers of Data

There need to be ways to make information avail-
able to those who can use it

Utilizing Shared Vocabularies This helps to align data and makes a larger
amount of information more easily accessible

Using Open Standards,
Source and Data

Communities need to realize the value of this and
adopt it where needed as part of their practices

Allow Raw and Structured Data Not all data can be structured, and efforts should
be undertaken to place information in its “most
useful” form

Accept Multiple Ontologies There may now always be a standard way of de-
scribing things. There need to be ways of trans-
lating and comparing information.

Guideline / Best Practice Applicability to Community ↔ Platforms
User Driven Creation The creativity of users should not be constrained,

and they should be allowed to figure out how they
can best gain value from the data

Collective Creation of Value There need to be ways to organize people around
new ways of using data

Low Transaction Costs Barriers to people contributing should be removed
as much as possible

Exploring the Adjacent Possible Tools should allow people to do novel things with
the data

Facilitating Community
Discussions and Discovery

Platforms allow for communities to discuss and
coordinate their efforts

Using Open Standards,
Source and Data

Reduces development time for communities if ex-
isting platforms already exist

Encourage Many Eyes Platforms should make the data available to the
maximum number of people possible in order to
leverage their diversity of knowledge.

Facilitate Many Views Platforms can help to expose the data in a vareity
of ways that can be useful to different people in
the community

Guideline / Best Practice Applicability to Platforms ↔ Data
Exploring the Adjacent Possible Certain tools may allow for new types of analysis

to be done, and for new types of insights to be
found

Using Machine Readable
Open Formats

Data stored in proprietary closed formats is not
usable by many tools. Data in unstructured for-
mats may require significant conversion efforts in
order to be usable.

Table 5.2: Guidelines, best practices, and their application to relationships between
data, community, and platforms

specific communities that may benefit from them. As a result, the mechanisms and
best practices may not work in all circumstances, and the case studies in the rest of
this thesis aim to understand this at a deeper and more nuanced level.

Several different case studies were performed involving a wide range of different
communities, data and platforms, as summarized in Table 5.3. Figure 5.2 shows the
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Figure 5.1: Interdependence of data, platforms and communities

Community Data Platforms
Mobile Phone
Recycling

Single model + stake-
holders

Stylized information
on mobile phone recy-
cling networks, gath-
ered for the purpose
of modeling

Agent Based Model
built using Semantic
Web tools

Eco-Industrial
Park Wiki

Industrial Ecology
M.Sc. students +
Eco-Industrial Park
Researchers

Properties of Eco-
Industrial Parks
around the world.

Semantic Wiki

Semantic LCA LCA practitioners Process and con-
sumption data

Semantic Wiki +
LCA Software

Enipedia Energy professionals
and researchers

Multiple datasets de-
scribing energy and
industry sectors

Semantic Wiki,
Agent Based Models,
Statistical and Visu-
alization Software

Table 5.3: Overview of the communities, data, and platforms involved in the case
studies

relative amount focus that each of the case studies had on each of the aspects of
data, platforms and communities as shown in Figure 5.1. In other words, some case
studies focused heavily on testing new types of platforms, while others generated
more insights on aspects of communities.

The work performed in the case studies was designed using as guidance the
functional requirements summarized in Table 5.1. Designs were implemented in the
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form of a working model and several wikis, which were then evaluated by examining
the relationships between the specific communities, data and platforms that were
encountered. While this approach does not definitively prove that these designs are
the best, it does illustrate the functionality that was enabled, while also highlighting
the nature of the particular problems that were encountered. Below the contents of
the cases are detailed, and their relations to the previous chapters are described.

Figure 5.2: Amount of coverage by case studies on different aspects of data, platforms
and communities

Mobile Phone Recycling - This case study was the first attempt at integrat-
ing Semantic Web technologies within an Agent Based Model, and builds upon the
ideas presented in Chapter 4. This was applied to a simulation examining how dif-
ferent policy and behavioral conditions influenced the rate of recycling of mobile
phones. Through this, the advantages, disadvantages, and practicalities of the soft-
ware implementation were initially explored. The focus for this case is mainly on
technological development, and was created using an ontology as opposed to a repos-
itory of data on a wiki. This case is the first known Agent Based Model capable
of allowing a dynamic Material Flow Analysis, as Semantic Web tools were used to
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help organize information about the entire history of individual mobile phones from
cradle to grave as they passed through the production, consumption and recycling
systems (Bollinger et al.).

Eco-Industrial Park Wiki This case represents the first trial of a Semantic Wiki
as a means to enable a group of researchers to gather and manage information, and is
based upon ideas in Chapter 3.. The key problem addressed is that many industrial
parks claim to be Eco-Industrial Parks, although there is no standard definition of
this. This project created a global inventory of these sites and applied criteria to
indicate if these claims were merely greenwashing, or if there was information to
back up these claims. This case is notable due to the fact that after two months of
work by a group of M.Sc. students, this became the largest database of its kind on
the Web, and remains so after two years.

Semantic LCA - Life Cycle Assessment is a very data intensive tool for measur-
ing the environmental impact of products and services. While much effort in the
LCA community has focused on calculation methodologies and data gathered for
individual case studies, only a small amount of effort has been devoted to thinking
how to organize and manage this data. In this chapter, techniques are explored
to help remedy this situation, based on the ideas in Chapter 3, and informed by
experience with the case study on the Eco-Industrial Park Wiki.

Enipedia - For this thesis, Enipedia.tudelft.nl provides the most sophisticated and
extensive example in terms of how both Semantic Wikis and other tools in use for
the Semantic Web were employed. This case study explored how to apply the tools
and philosophies discussed to existing Open Data on energy and industry topics.
This involved work on combining and aligning existing data sets, and resulted in a
mix of different types of architectures being employed in terms of both social and
technological processes. Many topics were explored, such as the challenges of how
to allow the data to be improved, while using techniques to check quality. The work
on Enipedia builds upon Chapters 2, 3, and 4, and has been informed by experience
with all of the learning case studies.

5.3 Conclusion
The first section of this thesis has explored several of the philosophies, trends and
tools that have emerged with the development of the Web. Many of these appear to
hold much promise in ameliorating some of the information management difficulties
encountered by multidisciplinary fields. As with many new ideas and technologies,
there is likely various degrees of hype and uncertainty surrounding these, which
can be dispelled through exploring and testing these out in real world situations.
The next section of this thesis will explore the applicability and validity of these
ideas through several case studies that involve different dimensions often encountered
within research projects.
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Part II

Case Studies
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Chapter 6

Mobile Phone Recycling

This chapter is based on (Chmieliauskas et al., 2012b) describing the approach im-
plemented in (Bollinger, 2010)

6.1 Introduction

Chapter 4 lays the foundation for the tools and ideas that have been implemented
within this case study. There it was argued that new ways of building Agent Based
Models should be explored in order to facilitate better management of information
both by those collecting data for the model, and also for the simulated agents who
often are programmed to perform complex queries to access information about them-
selves, other agents and their environment. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, in reference
to the framework described in Chapter 5, this particular case study largely focuses
on platform development, with less of a focus on data, and a minimal focus on
communities.

Figure 6.1: Relative amount of focus in this case study on investigating communities,
data and platforms

This case study shows how this has been done for a model developed to study
issues around mobile phone recycling, re-use and disposal. This is a topic of interest
since while companies have figured out how to manufacture enormous quantities of
mobile phones, there has not been a corresponding effort on managing the end-of-life
of these phones. Once a phone is no longer used by a consumer, it may follow several
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possible pathways. It may be re-used by another consumer, and possibly first pass
through a refurbishing step for repairs. It is common for consumers to first keep
old phones in storage, which is problematic since the phones are only losing value
during this time. The longer that the phones are in storage, the less attractive they
are for re-use, meaning that this can have a direct effect on where the phone ends
up next. If the phone cannot be re-used, then it may be sent to be recycled in order
to recover its plastics and metals. The phone may also be disposed of in municipal
solid waste, where it may end up in a landfill or a waste incineration plant.

These pathways can have some profound implications. A common concern is
that of “backyard recycling”. For example, once a consumer in Europe is done
using a mobile phone, it may eventually end up in India, where precious metals are
recovered in unofficial backyard operations using procedures that are hazardous to
the health of the workers, and also result in very low recovery rates of materials.
Aside from the very serious health concerns, the recovery of metals is important
since the functionality of mobile phones is dependent on specific metals for which
substitutes are currently not available. As communications technology is not likely
to disappear anytime soon, it is advantageous to have a large stock of these metals
remain available. While there are mines for these metals, there are further social
issues as their supply is largely limited to politically instable areas, which has led to
the discussion of “conflict minerals” such as tantalum (Montague, 2002).

The reason for creating a model of this system is to understand how these path-
ways can change based on various types of interventions in the system. In particular,
an Agent Based Model was chosen since it was desired to model populations of indi-
vidual consumers with their own preferences, and to actually be able to track phones
through the system. The use of an Agent Based Model meant that the types of net-
works that form are based solely on the information processed by the agents, and
these networks could change over time depending on what the agents did. Each of
the agents in the simulation depending on their role chose to purchase phones with a
certain combination of characteristics (such as functional used phone, less than four
years old). This work has resulted in the first known Agent Based Model capable
of allowing a dynamic Material Flow Analysis, as Semantic Web tools were used to
help organize information about the entire history of individual mobile phones from
cradle to grave as they passed through the production, consumption and recycling
systems (Bollinger et al.).

6.2 Modeling Approach
In simple terms, the approach used is a recognition that Agent Based Models are
essentially giant databases consisting of information about the agents, their proper-
ties and the environment. During a simulation, this database is both queried and
modified by agents as they examine themselves and the world around them, and
process this information using decision rules that inform what type of action they
should perform.

For many Agent Based Models build within the E&I Section at TBM (Chappin,
2011; Nikolic, 2009; van Dam, 2009), it has been common for all data about the
simulation to be stored within POJOs (a common abbreviation for “Plain Old Java
Objects”, in other words, “normal” simple Java code) whose initial data are read
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from an ontology file at the start of a simulation. While this typically leads to code
that executes more quickly than code that must retrieve data from an RDF data
store, this approach has a downside of making it difficult to manage information
of a diverse nature. Part of the problem relates to what is called the programming
scope of variables, i.e., the regions of the code where a variable is visible and can
be read. For example, within Java, a variable defined within a for loop will not be
accessible outside of it, and variables defined within a class are only visible outside
of that class if it is declared as public. For everything that agents need to have
knowledge about, one needs to have a way to make this information visible to them.
If agents are to be omniscient, then essentially all variables must be globally visible.
Using global variables has been considered an unproductive software development
practice, making the program logic difficult to understand and maintain (Wulf and
Shaw, 1973).

In the past we have made information accessible by maintaining lists of informa-
tion that were contained in the main simulation class, to which all agents had access.
The problem with this approach is the management and maintenance of such lists.
This is especially true if parts of the code are worked on by many people and mul-
tiple methods are used that can affect the addition and deletion of members in the
list. This situation is further complicated if one needs to piece together information
contained within multiple lists. The essential problem is that information is being
kept in two places, which is an artifact of programming limitations and not of the
system being modeled. A key takeaway from this discussion is that the tools we have
been using have been constraining certain types of operations that we needed to do.

The simulation itself can be conceptualized as being a giant property graph of
many connected facts. From experience, we have seen that in performing simulations,
people have the need to traverse this graph in surprisingly different ways to enable
various types of agent reasoning. For example, one may wish to find information
about the supply versus demand for a particular good in a simulated industrial
cluster. Doing so with the way that these models have been commonly set up would
require finding all the contracts for all the agents for that particular good, and
distinguishing between signed and unsigned contracts. The signed contracts would
indicate that the good was supplied, while an unsigned contract indicated that there
was demand that was not met. These types of queries were not uncommon, and in
creating these it was not unusual to find that additional qualifiers would needed to
be added to these queries to filter out certain types of information.

As mentioned, the previous approaches would initialize a model by reading in
data from an ontology file, and this data would then be mapped to POJOs. The
solution employed for this case study recognized that POJOs were too limiting in
terms of how they enabled data management, and that the software library we used
for reading the ontology and mapping it to POJOs also had tools that would enable
us to manage information better. In other words, there was an advantage to running
a simulation using a software library built to manage ontologies, rather than using
POJOs.

The Agent Based Model was build using the Jena1 library, a Semantic Web
framework written in Java which allows for both the storage and querying of RDF
data. For this case, the simulation code used only defined behaviour of the agents

1http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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and accessed all data through an application programming interface (API) provided
by Jena, as illustrated in Figure 6.2. To avoid confusion, when the word “ontology”
is used in the text below, it refers to the set of data stored within the RDF data
store. The ontology API refers to the Jena API which allows one to interact with
the RDF data store. A particular advantage of this approach is that it allowed us to
use the SPARQL query language as a means of very precisely specifying information
to extract from the simulation. This was used both as a means for agents to collect
information about their environment, and also as a means for the modeler to debug
the simulations itself.

Figure 6.2: The traditional and proposed approach to agent-based modelling with
ontologies

6.2.1 Impact on Agent Design

The key difference with previous approaches is that the agents now run SPARQL
queries for information retrieval. As mentioned above, one of the benefits is that all
the information in the simulation is easily accessible and one does not run into issues
of variable scope which determines what information is visible from which parts of
code. An important benefit of this approach relates to how the information is made
accessible. This is not just about an agent being able to find one particular fact,
such as the price of a commodity, but it is about the ability of an agent to run very
complicated and concise queries.

In previous models, we did not use a query language, but had written Java code
by hand that would perform operations to retrieve information from POJOs. The
problem with this approach is that its focus is at too low a level. Coding this by hand
is essentially telling the computer how information should be found, while we are
really more interested in telling the computer what information should be retrieved.
In other words, telling the computer how information should be found is important
for optimizing execution time of the code, but as we are modelers and not database
software designers, we are more interested in the ability to accurately extract the
information we want, irregardless of how the software achieves it.

To more fully appreciate the implications of this query-based approach to agent
intelligence requires understanding the SPARQL 1.1 standard (Harris and Seaborne,
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2010). In simple terms, this is to RDF data stores what SQL is to relational
databases. In practical terms, this means that one can retrieve one item, a list
of items, or perform operations on these such as counting, negation or aggregation.
Furthermore, it also allows for standard database operations such as grouping and
sorting. In our experience in developing models, we have found that the types of
questions asked by agents are limited by the creativity of the modeler. In using a
proper query language, this shifts the burden away from software implementation
to that of specifying the exact patterns that you wish to match.

In implementation terms, this approach has opened up interesting design op-
portunities. These queries are just strings, which has the implication that one can
modify them as the simulation is running by using common string operations such
as concatenation. For this case study, a type of “template query” was set up that
enabled agents to find trading partners. Since each of these agents has specific
requirements about the types of phones they will buy, each type of agent had a
particular “query snippet” that described the qualifiers that needed to be added to
the template query. By inserting the text of the query snippet into the template
query, the agent would have a query for exactly what they wanted. It is interesting
to note that it is also possible through queries to limit the amount of information
available to agents. An agent can be given perfect knowledge of all information in
the simulation, or this can be restricted to a sampling of information.

6.2.2 Impact on Simulation Debugging

This approach has benefits in terms of how it enables us to debug simulations as
well. In the situation of a model storing information in an RDF data store, it is
possible to write to a file all of the data from the simulation, which can be immensely
useful for debugging certain types of problems. To implement this, one would write a
method that would check for any erroneous patterns in the data, and upon detecting
something wrong, it would write the data to a file and stop the execution of the
simulation. This file could then be opened by an ontology editor such as Protege 32

or Topbraid Composer, which could then be used to perform queries over the entire
graph of facts that constitutes the simulation data.

This is a major departure from previous ways in which we have tried to debug
simulations. One method would be to identify problem areas in the code and log
the values for certain variables that have been encountered. This approach runs into
the issue of the programming scope of variables mentioned above. An alternative
is to use an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) such as Eclipse3 and set
breakpoints that will stop the execution of the simulation at specified points in the
code and allow for examination of variable values. While this approach works well if
one is checking the value of a single variable, it becomes incredibly inefficient when
debugging a problem where an agent needs to reason over facts distributed across
many objects. In this case, the modeller is presented with a GUI (Graphical User
Interface) and must track down all the variables that the agent is aware of and piece
together how the agent is reasoning over them. Having a copy of the simulation data
solves this problem, since the same queries used by the agents can also be used by

2Protege 4 does not support SPARQL
3http://www.eclipse.org
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modellers to understand the system. Since one has a snapshot of all the data in the
simulation, in order to debug agent reasoning they would simply perform the same
SPARQL query that the agent is performing. If this is not enough, then they can
create their own custom queries to explore the dataset from different views and try
to pinpoint the problem.

More creative ways of debugging may exist, and already we have experimented
with techniques such as the storing of historical simulation data in an RDF structure.
The downside of this approach is that some selection about what is stored may need
to be done in order to prevent the amount of data in the RDF data store from
becoming too large and slowing down the simulation too much. An example of
where this approach was employed will be discussed further in the section on the
case study.

These ideas have been further extended with the work on the AgentSpring
(Chmieliauskas, 2011) Agent Based Modeling platform. With this it is possible
for a modeller to perform queries on the simulation while it is actually running. In
other words, the modeller has the freedom to inspect everything in the model in
real-time without having to wait for the simulation to end in order to get access to
the raw data. This had led to functionality where a modeller can write queries that
can generate new types of visualizations on-the-fly. Previously, visualizations were
included within the simulation code, and if one desired a new visualization to be
shown during simulation run-time, they would have to modify and re-compile the
simulation code.

6.2.3 Disadvantages

As mentioned before, this approach does not lead to efficient code in terms of ex-
ecution speed. Repeated calls to an RDF data store API do slow down the code
noticeably. Additionally, if one has a model that is largely equation-based, then this
approach is not an appropriate strategy and may not offer large benefits.

The decision to use this approach should be based on the types of data structures
needed within the simulation. In short, if the simulation contains some representa-
tion of networks and if agents have to query facts distributed through this network,
then this approach can be quite useful, especially if agent queries can be more eas-
ily written with a query language rather than by hand-coding custom methods to
retrieve the information. However, if one is using a simulation with a spatial grid
representation and not very complex data requirements, then this approach may not
be beneficial.

6.2.4 Implementations by other researchers

What we propose is not completely a new approach. Kwak et al. (2009); Matheus
et al. (2009); Zhou et al. (2010) have already used SPARQL as a means for managing
information in simulations. Furthermore, Knublauch (2009) has demonstrated a
simple computer game in which behaviour is defined by an ontology that is accessed
through SPARQL by objects in the game. The key difference with what is proposed
here is the application of Semantic Web technologies to complex socio-technical
problems. The applications that we have found by other researchers typically cover
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a single domain, while the systems we model span multiple domains and use Semantic
Web technologies as a means to managing large volumes of information of a diverse
nature.

6.3 Application to Case Study
For the case of this particular model, in order to provide a more native representation
of the system, it was desirable to represent mobile phones as discrete entities with
unique properties that evolved over the course of a simulation. This was achieved
by the representation of each mobile phone in the model as a unique instance in
the ontology. When a mobile phone is first “manufactured” during simulation, an
instance of that mobile phone is immediately created in the ontology. Each time
this mobile phone instance and its properties are viewed or modified by an agent
during the course of the simulation, a communication between the model code and
the ontology is incited.

In addition to representing each mobile phone as a distinct entity, the historical
status of all phones is also recorded, allowing one to follow their paths from manufac-
turing all the way until reuse, recycling, or disposal. This means that for each time
step there is a record of the agent in possession of the phone, along with the phone’s
price and various properties such as the condition and age of the phone. Figure 6.3
shows how with this information, we can perform a query that returns a table list-
ing the line-by-line history of every phone. However, this is not the only view on
the data, and various slices can be made through it depending on the perspective
in which we are interested. For example, one could perform a query to list all the
distinct pathways between agents among which a phone is transferred throughout
the entire simulation. In other words, this will show all the types of agents that re-
ceive phones from manufacturers, or the distinct types of agents that receive phones
from collectors. This will clearly show in a summarised fashion whether the supply,
recycling, and disposal chains self-assemble in expected ways. In practice, this has
shown problems such as phones moving directly from the manufacturer to disposal
due to phones not being sold and consequently exceeding their age limits. One could
also perform queries that aggregate information to examine aspects of the total pop-
ulation of phones, such as grouping the phones by their condition and tallying the
number that have each particular condition at every time step. Through this, one
may notice trends such as the existence of large populations of new phones being
used by consumers despite incentives encouraging reuse of old phones.

As an example of the types of data analysis possible with this approach, Fig-
ure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 show the outcomes of two simulations under different settings.
The lifetime of a distinct phone is represented by a horizontal series of dots. The
color of the dots represents which agent is in possession of the phone, while the
size of the dot indicates the prices of the phone at a particular period in time. The
first phones produced in the simulation are shown at the bottom of the graphs, while
phones produced later are seen towards the top right. Figure 6.4 shows the situation
where phones have a short technical lifetime, and where consumers are motivated to
turn their used phones over to collectors. Due to the short lifetime of the phones,
the collectors send the majority of the phones to recycling instead of refurbishing.
Figure 6.5 shows a simulation where consumers hold onto phones for a longer period
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Figure 6.3: Output from a SPARQL query used for debugging a model run.

of time and are more likely to purchase a refurbished phone.

Figure 6.4: Simulation run where phones have a short technical lifetime and con-
sumers are motivated to turn old phones over to collectors.

This approach has also been used for much more complicated problems. In
particular, we have created agent-based models that are mass balanced. What an
agent sells is based on what they have in stock, and ultimately the inputs they
receive. During early simulation runs we noticed that mass was actually disappearing
from the system. We suspected that this may have been due to the process in which
a phone at the end of its life, was converted back into its raw components such as
gold. In order to debug the problem, we constructed a complex SPARQL query that
first found all the contracts that included something being traded between agents
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Figure 6.5: Simulation run where consumers have incentives to buy reused phones.

in the previous tick. Then, for all the agents which received a mobile phone in
this transaction, it checked to see if this phone was not placed in the stock of the
receiving agent. Based on how the simulation was set up, this implied that the
phone was disassembled into pieces and not refurbished. Since the mobile phones
were represented as distinct objects, this query checked to see if the exact phone
from the transaction made it into the stock of the receiving agent. The implication
of this is that even if the receiving agent received 100 mobile phones and lost only
one, we would be able to easily find the error with this query. Listing 8.1 shows how
this query was further expanded to list what the agent did have in stock, and by
doing this we were able to notice that the problematic agent had actually received
two phones but only had the equivalent amount of gold that would result from
disassembling a single phone.

These types of queries can be incredibly powerful for debugging. It should be
noted that they are also powerful in their flexibility, since new statements can be
easily added to the query to make it more specific. Additionally, queries can be
made as vague as necessary, which can also be very useful. This approach was used
to debug an issue where we knew that an instance of type UnitName did not have
a label, which caused an error in the code. With an initial query, we were able
to locate the actual instance that was causing the problem, although this was not
enough information to determine what the label should be named, since it was not
clear what it was being used to describe. To fix this, we had to traverse a hierarchy
of objects as shown in the query in Listing 6.2. This found an instance of something
that was connected to another instance of something that was connected to this
problematic instance of type UnitName without a label. Using this, we were able
to determine that the problem occurred within the ConstructionCost specified for a
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SELECT ∗ WHERE {
# f ind a mobile phone
?goodName : va lue " gener icMobi lePhone " .

# th i s phone i s part o f a "PhysicalFlow" ob j e c t
? physc ia lFlow : goodName ?goodName .

# th i s "PhysicalFlow" i s a component o f a
# "Physica lFlowContract " ob j e c t
? physc ia lFlowContract : phys ica lFlow ? physc ia lFlow .

# the "Physica lFlowContract " came from th i s agent
? physc ia lFlowContract : from ? fromAgent .

# and went to t h i s agent
? physc ia lFlowContract : to ? toAgent .
? toAgent : l a b e l ?agentName .

# Find a l l the ? toAgent who r e c e i v ed a phys ica lFlow
# ( i . e . a mobile phone ) who have not a c t ua l l y
# placed the mobile phone in t h e i r stock ,
# meaning that the phone has gone miss ing and/ or
# been transformed in to something e l s e
OPTIONAL{? to : hasOpOutputInStock ? inStockTuple .
? inStockTuple : goodName ?goodName . }
FILTER( !BOUND(? inStockTuple ) )

}

Listing 6.1: Example SPARQL query used for debugging mass balance problems

particular instance of a Technology.
As has been shown, use of RDF and SPARQL within an Agent Based Model

can be a powerful enabler for more sophisticated agent queries, and also for helping
the modeller to make sense of the data contained within the simulation. The next
section will take a higher level view of what has been achieved through this case
study and the particular implementation that has been chosen.

SELECT ∗ WHERE {
# f ind something that i s a type o f UnitName
# but does not have a l a b e l s p e c i f i e d
?x rd f : type : UnitName .
OPTIONAL {?x : l a b e l ? x l ab e l } .
FILTER( !BOUND(? x l ab e l ) ) .

# f i nd what t h i s UnitName in s t ance i s connected to
? c ?d ?x .

# f i g u r e out what the in s t ance above i s connected to
?a ?b ? c .

} ORDER BY ? x l ab e l

Listing 6.2: Query used for discovering a consistency problem in the knowledge base
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6.4 Evaluation of Functional Requirements
In Chapter 5, several functional requirements were defined that can be used to
investigate enabling or disabling factors in the creation of evolving knowledge in-
frastructures. In general terms, these requirements focus on encouraging feedback
loops between community, data and the platforms that exist within a project. For
this case study, the main focus was on the development of a platform in the form
of an Agent Based Model, while lesser emphasis was placed on a community and
data. Below, the community, data and platforms are identified, and the nature of
the connections between them are discussed.

Community Compared to the rest of the case studies, the community involved in
this case study was rather limited. Aside from the technical setup of the modeling
software, the majority of the work was performed by a single modeller. Beyond this,
the community may be seen as being a recycling company that was interested in
the model and its potential for helping them to understand the dynamics of recy-
cling networks. While not considered for this case study, an even wider community
would include researchers and businesses that are interested in helping to build more
effective electronics recycling systems that are able to increase the amount of mate-
rial recovered, while de-incentivizing dangerous backyard recycling operations, while
encouraging disassembly instead.

The model itself ran as stand-alone software that was not connected to the larger
Web, and was used as a means to generate data about possible system development
pathways. This data was analyzed and then presented to the relevant stakeholders
via a report summarizing the findings. The work in this chapter preceded the work
conducted in Chapters 7, 8, and 9 and helped to inform the work investigating the
social and technical practicalities of connecting tools together.

Data The data used was mix of values from literature and reasonable estimations
that were used to inform the creation of a model. Compared to other case studies,
the focus was not on collecting exact data about the variety of different instances
of phones, but was more about gathering generic representative values that were
realistic enough to allow for insights to be gained by their use in a model. The
actual data gathered was entered in by hand into the ontology.

Platforms The main platform used was an Agent Based Model, which used infor-
mation stored in the ontology. Compared to previous Agent Based Models developed
(Chappin, 2011; Nikolic, 2009; van Dam, 2009), this model used Semantic Web stan-
dards as a means to help organize information used within the simulation.

Data ↔ Communities This case did not explore aspects of the relationships
between data and communities, aside from examining ways in which modellers could
better manage data. However, in the course of this case study, it was found that
a large amount of the data that would be useful in creating more realistic models,
was not easily available, and was widely distributed on web pages (at best), and not
available in machine-readable formats. As an example, there are several websites
that list the price of used mobile phones. For understanding recycling networks, this
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information is very important as phones depreciate in value over time, and there is
a short window in which their value is high enough for re-use to be economically
attractive. Doing so will lead to an environmental benefit as one is using materials
already present in the system. After this window of opportunity, a phone will be
dismantled and sent to recycling.

Platforms ↔ Communities The relationship between platforms and commu-
nities that was explored in this case related to the use of tools that could help
communities of modellers to better manage data in a simulation. The key idea is
that creating more sophisticated models of actors requires more sophisticated infor-
mation processing by agents. To reduce burden on modeller, there should be ways
of making it as simple as possible to have agents ask sophisticated questions about
themselves and the environment around them. This helps to reduce development
time, and by having all of the data in the simulation more easily exposed, this is an
important step forward with reducing the “black box” nature of simulations and to
enable better quality checks and insight into what is actually occurring within the
model.

While not explicitly addressed in this case study, having the ontology available
in an RDF format since it allowed us to use the SPARQL query language to be able
to run queries that could identify common types of error in the ontology. This was
possible to an extent when a Frame-based ontology was used, but the functionality
was no where near what is possible when using SPARQL.

Data ↔ Platforms The use of Semantic Web standards such as RDF, lays the
groundwork for integrating data from sources distributed across the web. This has
implications for communities who collect data for different purposes. For example, if
data about the prices of phones over time was available, this could be used directly
as an input in the model. Essentially, this work has been an initial exploration that
builds on our experience in building models, and tries to understand how if and
when the Semantic Web takes off, we can be ready for the types of opportunities
that arise with the data that will hopefully be available.

6.5 Conclusion

This work has shown the opportunities that have arisen as we rethought how to
better approach modeling, due to the query-intensive nature of the simulations that
we need in the modeling of socio-technical systems. It is interesting to note that
the switch from a frame-based ontology to one based on RDF opened up not just
technical opportunities, but also social ones, due to the ability to more easily inte-
grate our own data with outside data sources. While not explicitly addressed in this
case study, this indicates that the focus by (Nikolic, 2009; van Dam, 2009) on the
benefits of ontology reuse in model development, may be augmented by a focus on
the benefits of the reuse of modular ontologies that are good at describing particular
domains. This modularity holds promise in allowing for evolution without creating
a single monolithic ontology.
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In practice, the tools and ideas discussed for this case study have been shown
to work, and the software implementation has been able to reduce the “black box”
nature of models by allowing for all of the data in the simulation to be queried
and inspected. This is significantly different from implementing models using only
Java objects since one runs into issues of variable scope, which has the implication
that all of the data in use by these types of model cannot be easily explored. As
a result, the main focus of this case study can be seen as trying to improve the
relationship between a platform and data. It was found that there are trade offs and
the downside of the approach employed though is that it is comparatively slower
than the previous types of Agent Based Models that have been developed. These
particular issues are being addressed as the work described here has since been
used as part of the foundation for the AgentSpring Agent Based Modeling platform
(Chmieliauskas, 2011) which has taken further steps in increasing the transparency
of models and enabling the creation of more sophisticated information processing
agents.
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Chapter 7

Collaboratively Defining
Industrial Symbiosis by means
of a Semantic Wiki

7.1 Introduction

The work described in this case study was conducted during a class in which a group
of M.Sc. students were tasked with documenting and evaluating Eco-Industrial Parks
around the world. The class and project were organized by G. Korevaar whose work
is gratefully acknowledged, and a journal article based on this work is currently
under development (Korevaar and Davis, 2012). The specific contribution of the
author of this thesis was to set up the semantic wiki platform that was used, and to
guide the students in the process of using it. This involved discussing with them the
types of functionality the platform needed to have in order to meet their goals, and
providing support during the process of them using of the site. A large part of the
content and organization of the site is their work, and this represents an examination
of how the proposed philosophies and technologies discussed in this thesis can be
applied particularly within a scientific field that has yet to adopt these types of tools.

Figure 7.1 illustrates how this case study is largely focused on communities and
platforms. During the course of the class, the size of the community involved in
working on the project was larger than that seen in the other case studies. The
reason that a large focus on platforms is indicated is that this case study represents
the first foray in this thesis into using semantic wikis as a means for a community
to organize and present data. As a result, a data set that started out as an Excel
spreadsheet has been turned into an online interactive database that is still the
largest of its kind in the world as this thesis is being finalized, nearly two years after
the case study was completed.
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Figure 7.1: Relative amount of focus in this case study on investigating communities,
data and platforms

7.2 Problem Statement

Industrial Ecology (IE) is inherently interdisciplinary, as it embodies a set of com-
plex and different scientific and practical fields of study (Allenby, 2006). This unique
character can bring along new understandings and systemic approaches to today’s
complex challenges as findings can be applied across disciplines, and benefits can
be derived from interdisciplinary learning and analogies. However, knowledge de-
velopment and diffusion within the field has so far been approached mainly through
traditional communication channels such as journal publications, and less through
alternative means such as online platforms. In this respect, IE lags behind other
fields (Davis et al., 2010) thereby limiting effective cooperation, and thus limits the
speed at which the field can develop. It has been argued that IE is mainly an offline
community (Hertwich, 2007) that does not use available advanced communication
technologies in their fullest potential. Given the interdisciplinary and complex na-
ture coupled with high data intensity (e.g. LCA) and young age of the research field,
effective cooperation is crucial in achieving scientific and practical progress within
IE.

This chapter suggests a mechanism for knowledge development and diffusion of a
particular area of practice within IE, that of Eco-Industrial Parks (EIPs). Elaborate
research has been done in defining the concept of EIPs and in identifying and stim-
ulating symbiotic relationships within industrial networks, where by-products and
waste streams of one organization function as feedstock for other processes (Gibbs
and Deutz, 2007; Glavic and Lukman, 2007; Lowe et al., 1996). Although the con-
ceptualization of EIPs has improved in the past decade (from 1995 to 2007), different
ontologies of actors bring along inconsistent terminology which can reduce a clear
understanding of concepts. Additionally, the exchange mainly via scientific publi-
cations has led to an exclusion of industry, public and policy stakeholders in the
debate.

Further inefficiencies arise from a lack of available data of good quality that can
be used to assess EIPs and stimulate their progress. And even if the data has been
generated, it is not often accessible, which leads to reproduction of similar datasets
and thus high inefficiencies in the research process.
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7.2.1 Goal and Scope

Given the mentioned challenges in the field of IE and inefficiencies in researching
EIPs, the goal of this chapter is to elaborate on how the research on EIPs can be
made more transparent by facilitating identification, adaptability and cooperation
in knowledge development and diffusion by means of a Semantic Wiki.

In order to achieve this goal, a dynamic open-source platform based on opportu-
nities given by state-of-the art information communication technologies (ICT) has
been developed which makes knowledge creation more efficient by being able to in-
volve the whole community in an effective way. The idea is to have an adaptive
tool that can be readjusted and improved by users instantaneously and initiates
discussion without having to go through a tedious publication process, while still
allowing the information to be subject to peer review. In addition, this would allow
stakeholders beyond the academic world, such as the general public, policy-makers
and industry to be included in the process.

This chapter will explain how the group of 17 students (class of 2010) within the
Leiden – Delft Master’s Programme on Industrial Ecology summarized the existing
research on EIP conceptualization, and translated this into criteria that are general
enough to grasp the diversity of the field but specific enough to not include traditional
industrial parks or eco-towns. The methodology of developing evaluation criteria will
then be explained, followed by the results of the search, which were integrated into
a wiki platform. These results will then be evaluated for usefulness and robustness,
followed by a discussion on the usefulness of this approach to industry and the
academic community.

7.3 Methodology

There is no fixed process for formulating definitions, and EIPs are no different.
A trial and error heuristic was used for developing a coherent, robust definition.
Because the research group found existing definitions to be widely varied and insuf-
ficient for our task (see Section 7.3.1), our approach attempts a new methodology
at defining EIPs. The goal was to produce a definition that could change over time
and as new information is uncovered; a definition that is collaborative with not just
different academic disciplines but also industry; and a definition that is practice-
based. An integral component of our method was the use of a semantic wiki, which
allowed us to make changes in the definition and to communicate in real-time as a
team, but also to develop a platform which met our goals of evolving over time and
including multiple actors.

We began by searching for parks that either themselves claimed to be EIPs,
or were considered to be potential EIPs by academic references. The search was
conducted via the search engines Google, Google Scholar, ScienceDirect and Bing.
The search was conducted with a list of keywords which were looked for within every
country. Eco-towns were excluded from this search.

In developing our definition, we formulated knock-out (KO) criteria, which acted
as a simple yes/no positive screen (a park had to meet each of the criteria to be
considered an EIP). These criteria were developed using the repertory grid technique
method, as explained later. Next, we applied these criteria to our search results to
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better evaluate both our search and criteria. After this step we developed evaluation
criteria, which would allow us to quantitatively score a qualified EIP on its degree
of symbiosis. The rest of this article will explain these steps in detail.

7.3.1 Challenges for creating an EIP definition

One of the characteristics of developing an EIP is to assess every industrial park
on its own merits, mainly without applying a pre-determined template. The EIP
developers will search for opportunities and work with the situation as it is on a
specific site, meaning that the types of symbiosis, forms of communication between
firms and park management, the geographic characteristics, etc. will differ from
park to park. This can generate a unique system for a specific location where
environmental and economic development plans can grow.

Usually, no two EIPs will be the same, but the need for a practical and transpar-
ent definition is required in order to stimulate and guide both the development of
EIPs and the academic understanding of them. For our project, a literature review
of current definitions was completed, and relevant articles were read and put into
the perspective of our project. In addition to this, the current practices of EIPs in
the world were assessed to create a bridge between academic knowledge and field
experience. However, as illustrated in Figure 7.2 this immediately created a problem
as a positive feedback loop.

Figure 7.2: Feedback loop created through definition creation

For performing an assessment of the EIPs that are currently developed or in
operation around the world, a useful definition is needed. However, simply allowing
industry to define EIPs also does not yield a useful definition, because in this way the
definition of an EIP may not be standardized, and even though a park may claim
to be an EIP, this does not guarantee that any environmental benefit is actually
realized. As illustrated by the scheme, a literature search will only involve in more
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definitions that are most likely not easily be applicable in practice, because of the
high diversity between EIPs. In order to fully answer the research question, we need
to combine the two research methods and come up with a solution for defining all
the different ways in which an EIP is created.

Another challenge is that of finding enough information on the current situation
of different EIP developments around the world. Through this project, different
governmental, scientific and company websites were searched for information, which
needed to be up-to-date and quite detailed in order to generate the knowledge to
find a practical definition. A further challenge was that even if the information is
detailed, the research team did not have a way to verify the data provided if no
additional sources were available.

7.3.2 Developing a dynamic, collaborative, practice based def-
inition

The field of Industrial Ecology is relatively young and still in development, and the
lack of a commonly shared definition for an EIP is one of the examples that reveals
the infancy of the field. Also, with the high diversity of approaches and possibilities
of creating an EIP, a final and ‘static’ definition of EIP seems to be inappropriate. To
circumvent the problems of a static definition, collaboration needs to be established
between academics and practitioners in order to develop over time a method that
captures the essence of an EIP. The process therefore requires an iterative approach
that stimulates cooperation between developing EIPs and the academic world.

7.3.3 Why a Wiki?

The developments and opportunities for EIPs stretch around the globe. Therefore
the need for understanding every situation and its unique setting and surrounding
culture is essential. The World Wide Web offers a platform for easy, accessible, and
inexpensive information sharing. One of the tools that are able to structure this
kind of crowd-sourcing is a wiki, a platform which is most commonly known from
Wikipedia. A wiki is a web page format where anybody can edit, add, or comment
on the information presented. This type of platform is very flexible and was used
to aid in the dynamic, collaborative development of an EIP definition. However,
wikis are best suited to handling plain text such as a collection of articles. While
this functionality would allow us to describe different EIPs, it would not have made
it easy for us to compare them without having to read through every single page
individually. Since we were interested in creating an actual database of EIPs, we
needed a tool that would facilitate this. As a result, the actual platform used is
what is called a semantic wiki. In particular, we used Semantic MediaWiki, which is
free open-source software. This platform extends the functionality of a typical wiki
in the sense that it allows for structured data (i.e. facts that could be stored in a
database such as MS Access) to be embedded on individual wiki pages, and then for
the structured data spread across many wiki pages to be queried and redisplayed
on another wiki page. The reasons for using a semantic wiki in the context of EIP
definition are:
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• It is accessible: anybody who creates an account and is approved by the ad-
ministrator can add, edit, or comment on any of the pages.

• It is transparent: all the pages are readable and open to the public, and every
page revision is saved and accessible

• It is dynamic: because everybody can contribute to the information that is
used for developing an EIP formulation, the definition and understanding of
EIPs will change over time.

• It is facilitates accuracy: because it is open, it allows for easier peer-review,
and can lead to higher accuracy if the knowledge of a large network of people
is used.

• It is consistently structured: with the Semantic Forms that are used in this
wiki the information is structured consistently which facilitates comparisons
between the EIPs.

• It allows multiple views: the information can be dynamically queried and easily
be captured in descriptive forms such as tables, maps and graphs.

• It records history: the history of every edit is saved, and a record is made of
who did what when. Different revisions can be compared, and mistakes can
be reverted.

7.3.4 Creating Knock-Out criteria

A literature research was first conducted and based on this, the research team wrote
individual reports crafting individual definitions of an EIP. At the same time a
review was done of a database of EIPs that was created by a group of students from
the same class in 2008. With this knowledge and experience, the first step was to
create a simple set of criteria that would show in a short amount of time and with
limited information whether an industrial park was an EIP or not. These Knock-Out
criteria (KO) would produce a list of parks that are definitely EIPs, and seem to be
interesting enough to evaluate further.

Figure 7.3: Knock-out criteria developed for Eco-Industrial Parks
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In a workshop, the group of students combined their ideas and experiences
through the Repertory Grid Technique Method (Easterby-Smith, 1980). This is
a method developed by George Kelly around 1955, and has the aim of evaluating
people’s personality in an objective way. It surpasses the discussion on what is good
and what is bad by making only relative statements. This means that not a single
example is analyzed, but only two in comparison with each other. This method was
applied by comparing different EIPs and selecting elements of one EIP that were
judged to make it better than another EIP. These features were discussed and com-
piled into a final list of elements that were judged to make an EIP a "good" example
of an EIP.

This resulted in four categories of knock-out (KO) criteria with quantitative and
qualitative measures that could be easily analyzed with information from the web.
All four categories had to be passed in order to be continued for the evaluation step.
The categories are:

• KO Industrial Focus: An industrial focus is present in the area. This is to
exclude eco-towns from the definition.

• KO Industrial Symbiosis: Two or more examples of resource sharing in the form
of symbiotic exchanges (energy, material or information) that are beneficial for
both actors (symbiotic).

• KO Industrial Diversity: At least two different sectors, as defined by the Eu-
ropean Union, are present (excluding the chemical industry).

• KO Ecological Attention: From the information available, clear benefits for
the environment were created by the implemented technologies or policies.

7.3.5 Applying the KO criteria to the EIP developments in
the world

The wiki was set up to gather and organize information from the search, and all the
potential EIPs were entered into a Semantic Form (Figure 7.4) that allowed for the
data about the parks to be structured in a way that allowed for easy comparisons.
Every park has general information recorded for it, such as its name, latitude and
longitude, country and website. For each criterion a specific reference is attached.
In this way every data input can be traced back to its source. At any time a list of
references, a map with all the passed KO parks, and a list of all the park names can
be automatically generated.

7.3.6 Creating evaluation criteria
The experience with formulating and using the KO criteria returned the discussion
back to the central concern: How to identify and analyze EIPs? Another workshop
was held to formulate the final evaluation criteria which would be applied to parks
which had passed the KO criteria, and would help to determine the degree of sym-
biosis present in the park. The process started with the presentation of six parks
that were selected by the students since they either appeared very symbiotic after
applying the KO criteria, or had ‘just’ passed the KO criteria. The selection of these
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Figure 7.4: Section of semantic form used for knock-out criteria

parks was facilitated by the ability of the semantic wiki to automatically provide
an up-to-date summary table of all the parks. This table included information on
whether a park had been evaluated with respect to the KO criteria, and if so, the
results of the evaluation for each criteria. Aside from highlighting parks that had
passed, this was also useful for showing parks that needed further evaluation. Ad-
ditionally, preparation for the workshop was also facilitated by conversations that
the students conducted on the wiki. This allowed the students to post ideas and
comments online at times convenient for them, without having to coordinate getting
everyone in the room together at the same time. To augment the discussion in the
workshop, a set of criteria were proposed by another small student group that had
been working on them by reviewing literature and their own experiences.

After discussing the examples, the proposed criteria were modified to be in line
with the new insights that were generated. All the unnecessary measurements were
eliminated and the priorities and scoring were added. This meant that some measure-
ments were regarded as more important than others in order to produce a realistic
score for an EIP. For example, the symbiotic exchanges were regarded as the most
important characteristic of an EIP and the reported benefits and the presence of a
social policy were valued as less.

Based on this, the Semantic Form used for entering in data about the EIPs was
updated to match the revised criteria and necessary types of data that would have to
be collected (Figure 7.6). To ensure that consistent terms were used, and thus make
comparisons between EIPs easier, the form employed features such as drop-down
lists and list boxes allowing multiple selections of items.

7.4 Results

This work has demonstrated the creation of a transparent and open platform, built
using free open-source software, that can facilitate cooperation and knowledge dif-
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Figure 7.5: Types of information gathered about Eco-Industrial Parks

Figure 7.6: Section of semantic form showing data used for knock-out criteria
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fusion in a field. This has been used to create a database documenting EIPs on
a global level that have been tested according to the above derived ‘knock-out’
criteria: diversity, industrial focus, industrial symbiosis and information on envi-
ronmental benefits. In total, 224 parks were identified through the use of search
terms listed in Appendix A, and then were analyzed. Of these, 54 parks passed the
‘knock-out’-criteria. The parks have been grouped in three regional groups: Asia;
Europe – Australia – Africa; and North and South America. The majority of EIPs
(50%) can be found in Asia, of which the most are located in China. Figure 1
shows the steps of analysis taken and its results. A first barrier was the available
information that reduced the number of analyzable parks from 224 to 136. Of these
between 75 and 85% passed the criteria of diversity, industrial focus and attention
to the environment but only 48% passed the criterion of industrial symbiosis (IS)
which appears to be the bottleneck to forming an eco-industrial park instead of a
traditional industrial park. In total 40% of the parks passed all four criteria and can
classified as EIP.

Figure 7.7: Results of park analysis

The 54 parks that can be classified as EIP have been further evaluated according
to criteria which are meant to measure the performance of the EIP. This feature
allows researchers to compare EIPs globally or within a specific region, and compare
bottlenecks and opportunities of different EIPs.

At this point, it is clear that the current level of information and rating of
the EIPs is neither complete nor of perfect quality, especially given the limitations
of relying on Internet sources available in English. But the wiki serves more to
initiate discussion and collect more, better and revised information from the global
scientific and public community than to definitively define and list EIPs. This wiki
is currently accessible by anyone with a computer and an Internet connection, and
can be edited by users after a free registration. In order to maintain transparency
and validity of the information, all edits including the user’s name are stored in the
history, meaning that every revision ever made to each of the wiki pages is kept. The
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wiki also allows for comparison of different revisions of the same page. In practical
terms, this means that contributors can quickly inspect the exact changes that have
occurred since their last edit. In terms of quality control, this is a very important
feature since one does not have to read through the entire page in order to see what
has changed, but rather can see the highlighted sections of text that are different.
On a wiki page, In case of unwanted content changes, it can be reverted to a previous
state. The implication of this is that It is easier to fix a page than to vandalize it.

Adding new parks and their evaluation can be done either through self-explanatory
customized forms or in the case of expert users through the raw wiki syntax. Liter-
ature and online references can also be added through the use of preset forms and
templates.

Figure 7.8: Map with location of EIPs in Asia passing the KO criteria

A very powerful feature of the wiki is that it allows for queries to be set up that
are able to filter the data in a number of ways and then present it using different
types of visualizations. For example, all of the data about the EIPs can be accessed
in a tabular format that can be also downloaded into Excel It is also possible to
display these on a map. Such map views can be further customized to point out
potential EIPs that did not pass the ‘knock-out’ criteria. The information can also
be accessed via an alphabetical list or country list. The information for each park,
including its categorization and evaluation, can be seen on a separate page that can
be accessed through the above mentioned alternatives.

These dynamic characteristics of the wiki allow for the study of evolution of
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concepts and developments and serve as peer-review system that can help to improve
the accuracy and coverage of the platform’s contents.

7.5 Reflection

From a long-term perspective, the dependence on the Internet for sourcing informa-
tion about the parks is questionable, but it is also the most feasible starting point
to assess the demand and functionality of a dynamic online academic tool. A key
principle of the wiki is that it is never “done”, and wiki pages for individual parks
can be annotated to highlight which potential EIPs need further evaluation and ref-
erences. Instead of hiding uncertain data and making it lost to future researchers,
the wiki can expose it transparently and guide a community of researchers in the
process of improving it.

One concern that often occurs with wikis is that people are not necessarily very
familiar with them and can find this unfamiliar technology to be intimidating at first.
While many people are aware of the concept from having used Wikipedia, they may
not have any experience in editing them. As a result, there is a learning curve as
they become more familiar with this type of technology. We have partially addressed
this concern through the use of forms that guide users in entering in data. These
forms use the same types of form elements that one encounters when performing
other activities on the Internet such as online shopping.

Not everyone will find the wiki easy to use, but in the course of this project it
was observed that several different roles emerged, with some students focusing more
on the technical aspects of setting up the wiki, while other students worked more
on developing the knock out criteria and gathering the data. In two months, the
students working on the technical aspects did achieve a high level of proficiency even
without them having a computer science background. The forms, queries and maps
on the site were largely developed by them with only occasional technical assistance
that consisted of setting up simple working examples of wiki features and pointing
to the relevant online documentation.

Also, for this particular project, one of the goals was to create an interactive
online database, and the use of a semantic wiki arguably provides a much easier
route to creating this than having to figure out how to set up your own database
and connect it to some sort of web interface. As all of the software used was free
and open source, with a sizable community developing it, this means that people
interested in setting up their own version of the system described in this chapter are
free do to so.

This project showed that 17 students managed to cooperatively set up an open-
source and worldwide functioning database for EIPs within two months, whereas
writing another article on a static definition of EIPs would have never reached an
equivalent level, and, above all, would not practically contribute to the field. A
second phase of this research involves the successful implementation and monitoring
of the input of EIPs from third parties, as well as promoting the project at con-
ferences and with interested scholars. The wiki could also be directly beneficial to
the EIPs themselves, since there exists no global initiative that measures all EIPs in
existence according to a consistent set of criteria. This could aid EIPs in the sharing
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of knowledge and experience, as well as provide as a content portal for companies
interested in participating in an EIP in the future.

7.6 Evaluation of Functional Requirements

In Chapter 5, several functional requirements were defined that can be used to
investigate enabling or disabling factors in the creation of evolving knowledge in-
frastructures. In general terms, these requirements focus on encouraging feedback
loops between community, data and the platforms that exist within a project. In
this particular case study, the main focus was on exploring the relationship between
communities and platforms. Below the various communities, data sets and platforms
are described in addition to what was observed about the relationships and feedback
loops between these three components.

7.6.1 Community

Several relevant communities can be identified at different levels, whereby at each
higher level, there exists more people who can benefit from the work that was per-
formed. The immediate community behind the development of the site was the
group of Industrial Ecology M.Sc. students who were tasked with collecting and
analyzing the data. At a higher level, another community is that of Eco-Industrial
Park researchers, who as part of their field of study, desire to gain a more complete
view about how the concept of Eco-Industrial Parks is being implemented around
the world. At an even high level yet is that of various actors within industrial parks
who want to improve their environmental impact, and are looking for information
on the various opportunities that may exist.

7.6.2 Data

As described above, the data collected for this project was gathered from a variety
of different sources such as journal articles, reports, and web sites. This project
represented the first attempt to gather this information together in one place, as
this information is naturally distributed across many sources around the world. The
aim was to identify industrial areas that claimed to be Eco-Industrial Parks, doc-
ument their general properties, and evaluate if they passed certain criteria or not.
From a data modelling perspective, the schema needed to describe this is flat and
quite straightforward. For example, the fact that the Kalundborg Eco-Industrial
Park passes the knock-out criteria for industrial symbiosis, is encoded roughly as
“Kalundborg” “Industrial symbiosis KO” “yes”. The schema used does not describe
relationships between different types of entities, but rather the properties of single
entities.

7.6.3 Platforms

The main platform used in this case study was a semantic wiki. There is actually a
long history of applying information technology to the study of Eco-Industrial Parks,
as described in more detail by Grant et al. (2010). For example, various Geographic
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Information Systems (GIS) have been set up, and software has been created that can
suggest possible linkages between different industrial facilities based on their input
and output flows.

7.6.4 Data ↔ Communities

A major challenge with the relationship between data and communities is that the
EIP community is relatively small, compared to the size of a community who is
interested in energy topics. In Chapter 2 it was observed that a very small minority
of the people do a very large majority of the work on projects such as wikis. As
a consequence, this implies that if there are to be enough people who can take
ownership of projects such as these, there needs to be a community of a sufficient
size. Data collection and maintenance will not be effective without this. The work
described in Chapter 9 provides a point of reference as the Enipedia site, which
documents energy topics, gets nearly eighty times more traffic. Even with all this
traffic, there are on average several edits per week that generally correct minor
information such as the coordinates of power plants. These edits are helpful and
certainly appreciated, but the overwhelming majority of the work has been done
by those of us within the TBM E&I group at TU Delft. The same is true of the
Eco-Industrial Park wiki, as in the past two years, only a single page for a new
Eco-Industrial Park has been added. The fact that the students did achieve so much
within two months emphasizes the importance of having very explicit goals and
motivations, since this project was part of a graded project for a class.

At a higher level, one of the difficulties encountered with data and communities
is that information about industrial facilities and the industrial parks in which they
exist is very widely distributed. As a result, researchers must spend a large amount
of time simply piecing this together in order to gain deeper insights and learn more
about how these systems work.

7.6.5 Platforms ↔ Communities

The effort to create an inventory of global Eco-Industrial Parks was actually started
during a previous class that constructed an initial database using an Excel spread-
sheet. While this worked as a means to store tabular data, it ran into difficulties as
this medium is not suited towards splitting up work and allowing for many people to
work on it at the same time. At the end, work has to be conducted to integrate all
of the contributions back into a single spreadsheet. To some extent, this issue has
been ameliorated by several solutions such as the spreadsheet functionality available
via Google Documents1. The functionality of a spreadsheets for managing this data
is too limited as the data is trapped within a tabular representation, and does not
allow for other views such as visualizing the parks’ locations on a map. A particular
goal of the second class was to figure out how to get the data online and available to
a larger audience over the web, trying to make it more user-friendly and interactive
than possible with a spreadsheet representation.

As has been described in this chapter, the use of a Semantic Wiki was shown to
work in terms of making the data more accessible and allowing for it to be explored

1http://www.google.com/google-d-s/spreadsheets/
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via different representations and visualizations. It also allowed for people to work
together simultaneously. While not everyone found the wiki easy to use, a core
group of students were able to become competent in understanding how to set up
some of the more sophisticated features of the wikis, such as the queries, forms and
templates.

The wiki has also been shown to increase transparency. When the work was
presented at a conference, it was very common for people to spot gaps in the data,
whether a park with an incorrect status, or one that was completely missing from
the database. In particular, the maps interface was quite useful as people would
look for the presence or absence of parks in areas in which live. Because the wiki
is live on the web, we were able to fix up the data in real-time without having to
go through a lengthy review process, meaning that these improvements were made
immediately available.

In terms of how this platform may grow, the work by Grant et al. (2010) shows
the types of issues that may be encountered if one desires to scale the work up in
new directions, particularly that of moving from from describing instances of Eco-
Industrial Parks to being able to give prescriptive insights about how the waste
flows of one company could be used by other companies. In their evaluation 17
software platforms that were meant to facilitate Industrial Symbiosis, one of the
particular issues they describe is that the limitations faced are not just due to a lack
of familiarity with tools, but that there needs to be an effective coupling between
tacit and explicit knowledge.

To explain, while it may seem to be enough to put everything in a database
and use some sort of automated matching to identify symbiosis opportunities, there
is a major ontological challenge in that waste streams are essentially non-standard
products. Having a very detailed description of the waste stream is important, but
in order to confidently say if an opportunity for Industrial Symbiosis exists, the
tacit knowledge of people deeply familiar with these industrial processes is needed.
Essentially, Industrial Symbiosis can in some cases be seen as a creative act where
one figures out what properties of a waste stream are useful for their own indus-
trial processes. This type of information can be very difficult to make explicit, as
an effective coupling between two industries may involve intermediate processing
steps. This is not just about connecting flows, but about getting the relevant people
with domain-specific tacit knowledge in touch with each other, which means that
platforms need to be developed with this in mind.

7.6.6 Data ↔ Platforms

The main limitation in the relationship between data and platforms can be seen
as the lack of data. As mentioned by Grant et al. (2010), there have been several
software applications and GIS platforms used for exploring Industrial Symbiosis op-
portunities. Some of the notable datasets that document the location and some
characteristics of industrial facilities are the European Pollutant Release and Trans-
fer Register2 (E-PRTR) in Europe and the Toxics Release Inventory3 (TRI) in the
United States. These both are available in machine readable formats, and while not

2http://prtr.ec.europa.eu
3http://www.epa.gov/tri/
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being able to give direct insights about Industrial Symbiosis, could certainly be used
as a base to build upon.

7.7 Conclusion
The research question for this chapter has been: How can the field of EIPs be more
transparent by facilitating identification, adaptivity and cooperation in knowledge de-
velopment and diffusion by means of a semantic wiki? The question can be decom-
posed into different aspects: transparency, facilitation of identification, etc. These
exiparts are examined individually below.

The way the question has been answered is by using a semantic wiki as an online
platform to both structure the data and make it transparent and accessible for all.
Since members of the public can contribute, this facilitates the process of keeping
the information up to date, not just through making it accessible, but also through
the low barriers required to fix information. The transparency is further increased
by the way that it is possible for people to use their own creativity to write their own
queries in a semantic wiki. In other words, it is possible for them to make their own
views of different subsets of the data, and visualize these in tables, maps, or even
download the raw data to a spread sheet. For example, it is quite easy to search for
EIP’s in the same geographical area, EIP’s which score yes on certain KO-criteria or
EIP’s with common characteristics. This gives the wiki a unique transparency and
flexibility. This already touches on how it can be used to facilitate flexibility and
cooperation. Virtually everybody can collaborate on this platform on the further
development of the body of knowledge which has been created during the project.
This makes not only the tool, but also the knowledge base adaptive.

The facilitation of the identification of EIPs is aided in two ways. First, this
is done by providing an overview of EIPs which can be looked up on the wiki, in
another way it has been done by providing a set of criteria which has to be fulfilled
in order to call a park an EIP. Two sets of criteria have been developed: one set of
KO-criteria and another set of evaluation criteria. The first one looks at whether
something is an EIP or not, so this set touches on the question of identification. The
second set answers the question to what degree something is an EIP, gives that it
has passed the KO-criteria.

The wiki also gives possibilities for the facilitation of knowledge diffusion since
the wiki is accessible to practically everybody all over the globe and has already
been visited by people in 85 countries. Consequentially everybody can help in the
promotion of the wiki, which further diffuses the knowledge. It can be used for a
great amount of different purposes including educational ones.

As seen above, the wiki gives the possibility for improvement on all aspects
mentioned in the research question. It is not easy, however, to predict how this will
play out. Some institutes have expressed interest in the tool and its success will
come down to how much it is used, updated and disseminated. If this will turn
out to be successful, it is imaginable that it may have direct or indirect effect on
the developments of more brownfield and greenfield EIPs, as well as the stimulation
of further development of existing EIPs. This would be for one hard to measure,
and if it occurs, can be seen as a positive side-effect and not as a stated goal of the
wiki. Another positive effect which has not been stated as a goal, is the possible
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relevance and usefulness of the tool to the academic community, for instance in
research connected to EIPs or Industrial Symbiosis and the further development of
the tool, but possibly also by giving insight in the relevance of wikis and IT as a
means of information sharing.
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Chapter 8

Enabling LCA with the
Semantic Web

This chapter is based on Davis et al. (2011).

8.1 Introduction

This case study describes the development of a platform that addresses issues en-
countered in the collection and management of data related to Life Cycle Analysis
(LCA). As illustrated in Figure 8.1, in reference to the framework described in Chap-
ter 5, in this case there is a large focus on platform development in terms of detailing
the type of system that can be set up. As this illustrates a design based on a proof-
of-concept implementation set up on Enipedia1, aspects related to communities and
data are not investigated to such a deep level.

Figure 8.1: Relative amount of focus in this case study on investigating communities,
data and platforms

1http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Generic_Process_Network
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8.2 Motivation
The modern world is dependent on complex networks of many forms (Barabasi,
2003) – a web of production chains that convert raw resources into the products
and services required for the functioning of society. These include food, shelter,
clothing, consumer products, flood protection through dikes, education, financial
services, transportation systems, continuous and reliable electricity and clean water
supply, waste management and so forth.

As concerns about sustainability mount, there is greater interest in understanding
the metabolic pathways underlying these products and services, their material and
energy use, socio-economic characteristics, and environmental effects. It is hoped
that a better understanding of this will aid us in reducing our carbon footprint, de-
veloping alternative energy sources, increasing agricultural productivity and securing
the sustained availability of metals through and material recovery and recycling.

Some companies control a significant part of particular supply chains; ownership
of land is distributed among many, sometimes few farmers; many governments have
responsibility for roads, dikes and education. However, if we take a national, conti-
nental or global perspective, it may be seen that the networks that form the fabric
of modern society are not controlled or managed by a single company or government
organization. In the course of years or decades they evolved through the actions of
many individuals and organizations, each of which is pursuing their own goals.

Therefore, the knowledge about what these networks are and how they operate
is not given to a single mind. It is not the subject of a single scientific, engineering
or management discipline and is not contained in a single management-information
system. Quite the contrary, it has proven to be a very difficult and tedious task to
trace the paths that products take on their journey from extraction of raw materials
to their ultimate disposal and also elucidate the energy use, land use and negative
external effects associated - the objective of a life-cycle analysis or LCA (Guinee,
2002). This translates into enormous challenges when we want to evolve towards a
sustainable society, where finding a new balance between ecology, economy, equity
requires us to dramatically innovate, change and transform these networks.

Throughout recent human history, information technology (IT) has enabled and
helped to shape production systems. The arrival of the modern computer has had a
tremendous impact on business administration, industrial manufacturing and man-
agement. Science, R&D, strategy and policy has been underpinned by increasingly
powerful models and simulations. Information technology can aid in a variety of
ways within a business, and Philip and Booth (2001) have tried to identify the areas
in which it aids in the operational efficiency and strategic advantage of companies:

• Survival - making internal operations more efficient, by automatic certain tasks
such as accounting, manufacturing, etc.

• Sources and Resources - aiding in the acquisition of resources from suppliers,
making the processing of these resources more efficient, helping with marketing
of products and services.

• Strategy - using the full potential of these resources for competitive advantage.

• Service Value Analysis - finding new business models and ways of doing things.
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• Cyberspace - enabling virtual organizations by more efficiently linking employ-
ees with suppliers and customers.

• Sustainability - a meta-concern, where IT is used to aid in the management
and enabling of the previously listed areas.

These functions center on the use, role and added value of IT in single organ-
isations, however. Figure 8.2 positions a number of well-known IT systems and
applications in an Ansoff Matrix, where the horizontal axis runs from (IT-systems)
in use by, from, for a single organisation to multiple organisations, while the vertical
axis runs from support for a single or few activities (bottom) to multiple activities
(top). In the lower-right quadrant we find the IT systems in use by business and
government organisations alike, from computerized control systems (SCADA, DCS),
design, engingeering and manufacturing (CAD/CAM, CAE, CIM) to ERP systems.
The latter interface with other organisations. The most extensive system, SAP, is
an attempt integrate many of the functionality of other IT systems to and allow
the management of every activity in a company - from ordering parts, to assembly
to billing the customer and paying employees’ salary. As such, it supports multiple
activities for a single organisation. In the lower right corner we find the databases
maintained by statistics offices, such as the US Bureau of Economic Analysis (US
BEA), and the European Pollutant Release and Transfer Registry (EPRTR), and
many proprietary knowledge and databases maintained by consultants, who often
focus on single sectors (e.g. SRI-international, ChemSystems, etc).

Figure 8.2: Overview of Information Technology use and availability

The diagram’s upper right corner is about support of multiple activities by mul-
tiple companies – the complex network that forms the fabric of society. This chapter
is about the tools and technologies that will populate this quadrant of the diagram –
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IT systems that will help mankind manage these networks, our finite resources and
help transform the way we cater for our needs. Thus we explore greening society
through the use of IT. Instead of green(ing) IT, we focus on leveraging IT for a
sustainable society.

First, the challenge of greening society will be elucidated and some implications
for (novel) IT systems explored. Second, elements for a semantic software infras-
tructure are introduced and detailed. Third, drawing upon our work on energy
infrastructures and industrial networks a series of examples is given to demonstrate
what is possible with semantic technologies. We conclude with a discussion and
reflection on the meaning of this, and an outlook on what may emerge in the fourth
quadrant.

8.3 Greening Society and Information Technology

8.3.1 Invisible coordination
To illustrate the enormous challenges we face in evolving towards a sustainable soci-
ety, consider what the economist Leonard Read (1956) has stated: no single person
really knows how to make a pencil. Even in the 1950’s, the components of a humble
mass-produced pencil were sourced globally and involved a multitude of complex
skill sets, ranging from chemistry to metallurgy to a knowledge of multimodal lo-
gistics. This is still only a small part of the story, since in order to even make a
pencil, one must first make the things that are needed to make the pencil, and those
things in turn also need other things to make them. The creation of what may seem
like a simple artifact is in fact enabled only through a complex network composed
of multiple levels of dependencies.

Even more baffling, this is a feat achieved without any central direction, and the
process of making a pencil is not a deliberate act by all those involved in the various
stages of its manufacturing process. Read (1956) goes on to say:

There isn’t a single person in all these millions, including the president
of the pencil company, who contributes more than a tiny, infinitesimal
bit of know-how. [...] Neither the worker in the oil field nor the chemist
nor the digger of graphite or clay [...] performs his singular task because
he wants [the pencil]. [...] Their motivation is other than [the creation of
the pencil]. Perhaps it is something like this: Each of these millions sees
that he can thus exchange his tiny know-how for the goods and services
he needs or wants.

So, while people may not be contributing their know-how specifically with the
goal of keeping humanity well-supplied with pencils, this outcome emerges through
coordination mechanisms embedded within economic markets. As the purchasing
decisions of billions of people accumulate, propagating information signals ripple
throughout the economic network. At each node in the network, these signals are
interpreted by a variety of people who act on this information, whose actions in turn
propagate and influence the actions of others.

Existing coordination mechanisms work quite well at creating and directing the
signals that mobilize raw resources through their journey into complex products,
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where actors at various stages in the chain do not have to be aware of each other in
order to function. However, this is also part of the problem, and these mechanisms
are not very good at dealing with negative externalities, or unintended consequences
where the parties responsible for an impact (i.e. pollution, resource depletion, etc.)
are not the same ones that bare the costs. In other words, when cause and effect
are at different ends of the chain, it can be difficult to address these problems.

8.3.2 Sustainability and networks

While Read takes a first step in illuminating the complexity of economic networks,
this is still only a small part of the whole picture. The issue is not just that these
networks are connected in complex ways, but also the negative externalities that
these networks may generate. We need to get better at understanding both where
they happen, and also why they happen.

Addressing sustainability issues means first identifying what these networks look
like, and then understanding the types of interventions that can be made to either
stop or reduce the impact of the problems. There is already a major body of work
done by many research communities on understanding material and energy flows
in networks (Suh, 2004). While this has provided an important foundation, it is
acknowledged that this is not enough, and that we need to understand these networks
as complex systems which are composed of the interactions between both social and
technical networks (Dijkema and Basson, 2009).

For example, there have been persistent questions about whether more energy is
needed to produce ethanol than is contained in it as an energy carrier (Farrell et al.,
2006). This requires looking at the energy inputs of the entire technical network from
production on the farm, to transportation, to fuel production, and finally delivery to
the customer. While this gives a picture of what is happening, actually dealing with
this issue involves understand social and economic issues such as the role of the corn
industry in the United States. As another example, in considering whether the use of
palm oil as a fuel source can reduce CO2 emissions, one has to consider if the palm oil
plantation was created from the conversion of peatland. This act of land conversion
results in an enormous release of greenhouse gases (Danielsen et al., 2009), which
may obliterate the desired benefits. Solving this is not just about understanding
technologies, but it also relates to understanding the socioeconomic pressures and
incentives that may drive people towards either beneficial or destructive outcomes.
We need to be able to both traverse these networks by following their relevant
links, and also understand the context in which different elements of these networks
operate. Solutions that work in one area may not work in others due to various
reasons, such as existing policy and legislation, along with the details of people’s
backgrounds and personal experiences.

8.3.3 Need for information management techniques

While we see that we face an issue of the nature of the problems we’re dealing with,
there is another important issue of how we organize ourselves to solve those problems.
The way in which these networks are currently researched is usually inadequate and
fundamentally limiting. This is not a complaint about the quality of individual
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researchers’ work, but rather is an acknowledgement of the fact that while people
are documenting global networks composed of interconnected processes, they do not
publish their data in a form that natively enables interconnection. In other words,
there is no easy way in which data about new processes can be “plugged in” to a larger
network of other processes collectively gathered by other researchers. While various
research groups do maintain their own databases, these tend to act as walled gardens,
and do not easily contribute to the entire body of knowledge collected. Individual
researchers may also contribute their research to academic journals. While this act
is valuable and gives context to the information, the data recorded must be manually
entered if one wishes to re-use it.

In response to these problems, there has been a push towards opening up data
sources, particularly by leveraging the web as a publishing platform. This is an
important first step and is not without its difficulties due to the different licenses
and a multitude of formats associated with the data, along with a lack of awareness
that some digital formats are more useful than others.

However, simply having open data is not enough. While this is a very positive
development since it greatly increases the rate at which we can find information,
the true difficulty lies in connecting this data describing networks and performing
quality checks over it. For example, it is not unusual to find different names for
the same products. Additionally, processes may be described in a very generic way
(based on the stoichiometry of chemical reactions) or to a high level of detail based
on the specific configurations of actual factories. Furthermore, mass balances may
also not be enforced, and data may be missing.

Since we are dealing with distributed networks of processes operated by diverse
entities, connecting and curating this data will require a distributed collaborative
process. In other words, we need to take peer review of this data to the next level,
which can be greatly leveraged by recent advances in IT which can both facility
social processes and automate the process of data maintenance. Furthermore, we
need to set aside the mythology of data quality and recognize that even the most
official and respected sources of data still have problems. This is not necessarily the
fault of the people and institutes involved, but is a reflection of the immense scale
of the task they have set out for themselves.

Online collaborative projects such as Wikipedia hint at a way forward, although
this is not enough, and tools are needed that can also deal with structured data
that can describe networks. Additionally, we need to begin using tools that enable
a more favorable economics of information gathering. In other words, the act of
gathering information about the world can be a tedious process, and the amount of
effort that people are willing to spend is a function of the benefit that they expect to
receive from their effort. This can be challenging due to the need to incorporate large
amounts of information of a diverse nature, which can require a significant effort to
compile. Because of this, some have argued that certain tools for dealing with the
environmental impacts of products are not necessarily eco-efficient, in that the cost
of the effort required may exceed the environmental benefits realized (Schaltegger,
1997). Since this argument was first brought forward, we have seen the emergence
of the World Wide Web dramatically change the economics of information gathering
via lowering collection costs, and allowing for large-scale peer review and availability
at an unprecedented scale.
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8.3.4 Architecture of Participation

An important concept leveraged by many Web sites is the idea of the architecture of
participation (O’Reilly, 2004). This is based on the observation that many successful
projects on the Web are designed so that they get better as a natural byproduct
of user interaction. This is quite evident with a project such as Wikipedia. We
have described the mechanisms that have enabled Wikipedia to be successful in
much more detail in (Nikolic and Davis, 2012), and will briefly cover them here. In
talking about open-source software, Raymond (2001) has stated that “given enough
eyeballs, all bugs are shallow”. The same is true of the process of building an online
encyclopedia. It is not immediately obvious, but the editing of pages can be done
by people from a variety of different backgrounds and with different skill sets. For
example, to fix the spelling on a page about astrophysics, one does not actually need
to have an advanced science degree, or even an understand of the topic. They simply
need to know how to spell. In practice, it is not unusual to see a division of labor
naturally emerge, where some people may focus on content generation, while others
work on fixing references and adjusting the page layout. As people read, they notice
different types of problems and are able to click on the “edit” button to make fixes.
A key enabler of this is that every page has a revision history, meaning that every
version of the document is saved so one can easily compare changes between versions
and revert to previous revisions if necessary. The implication of this is that it takes
much more effort to vandalize a page than to fix the vandalism. What we see here
is a mechanism that allows for the quality of an article to be continually “ratcheted
up” as many tiny edits accumulate over time. This is in stark contrast to traditional
publishing and even some forms of publishing on the Web, where documents are
declared “finished”, and any revisions must go through both bureaucracy and time
delays.

From the discussion above, we see that there are many challenges involved in
dealing with issues of sustainability. In the next section, we will describe a particular
combination of technologies that we believe can be used to address these issues.

8.4 Ecosystem of Software Tools

What will be demonstrated in this section are techniques we have developed to deal
with this process data through the platform of a Semantic Wiki. This particular
type of tool allows for both unstructured and structured data to co-exist on the
same pages. The implication of this is that users can contribute plain text to a page
in order to help give context, while other types of data regarding inputs, outputs,
measurements, etc. can be annotated in such a way that this information can be
retrieved using a formal query language, just as with a database. The implication
of this is that the wiki can be used as a user-friendly view over a database. An
advantage of this approach is that it natively supports network data. A page de-
scribing a process contains links to pages for the products that constitute its inputs
and outputs. Because these inputs and outputs are annotated as being structured
data, we can run queries to automatically extract the connections that can be made
between different processes with common inputs and outputs.

The particular software ecosystem described below has been chosen particularly
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due to its stability, and also to the large developer community behind them. For
example, the MediaWiki software is the wiki engine running Wikipedia, and is com-
monly used by many other wikis as well. Another factor is that the software men-
tioned below is all open source, meaning that people needing particular functionality
do not need to wait for the core team of developers to find time for improvements.
As a result, there are over 1700 extensions to the MediaWiki software as of January
2011. Simply put, if the core software does not contain a feature you need, then it
is likely that someone has written an extension that may address your needs. This
is not just about functionality, but it is about having a healthy community that
is constantly exploring and pushing boundaries. By allowing for creativity at the
deepest levels of the code, it is hoped that this generates feedback loops benefiting
the overall health of the project itself.

8.4.1 MediaWiki
The foundation of the wiki architecture is the MediaWiki platform, which provides
the basic wiki functionality. This is most popularly known for its use as the wiki
engine behind Wikipedia. This platform allows people to easily collaboratively edit
pages and create links between them. This can be seen as enabling a type of doc-
ument management, where people can edit the text describing things, and also
conduct online discussions about issues relevant for the project. For a full overview,
one should consult the MediaWiki documentation, however several useful features
are highlighted below:

Page History - Edits to any page are automatically logged with the date and
user recorded. All previous revisions of the page are saved, meaning that one can
revert the text to an earlier version if necessary. Additionally, different versions can
be compared in order to highlight changes that have been made between them. This
greatly aids collaborative work since you can easily pinpoint what has happened to
a page since your last edit to it. This data about edits can also be used to keeps
track of user contributions

List of Recent Changes - The wiki contains a “Special:RecentChanges” page
that lists all of the latest edits the wiki for the past several days. Watchlists -
Instead of following all of the recent changes, users can specify the set of pages that
they would like to monitor changes on. The list of updates for these pages can be
viewed directly on the wiki, or sent to the user via e-mail alerts.

Watchlists - Instead of trying to follow the changes to every page on the wiki,
users can also subscribe to be alerted when only certain pages are updated. This
allows for a community of people with different interests to monitor different sections
of the wiki.

Categories - These are tags applied to pages that are used to categorize the
content of them, and multiple categories can be added to a single page. Whenever a
category is added to a page, the corresponding page for that category is automatically
updated to include the newly tagged page. These can be used for a variety of
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purposes such as highlight work to be done via a “Category:Needs Verification”
or a “Category:Plastics Manufacturing” for describing different types of the same
technology.

Templates - This is a special type of wiki page whose content can be embedded
within many other wiki pages. This is particularly useful if there is a series of
instructions or messages that you wish to duplicate across many pages. Whenever
you want to update this text, you simply update the template, and the changes
will automatically appear on all the pages that contain the template. This is how
infoboxes on Wikipedia are created, and this is a useful tool to separate data from
the structure used to present it. As will be discussed in the next section on Semantic
MediaWiki, templates are also a tool that helps with entering in structured data that
can then be queried.

Extensions - A benefit of the large community using MediaWiki, is that a signif-
icant amount of software has been written to extend the core functionality of the
wiki. This means that if a desired feature is missing from the wiki software, then it
is not unusual to find that someone has already created an extension to implement
it.

Administrative Pages - For administrating the wiki, the Special:SpecialPages
page is the single most important page as it contains many features useful for wiki
management, both in terms of understanding the content, and the community using
the wiki. Among other features, this allows you to manage images, find all users,
list user contributions, and check statistics.

While the MediaWiki software is widely used by many groups collaborating on
projects, it is limited in that information contained on the wiki can only be navigated
through one page at a time. For example, if one has many pages describing different
types of the same technology and wishes to compare them (such as comparing the
electricity and heat output of combined heat and power systems), they must go
through every page manually to compile the information. As shown in Figure 8.3,
the information contained in MediaWiki is only “human readable”, or in other words,
it is not easy to automatically extract facts contained within these pages, other than
by simply reading through all the pages. By “machine readable”, it is meant that
data is in a structured format that can easily be read in by computer programs that
can then do useful processing over it. A simple example would be data in a text file
of comma separated values (CSV) that can be read into a spreadsheet. To enable
this functionality and turn the wiki into a repository of data that can be used in the
exploration of production chains, the Semantic MediaWiki extension is employed.

8.4.2 Semantic MediaWiki
The Semantic MediaWiki extension runs on top of the MediaWiki software, and
allows for structured data to be embedded on wiki pages. This particular technology
uses standards defined for the Semantic Web, which some view as the next iteration
of the web after the Web 2.0 revolution. In brief, the Semantic Web is a set of
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standards and technologies that allow for much easier machine processing over data
distributed over the web, which may as it develops have profound implications for
how we deal with information. In practical terms for this project, this allows us to
have a hybrid approach to data collection, where both structured and unstructured
data are contained on the same pages. An example of this is on my user page,
where general notes are contained, along with structured information such as my
e-mail address and telephone number. It is up to users of the wiki to figure out
the most useful form in which form data should exist in. Clearly not all data can
be structured, but for information that is commonly compared, or compiled in lists,
this should be attempted.

As shown in Figure 8.3, with a normal wiki, you can only add links between
pages, and there is no actual meaning associated with that link. However, by reading
through these pages, you will understand that I work for TU Delft, that TU Delft
is located in the city of Delft, and that Delft is a city in the Netherlands. By using
Semantic MediaWiki, you can create what are called “typed links“ by specifying a
predicate (i.e. a property) associated with that link. For example, the link from the
User:Chris page to TU Delft has the predicate of Employed by, which indicates the
relationship between the concepts of User:Chris and TU Delft, as shown in Figure
8.4. With this structured information, we are creating what are called “triples”, or
statements in the form of subject, predicate, and object, as shown in Table 1. These
can be understood as being simple sentences like apple has color red, and red is type
of color. With the Semantic MediaWiki software, the subject is always the name of
a page. The object can be a link to another page, or a literal, which is a value that
is a type of string, number, or boolean.

Figure 8.3: Example links between MediaWiki pages. By reading through the pages
one by one, you can understand that I work at TU Delft, which is located in the
city of Delft, which is a city in the Netherlands.
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Figure 8.4: Example of semantic links between Semantic MediaWiki pages. Some
of the data is now specified in a machine-readable format, meaning that we can now
query data on the pages, which can be used to auto-generate lists such as e-mail
addresses of people with wiki page entries who also work with the TU Delft.

Figure 8.5: Illustration of SparqlExtension

We have already had promising results in applying the technology and processes
discussed to topics of sustainability. For example, we were involved in setting up
and guiding the use of a semantic wiki used as a platform for a class of M.Sc.
students tasked with evaluating eco-industrial parks (Wouters and Feldmar, 2010).
These particular industrial parks are billed as being more sustainable than regular
industrial parks, due to activities such as the re-use of waste heat and waste materials
as inputs to other industrial processes. The problem is that any park can claim to
be “eco-industrial”, and there had yet to be a systematic evaluation of these claims.
The wiki was an enabling factor as the students were able to document over 200
parks and 100 of the literature references describing them. The semantic nature of
the wiki was used for tasks such as dynamically generating maps showing all the
parks that had passed the student-defined criteria, and also highlighting the parks
that still needed to be evaluated. In two months, the wiki had become the largest
resource of its kind on the web, and has since been visited by researchers from over
56 countries. Additionally, the wiki was shown at a conference attended by leading
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people in the field, and the visualization of these parks on a map was something
that had never been done before, and led many researchers to quickly comment on
mistakes in the data, which was exactly the outcome we wanted. The semantic
nature of the wiki enabled much more efficient quality control than if one had to
read through all the pages, and the fact that data was live on the Web enabled us
to take advantage of a room full of experts and fix problems in real time.

The Semantic MediaWiki software is already starting to be used in some high-
level projects, such as OpenEI.org, a wiki about energy topics run by the US National
Renewable Energy Laboratory and the US Department of Energy (DOE, 2009). Fur-
ther examples exist within the realms of health (Boulos, 2009) and biology (Waldrop,
2008) among many others. What these projects have in common is that they need
to aggregate and manage decentralized information spread across many minds.

8.4.3 SparqlExtension

With the current version of Semantic MediaWiki, it is not possible to query the
data contained in the wiki from outside software applications. In other words, to
find information on the wiki, you have to use the wiki software itself. This is in
contrast to typical software applications where one could use a database driver to
connect to and retrieve information from the database. To fix this issue, we use the
SparqlExtension (Chmieliauskas and Davis, 2010), which we have developed at TU
Delft as an extension to Semantic MediaWiki.

This software synchronizes the structured semantic data in the wiki with a triple-
store, which is a special type of database for storing triples of the “subject” “predi-
cate” “object” form as described above in Table 8.1. The triplestore is a type of graph
database, meaning that the information is stored within a web of interconnected
facts. Figure 8.5 illustrates how the data structured using Semantic MediaWiki in
Figure 8.4 would look as a graph database. Behind the scenes, we use Jena for the
triplestore, and software applications are able to access via Joseki, which provides a
web service allowing the triplestore to be queried.

The SparqlExtension allows one to retrieve structured wiki data by using the
SPARQL query language (Prud’hommeaux and Seaborne, 2008). This is very similar
to the SQL query language for traditional relational databases, although it is devel-
oped explicitly to deal with graph databases. SPARQL is much more powerful than
the inline queries natively allowed in Semantic MediaWiki, meaning that one can
extract much more complicated relationships from the data. As a real-world exam-
ple of what this enables, it is possible to create SPARQL queries to search the 1200

Table 8.1: Example of triples in the form of subject, predicate and object

Subject Predicate Object
User:Chris Employed by TU Delft
TU Delft Located in Delft
Delft Has population 100,000
Delft Located in Netherlands
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pages describing renewable energy generation facilities on the http://OpenEI.org
semantic wiki, and use this to visualize trends in the growth of renewable energy
production for several different fuel sources (Davis, 2010). One of the advantages of
using SPARQL is that it allows you to be as generic or as specific as you need. For
example, can query “select * where { ?x ?y ?z }” which is equivalent to asking find
me a “something” “has something” “something else”, which will return everything in
the database.

The SparqlExtension has also been developed to include a number of visualiza-
tion techniques such as Google Chart Tools and Graphviz (Ellson et al., 2002). The
data returned from queries is remapped into a format used as input for these visu-
alizations, which can then be embedded directly into wiki pages. In practical terms,
this means that one could create a page with a multitude of different visualizations
that give users a quick visual overview of the state of the data on the wiki. In other
projects, we have found this to be quite an enabling feature in enabling data quality
checking.

The triplestore can be accessed through what is called a SPARQL Endpoint,
which is a URL to which query strings are passed, along with other parameters that
specify the format that the data should be received back in, such as RDF, XML,
JSON, or CSV.

While the examples described above involve a centralized approach, a key strength
of using a Semantic Wiki is that it is not what some have called a “Captive User
Interface” (Gancarz, 2003). In other words, the data is not locked into the site, and
through the use of open standards, others can access, query, and download the data
for their own purposes using common formats such as RDF, XML, JSON, and CSV.
The information itself is not trapped, but rather has the opportunity to be mobile
and be re-used within different tools.

Just as this extension can allow easier access by outside programs to data con-
tained on the wiki, it can also query remote sources (i.e. SPARQL endpoints, running
the same protocols/standards) via the use of what are called federated queries (Har-
ris and Seaborne, 2010; Seaborne, 2007). This information can also be redisplayed
on the wiki using various output formats and visualizations. From a social perspec-
tive, this is quite important, as it means that other groups can maintain their own
data, while still allowing other people to integrate in their own sources.

This particular functionality is very important, since as mentioned in the discus-
sion around Figure 8.2, we are investigating solutions that enable data to be used for
multiple activities of multiple companies and organizations. While, a “traditional”
wiki is a often solution for a single company or organization, the ecosystem of soft-
ware tools we have just described does indeed cover the aspects shown in the top
right quadrant of the matrix. We will elaborate on this below and illustrate how
this is just one piece of a much larger system.

8.4.4 Semantic Web

Both Semantic MediaWiki and the SPARQLExtension use technologies developed for
the Semantic Web, the intricacies of which have been described in much more detail
by Antoniou and Van Harmelen (2008) and Allemang and Hendler (2008). The intent
of this chapter is to show by example an application of Semantic Web technologies
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and illustrate a social process that can both accompany it and be enabled by it. At
the same time, it is important to realize the intent behind these technologies and
what they are beginning to enable.

The way that triples with “typed links” work with Semantic MediaWiki is actually
a miniature realization of what the Semantic Web can enable. The grand idea is to
eventually enable this with the entire web. Just as someone can currently create a
blog post and link to a BBC News article, without the BBC having to be concerned
about this, with the Semantic Web, someone can create their own datasets (or
collection of facts) and interlink them with other datasets without other parties
having to worry about issues of ownership. This is not about creating one giant
perfect database of everything, but it is about making it easier for machines to
usefully navigate the intended meaning of information on the Web. For example, this
collection of technologies can make it easier for consumers to compare the products
offered by different companies (Hepp, 2008). This type of comparison is greatly
enabled by using standard ways of describing things.

People using the Semantic Web for research will still have to deal with conflicting
or erroneous facts, but this is exactly the point. An intended consequence is that
this would make it easier to actually find these problems. In our experience, we
have often encountered what we call the “mythology of data quality”, where people
assume that datasets from governments and large organizations are by default very
accurate. In practice, we have used Semantic Web technologies such as SPARQL
to very quickly search through complex relationships defined in these datasets and
almost immediately locate problems.

DBpedia Perhaps one of the easiest to understand examples of Semantic Web
applications is DBpedia, which is a version of Wikipedia where structured data
embedded on wiki pages has been converted into a semantic format. In particular,
the DBpedia project extracts information about categories on pages, along with
information from their infoboxes. For example, the page on the Netherlands indicates
that it falls within the categories of “Dutch-speaking countries” and “Members of the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization”, among more than ten other categories. The
infobox for the Netherlands contains structured information, such as the capital,
national anthem, and the official language. What is interesting about this approach,
is that DBpedia does not just list facts about the Netherlands, but it contains
facts about the facts concerning the Netherlands. In other words, since the capital
Amsterdam is represented by a separate page with its own URL, we can go to
that page and then find out more information about Amsterdam, and then follow
other links to find out more about famous residents of Amsterdam. What DBpedia
provides is a massive web of machine readable facts. This provides opportunities
beyond the functionality of normal search engines. When using Google, one types
in a search query and receives a list of pages that mostly match the search terms.
As will be discussed further below, the DBpedia dataset can be searched using the
graph query language SPARQL, which allows you to extract information spread over
multiple pages, and also aggregate results (i.e. sum, count, find maximum values,
etc).

The ability to have Wikipedia available in a semantic format is quite important.
For example, the fact that it has over 3.5 million articles in English alone, means
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that it provides 3.5 million URL’s that each describe a single distinct object. In
other words, the URL’s can be used as distinct identifiers for different concepts. This
facilitated by tools such as disambiguation pages and redirect links that help to guide
people to the commonly agreed upon URL’s. As will be mentioned further below,
we use this feature to enable management and quality control of data, particularly
with regard to dealing with the issue of multiple names that may exist for the same
commodity.

The development of the DBpedia project is proceeding in several interesting di-
rections that aim to improve its quality. First, one of the problems they face is that
of mapping between properties contained in Wikipedia infoboxes and those prop-
erties defined in the DBpedia ontology. For example, infoboxes might use different
property names to describe the same types of things, and it is useful to try to try
to use the same property name to describe these. These mappings cover an enor-
mous number of infoboxes, meaning that it is difficult for a small team of people to
maintain these. To fix this, DBpedia has created a mappings wiki (DBpedia, 2011)
that anyone can contribute to, which allows people to specify how specific fields in
the infoboxes should be mapped to the DBpedia ontology. These mappings are then
fed to the extraction framework, which controls how it maps infobox properties to
properties in the DBpedia ontology. The extraction framework (Bizer et al., 2009)
is responsible for reading the contents of wiki pages and extracting structured data
from the infoboxes and other features such as categories and redirect links. The
second problem is that the extraction framework cannot always properly extract
information. Since this software can be freely downloaded, more technical users can
extend the extraction framework to better deal with difficult to parse information
that may not be in a consistent format. This ability is quite important, since as
will be described below, Wikipedia contains a wealth of information for chemical
commodities, such as physical properties and identifiers such as CAS numbers. Not
all of these are currently extracted into DBpedia. The third problem they face is
that the information on DBpedia is sometimes out of data. At present, the data in
DBpedia is revised every few months from a database dump of Wikipedia, so there is
a delay between when new information is entered into Wikipedia, and when it shows
up in DBpedia. Currently there is some work on dynamically mirroring Wikipedia
to DBpedia (Hellmann et al., 2009).

Above we have described an ecosystem of tools that we commonly use. Although
there are other tools that to an extent can achieve similar objectives, we find this
combination interesting due to the fact that they both support a social dialogue
regarding information collection and curation, while also allowing for rather sophis-
ticated techniques to be applied to the data. As will be described towards the end of
this chapter, we also believe that the ability of these tools to work with the Seman-
tic Web offers very interesting potential as both the technologies and communities
involved develop further.

8.5 Examples of Managing Data
In this section, we will describe how this software can be used in combination with
a social process to document the flows of products from their extraction as raw
resources to consumption to final disposal. As will be described, we employ three
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different types of pages. First, we use pages that are used to describe different
commodities or types of flows. For example, this means that there will be a pages
that represent the concepts of “Polystyrene”, “Carbon dioxide”, and “Electricity”.
Secondly, we use pages that describe processes that convert some set of inputs to
some set of outputs. These are linked to the commodity/flow pages. Thirdly, we
also create pages that can give automatically updated overviews and summaries of
the state of the data that has been collected.

A key concept that supports the management of data, is the use of page URLs
as unique identifiers for objects. For example, there is a single page for “Carbon
dioxide”, meaning that whenever a process has carbon dioxide as an output, we can
link to that specific page, so we unambiguously know that these processes all have
the same type of output. This helps to avoid any confusion instead of having to
distinguish between pages describing “Carbon Dioxide”, “CO2”, or “Carbonic oxide”.
The same idea is used for identifying processes. There may be a single page describ-
ing a process at a very general level based on its mass balance, while other pages
may describe particular implementations of that process within actual factories.

8.5.1 Pages for Commodities

The page for a commodity acts as a hub for information about it. As will be described
below, this contains information about alternative names, general properties, and
links to outside resources, some of which are retrieved by the wiki software to aid
the process of data management.

While having a single page representing the concept of particular commodity is
valuable, it is still not enough. One of the issues is that many commodities may have
different names. To get around this issue, we include on each page a link to that
commodity’s corresponding Wikipedia page. Including a link to Wikipedia is clearly
valuable since it gives people more information. At the same time, it provides the
software with more information that it can use for maintenance. By using the URL
for the Wikipedia page, we can then find the corresponding DBpedia page, which
can then be queried to get the alternative names. We can then for every commodity
page, assign this list of alternative names, and then set up a query where all the
other pages that use one of these alternative names is identified, in other words,
showing us the duplicate pages on the wiki. Given this information, we can then
cleanup the wiki by merging pages. This would be done by creating redirect links
from the “unofficial names” to the “official name” of the page.

The way that we use DBpedia is still very limited, and we have yet to fully
explore its implications. For example, the Wikipedia pages for commodities have a
wealth of information such as CAS numbers and chemical properties such as melting
and boiling points. Additionally, the categories used on the Wikipedia pages can
be useful for classification. For example, the page on chlorine mentions that it is in
categories of “Halogens”, “Hazardous air pollutants” and “Occupational safety and
health”, meaning that one could easily retrieve all the other chemicals that are in
these categories as well.

Another step we have taken is in linking commodities to journal articles that talk
about them. The idea is that there are large number of studies that have structured
data about processes, but this data is not in an easy to get at format, and is often
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available only as a table in a pdf document. To fix this, some data entry by hand is
necessary, but people need to first know where to look.

To help with this linking, several requirements need to be in place. First, we
need to know what we are looking for. One could simply use the list of commodities
that they have entered by hand on the wiki, although this is likely to be limited. To
jump start this process, we have gone to Wikipedia, found the page for the template
used to specify the CAS number for chemicals, and then found the link to the page
listing all the wiki pages using this template. Doing this gives us a list of over 6000
wiki pages, which gives a rough estimate of chemicals that will likely be mentioned
in literature. By combining this with information from DBpedia about alternative
names, we suddenly have several tens of thousands of search terms. The next step
is that we need the actual journal articles in pdf format. These files can then be
converted into plain text, and a script can be run to find the number of times each
of the search terms is found in each article. Another script is then set up to take
this information, and write it back to the wiki pages, where links are provided to the
original journal article on the publisher’s site. Doing this provides functionality that
is not currently available, where computer searching using crowd-sourced information
from Wikipedia helps people to more effectively locate the information they need
despite multiple ways of describing the same commodities.

8.5.2 Pages for Processes

The next type of pages we use are those that document processes which convert a
set of inputs into a set of outputs. To facilitate the documentation process, we use
the Semantic Forms Extension (Koren, 2011a). This extension allows one to create
standard forms where people can easily enter in structured data. Figure 8.6 gives an
example of this for a page describing a generic process for the production of PVC.
We have set up the form so that for every type of input and output, we can specify
the product involved, the amount (capacity), and the units that are associated with
that amount. As shown in the figure, when one starts typing in “Vinyl”, several
options are automatically suggested. These suggestions are dynamically generated
from the list of pages on the wiki describing commodities. This ability is quite
important for aligning the terms in use, so that one does not use slightly different
terms or spellings for the same commodity.

With this example, we also use the Semantic Internal Objects (Koren, 2011b)
in conjunction with Semantic Forms. The issue is that Semantic MediaWiki allows
for the embedding of triples on a single wiki page, where the subject of the triples
is the URL of the page. The problem here is that we are embedding triples which
describe hierarchical data, and therefore need to be represented by different subjects.
In other words, when we describe processes, we are essentially describing recipes for
making things. When we describe the input and output flows of the process, we need
to know more than just what the flows are; we need to have additional information,
such as how much of the flows to use. As shown in Table 8.2, to do this, we use
Semantic Internal Objects to create new subjects such as “input flow #1”, etc. to
attach this information to.

One of the advantages of using a semantic wiki as a medium to store the infor-
mation, is that it allows for a flexible data structure, where one can add additional
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Figure 8.6: Example of editing process data with Semantic Forms. Automatic sug-
gestions are based on pages for existing commodities.

Table 8.2: Example of triples that can be encoded on a single wiki page using the
Semantic Internal Objects extension

Subject Predicate Object
Production of PVC has input flow input flow #1

input flow #1 has product Vinyl Chloride Monomer
input flow #1 has amount 1000
input flow #1 has units kilograms

properties over time as they find useful. These pages can be used for more than just
describing individual processes; they can also be used to describe the relationships
between different processes. For example, one could use this to describe the actual
process configuration existing within a particular factory, while specifying that the
information on that page “is a more specific version of” information contained on a
page of the same process, but derived solely from the stoichiometry of the chemical
reactions involved, describing the unit process.

8.5.3 Pages for Overviews and Information Management

While the pages describing commodities and processes are useful for describing con-
cepts of things, it is also useful to be able to set up pages that help to give an
overview of the data and also allow us to identify areas needing attention. For ex-
ample, since we have already semantically described processes and the commodities
that flow between them, it is now possible to extract a network that shows all the
permutations for how different processes can connect to each other. Below is an ex-
ample of the SPARQL query that is used to query the semantic structures contained
in the wiki pages. As illustrated in Figure 8.7, this query finds all the products that
are an output of one process, and also the input of another process. The SPAR-
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QLExtension is used to query this data, and also visualize it in a network diagram,
a subset of which is shown in Figure 8.8.

It should be noted that when SPARQL processes queries, it returns all possible
permutations of results that match the desired pattern. Using the example of process
networks, this can be interesting since it may reveal new pathways through the net-
work, based on compatible flows between different processes. For people looking at
issues of sustainability, this may be helpful for exploring opportunities for increasing
recycling or re-use of waste flows. As an example, if one were to define a process as
having an output of waste heat at 200 degrees Centigrade, they could then perform a
query searching for all processes able to use waste heat of that temperature or lower
as an input. Since with SPARQL, one can be as general or as specific as necessary,
they could also modify the query shown above to only look at flows tagged as waste
flows.

Figure 8.7: Visualization of query used to find all the situations where the output
of one process is also the input of another process

s e l e c t ? process_1_label ? process_1
? product_label ? product
? process_2_label ? process_2 where {

#f i nd a f low that i s an output o f some proce s s
? process_1_output prop : Is_output_of ? process_1 .

#th i s f low i s o f some product
?process_1_output prop : Product ? product .

#get the l a b e l o f t h i s p roce s s
? process_1 rd f s : l a b e l ? process_1_label .

#get the l a b e l o f the product
? product r d f s : l a b e l ? product_label .

#f i nd a f low that i s an input o f some proce s s
? process_2_input prop : Is_input_of ? process_2 .

#get the l a b e l o f t h i s p roce s s
? process_2 rd f s : l a b e l ? process_2_label .

#t h i s f low i s o f the same product as the one found above
? process_2_input prop : Product ? product .

Listing 8.1: Example SPARQL query finding all the processes and the flows between
them
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Figure 8.8: Portion of automatically generated production network diagram. Visu-
alized using the Graphviz library (Ellson et al., 2002)

Queries can also be used to identify the boundaries of the data, such as high-
lighting products that are used as an input for a process, but for which its own
manufacturing process is not defined. Based on this information, users are guided
in the process of expanding the knowledge base, by being able to fill in information
that they are aware of.

8.5.4 Re-use of data across multiple levels and points of view
By using these tools, this data can be re-used to fill in gaps in other data sets. For
example, one may have information about the outputs of actual factories, but not
their inputs. Using the technology described in this chapter, one can construct a
query that matches the outputs of factories to the generic processes with the same
outputs. Based on this, one can then infer the likely inputs used for the factory. If
this is further combined with information on the prices for the relevant commodities,
then some basic calculations of profit can be automated. As another example, given
an industrial network with documented flows between industries, and a set of data
about generic processes, one could then perform a query to find all the processes
that could fill in gaps in the industrial network. The query could also be modified
to explore issues of co-siting in industrial areas, where one seeks to study utilities
that may be shared among different industries.

Besides filling in gaps, the tools can in navigating the data from different points
of view, by using templates combined with queries. As mentioned at the beginning
of this chapter, the MediaWiki software supports the use of templates, which can be
thought of as wiki pages whose content is embedded on other pages. The contents
of these templates can be the same as that contained on any normal wiki page.
An important feature is that variables can be passed to template, meaning that in
practical terms, one could pass it some data, which would then get reformatted in
some “useful” way. One of the more advanced features we use involves embedding
SPARQL queries and visualization within templates. These templates are able to
recognize the name of the pages they are embedded on, and these page names are
then used to help create the queries. For the commodity pages, a template is set
up to list the processes that it is an input and output of. For the process pages, a
similar template is set up to locate the upstream and downstream processes that it
can connect to based on reasoning about common inputs and output flows.

As has been shown, the use of a semantic wiki allows for interesting opportunities
where the tools can to an extent facilitate the self-organization of data. By this, we
mean that data entered in by users becomes part of a web of facts whose manage-
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ment is enabled through tools that query this web and guide the user in identifying
knowledge gaps and exploring possible connections.

8.6 Challenges and Guiding Principles

In this section we will attempt to extract useful general principles that are applicable
independent of the domain being studied, and discuss challenges arising from the
domain specific issues of the data we are dealing with.

8.6.1 Challenges

As presented above, these generic principles lead to a powerful system for collabo-
rative gathering and curation of network data. While already quite powerful and
useful, several challenges remain, stemming from the nature of the networked data
we are attempting to collect and curate. Three main challenges can be identified,
namely (1) conversion of data into formats used by current tools, (2) the issue of
different physical scales and levels of abstraction, and (3) the issue of economics of
data collection.

The first, and arguably the easiest to solve, is the issue of converting the data
contained within the system into the different data formats used by current tools that
analyze production chains. As illustrated in the discussion about SPARQL queries,
one has tremendous flexibility in specifying which data and relationships they would
like to extract. We have argued that the ecosystem of software tools described above
is not a “captive user interface” (Gancarz, 2003), and the challenge we face is not in
getting data out of the system, but in getting the data into other systems, especially
software tools that are designed with little thought of interoperability. We need to
be able to remap the data into compatible formats. If these other tools use data
formats in XML, then it is possible to use powerful tools such as XSLT (Clark,
1999), which is a translation language that allows remapping of XML documents
into other XML documents. If XML is not used by these tools, then one would have
to write their own custom converted. Within the field of Life Cycle Assessment, this
is already happening, and there has been significant work on creating a converter to
specifically address this problem (Ciroth, 2007).

The second issue is related to the fact that economic and environmental informa-
tion about processing networks involves many different physical and temporal scales.
Are we talking about an accidental release of ammonia from a facility in a particular
year and location, or about a overall ammonia emissions of the parent company,
owning multiple facilities across the globe in the past 10 years? Furthermore, en-
vironmental analysis of production systems always involves a subjective choice of
system boundaries. Does the data about CO2 emissions of bio-ethanol production
incorporate the extra emissions caused by extra virgin forest being converted to
food growing agriculture or not? And what do we do when data on both system
boundaries are present? Levels of abstraction may also play a role. Are we content
in having data on environmental impacts of the production of an “average European
kWh”, or do we need to worry about that a Norwegian hydropower generated kWh
produces significantly less CO2 emissions than a German brown coal powered one?
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Finally, there are issues related to the economics of data collection, specifically
with regard to return on investment, in terms of the amount of benefit that people
can receive given the amount of effort they put in. One should not get carried away
and try to document all the properties of everything, which is clearly not feasible,
since it is difficult to have a large enough community of people interested in both
documenting and maintaining the data. One needs to be aware that people need
data and data needs people. In other words, people need relevant up-to-date data
in order to get their work done effectively. For data to be relevant and up-to-date,
it needs people actively maintaining and upgrading it who have a clear incentive to
spend their time on this. It is hoped that by leveraging multiple communities with
overlapping data needs, duplication of effort can be reduced, while increasing the
benefits that people receive.

8.6.2 Guiding principles

To help deal with these challenges, we have identified five guiding principles that
may be useful (Davis et al., 2010). These are a mix of recommendations that deal
with both social and technical aspects.

Connecting both producers and consumers of data. While it is important
that people who need data are able to access it from those who gather it, the inability
to connect this demand with supply may be either unintentional or deliberate. A
key issue is that once someone compiles information, there is a question of if and
how that information will be published. Someone may simply gather data for their
work, and then have it lie dormant on their hard drive where no one else can access
it. They may also add it to an organizational database or knowledge management
system, where a larger group of people may benefit. Alternatively, they may publish
it in articles, or on the Web to make it available to the rest of the world. What
happens to this information is related to people’s motivations, technical skills, and
also their concerns about how holding on to the information may lead to a strategic
advantage. This last reason has led to a tension where the speed at which IT can
rapidly and cheaply spread information around the world is only countered by those
who can gain a competitive advantage by drastically slowing it. Brand (1988, 202)
has explored this by stating:

Information wants to be free because it has become so cheap to distribute,
copy, and recombine - too cheap to meter. It wants to be expensive be-
cause it can be immeasurably valuable to the recipient. That tension will
not go away. It leads to endless wrenching debate about price, copyright,
“intellectual property,” and the moral rightness of casual distribution, be-
cause each round of new devices makes the tension worse, not better.

Continuing on this theme, he notes (Clarke, 2000):

If you cling blindly to the expensive part of the paradox, you miss all
the action going on in the free part. The pressure of the paradox forces
information to explore incessantly.
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This incessant exploration is still ongoing, which is important to realize for those
who gain from information being scarce. While the situation with data is not the
same in every domain, the trend commonly observed is that data is becoming so
ubiquitous that we are seeing a shift in value away from merely possessing informa-
tion, to that of having the skills to extract the relevant insights from it (Economist,
2010).

Facilitating community discussions and discovery. Beyond just connecting
the supply and demand of data, we also need to more effectively harness the energy
of the communities working with the data. Combined with the previous guideline,
this is a recognition of our statement that people need data and data needs people.
Once people have the data they need, there needs to be a way for the data itself to
benefit from the multitude of people exploring it. People will always find problems
and have suggestions for how to improve it. This energy needs to be channeled
instead of merely allowed to disperse.

Using machine-readable open formats. While sophisticated computer tech-
niques exist for analyzing data, the data needs to first be in a format usable by
computers. One must also realize that not all digital formats are equally useful. For
example, while PDF works well for human-readable reports, it can be extremely dif-
ficult for computer programs to extract information from these files in a consistent
and accurate way, even for structured items such as tables.

Using open standards, open source, and open data. One should try to fa-
cilitate community creativity by reducing barriers where possible, while being aware
that closed-source solutions will likely constrain what users can do with the informa-
tion. Allow your users to surprise you, and do not erect walls unless you absolutely
have to.

Utilizing shared vocabularies. As much as possible, it is desirable to use con-
sistent ways of describing things, since this greatly facilitates the act of searching
through large amounts of data. A clear example would be to standardize on a single
way of describing geographic coordinates. However, it is also recognized that for
certain types of information, it may be very difficult for different groups to agree on
a shared vocabulary due to the complex nature of the knowledge being modeled.

Here we have elucidated some of the challenges and principles that are being faced,
and in the next section we will conclude and reflect on the technology, and principles
discussed through this chapter, while looking at where this may lead given current
trends.

8.7 Evaluation of Functional Requirements
In Chapter 5, several functional requirements were defined that can be used to
investigate enabling or disabling factors in the creation of evolving knowledge in-
frastructures. In general terms, these requirements focus on encouraging feedback
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loops between community, data and the platforms that exist within a project. In
this particular case study, the main focus was on exploring how a platform could be
used to better enable a community and its relationship with data. Below the various
communities, data sets and platforms are described in addition to what was observed
about the relationships and feedback loops between these three components.

8.7.1 Community
The main community involved is essentially LCA practitioners. A more general
community that may be interested, would be composed of those who wish to better
understand supply chains. This could be useful for economists who are interested
in understanding how supply disruptions of one commodity may have propagating
effects throughout a section of the economy.

8.7.2 Data
LCA data describes how processes take a set of economic and environmental re-
sources, and convert them to economic goods and emissions to the environment. The
processes documented may describe systems at different levels of aggregation. For
example, one process may describe the operation of specific coal-fired power plant,
while another may describe the electricity generation mix in a particular country.

This data may be used in different ways. A researcher may do an analysis of
a small chain, such as processes connected within a particular facility, while an-
other researcher may do an analysis of thousands of interlinked processes within
an economy. This data may also be used with tools such as Hybrid Input-Output
Analysis (Haes et al., 2004; Suh, 2004) that connect data about individual processes
to aggregated data about flows between industrial sectors on a national level.

8.7.3 Platforms
The specific platform addressed here is a semantic wiki that can be used to help
organize both data and a community around Life Cycle Analysis. Briefly mentioned
in this chapter as well is the software that would actually perform the LCA calcula-
tions.

8.7.4 Data ↔ Communities
While much effort in the LCA community has focused on calculation methodologies
and data gathered for individual case studies, only a comparatively small amount
of effort has been devoted to thinking how to more efficiently collect, organize and
manage this data. The work in this chapter is meant to lay out part of a blueprint for
how to address these issues that often occur within the field of Life Cycle Analysis.
A key problem is highlighted in Figure 8.9, as it is common for people to want data
to be simultaneously be comprehensive, accurate, and affordable. The work in this
thesis argues that it is impossible to maximize all three of these goals at once.

It should be emphasized that many LCA databases do exist both commercially
and in the public domain2. It is not completely accurate to characterize the problem

2lca.jrc.ec.europa.eu/lcainfohub/databaseList.vm
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as a lack of data (while this is true to some extent) - this is more an issue of how we
manage the data that is already out there. This discussion is not meant to diminish
the efforts of the researchers and commercial entities that have spent countless hours
compiling this information. This is meant to be a recognition that we need to be
aware of the scale, diversity, and evolving nature of the systems that we are studying.
Improving data quality is an enormous challenge, and we are essentially trying to
figure out how to intelligently fill in the blanks about what we know about these
complex systems.

One of the challenges faced by researchers is that data describing a particular
process may not be enough for their needs, meaning that they might have to inte-
grate information from multiple sources. An example of this would be if a researcher
is studying a particular type of pollution which they know to be emitted by a cer-
tain industrial process. The LCA database they have access to may describe this
industrial process, but not mention the pollutant they are interested in. Aligning
data from other databases may be difficult as many databases only allow for key-
word searches, meaning that they may miss industrial process descriptions that use
different terms.

The relationship between LCA data and communities is, simply put, complicated.
In order to make more progress, this relationship and all of its nuances needs to be
studied in much more detail, as changes to this may have wide ranging implications.
For example, LCA studies that address politically charged topics such as the energy
balance and environmental impacts of corn ethanol (Anex and Lifset, 2009; Farrell
et al., 2006) need to be as accurate as possible as there are large amounts of money
that may be allocated differently based on the results found. These researchers may
find themselves in a situation where any minor imperfections in their report will
be attacked in an attempt to discredit the whole. This is certainly at odds with
the “wabi-sabi” aesthetic of the beauty of the “imperfect, impermanent, and incom-
plete” (Koren, 2008) that has been used as a guiding principle of wiki contributors
(WikiWikiWeb, 2012). In other words, wikis are never “done”, but their imperfection
is accepted, and it is understood that by even putting unfinished work out there,
the low barrier to entry of editing facilitates a slow but steady process of continual
improvement.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, with systems such as wikis, roughly 10% of the
people do 90% of the work. This can make people uncomfortable as there is no way
to prevent a free rider problem. If there is a system with data available for free in
the open, it is quite certain that not everyone will contribute equally, and that some
will not contribute at all. This is really about the issue of collective creation of value
within a community. In other words, how does the value that people extract compare
to the value that they contribute? Is there enough value contributed to actually help
grow the project? Is someone doing all the work while receiving considerably less
benefit than others?

This thesis does not give direct answers to this, and these are serious questions
that will have to be addressed. However, it is interesting to realize that these ques-
tions are not unique to the LCA community, and experience with possible solutions
can be seen online. For example, StackOverflow3 is a popular online question and
answer forum used by computer programmers. The success of this site may be

3http://stackoverflow.com
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puzzling, as it may seem strange for experts to want to spend their valuable time
answering questions. One of the reasons for the success of the site is arguably the
reputation system that is in place. Everyone has an online identity on the site, and
the quality of answers that people give is indicated by the collective voting of the
community. Additionally, the person who originally asked the question can indicate
which of the answers was the best solution. This whole process generates signals
that are recorded. In other words, everyone’s profile contains information about
how much they have participated on the site, and how many of their answers were
actually accepted as being correct. Some people consider their online reputation to
be valuable enough to put on their CV or resume4. These reputation systems are
also standard with online auction sites such as eBay, where one uses these signals to
essentially decide if they should trust a stranger in an economic transaction.

The major difficulties involved in applying these ideas within the field of LCA are
further illustrated via the survey of LCA practitioners conducted by Sayan (2011).
Several important trends are seen, such as practitioners being interested in there
being more open data, but not being interested to an equivalent degree in spending
time to contribute to it. Practitioners were also found to not have much familiarity
with the ideas of crowdsourcing and linked data. These results can be understood as
highlighting current disconnects in the relationships between communities and data,
and also between communities and the types of platforms discussed in this chapter.

While there is certainly a lack of awareness in some communities about these
opportunities, the actual story is a bit deeper. For example, the same work by
Sayan (2011) does expose a lack of awareness among LCA practitioners, but it
also shows that people have very legitimate concerns about how other people may
inadvertently or intentionally misinterpret their results. This survey also shows
that LCA practitioners are interested in there being more open data, but not being
interested to an equivalent degree in spending time to contribute to it. Practitioners
were also found to not have much familiarity with the ideas of crowdsourcing and
linked data.

Figure 8.9: Data collected cannot be simultaneously accurate, affordable, and com-
prehensive. Only two of the three goals can be met at once.

4http://programmers.stackexchange.com/questions/12070/would-you-put-your-
stackoverflow-profile-link-on-your-cv-resume
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8.7.5 Platforms ↔ Communities

The relationship between platforms and communities is another area that can benefit
from more research. While the work here in part describes how this relationship
could be altered, it is admittedly not a systematic study of how people currently use
existing platforms for LCA.

The survey previously mentioned by Sayan (2011) does investigate this to an
extent. For one question for which multiple answers could be chosen, it was found
that 82% of the respondents store their data in spreadsheets, with 59% choosing a
LCA-specific file format. In other words, at least as indicated from this survey, more
people are using tools such as Excel for calculations than actual dedicated LCA soft-
ware. While more technology is not by definition better, this does indicate aspects
of the community, and illustrates the “adjacent possible” in terms of the availability
of skill sets relevant for developing new platforms. To put this in perspective, it is
useful to consider that technologies such as wikis and sites like StackOverflow have
come out of software communities, who originally developed them to meet their own
needs. Wikis are clearly in widespread use now, and StackOverflow is actually part
of StackExchange network5, which as of March 2012 hosts 85 Q&A sites on topics
as diverse as literature, linguistics and LEGO®.

To be fair, many LCA software platforms do exist, and beyond the need to
perform LCA calculations, they also have innovative features, such as allowing users
to visualize results using tools such as Sankey diagrams6. However, the bigger picture
is that LCA can be very data intensive, and platforms have not been developed that
can yet manage this in more effective ways. Data is still to an extent in silos, and it
is very difficult to bring it out of these.

8.7.6 Data ↔ Platforms

The work shown in this chapter illustrates an alternative to how the relationship
between data and platforms is currently facilitated. In particular, it demonstrates a
hybrid approach to data management, where structured data, such as that normally
stored in a relational database, can be coupled to a record of community discussions
about it, in the form of wiki pages that people are free to contribute to.

There are other aspects of this relationship that have already been explored by
others. For example, Ciroth (2010) has developed the openLCA platform, which is
free open-source software that can be used for performing LCA calculations. An
important component of this software is the converter module that allows for one to
read in different file formats commonly used for LCA. While this allows for many
different data sets to be read by openLCA, it also enables this data to be read by
other LCA tools as well.

8.8 Conclusion

This chapter has been about exploring the tools and technologies that can popu-
late the top right quadrant of Figure 8.2, inhabited by IT that enables support of

5http://stackexchange.com/sites
6http://www.umberto.de/en/
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multiple activities by multiple companies. It is hoped that the development and
use of these IT systems will help mankind manage production networks, preserve
our finite resources and help transform the way we cater for our needs. We have
explored emerging IT systems that we believe to be novel and capable of aiding
the challenge of greening society. The various elements of this semantic software
infrastructure has been detailed, with regard to both their technical elements, and
also the features that support a social process. A series of examples were given to
show the possibilities of this technology, based on our work in energy infrastructures
and industrial networks. Through these examples, we illustrated how the process
of documenting production networks is facilitated through this technology, through
techniques such as the use of queries to highlight areas in need of attention, and also
allowing the user to have multiple views over the data. From there we elucidated
several challenges that will be faced in going forward, and gave guiding principles
that hold promise in ameliorating the situation.
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Chapter 9

Enipedia

9.1 Introduction

Enipedia1 is a website that has been created as an outgrowth of the ideas presented
in previous chapters of this thesis. In Chapter 3, the promise of collaborative online
technologies and the Semantic Web was discussed in detail. While these types of
tools may seem to have large potential in addressing many of the problems we
encounter in research, this chapter examines the actual application of these tools to
facilitate the documentation of power generation facilities around the world. This
chapter will discuss the background and philosophy behind the project, experiences
in development and deployment, and finally insights and new opportunities that
could be used to influence further development.

In comparison to the other case studies, Figure 9.1 illustrates that the work on
Enipedia has a large focus on both platforms and data. In this chapter, the imple-
mentation of Enipedia is described to a very deep degree, along with our experiences
in working with several large open data sets on the energy sector. There is less of
an explicit focus on communities as only a very small community has been actively
participating in contributing to and further developing the site. However, the large
number of viewers who visit the site every day indicates that this work does have a
wider effect in this area.

Figure 9.1: Relative amount of focus in this case study on investigating communities,
data and platforms

1http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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9.2 Motivations

There were several motivations for the work on Enipedia. This work did not have a
single purpose, but it was recognized that this might be able to open up new oppor-
tunities within several areas of research. As discussed below, the work was initially
motivated by a recognition that the process by which ontologies were used by the
modeling process could be improved. It was seen that this particular problem was
related to the larger issue of re-use of information in research, which has implica-
tions for the efficiency of the research process. Furthermore, the emergence of Web
2.0/Web 3.0 tools were claiming to have the potential to address these issues, and it
was desirable to see how these could be applied within our own domains of research.

To begin, while it is recognized that the use of a common ontology has greatly
aided modelling efforts (van Dam, 2009), the technical nature of an ontology editor
may prevent people from contributing or even re-using the information. For example,
with the ontology editor that was used, it was difficult to gain a higher-level view
of the contents of the ontology. To explain, some of the contents of the ontology
described industrial processes, and if one wanted to find out which processes required
an input that was an output of one particular process, they would have to click
around the editor several times to get an answer. This is a feasible action for a
single flow, but this process could not be automated, and is prohibitive if one desires
an overview of the several hundred processes documented. If one of the overarching
goals of our research involves the documentation of industrial networks, then this
clearly becomes a painstaking process where the administrative burden surpasses
the cognitive burden of compiling the facts. While the Protégé ontology editor
allowed for queries to be run over the data (Sachs, 2006), this functionality was
far too limited since it could only query the values of slots for an instance of a
class. In other words, queries could only traverse a single level in the ontology, and
ask questions such as “find me all instances of class Technology with a status of
Operational ”. This meant that it was impossible to query for connections between
industrial processes, since one has to follow what is essentially a pathway of facts.
Such a query would have to ask given an instance of a Technology, search through
the PossibleOperationalConfigurations, then their OperationalOutputs, which may
have a GoodName that is also listed as one of the OperationalInputs in one of the
PossibleOperationalConfigurations for another instance of a Technology. This lack
of functionality makes maintenance of the data very difficult and has implications
for re-use and collaboration. This means that it is comparatively easier for people to
be aware of their own work than to effectively integrate it with the work of others.

For continued development of the ontology, it would be advantageous to in-
vestigate ways that would enable people to more easily query, navigate, and find
connections between different pieces of information. Also, in order to gain more
contributions and enable the ontology to grow further, it would be useful to make
it available to a wider audience. One of the limitations of the previous approach
was not technical, but social, in that the ontology was utilized primarily for mod-
eling even though it contained information that was potentially useful to a wider
community of people. For example, a large part of the ontology documents the
inputs and outputs of industrial processes, and based on this information, one can
piece together information about the functioning and flows of industrial networks.
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Simply put, there is often value in having data in a structured format, first since
it is an investment of time for people to find and then formalize the information,
and secondly since once the information is structured, it is machine readable, which
generally increases the speed at which people can work with it.

It is also important to realize that from a social perspective, the processes com-
monly employed in working on the ontology were suited towards small-scale use by
a few people. In other words, the ontology existed as a single file that was shared on
an svn server. Only one person could edit it at a time, and this person would lock the
file to prevent editing conflicts from occurring. Furthermore, no automated scripts
were used to import information from external sources, and all editing was done
by hand. This is not meant to be a harsh criticism of the processes that emerged
around the ontology development, but it is meant to raise the question of “Where do
we go from here?”, since if we would like to scale up our efforts, then the processes
used would need to change.

Chapter 3 discusses how data is becoming more open, and if trends continue, then
we will likely want to move from encouraging re-use on a local scale (a single ontology
maintained by one group) to re-use on a global scale (multiple distributed data sets
maintained by multiple groups). If we zoom out beyond the discussion of ontology
engineering, this becomes a more general discussion about creating a repository of
information that can be effectively mobilized to better inform research. We need
more than just ontologies, as illustrated in Figure 3.3 of Chapter 3, which shows
how there are advantages to having information in different formats. Structuring
information requires an investment of time, and certain types of information may
be better represented as plain text where people can write a narrative to better give
context. Not everything fits into an ontology, and we need to accommodate this.

At a higher level, the efforts in developing Enipedia are about more than just
better management of ontologies, and are an investigation into possible ways to
improve the economics of data collection. In other words, in order to solve problems,
we need to gather information, which can be a costly process both in terms of time
and money. Simply put, we desire to get the most benefit or have the greatest
positive impact for the least cost.

As discussed further in this chapter, this was explored by addressing the bottle-
necks encountered in the development of the ontology. With Enipedia, in there was
a focus on:

• allowing for contributions by a wider audience

• using hybrid approaches that can accommodate both structured and unstruc-
tured information

• increasing data accessibility and transparency

• integrating outside data sets maintained by other groups

• increasing reliance on automation, freeing people from having to do repetitive
tasks

Chapters 2 and 3 claim that various Web 2.0 and Semantic Web tools can help
to achieve these stated goals. However, guarded optimism seems to be needed as
Chapter 7 shows a project that was at least successful in the short term but has
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since stalled, and Chapter 2 describes how in our own experience the majority of
contributions to a wiki are done by a very small minority of the users.

The work on Enipedia began with a project on documenting global power plants,
where we “adopted” a data set that was free to re-use, and for which at the time, there
were no plans to update it. The section below sets the stage for the work on Enipedia
and discusses the limitations observed with existing data sets that describe power
plants. While these limitations were certainly factors in the decision to develop
Enipedia, the major reason behind this project was to test out the ideas of Web
2.0 and the Semantic Web, see how feasible these were, and how far these could
get us. In this sense, the development of Enipedia was to an extent open-ended,
and focused on exploring the “adjacent possible”(Kauffman, 2000), the importance
of which was discussed in Chapter 2. This is not a license to research aimlessly,
but is a recognition of the growing prevalence of open data, published using open
standards, and available for processing by open tools. These trends are essentially
about creating a better and more flexible “supply chain of data” (Chapter 1) due
to the focus on interoperability between different elements. As these developments
are still quite young, the opportunities that this may open up are not completely
known.

9.3 Existing Efforts
Aspects of the work on Enipedia are not entirely unique, and similar efforts can
be found online on other web sites. This is not surprising since energy has become
a very prominent topic, as concerns about climate change and security of energy
supplies have increased. These projects are discussed with regard to their aims and
implementations, which have in turn shaped the development of Enipedia. This
is also meant to examine the alternatives that were available, and to explain the
reasons for why yet another web site on these topics was created.

CARMA.org The website http://carma.org is an initiative of the Center for
Global Development, and aims to make data on CO2 emissions from the global
power sector more accessible. In releasing an online global database documenting
the emissions of over 50,000 power plants, their aim is to both inform concerned
citizens, and to also jump-start the process of global regulation of CO2 emissions.
Wheeler and Ummel (2008) mention that their vision in creating the CARMA project
is that it:

“[...] begins laying the groundwork for the global regulation of green-
house emissions that may be necessary for our common survival. Most
proposals for regulation advocate cap-and-trade or emissions charge sys-
tems that share three features: They are global in scope, they depend on
information about emissions from each polluter, and they are transpar-
ent to ensure credibility. CARMA offers all three features for the power
sector, in order to provide a first model for the information systems
that will accompany global regulation. [...] If all the emissions numbers
in CARMA were UN-certified and political leaders were in agreement,
global regulation of the power sector could begin immediately. CARMA
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obviously meets neither condition, but we hope that it does convey a
simple, powerful message: If a small team at the Center for Global De-
velopment can come this far in a year of development, surely the global
community can muster the resources to develop a system that qualifies
for UN certification.”

The global reaction to the CARMA project was significantly positive, with their
website receiving over 150,000 visitors from 187 countries in the first two days (Um-
mel, 2007). In the first week alone, the project was covered by over 200 reports in
mainstream media outlets (MacDonald, 2007).

One of the admitted weaknesses of the CARMA project relates to their technique
of estimating the CO2 emissions of power stations (Wheeler and Ummel, 2008). Con-
siderable criticism was raised (Afsah and Ness, 2008), and another project (discussed
below), http://GlobalEnergyObservatory.org, was begun later to rebuild the data
from primary sources (Gupta, 2011), instead of the proprietary Platts World Elec-
tric Power Plants (WEPP) Database (also discussed below) that CARMA partially
relied on for their calculations.

While some of the arguments about the accuracy of the CARMA hinge around
the assumptions used in their calculations, other issues are much less nuanced. As of
January 24, 2012, if one visits the “Power Plants” link2 prominently displayed on the
front page, they will see that the Seinajoki power station in Finland is listed as the
largest power plant in the world, with 226,000,000 MWh of output, which assuming
continuous operation over a year, puts it with a capacity of 25.8 GW. The Three
Gorges Dam is listed in second place. While we notified them by e-mail of this error
in June 2010, this information has remained unchanged in over a year and a half.
Given the presence of high profile errors and correspondence with the developers of
CARMA that indicated at the time that there were no plans for updates, the data
from CARMA was “adopted” and used as the base data set upon which much of
Enipedia was built.

With regard to features that allow for greater interactivity with the data, they
provide an Application Programming Interface (API)3 that allows for limited types
of queries to be done over the data. Additionally, they have created a visualization of
the entire data set that could be viewed in Google Earth4. In terms of transparency,
users can only contribute information via e-mail, and there is not guarantee of up-
dates, as found in the case of the Seinajoki power station in Finland. Also, while the
methodology they used for calculating CO2 emissions was published by Wheeler and
Ummel (2008), their use of a proprietary data set meant that their process could
not be duplicated without purchasing that data.

GlobalEnergyObservatory.org This website is an initiative of Rajan Gupta of
Los Alamos National Laboratory, with a goal “to promote an understanding, on
a global scale, of the dynamics of change in energy systems, quantify emissions
and their impacts, and accelerate the transition to carbon-neutral, environmentally
benign energy systems while providing affordable energy to all. By providing easy

2http://carma.org/plant, Accessed January 24, 2012
3http://carma.org/api
4http://carma.org/blog/earth/
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to use and visualize data, models and analysis tools we aim to engage the public
and the experts”5. In contrast to the CARMA project, this site does not use the
proprietary Platts WEPP database, and relies on primary sources such as official
government data sets and power company websites.

The site allows users to enter in very detailed information, and all edits are
moderated before being applied to the site. Over 8,000 power stations are cur-
rently represented. There is no API or bulk download available, although there are
functions that allow users to map out the data and generate graphs from various
selections. Some of these functions are limited in that they only allow for the infor-
mation of one country to be selected at a time. For example, if one wanted to find
an overview of the fuel types of the largest power plants in Europe, this would not
be possible given the current interface. A positive aspect of the site is its use of a
Creative Commons license which allows for re-use of the data with attribution.

IndustCards.com While more of a photo gallery than a database, the website
http://IndustCards.com has been online since 2000, and is likely the oldest online
repository of information about global power plants. As of January 2012, general
properties and photos of 6,232 power plants are included on the site6. The name
of the site refers to the power plant trading cards whose sale helps to fund the
server costs. Via e-mail, users can submit their photos and other information. The
site has proven to be quite popular as they claim 59,206 page views in December
2011 which compares to 21,651 page views on Enipedia during the same time. The
focus of the site is not necessarily on providing data, but is more about promoting
public relations, as they argue that “the builders, suppliers, and operators of these
facilities get insufficient credit for their efforts”7. There is no license stated on the
site which allows for re-use, which limits what can be done with the information
that is compiled.

Wikipedia Another online database of global power plants is actually Wikipedia.
While not immediately obvious, the extent of its data coverage should not be un-
derestimated, and on the English Wikipedia we have located over 4,200 pages8 that
document either individual power plants or contain lists of power plants. The amount
of ongoing contributions to these pages is relatively high, and it is not unusual to
see several dozen edits occurring every day on this group of pages9. This list was
compiled via a script that recursively traversed the hierarchy of categories in use on
Wikipedia to help organize articles about power plants. The “top” category in use is
for “Power stations by country”10. As an example of one path through this hierarchy,
this category contains the sub-category “Coal-fired power stations by country”, which
in turn contains “Coal-fired power stations in the United States”, then “Coal-fired
power stations in Arizona”, which is the category tagged on the page for the “Navajo
Generating Station”. Figure 9.2 is an illustration of this particular tree structure.

5http://globalenergyobservatory.org/, Accessed January 24, 2012
6http://www.industcards.com/ppworld.htm, Accessed 18 January 2012
7http://industcards.com/photo-gallery.pdf, Accessed 18 January 2012
8See current list at http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=User:Mr3641/PowerPlantList
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:RecentChangesLinked/User:Mr3641/PowerPlantList

10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Power_stations_by_country
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Figure 9.2: Visualization of category hierarchy in use on Wikipedia for organizing
pages describing power plants. The central node is for the category “Power stations
by country”, with pages for individual power plants shown on the outside of the
graph often in clumps.

While this number suggests a minimum of 4,200 plants covered, the actual num-
ber may be several thousand more. Part of the reason is that list pages such as “List
of power stations in Iceland”11 often contain tables describing power plants that may
not have their own individual articles. The second reason is that this list of 4,200
was compiled only by looking at the English version of Wikipedia, and in practi-
cal experience we have found that for some countries, different language versions of
Wikipedia contain more detail.

In Chapter 3, it was described how Wikipedia is synchronized with DBpedia,
which allows the data to be accessed using Semantic Web standards. Also, one
can see that the infobox used to describe power stations12 on Wikipedia contains
extensive details, and the data for many of these fields is actually parsed by DBpedia,
meaning that the values can be retrieved by writing queries. Furthermore, by using
SPARQL queries over DBpedia, it is currently possible to do certain types of large-
scale quality control such as finding all the power plants where the fuel type is
specified as “Wind Farm” instead of “Wind”. One can also generate a list of all the

11http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_power_stations_in_Iceland
12http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Template:Infobox_power_station
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power plants missing coordinates, or owned by a particular company.
These details illustrate that what is currently happening with Wikipedia is likely

quite far beyond what many people perceive. The amount of information collected,
in combination with the types of tools that are available, point to very interesting
opportunities. Given this, there are several issues that may arise around using this
in some way to better understand global power production.

The first commonly raised issue relates to how data quality is managed. On
Wikipedia, this is facilitated by encouraging people to cite their references, and in
many cases editors will tag and eventually remove unsourced information. For power
plant pages, it is clear that there are several editors who have taken ownership of
adding and maintaining information. Their edits can be seen nearly every day, and
it is common to see them revert vandalism or problematic edits, which they are able
to quickly detect by monitoring watchlists of recent changes on a large set of pages.
While one cannot verify the data in use without visiting each and every primary
source used, the large amount of activity is at least a vote of confidence based on
the assumption that more activity means a higher probability that someone will
spot erroneous information. A further issue of data quality is that of determining
the extent of coverage, and spotting what is missing. For example, up until late
2011, the largest hydroelectric dam in France was not included in a list of French
power plants. Coverage is very inconsistent across different countries.

Another issue of using Wikipedia as a database relates to dealing with the dy-
namics of the community of editors. In short, while a large amount of editing activity
can be beneficial for increasing data quality and coverage, it also means that you are
at the mercy of decisions that people make. One has to work within the community
and realize that they can be a diverse group of people who each think of things
differently. Wikipedia is a product of discussion and compromise, and one does not
have the complete control they would have if running their own website.

A concrete example of the implications of this can be seen on the revision history
of the Europp Galaţi Wind Farm13, which reveals that it used to be a wiki page
containing an infobox that was parseable by DBpedia, but then an editor deemed
that this wind farm was non-notable, and redirected the page to point at the article
“List of wind farms in Romania”14, where a subset of the original information was
placed in a table. The problem with this is that DBpedia doesn’t currently have
very good support for extracting this information from tables, so the information
that once was available easily cannot be easily extracted any more.

A further issue with using Wikipedia as a database is that it is primarily designed
for editing one page at a time by hand. While there are large data sets such as
eGRID15 and E-PRTR16 that describe power plants, information from these cannot
be imported in bulk automatically very easily, as one would have to create a bot
script which would then require the approval of the community to run. Generally,
these bots are approved for a particular purpose meaning that you would need
additional approval for any new purposes that arise.

13http://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Europp_Gala%C5%A3i_Wind_Farm&action=
history

14http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_wind_farms_in_Romania
15http://www.epa.gov/egrid
16http://prtr.ec.europa.eu/pgAbout.aspx
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At a very minimum, the efforts underway on Wikipedia are useful highlighting
the existence of a power plant that may not be listed in other data sets. The
large number of contributors searching through sources widely distributed across
the web also means that it is also a growing repository of links to primary sources
of information that describe the global power sector.

Platts World Electric Power Plants (WEPP) Database After the discussion
above about existing power plant data sets on the web and their limitations, a
relevant question is “Why not just buy a commercial database?” One of the most
notable is the Platts World Electric Power Plants (WEPP) Database, which as
of 2012, covers 167,000 power generating units within 75,000 power plants located
within 230 countries. Clearly this has quite extensive coverage, and the full database
is nearly $5000, meaning that its price is not out of reach of a typical research
organization.

While this database may certainly meet some people’s needs, it faces issues of
transparency and a lack of connections to primary data sources. For example, some
of the criticism levied against the CARMA project related to their use of this pro-
prietary database, which does not facilitate the process of other researchers verifying
their methods and trying to duplicating their results (Afsah and Ness, 2008). While
CARMA documented how their calculations were performed, the data fed into those
calculations was not made public, and could not be compared for consistency with
existing public data sources.

These issues go much deeper than just a complaint about the use of proprietary
databases in research intended to stimulate public debate. In their discussion about
how the CARMA emissions estimates were generated, Wheeler and Ummel (2008)
mention how they had to use a fuzzy-logic algorithm combined with a process of
visual inspection to match entries in the WEPP database with public sources, since
these data sets did not use the same identification codes.

To understand the magnitude of this problem, one of the data sets used in the
calculations of CARMA was the US Environmental Protection Agency’s eGRID data
set17. The version used by CARMA for 2004 contains very extensive detail and is
available as a 131 column wide spreadsheet covering 4,841 US power plants. Wheeler
and Ummel (2008) mention that they were able to match 2,469, or roughly half, of
the eGRID entries to their corresponding entries in the WEPP database. In our
own efforts which used similar techniques, we have been able to raise this number
slightly up to 3,101 matches.

This raises questions about the data collection processes of the WEPP database.
As mentioned, the eGRID data set is incredibly detailed, and is updated on a semi-
regular basis (8 times during the twelve years of 1996 to 2007). It seems unusual
for a commercial entity interested in data accuracy to not have a more explicit link
to eGRID, and for attempts at aligning these data sets to be so difficult, especially
given that eGRID is a free public resource. Integrating eGRID data should be an
“easy win” in their efforts on documenting all the power plants around the world.

To give the benefit of the doubt, it is not known if Platts has an internal database
documenting linkages between its database and eGRID. Furthermore, it is not known
if the database available for purchase has fixed this issue, but these identifiers are

17http://www.epa.gov/cleanenergy/energy-resources/egrid/index.html
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not visible as of January 2012 on the database sample that can be downloaded from
the Platts website18.

9.4 Challenges and Implementation
The previous section talked about the limitations of the various approaches that
have aimed to document global power plants. To better understand this, it is useful
to reflect on why this is so difficult, and the scale of the effort that is involved.

As mentioned previously, the WEPP database covers 167,000 generators globally.
Assuming a team of twenty people, working 230 days a year, and on average capable
of reviewing data for ten generators per day, it would be possible to re-verify the
entire data set in three and a half years. Another way to calculate the scale of
the challenge is to get an estimate of the number of power companies that would
have to be consulted to compile this information and keep it up to date. It would
be reasonable to prioritize our efforts by first researching the companies with the
largest amounts of electricity production and progressively moving on to smaller
companies. This assumes that one can visit the web site for a large company and
relatively easily find a table listing data for all of its operations. This strategy
would aim for achieving very adequate global coverage with the least amount of
data collection effort.

Figure 9.3 shows the result of a query run over the data in Enipedia, where the
total electricity production of all of a company’s power plants are summed up, and
the companies are sorted from left to right based on their amount of electricity pro-
duction. The curve shows the cumulative global electricity production (normalized
to one), starting with the largest companies. From this graph, one can see how
many of the largest companies would have to be researched in order to acquire a
certain percentage of data on global electricity production. While the data shows
over 23,000 companies, in terms of data collection efforts, it is somewhat reassuring
to see that roughly 90% of global electricity is produced by 1000 companies. The
actual amount of effort needed may be smaller if one re-uses official data sets, such
as the eGRID data set for the US, however, resources such as this are somewhat rare.
For example, for Europe, one can find information on emissions from the E-PRTR
and EU-ETS data sets, but this lacks information about the power output of the
plants. This must be pieced together from other sources. For the rest of the world,
data on power output and emissions is more elusive other than that contained in the
sources listed in the previous section.

Based on these calculations, this seems like quite a challenge, although as we
see with Web 2.0 projects such as Wikipedia, it is possible to crowdsource data
gathering and achieve tasks that would normally have to be organized within a
company. This section describes our initial ideas and the eventual workflows that
we set up as Enipedia was developed.

Given insights from the examples in Section 9.3, there are several key approaches
that were used in the development of Enipedia:

• create an open instead of proprietary database - in order to collect information
that is constantly changing and globally distributed to the extent shown in

18http://www.platts.com/IM.Platts.Content/downloads/udi/wepp/sample.xls
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Figure 9.3: Cumulative global electricity production by size of company - 90% of
global electricity production is from nearly 1000 companies

Figure 9.3, it is most advantageous to have a database that is open to the
most number of people, who are able to submit their own contributions.

• interlink with outside data sets - compiling information on global electricity
plants is an enormous task, although fortunately several large data sets are
updated on a semi-regular basis. It is advantageous to use practices that
enable easier integration with these when they do get updated.

• have the freedom to break things - the examples mentioned in Section 9.3 are
all production sites, meaning that they are quite interested in keeping their
web site stable and avoiding major experimentation. As we desire to explore
the possibilities of new IT, we are also working with technologies and applying
ideas in ways that they were not necessarily intended, and for which they may
not be suitable yet.

• rely on “back-end” versus “front-end” data quality control - this is about reduc-
ing the barrier to accepting contributions, and making it as easy as possible
for people to submit corrections and to even fix the information by themselves.
A traditional approach often used in data quality management can be termed
“front-end” quality control, whereby people raise barriers to contributions. An
example of this would be requiring people to submit information on their qual-
ifications and requiring that data must go through a multi-stage review process
before being published. The approach employed on Enipedia can be termed
“back-end” quality control as contributions are freely allowed, and these are
reviewed after they have been made.

• facilitate reference management - information about even one power plant may
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be distributed across different sources. One which may mention its current ca-
pacity for electricity production, another may mention its emissions, and a
further one may talk about expansion plans. Wikipedia and the GlobalEner-
gyObservatory have mechanisms for managing references, although the other
projects mentioned only have limited support.

• increase reliance on automation to aid quality control - while a site such as
Wikipedia relies on the eyes of many editors as they aim to continually improve
the information on the site, parts of this process can be quite tedious. It is
useful to explore automated techniques to augment the editing process and
highlight areas that need attention and enable people to more efficiently use
their time.

• allow for slicing and viewing the data from different perspectives - one way
to increase transparency of a data set, and possibly make it easier to find
problems, is to allow users to examine different subsets of it with different
tools. This involves both allowing for the data to be queried, and also for the
resulting subset of data to be used in tools such as visualizations which can
summarize large amounts of complex data.

• avoid captive user interfaces - a captive user interface allows users to interact
with data, but only in predefined ways. The data can only be used with that
one interface, and cannot be exported to other tools with different functionality
(Gancarz, 2003). This can severely limit innovative uses of the data, as people
are trapped in using it in the way in you determine is most “useful”. Even
though we offer features that we believe to be “interesting”, we want to leverage
and encourage the creativity of others and enable them to do what they need
to do instead of getting in their way.

Chapter 8 was written as an outgrowth of our experience in developing Enipedia,
and covers many of the features in use that help with the process of organizing
information and aiding users in adding new information. Readers are advised to
consult that chapter first for a general background. Below, two particular enabling
tools, bots and templates, are described in much more detail.

9.4.1 Bots
The work on Enipedia has relied heavily on automated tools such as wiki bots. These
are pieces of software that are capable of reading from and writing to wiki pages.
These are particularly suited to performing repetitive tasks, and are quite actively
used on wikis such as Wikipedia for controlling vandalism19. For Enipedia, these
have been used for bulk import of data, where, for example, wiki pages would be
made for every facility listed in a data set.

9.4.2 Templates
Another key tool is the template functionality provided by MediaWiki20. Templates
are wiki pages that have content that can be embedded within one or more other

19http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Bots
20http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Templates
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wiki pages. For instance, if one desired to include a standard message on many
pages, they could include on each of these pages a short section of wiki code that
indicated that the content of the template should be included on that page. Then if
they wished to change the message, they would simply have to change the text on
the template, and this update would automatically be reflected on all of the pages
that have the template embedded on them.

Templates can do more than just display static text on pages. A key strength
of templates is that values can be passed to them, and these values can then be
incorporated into the text that is displayed on the wiki page. The Semantic Me-
diaWiki extension builds upon this functionality and allows for values passed to
templates to be mapped to semantic properties21. For example, Figure 9.4 shows
a subsection of the call to the Powerplant template included on the wiki page for
the Amercentrale power station22. What is happening here is that the Powerplant
template specifies the default layout for the content on the page for a power plant
(i.e. the map goes on right of page, general information is at the top, more specific
details are placed further down the page), but we still need to fill in the blanks
with the actual values specified for each particular power plant. The code on the
page for the template takes care of this, and takes care of details such as ensur-
ing that the value for the variable year_built is mapped to the semantic property
http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Property:Year_built.

Templates are very important as they separate the data from its presentation.
If one looks at the source for the pages describing power plants, the only thing that
will be seen are these templates. This gives people the freedom to simply focus on
entering in data without being concerned with how it is being displayed on the page.
As a template can be embedded on many pages (over 50,000 pages in the case of
the Powerplant template), this makes certain types of maintenance very easy as one
only has to edit the template for the changes to appear instantly on all the pages
that use that template.

{{Powerplant
|year_built=1980
|ownercompany=Essent N.V.
|city=Geertruidenberg
|point=51.710730368168, 4.8433399200439
|fuel_type=Hard Coal
}}

Figure 9.4: Example of the Powerplant template used for the Amercentrale power
station

9.4.3 Initial Ideas and Problems

The initial idea for gathering and organizing information into Enipedia was that for
every power plant, all of the relevant information found would be directly written to

21http://semantic-mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Semantic_templates
22http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Amer_Powerplant
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its corresponding wiki page. In other words, if you click on the “edit” tab for the page
of a particular power plant, all of the raw data would be exposed, and one would be
free to update it and fix errors. This type of approach is the “normal” way in which
people use many wikis such as Wikipedia. Furthermore, the initial idea we had was
that information from large public databases could be integrated as well, by using
the semantic annotations enabled by Semantic MediaWiki23, which allows for data
properties and their values to be embedded on wiki pages as well. For example, the
E-PRTR database contains information on the environmental emissions for many
of the power plants in Europe. It is possible to write a wiki bot script that would
read through this database and write data to each of the corresponding power plant
pages on the wiki. As long as one was careful to document where the data came
from, it would be possible to transparently present the data, and allow people to
trace where it came from.

There are three main problems with this approach. The first relates to the
question of whether people can overwrite “official data”, and what to do once that
data is updated. For example, the E-PRTR database has been updated in the past,
and we expect it to be further updated in the future. At some point in time, we will
have to re-import the data to keep the information up-to-date. This does not sound
too difficult, as one could just re-run the wiki bot script and overwrite the old data.
However, if someone had actually updated the old data contained on the wiki, then
their changes would have been lost. Keeping track of these situations becomes an
administrative burden, especially when the European Environmental Agency is the
maintainer of this data, and should be the one to whom updates are addressed. For
data that is on the wiki, and not contained in databases that are being regularly
updated, then it makes sense for us to crowdsource this information, since no one
else is maintaining it.

The second problem relates to the situation where after writing the data to the
wiki, it is discovered that the schema used to describe this data needs to be refac-
tored. In other words, including data from outside sources often involves a process
of translation, as one remaps how the data is described in the original source to how
it is described on the wiki. This translation process is not always straightforward,
and it is not always obvious what the most useful translation would be. As an ex-
ample, consider the desire to add information about the owner of a power plant. In
simplistic terms, this could be represented by specifying a relationship on the wiki
similar to “plant x” “has owner” “company y” (Figure 9.5). To fill in this type of data
for US power plants, it is possible to use the eGRID data set. If one looks at an
Excel spreadsheet from this data set, they will notice that for each power plant, it
contains a list of one or more owners. In the case that “plant x” has another owner,
and one can also state that “plant x” “has owner” “company z” without having to
refactor the schema in use (Figure 9.6). However, this ownership is not necessarily
split 50%/50%, and it is useful to specify the percentage ownership for each of the
owners, which is information that is also fortunately specified by eGRID. In order
to specify this extra information, the schema in use on the wiki must be refactored.
Instead of specifying a “has owner” relationship, you would have to specify something
such as “ownership info” which in turn would point to information about the name
of the owner, and their percent stake (Figure 9.7). This can get more complicated

23http://semantic-mediawiki.org/wiki/Help:Properties_and_types
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since both the owners and the ownership stakes can change from year to year, which
is a fact that can be seen if one looks across the eGRID data for different years (Fig-
ure 9.8). Refactoring the schema may involve running a wiki bot script to rewrite
how the data is represented on each of the wiki pages. The issue is that a wiki bot
script runs relatively slowly, roughly at the speed of twenty edits per minute. In
practical terms, this means that updating all the power plants in Europe may take
several hours, with updates to the whole data set taking over a day.

Figure 9.5: Schema describing a single owner of a power plant

Figure 9.6: Schema describing two owners of a power plant

Figure 9.7: Schema describing two owners of a power plant, with different ownership
stakes

The third problem, which will be described in more detail later in this chapter,
is that it is not always straightforward to match the data contained in different data
sets, and additional processing must often be done. For example, not all data sets
describe objects with the same level of abstraction. One set of data may describe a
power plant in terms of the entire physical site at an aggregate level. Another set of
data may describe the individual generating units on that site. Power stations may
also have different names, and in these cases, additional research must be done to
reconcile the names to a single site. While data sets may have overlapping coverage,
they can also have mutually exclusive coverage. However, since a power station may
have different names, it is difficult to conclusively state which entries in the data
sets are actually mutually exclusive. Ideally on a wiki, there should be a single page
describing a distinct instance of some object. However, due to this ambiguity, it
is not advisable to create pages for all seemingly distinct entities in the data sets
since this could lead to a large amount of duplication. This duplication can lead to
issues of double counting as we commonly provide views that aggregate the data, by
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Figure 9.8: Schema describing two owners of a power plant, with different percentage
ownership stakes over time

showing aspects such as the amount of electricity produced by fuel type per country.
An open issue with Enipedia is that we need to develop effective ways to reconcile
duplication while reducing the administrative overhead involved. Many of the data
sets that we use are comprised of tens of thousands of entities, and it is not feasible
to process these by hand.

These problems all show that the “normal” way of using a wiki is not necessarily
practical for dealing with large data sets, and a key need is the ability to back out,
or selectively remove, large sets of data and then re-import them. This ability is
very important in an effort to maintain transparency and efficiently incorporate the
most up-to-date information.

9.4.4 The Way Forward

As discussed in more detail further in this chapter, the problems described above
have not been fully overcome and illustrate fundamental unresolved issues often
encountered in the realm of information management. An interim solution was to
only store data on the wiki that we did not expect to be updated by some official
entity, and to allow for it to be editable by users. Data that we did expect to be
updated was still displayed on pages, but was read-only and retrieved from data
stores that we set up outside of the wiki software.

To further explain, although the CARMA project is now in the process of being
updated (Ummel, 2011), at the time we began the work on Enipedia, there were
no plans for this, so this data was used to initially populate Enipedia. As there
were known issues with the data, users were free to edit, improve and amend the
data. After this data was imported into the wiki, we then located several publicly
available data sets that could be used to augment this data. Efforts were made to
match the power plants in these data sets with their corresponding wiki page on
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Enipedia. For each of the data sets, unique identifiers for the power plants were
located, and whenever a match between the wiki and the data sets was found, the
unique identifier was stored on the wiki page for that power plant.

The next step was that each of these data sets was remapped into RDF, and
this converted data was then made available via a SPARQL endpoint, which allowed
for queries to be run over the data. By using the SparqlExtension (described in
more detail in Chapter 8), these queries could be embedded on wiki pages with the
results visualized in a variety of ways. Through the use of templates, the SPARQL
queries could modified to query this data based on the unique identifiers present for
a particular power plant.

A way to think about this is that Enipedia helps to provide the scaffolding be-
tween different data sets. Global data coverage for power plants is very inconsistent,
and even when data is available, the lack of standard identifiers for power plants
is a severe limiting factor. Providing the connections between these data sets is an
enormous task, and needs to be opened to the largest amount of contributors possi-
ble. The modular approach that we employ significantly reduces the administrative
overhead as it allows us to easily remove old data and then import updated data
sets. Since the data from “official sources” is displayed on wiki pages through the
use of queries, whenever updates occur we do not have to rewrite the contents of
pages. The new data will simply show up when a user loads the page.

The next section describes in more detail the various data sources that were used.
This covers the experiences in acquiring the data and in converting it to RDF so
that it could be more easily used within Enipedia. This gives an illustration of the
various conditions that public data sources are in, and the types of experiences that
others will likely encounter as they progress towards the goal of more Linked Open
Data, as discussed in Chapter 3.

9.4.5 Conversion Tools

Several different tools were used in the conversion of the data sets to RDF. The
primary tool used was Google Refine, which on its website24 is described as “a power
tool for working with messy data, cleaning it up, transforming it from one format
into another, extending it with web services, and linking it to databases”. This
tool allows one to import data from spreadsheets and csv files, and use a variety
of sophisticated functions to clean up the data. For example, misspelled entries
can be located and corrected by using a function that clusters together text values
in cells based on how similar the strings are. The tool can also connect to web
services, which allows for tasks such as using the Google Maps API to retrieve the
geographic coordinates for the names of locations. Another powerful feature is that
it keeps a revision history of all the changes made to the data, meaning that if one
wishes to undo some of their changes and go to a previous state of the data, it is
possible. This record of all the transformations made to the data is stored as a JSON
file, meaning that one can make a copy of this file and send it to another person.
This is very important in terms of data transparency since it means that it allows
other people to duplicate the exact process by which the raw data was cleaned up.
This is analogous to having a software patch, but for data. As will be described

24http://code.google.com/p/google-refine/
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further below in the experiences in converting data sets, this tool has been valuable
in highlighting significant issues.

In order to convert the cleaned up data to RDF, the RDF Extension25 for Google
Refine was used. This allows one to remap data in a tabular format to the graph
representation enabled by RDF. As discussed previously with the example about
describing power plants and their owners, it is sometimes necessary to refactor the
schema used by the data. A key benefit of the RDF Extension is that compared
to the original ideas of importing all data into the wiki, it supports a very efficient
process of progressively cleaning up the data when errors are found, while also easily
refactoring the schema, all while having a transparent revision history of all the
actions done.

9.4.6 Experiences in Converting Data Sets
The data sets that are used within Enipedia can be found on the Web either as web
pages or as files or databases that can be directly downloaded to your computer. As
a result, different processes and tools were required in order to convert the data to
RDF. The focus of this is not just about tools and technology, as the descriptions
below touch on social elements as these different data sets seem to have been made
available with different expectations of re-use. The different approaches that groups
have made to making their data available has implications for the flexibility that
people have in using their data.

9.4.6.1 CARMA

The initial data that Enipedia was built upon came from the CARMA project, and
was available from the website as a csv file26. A wiki bot script was created to import
the data, with a page being created for every power plant in the data set. The actual
data was embedded on wiki pages in contrast to the other data sets mentioned below
since there was no indication at the time that the CARMA data would be updated.

Despite the criticism that the CARMA project received(Afsah and Ness, 2008),
there was value in using it as a base layer, since it had global coverage. Even with
the problems in the data, at a minimum, it indicates the existence of a specific power
plant for which more research is needed. The issue we encountered later is that as a
subset of the Platts WEPP database, it did not always provide enough information
to be sure of matching if ambiguity arose due to different names being used for the
same plant, or if owners had changed.

After the initial import of data, it was extended significantly in several ways.
For instance, no fuel types were included in the original CARMA data27 due to
agreements made with Platts about their use of the WEPP database. As of February
2, 2012, fuel types are specified for 14,047 of the 53,964 power plants on Enipedia.
This was achieved through a variety of means. For the Netherlands, this was largely
filled in by hand based on references found for the local power companies. For other
parts of the world, clues were taken by noticing that the owner had the word “wind”
or “hydro” in its name, and zero emissions for the power plants. Similarly, some

25http://lab.linkeddata.deri.ie/2010/grefine-rdf-extension/
26http://carma.org/blog/about/carma-version-tracker/
27http://carma.org/blog/about/plantinfo/
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power plants had the word “sewage” or “landfill” in their names, which indicated the
utilization of biogas. For the US, fuel types filled in by using links made with the
eGRID data set. A broad overview of the sources used can be seen as pages where
created for each country28 which via queries were able to retrieve all the references
in use for all that country’s power plants. Additional improvements were made by
updating ownership information, and adding and fixing coordinates.

9.4.6.2 European Pollution Release and Transfer Registry (E-PRTR)

This database is one of the most important data set for researchers interested in
industrial pollution from facilities across Europe. It is quite extensive and covers
over 28,000 industrial facilities in 32 countries, including the 27 EU Member states29.
A very extensive web interface30 is provided, which allows people to navigate the
data and view details on specific facilities or industrial activities. Functionality also
exists to search by map or to view time series data. The data is even available in
Google Earth31.

The data used on Enipedia was obtained via a MS-Access database available for
download on the site. The conversion process began by first converting the tables
in the database into separate csv files. These files were then loaded into Google
Refine, and then the data was mapped to an RDF format using the RDF Exten-
sion. The schema in use by the E-PRTR database is relatively complex in the sense
that the database consists of 11 tables that are interlinked with each other through
the use of unique identifiers employed for various entries. This complexity under-
scores the value of using the RDF Extension for Google Refine instead of writing
data directly to the wiki. In practice, properly mapping the data to RDF took sev-
eral revisions, as it was not immediately clear how the data in the different tables
was interlinked. Another reason that several revisions of the mapping to RDF may
take place is that although RDF is meant to be machine readable, for the purposes
of usability and maintenance, it should to an extent be human readable and self-
documenting as well (Chief Technology Officer Council, 2009). For example, with
the eGRID data set described below, the RDF node describing the Navajo Gener-
ating Station is http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/data/eGRID/Plant/4941, which just
from reading the URL, indicates that it is a plant with an id number of 4941, and
is described in the eGRID data set. The URLs for more information about this
plant are built upon this base URL. To find the CO2 emissions for 1996, one would
go to http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/data/eGRID/Plant/4941/Annual_Emissions/
1996/CO2, where they would find more detail about the amount of emissions, the
units of measurement, and the year the value was recorded. In practice, the use of
this design pattern has been valuable in navigating this complex data and figuring
out how to build up the SPARQL queries that can then extract and redisplay this
information.

Figure 9.9 highlights another important reason for why Google Refine or tools

28See http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Category:Power_Plant_References_Per_Country for a
list of these pages for all the countries.

29http://prtr.ec.europa.eu/pgAbout.aspx, Accessed 18 January 2012
30http://prtr.ec.europa.eu/
31http://www.eea.europa.eu/data-and-maps/data/member-states-reporting-art-7-under-

the-european-pollutant-release-and-transfer-register-e-prtr-regulation-4/
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with similar functionality need to be part of the conversion process. This shows the
result of an analysis over the text entries in a single column of a table, which in
this case is the “WasteHandlerPartyName”. This analysis clusters together all of the
entries that are spelled very similarly and likely refer to the same thing. What is
shown here is that there are 20 different ways of specifying “Waste Permit 36-1”, and
these entries are found in 26 different rows. Admittedly this is the most extreme
example found in this table, but on the right side of the image, it is indicated that
there are 151 other clusters found where similar misspellings were encountered. Also
when creating the queries to extract information about emissions over time, it was
discovered that the coverage per year and per country is not consistent. Large gaps
in the data exist for different years, with the coverage per country varying as well.
This means that one cannot trust the data from a single year to get an accurate
picture of emissions - to ensure that all facilities are accounted for, data must be
integrated from other years.

Figure 9.9: Quality check on E-PRTR using Google Refine

9.4.6.3 eGRID

The Emissions & Generation Resource Integrated Database (eGRID) is a database
from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, and currently contains information
on power generation in the U.S. for eight years from 1996 until 2007. Compared to
the other data sets used within Enipedia, eGRID is by far the most detailed. The
data is available as Excel spreadsheets, and describes several thousand power plants,
using over 150 data fields. Also included are spreadsheets that contain information
about the boilers and generators in use within those power plants. The data appears
to be of a very high quality. In contrast to the E-PRTR, no gaps were found in the
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data between the different years. It was found that the names for power plants and
owners were either spelled differently or changed over time, although the presence
of unique identifiers for both of these prevents ambiguity.

The conversion process used was similar to that of the E-PRTR where Google
Refine was utilized to remap the data into RDF. One difference was that an R script
was created to first read in the spreadsheets and then combine them into one large
table. The reason for merging the tables together is that Google Refine can only work
with a single table at a time, meaning that it is more efficient to join all of the tables
together instead of having a table for every year. Without this, one would have to
copy/paste and slightly modify the remapping specification eight times, which can
lead to consistency issues especially when it is discovered that the schema needs to
be remapped or some part of the conversion process needs to be fixed.

Despite the large amount of data in the spreadsheets, the US EPA website for
eGRID is actually quite limited and currently only displays the data for 2004 and
2005. Furthermore, While one can see the numbers from the raw data, no visualiza-
tions are provided to help users to quickly make sense of the data. In other words,
the presentation of the eGRID data on Enipedia is actually much more thorough
than that on the US EPA’s own website.

While having the data available in separate Excel spreadsheets may be suitable if
people want to look at data for a single power plant for a single year, it severely limits
other types of analysis. A key problem of this approach is that it artificially separates
data that talks about the same facilities. For example, in order to construct time
series data about a pollutant from a single power plant, one would have to first locate
the power plant among the several thousand rows, then find the correct column for
the emissions among the over 150 other columns, and then repeat this process seven
more times over the rest of the spreadsheets. This is clearly tedious for a single
power plant, and quickly becomes impossible if one wishes to perform certain types
of analysis such as looking at emissions trends for all the power plants owned by a
certain company. The issue is that although these spreadsheets contain data in a
table, they do not actually describe tabular data - they describe a tightly interlinked
web of facts. Power plants are linked to their owners, fuel types, cities and states,
among other types of connections. What RDF allows for is machine readable links
that are reminiscent of Bush’s (1945) “associative trails” discussed in Chapter 2. One
can query these pathways and very efficiently retrieve views over the data that are
simply not possible within a spreadsheet.

Figure 9.10 shows an initial example for the Navajo Generating Station32, where
a single query is used to retrieve time series data for all of the pollutants. For this
type of view, the line graphs are scaled to the minimum and maximum values, and
help to highlight changes over time. The raw numbers are presented to give context
to the scale of the trend. What can be quickly seen from this is that the amount
of SO2 emissions have dropped dramatically, indicating that an SO2 scrubber was
likely installed around mid-1998. This is not an insight that can be easily extracted
from the spreadsheets.

Further queries can be written to aggregate the data in different ways. For
example, while electricity production and CO2 emissions are going up across nearly
every U.S. state, the single query behind Figure 9.11 shows that nearly every state is

32http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Navajo_Powerplant
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Figure 9.10: Example of eGRID data on Enipedia, indicating the installation of a
SO2 scrubber.

actually decarbonizing its electricity production in terms of tons of CO2 per MWh.

9.4.6.4 European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS)

Besides the E-PRTR, another source of power plant data for Europe is the EU ETS
database, which contains details on CO2 emissions in Europe for several economic
sectors including the power industry. In contrast to the E-PRTR, for large scale
power plants, it contains yearly data on CO2 emissions from 2005 until present.

The way that the data is published has positive and negative aspects. On a
positive side, the data is available in XML, so it is already machine-readable and
easier to work with. The limitation though is that if one wants to do an analysis of
the data across Europe, they run into the issue that there is no bulk download. The
best option available is that data about the allocations and compliance for facilities
can be downloaded only for a particular country for a specific year. With the data
covering thirty countries and eight years, this quickly becomes infeasible. While
some people may look at the site and think that it is an example of “open data”, it
is only halfway there as it still has aspects of a captive user interface.

To solve this, a screen scraper was developed to navigate the web pages and
download the data. This program is the equivalent of a person searching for results
for every country for every year, and clicking on all the “next” buttons to view the
entire set of results in the database. Care was taken to incorporate time delays in
the downloading in order to prevent a negative effect on the site performance.

In developing this program, it was discovered that the EU ETS website uses an
undocumented Application Programming Interface (API). In practical terms, this
means that one can construct a URL which is basically a download link to an XML
file containing the data they want. This allows for a sort of primitive querying
functionality if the unique identifier used for the facility is known. The implication
is that it is currently possible for people to develop their own interfaces to the EU
ETS data which bypass the one now in use on the site. For government agencies,
this can be an important feature as they do not always have the time or funding to
improve this interface. This is another example of the seemingly bipolar approach
to open data on the EU ETS website. APIs are seen as a very positive feature since
they give people flexibility with how they access the data, but the fact that this API
is not documented and publicized is limiting.
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Figure 9.11: Electricity production decarbonization found in the U.S. with a single
query over the eGRID data

To convert the XML data to RDF, a mapping was created using the XSLT
(Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations)33 language. XSLT provides a
way of specifying how the structure of an XML document should be remapped or
translated into another structure. Some websites use XSLT to specify how raw
machine-readable data in XML should be converted into human-readable HTML
web pages, complete with tables and various formatting features.

During the step of mapping the translation from XML to RDF, it was found
that some of the identifiers in use were not unique. Specifically, for the EU ETS
data on the transactions of CO2 allocations (currently available for 2005 and 2006),
the identifiers for the parties involved are only unique for the country that they are
located in. The problem is that transactions can occur between accounts in different
countries, meaning that if you go to the EU-ETS website and download an XML

33http://www.w3.org/TR/xslt
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file describing a single transaction, you do not always have enough information to
identify the parties involved. However, on the website, links are provided so that you
can go directly to a page for each of the parties. The reason that these links work
correctly is that the identifiers shown on the site and on the XML are not actually
used internally (and in the undocumented API), but behind the scenes an identifier
unique for all of Europe is used instead.

9.4.6.5 International Atomic Energy Association (IAEA)

The International Atomic Energy Association has extensive data on the operation
of nuclear power plants, which is available through their Power Reactor Information
System (PRIS) database34. As of February 5, 2012 it lists 435 reactors in operation,
5 that are in long term shutdown, and 63 under construction. The web site contains
yearly information about the operation of these power plants, while registered users
can access monthly data via a subscription service35. This yearly data is only pre-
sented on web pages, and there is no option to actually download the data. Similarly
to the process used for the EU-ETS, a screen scraper was set up. The data on the
pages was collected into two csv files, which were then read into Google Refine and
converted to RDF.

As an example of the types of queries that can be run over the data once it is
converted to RDF, Figure 9.12 shows how the amount of electricity production by
generator type has changed over time. Here we can see that the Pressurized Water
Reactor (PWR) has become the dominant technology, while other types of reactors
were initially tried, but failed to take off, and are no longer in use. Figure 9.13
provides another aggregated view of trends in nuclear power production in different
countries. From this, one can easily see which countries have only recently started
using nuclear power, and even which ones have stopped. For example, it can be seen
that both Italy and Kazakhstan have both stopped the use of nuclear power. In the
Netherlands, a dip is visible when the Borssele Nuclear Power Plant was offline for a
single year. Some countries are also decreasing the amount of electricity production
from nuclear power, as seen in Great Britain.

Each of these queries are very similar in that they all add up or count something
within a particular category. Given knowledge of how the data is structured, these
types of queries can be generated within minutes, since the way that the first query
is structured acts as a template for the others.

9.4.7 Different Interfaces

Several different interfaces were provided to allow people to explore the data. These
different interfaces were meant to demonstrate both the contents of the information,
and to also show the different types of analysis that could be conducted. Although
one could go to the SPARQL endpoint and query all of the data, it was not antici-
pated that many users would be familiar with this technology.

It is important to realize that the ability to have multiple interfaces to the same
set of data demonstrates our ability to avoid “captive user interfaces”(Gancarz, 2003).

34http://www.iaea.org/programmes/a2/
35http://prisweb.iaea.org/Wedas/WEDAS.asp
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Figure 9.12: Visualization of IAEA data on nuclear generation by reactor type

Figure 9.13: Visualization of IAEA data on nuclear generation by country
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Due to the design decisions made in the development of Enipedia, the information
infrastructure in use gave us much flexibility in presenting the data in different ways.
In doing so, it was hoped that this ability would allow people to gain insights or spot
errors that may not have been seen through other interfaces. While the examples
below were all done by us, outside users are free to re-use this data and develop their
own interfaces as well.

9.4.7.1 Wiki

Through the use of templates and SPARQL queries (an approach described in Sec-
tion 9.4.2), pages were constructed to provide many different views over the data.
For example, the wiki page for a single power plant contains a link to a page listing
all of the power plants in that country. On that page, one is presented with several
items such as a map showing the largest power plants in that country and a table
listing the number of power plants specified with each particular fuel type. This
page links to other pages that can be used for maintenance, such as a page listing
all the power plants without coordinates, or those without a fuel type specified.
Additionally, starting from the page for a particular power plant, one can go to the
page for the plant’s owner, which lists all of its plants, the different countries that
the company is operating in, and its market share in terms of electricity generation
for those countries. This approach to presenting the data presents users with a
web of facts that are aggregated and interpreted from many different points of view
automatically based on the way that the data is linked together.

9.4.7.2 Linked Data Browser

Another useful interface that was used was the Pubby36 Linked Data browser shown
in Figure 9.14. This is a type of tool viewable as a web site, where one can enter
in the URL of an RDF node and see the links that the node has with other nodes.
Essentially, this provides a clickable interface for navigating the graph of facts rep-
resented in RDF. In practice, this was very useful for building up SPARQL queries
that navigating the specific types of links between nodes.

9.4.7.3 Google Earth

While the use of a Linked Data browser helped to provide a better view over the
machine-readable data, this is not the type of interface that people are likely to
use unless they are interested in building their own queries. To provide a more
human-friendly view over the data in Enipedia, a visualization for Google Earth was
developed as well (Figure 9.15). The limitation of presenting data on the wiki is
that it only provides a clickable interface over slices of the data. For the Google
Earth visualization, techniques were used to make a large portion of the power plant
data on Enipedia more easily browsable. To accomplish this, power plant data on
Enipedia was extracted using a SPARQL query, the results of which were fed to an
R script. This script then uses the data to generate a large KML file. This file is

36http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/pubby/
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Figure 9.14: Screenshot from the Pubby Linked Data interface

actually too large to be used directly within Google Earth, so to fix this, additional
processing is done using the Regionator library37.

In simple terms, the library takes this large file and splits it up into many small
files that can be loaded very efficiently as needed. Specifically, to do this it uses
the Region and Network Link features of KML38. Regions are used to specify in the
KML what should be shown if the user is looking in a particular area at a certain
range of zoom levels. If the user looking within a particular region, Network Links
allow for files to be automatically loaded from a web server and displayed in Google
Earth.

The Regionator library works by breaking up the one large KML file into a
hierarchy of interlinked smaller files. The KML file used as input had placemarks
for power plants that were sorted based on the output of the power plants, meaning
that as one zoomed out, only the largest power plants were visible. As users zoomed
in, progressively smaller power plants were shown. Since Network Links were used,
this meant that the only data loaded was within the area that was being observed.
This allows for very efficient loading of very large data sets.

For workflow management on Enipedia, this interface was valuable in fixing up
certain aspects of the data. For example, when one clicked on an icon for a power
plant, they were presented with a link to the corresponding page on Enipedia. With
this, one could quickly see if the coordinates for a power plant were correct or not.
If it was incorrect, they could click the link and edit the data in a web browser.
Furthermore, question marks were used in this layer to identify power plants with
unknown fuel types, which allowed us to highlight parts of the data that still needed
attention.

9.4.8 Integration

One of the largest issues faced in the development of Enipedia was that of merging
data from different data sets. Ideally, one of the strengths of the Semantic Web is

37http://code.google.com/p/regionator/
38http://code.google.com/apis/kml/documentation/kml_21tutorial.html#superoverlays
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Figure 9.15: Screenshot of Enipedia visualization in Google Earth

that it allows the interconnection of datasets that may be maintained by different
groups. This is commonly specified via the owl:sameAs39 property (Halpin et al.,
2010). In order to facilitate this, we need to know if two objects are the same or
not.

This is not necessarily simple. For example, if we want to know if two people are
different, we can simply look at their names and see if they match or not. However,
people may change their names if they get married, or decide to legally change
their name for other reasons. People may also have nicknames or informally use
alternative versions. Furthermore, if names match, we cannot guarantee that we
are not looking at two people with the same exact name. The same types of issues
arise when working with data about power plants. Several of the common issues are
described below.

Inconsistent Naming - Power plants may not necessarily have an official name,
and alternative names may be based on the location (with variations based on city
and/or region name) or the owner (which may change over time). Different versions
of the name may exist in different languages. For example, the Dutch power plant
Amercentrale may have its name translated to English as the “Amer Power Station”.
If one wishes to automate the process of matching names, this translation will cause
problems since these names only have four letters in a row in common. Ideally,
one would realize that the Dutch word “centrale” is a generic term meaning “power
station”, and that these terms can both be left out to avoid false positives when

39http://www.w3.org/TR/owl-ref/#sameAs-def
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trying to match strings based on their similarity. For the purpose of matching data
on global power plants, one would have to build up a list of generic terms in all the
languages used.

Matching based on geographic coordinates is not always a robust solution either.
For example, in Utrecht, the Dutch electricity company Nuon owns two large (>100
MWe) power stations, Lage Weide and Merwedekanaal, that both run on natural
gas, and are directly across a river from each other. When using software to match
instances, the proximity of these plants in combination with them having the same
owner and fuel type would raise flags indicating that these might represent two
entries for the same power plant. While the capacities of these two plants are quite
different, it would not be unusual to find two different numbers for the same power
plant due to a plant upgrade.

A similar issue occurs when trying to match power plants based on the owner
names. For example, a power company may have regional subsidiaries, or sub-
sidiaries that specialize in certain businesses such as the operation of wind farms.
As mentioned, the ownership may change over time, and the most extreme example
found in eGRID is that of a power plant with 26 different owners over the course of
ten years. Figure 9.16 shows how the owner with the majority stake in the company
changed, while the rest of the owners were generally municipalities in the area.

Figure 9.16: Extreme case of ownership changes for a single power plant

Fortunately, the eGRID data provides unique identifiers for companies. If these
identifiers were not present and one had to rely on string matching algorithms or
visual inspection, the examples below show the types of challenges that would occur.
For this power plant with 26 owners, the list below shows its owners that have very
similar names, but which have different unique identifiers, indicating that these are
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actually different entities:

• PPL Generation LLC 6= PPL Global

• Exelon Energy 6= Exelon Generation

Also, by using the unique identifiers of the owners, it was found that several of
them had changed their name over time, and this list shows the names that would
not be matched when using a string matching algorithm:

• FPL Energy = NextEra Energy Resources

• GenOn Energy = Reliant Energy Inc = Reliant Energy Power Gen = Reliant
Resources

• Mirant Corp = Southern Energy Inc

• Integrys Energy Services = WPS Power Development Inc

• New England Power Company = National Grid (New England Power)

A fundamental issue is that there are no standard identifiers in use across the
globe, and this is a key limiting factor to the integration of data. Fixing this issue
would enable an enormous amount of progress. Matching based on owner names can
also be difficult as the ownership may change over time, it may not be clear if one is
looking at parent or subsidiary company, or there could be multiple owners at the
same time.

Different Levels of Abstraction - A further issue is that different data sets may
describe the same power plant at different levels. For example, in describing a power
plant, one data set may refer to the entire physical site with all of its generating units,
while another data set may discuss the generating units individually. To integrate
this data together, one must make a many-to-one or one-to-many mapping.

An example of the difficulties encountered can be seen with the Hallett Wind
Farm in Australia. Its Wikipedia article40 mentions that it actually consists of five
wind farms, named Hallett 1 through Hallett 5. However, these individual wind
farms have alternative names based on their specific locations: Brown Hill, Hallett
Hill, Mount Bryan, North Brown Hill, and Bluff Range. In order to accurately match
instances, one would have to know that the wind farm on Hallett Hill is actually only
a subset of the entire Hallett Wind Farm. A key issue consistently encountered in
the development of Enipedia is that specific local knowledge is needed for accurate
matching unless unique identifiers exist, which is still not common practice.

Variations in Time and Level of Detail - Even if instances can be matched, the
data available may be structured using different schemas that accommodate different
levels of detail. An example was shown previously in Section 9.4.3 where a schema
had to be modified based on the level of detail needed to describe the ownership of a
power plant over time. Furthermore, information that seems straightforward such as
the primary fuel type of a power plant, is not always easily described. For instance,
a power plant may consist of generators of equal capacity that run on different fuels,

40http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hallett_Wind_Farm
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meaning that there is not actually a primary fuel type in use. Some power plants
are flexible in their fuel type, and a concrete example (found via a SPARQL query
on the eGRID data) is the Erie Works Power Plant41 which switched from coal to
oil as its primary fuel source. The eGRID data mentions 827 unique power plants
where the percent generation from one fuel was below 50% and then rose above 50%.

9.4.8.1 Process of Automated Matching

The examples provided above are admittedly the most extreme examples found,
and are not meant to say that the work is impossible, but they do highlight the
types of real issues that have been encountered when dealing with power plant data.
These issues have been partially managed by relying on custom software scripts that
compare two data sets based on a combination of plant name, coordinates, owner
name, power output, and emissions. In general, the scripts generate scores to indicate
how different two compared data fields are, and these scores are then summed into
a single score across all the compared data fields. This single score indicates the
likelihood that the instance in one data set is the same as that in another data set. All
the possible matches with their scores above a certain threshold are then written to
a spreadsheet, where it is easy to compare side-by-side the data fields from each data
set along with the distance measure. For example, a typical spreadsheet would have
columns such as: total_score, name1, name2, name_score, company1, company2,
company_score, etc (see Table reftable:ExampleComparisonTable). Having these
matches in a spreadsheet allows us to prioritize the search for clear matches, and
then work through to more non-obvious matches that need more work for verification.
Additionally, by having the data in a spreadsheet, it is possible to sort the possible
matches by score for a particular field. This can be useful if two power plants do
not match on plant name, but do match on company name and city, and it is known
that the company only has one power plant in this city. In this case, the two power
plants are quite likely the same.

name1 name2 point1 point2 city1 city2
Afrikhavn Afrikahaven 52.4262957162 N,4.7393105238 E 52.4135767234 N,4.7395420092 E Amsterdam Amsterdam
Anna Paulowna Rezeiman Rezelman 52.8672569669 N,4.8682979125 E 52.86666 N, 4.866667 E Anna Paulowna Anna Paulowna
Anna Paulowna Waiboer Waiboer 52.8701364958 N,4.8733295336 E 52.86666 N, 4.866667 E Anna Paulowna Anna Paulowna

Table 9.1: Example table comparing data fields for possible matching instances of
wind farms in the Netherlands

This ability to quickly locate “easy” matches is important in order to gain the
most coverage with the least amount of effort. A common experience is that one
encounters a point of diminishing returns where the ambiguity between potential
matches increases and one has to rely less on the matching software, and more on
specific local knowledge gained from researching companies and their specific power
plants. In practice, the use of automation has been crucial to help efficiently navigate
this type of cost/benefit curve.

To give an idea of the shape of this curve and the point of diminishing returns, it
is useful to consider that after extensive efforts, only 3,101 of the 9,447 entries from

41http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Erie_Works_Powerplant
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CARMA were matched to their corresponding entries in eGRID. The main issue
encountered is that there is simply not enough information available to unambigu-
ously match all of the entities. The key takeaway is that the more information that
is available for matching, the better. What we need for each of the power plants is a
sort of “data fingerprint” composed of a combination of properties, with a very low
likelihood of another power plant having a similar combination of properties.

Before creating the custom software, Google Refine and the Silk framework42

were evaluated as tools to help with the matching process. The reason they were
not used, was that they only returned a list of matches and overall matching scores,
and did not at the time have the ability to allow for visual inspection of comparisons
between multiple data fields. Essentially, these tools were not transparent enough
in the matching process, and due to the numerous matching issues detailed above in
Section 9.4.8, it was realized that fine-grained inspection was needed to handle the
nuances inherent in the data.

9.5 Insights

This section will discuss several of the insights that were gained during the develop-
ment of Enipedia. These are meant to be a step back from the details presented in
the previous section, and aim to view the work from a higher perspective that can
then be used to inform future development directions.

9.5.1 “Not Invented Here” syndrome not always bad

As discussed in Section 9.3, several different similar efforts to document global power
plants already existed, and as a result, the work on Enipedia can be accused of “Not
Invented Here” syndrome (Katz and Allen, 1982), in the sense that we decided to
build our own solution instead of relying more on the work of others.

The meaning of “Not Invented Here” syndrome is that some people are unwill-
ing to adopt existing outside tools and efforts, due to a variety of reasons such as
suspicion, or unwillingness to learn new tools. This can lead to potentially nega-
tive outcomes as these people essentially duplicate effort and work on solving prob-
lems that have already been solved. Ideally, by re-using the existing work, one can
progress much faster, and push the boundaries of their work into new areas, where
little attention has been paid so far.

With Enipedia, the work was actually a mix of “Not Invented Here” and heavily
leveraging existing software and databases. The existing efforts discussed in Sec-
tion 9.3 all had their particular limitations, and with Enipedia, it was desired to
have the freedom to experiment with new technologies. By starting small and not
having to compromise with a larger community, this gave us the flexibility of pushing
things to their breaking point (which indeed happened) without having to be con-
cerned about disrupting existing online communities who desired stability in their
projects. Essentially, this gave us the opportunity to learn about new tools that were
not commonly in use, and discover their limits. In this sense, the value of Enipedia

42http://www4.wiwiss.fu-berlin.de/bizer/silk/
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does not only lie within the end product of the website, but with the types of skills
and perspectives that we gained by developing it.

The software behind Enipedia is built entirely using open-source free software,
meaning that one is free to duplicate the set up that was used. The only code that
we created ourselves was the SparqlExtension, along with custom code for instance
matching and the code used for creating the Google Earth visualization. The choice
of Semantic MediaWiki was based on the fact that the MediaWiki software was in
use in Wikipedia, and due to the large community developing it, it was quite likely
that this software would continue to be developed, and would be well-supported.
In other words, the choice of technologies that were used in building Enipedia was
based also on social considerations, such as the state of the communities developing
the software.

So, while our own development work was somewhat of a branch from existing
efforts, Enipedia is an example of why people should enthusiastically accept “Not In-
vented Here” software. For example, as the work progressed on Enipedia, it became
clear that an immense amount of thought and effort had gone into the development
of MediaWiki and the Semantic MediaWiki software. While this may not be imme-
diately obvious when simply reading a wiki, there is extensive infrastructure behind
the scenes that supports a collaborative social process, which has been described in
much more detail in Chapter 8. A way to appreciate this is to realize that the fea-
tures in the code are a reflection of the types of social interactions that have occurred
during the evolution of wikis. Wiki software started as “the simplest online database
that could possibly work”(Cunningham, 2002) and has undergone an evolutionary
process that is a reflection of the needs of the communities of contributors. As such,
there is a type of “memory”, and in using the wiki, as issues are encountered, it is
not unusual to find that software already contains the functionality to deal with it.

This is not just about the re-use of existing tools, but it is also about the par-
ticular types of tools that are used. With regards to open-source free software, the
free part is advantageous since it allows us to easily evaluate the software without
having a substantial financial commitment which would lock us in and discourage
exploring the use of alternatives. The open-source aspect is advantageous since it
gives us the freedom to extend the code and fix problems without having to wait for
the development community.

What also generally happens with open-source software is that there is a reliance
on open standards that allow for communication between different software modules.
For the development of Enipedia, this functionality has been crucial. For example,
the sparkline visualizations with tables, such as that in Figure 9.10, are created by
hooking together many different tools. What happens is that on the wiki page, a
SPARQL query is embedded, which is read by the wiki software (written in the
PHP language), which then generates an HTTP request that is sent to the SPARQL
endpoint (written in Java). The endpoint runs the query and returns the data back
to the wiki software using the JSON format, and the wiki software sends this data
to a script written in the R statistical programming language, which then rearranges
the tabular data as needed, and outputs text that is a mix of HTML and Javascript
commands which can be understood by the jQuery Sparklines library43 that actually
draws the visualization. Each of these tools in the chain is suited to their particular

43http://omnipotent.net/jquery.sparkline/
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tasks, and it would be difficult to have the whole process written in a single language.
Enipedia has essentially been an exercise in experimenting with these different types
of data plumbing.

9.5.2 Experiences in Crowdsourcing

One of the reasons for the work on Enipedia was to explore the possibilities of
crowdsourcing (Howe, 2006; Shirky, 2008b) for improving data on the energy sector.
It is common to observe that when people look at data sets presented to them, they
use their own personal knowledge to spot and communicate missing or incorrect
items. The key problem is that while people commonly spend the mental energy to
identify problems, there are not many ways to easily harvest and accumulate this
energy. This is energy is very easily dissipated as data is often published in read-
only formats, and any corrections must be submitted through avenues such as e-mail
correspondence, which requires more effort than simply clicking on “edit”. The idea
with Enipedia was that by providing the tools for people to both identify these issues
and fix them, an up-to-date comprehensive data set could be maintained that would
be more efficient that other databases burdened with administrative bureaucracy.
As an alternative to their procedures, issues of data quality would be dealt with by
making the data available to the most amount of people possible, monitoring the
recent changes to the wiki, and reverting bad edits when necessary.

To explore how well this has worked in practice, it is useful to first understand
the nature of the impact of Enipedia by examining the statistics on views and edits
for the site. For the period from March 1, 2011 until January 10, 2012, there were
171,776 page views from 69,827 unique visitors (Figure 9.17) originating from 194
countries (Figure 9.18). The site currently averages between 400 and 500 unique
visitors per weekday. In terms of total percentages, the majority of the views do not
actually come in through the front page, but are to individual power plant pages,
where people may look at one or two pages, and then leave the site. One of the
reasons for this is that the entire site is indexed by the Google’s search engine, and
with over 50,000 pages on power plants, with pages also for many of the power plant
owners, a very large variety of search queries about the power industry will lead to
pages on Enipedia.

In terms of user contributions, over 300,000 page edits have occurred, with several
thousand of those edits occurring by hand, and not by automated bot scripts. This
may sound like an enormous amount, although it needs to be considered that the
majority of edits have been performed by people within the Energy & Industry
Group at TBM. As of January 19, 2012, there have been 136 edits by 40 different
people from the outside the group. These were people from around the world who
we did not actually know, but did make useful contributions to the site. Given the
overall statistics for the site, roughly 1 in 1,263 page views will result in an outside
edit, and 1 in 1,395 unique visitors will edit.

While the number of edits by outsiders was quite low, this was no reason to not
keep the site open to outside edits. Allowing for outside edits requires a very low
overhead with most of the work consisting of monitoring the recent changes44 to the
site. The types of edits that we do receive are sometimes surprising, and one of the

44http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Special:RecentChanges
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Figure 9.17: Number of Enipedia visitors over time

Figure 9.18: Enipedia visitors by location
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more notable edits came from Turkmenistan, where someone filled out information
about the Ashgabat Power Plant45, complete with information about the brands
and serial numbers of generators and turbines in use in the plant.

There are other exceptional cases, and there has been one editor46 from outside
who has been very instrumental in improving data quality of power plants in France
in addition to helping with software development of new features47. The conversa-
tions and collaboration with this editor have been very fruitful in helping to improve
Enipedia, as this editor is quite knowledgeable both about Information Technology
and the energy sector.

Aside from this notable exception, most of the contributions to the site were
“simple” edits in the sense that people changed small bits of information, such as the
coordinates of a power plant or its fuel type. These are the types of facts that can
be corrected with very little effort through the use of the Google Maps interface or
local knowledge. Assuming that the current amount and type of contributions stays
the same, outside edits will not have a major impact on the quality and coverage of
the data.

There could be several reasons for the lack of significant outside contributions,
and there are also several ways in which we can move forward. The first reason is
that people simply do not realize that they can update the information. The variety
of visualizations and interfaces available on Enipedia do indeed enable people to
quickly identify information that is wrong or missing. When examining the data, it
is very common for people to try to evaluate the completeness of it based on their
own knowledge, and then give feedback on what they have spotted that is wrong.
However, people do not often move beyond this step. Essentially, there seems to be a
disconnect between finding a problem and realizing that you can do something about
it. It does not seem to be widely understood that when people do this, their energy
is dissipated, while the systems are in place to actually harvest this energy and use
it to contribute to an additive process of improving data quality. To an extent, this
behaviour is not unusual, as websites dealing with data tend to be read-only.

A second reason is that people may simply not want to or feel the need to con-
tribute. Part of this could be an issue of “Not Invented Here” syndrome, where
people see their current database systems as being good enough to meet their needs.
For example, they may have purchased a copy of the latest WEPP database, which
currently has better coverage than Enipedia. They may also face issues of owner-
ship, as it may be difficult to justify working on a project not developed internally
within their organization. This reason has been encountered when questioning peo-
ple within the Industrial Ecology field about why there has not been more effort on
improving Wikipedia articles related to the field.

The third reason is that we may not have focused enough on organizing people
and building community. Much of the work on Enipedia has been technology-focused
and an exploration of how to connect different tools together. Although we have
used Semantic Forms48 to make it easier to enter in data, the rest of the site uses
technologies that are more familiar to people in the ICT field than in the power

45http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Ashgabat_Powerplant
46http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/User:Nono
47http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Enipedia_Maps
48http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Extension:Semantic_Forms
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sector, and it is also recognized that the documentation on the site is not extensive
enough. The work on Enipedia has been presented widely to many different groups
from students to professionals, and it is common to see that people do not have the
background in ICT to understand what Enipedia is in terms of tools, philosophies,
and workflows. Some of this may eventually prove to be a generational issue as
younger people are already growing up in a world where tools such as wikis are
“normal”. Given this, it would be beneficial to focus on attracting a core of motivated
people willing to contribute. The work on the Eco-Industrial Park Wiki in Chapter 7
provides an interesting example, since an enormous amount of work was achieved in
a short time using a very motivated group of people. However, after the class was
finished, the activity on the wiki completely dropped off.

The fourth reason is that this is simply just difficult work, and it is more work
than play related. Evidence to support this is seen in Figure 9.17, which shows that
the amount of visitors to Enipedia drops by over half every weekend. Another way
to explore this idea is to consider that there seem to be significantly more people
obsessed with Pokémon than with power plants. Figure 9.19 illustrates the amount
of data contained on the page for the Drowzee49 Pokémon character. To reiterate,
this is from a single wiki page, and pages exist for the rest of the characters as well,
with similar amounts of detail. Admittedly, with Pokémon, one of the motivations
behind this phenomenon involves the creation of a franchise based on a fictional
storyline whose elements are meant to draw people in, while the power industry
does not necessarily conjure up epic adventure narratives in the minds of many
people.

The success of projects such as Linux and Wikipedia may be extrapolated by
some as hinting that these ideas of openness will revolutionize everything. However,
it is interesting to note that Linus Torvalds, the creator of the Linux operating
system, has said (Vaughan-Nichols, 2011) that one of the ways that people go wrong
in developing open-source projects is by simply:

“thinking that you can throw things out there and ask people to help.
That’s not how it works. You make it public, and then you assume that
you’ll have to do all the work, and ask people to come up with suggestions
of what you should do, not what they should do. Maybe they’ll start
helping eventually, but you should start off with the assumption that
you’re going to be the one maintaining it and ready to do all the work.”

This quote quite accurately reflects our own experiences with Enipedia. Most
visitors treat the site as a read-only interface, and only spend roughly two minutes on
the site. From the site statistics, we see that the dominant use pattern of Enipedia
is that people find a page for a power plant via a Google search, visit that single
page, and then leave. Also, while we built the site using Semantic Web tools in
anticipation that it would facilitate others re-using the data in their own ways, in
the year that Enipedia has been running we have received only one request for help
in how to create SPARQL queries to extract certain data from the site. There may
be people already doing this who have not contacted us, but we have not found any
examples of this across the Web.

49http://bulbapedia.bulbagarden.net/wiki/Drowzee_(Pok%C3%A9mon)
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Figure 9.19: Crowdsourced datasheet for a single Pokémon character on the Bulba-
pedia wiki (Creative Commons BY-NC-SA 2.5)

Further research would be needed to definitively say why our experience has
turned out this way, although it is commonly seen that we are deal with a communi-
ties that do not have the idea of openness ingrained in them. Furthermore, the types
of tools and philosophies employed seem far beyond their common experience. In
many of the presentations that we have given about Enipedia, it is not that common
to encounter programmers, and the ones we do encounter are not often familiar with
the tools used. A further relevant question relates to how people perceive the whole
idea of crowdsourcing. Essentially, crowdsourcing is a way to distribute work in a
self-organizing manner. If the information that is there is not very good, then this
can give the impression that you are putting a burden on people to fix up your own
work, rather than creating a platform that can help to change the economics of data
collection.
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9.6 Future Directions

In further developing Enipedia, there are several ways forward. Given the current
situation, it is unrealistic to expect a flood of outside editors, and our present efforts
are focused around improving subsets of the data that are useful for specific projects.

Beyond this strategy, there are several interesting opportunities that may enable
us to leverage a wider range of contributors. A way to think about these is to
return to the analogy of a supply chain of data. Enipedia may be seen as being one
of the end stages in this process. The work that we have done on improving the
data presented on Enipedia has often involved multiple steps such as converting the
original data sources and working through issues of aligning instances. This has not
been without problems, and one of the largest issues we have faced is figuring out
if one instance of a power plant is not in the data set already. If we had doubts
about whether one power plant was actually another one, we would leave the data
out instead of merging it or running the risk of creating duplicate entries. While
this errs on the side of caution, it does so at the expense of preventing expanded
coverage.

To make a better supply chain of data, we need to back up a few steps and focus
on improving the processes by which data eventually reaches Enipedia. As mentioned
previously, if unique identifiers were in common use, this would solve many of the
matching issues we have faced. Assuming that data providers do not start this
practice anytime soon, the alternative is to work on linking together the different
original data sources based on the local knowledge of people. With Enipedia, we have
seen that people do not rush in to help with this, although there are opportunities
for us to reach out to different projects such as those mentioned in Section 9.3 and to
offer the skills we have developed in the work on Enipedia. The issue we face is that
although we have considerable knowledge about technology, we lack a significant
community of contributors. The other projects mentioned tend to have the opposite
problem, and there is a real opportunity for their own work to be augmented by the
types of automated techniques that we have experience in developing.

In working with these communities, one of the biggest issues is that one has to be
very respectful of their goals and idiosyncrasies. One cannot expect to show up and
make radical changes, and even what may seem to be a minor change may appear
to be major in the minds of some in the community. When this occurs, it is not
always immediately clear if this is due to people being inflexible, or if there are quite
legitimate reasons behind it. One has to figure out how their goals are in line with
your own, and what the possible leverage points are that could help to shift things
in your direction. The following sections discuss these opportunities and how we
may approach them.

9.6.1 Wikipedia

As mentioned in Section 9.3, there is actually considerable coverage on Wikipedia
about power plants. Aside from having a large community of contributors, they
already have in use unique identifiers for power plants (i.e. URLs for wiki pages),
and features are already set up to disambiguate power plants with similar names.
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A way forward is by assisting with the WikiProject Energy50. The work being
conducted is already quite sophisticated, and group of contributors to this project
have already set up two bots to scan for all new articles to Wikipedia that deal with
energy issues. These bots work by scanning new articles for a list of keywords that
have been given weighting factors to help exclude false positives. It is common to
find that articles for power plants are well referenced, but there is still an opportunity
to augment these pages with data from official databases. A way to begin with this
is by following the same strategy present on wiki pages for chemicals. For example,
if one looks at the Wikipedia page for Benzene51, they will notice that it contains
the unique identifiers for Benzene in several different databases. The same can be
done with power plants, and there already is considerable work on Enipedia that
documents Wikipedia articles and their corresponding database identifiers.

A next step could be to set up a service on Enipedia that would scan for new
and existing power plant articles on Wikipedia, perform instance matching on several
databases, and suggest the likely identifiers ranked by matching score. One could
navigate these results in several ways, such as by entering in the URL for a single
wiki page, or by requesting a list of all the possible matches for all pages without
identifiers currently listed. Once these identifiers are in place, automatic checks
could be set up to help align the data contained in the wiki infoboxes with that
contained in the official databases.

9.6.2 OpenStreetMap

Another opportunity is to aid the OpenStreetMap52 project. For most people’s
needs, it is adequate to describe OpenStreetMap as being an open-source/open-
data version of Google Maps which anyone can edit. However, for the purposes of
Enipedia, calling this project a street map is misleading, and it is better described
as being a global GIS database with considerable coverage of the power industry.

Figure 9.20 gives an idea of the current coverage of the power sector in Europe.
The dominant feature displayed is power lines, with the nodes away from these lines
likely being individual wind turbines. What is interesting about this is that for
nearly every power line, the towers supporting these lines are mapped as well, likely
from people tracing the lines from satellite imagery. The coverage of certain features
varies by region, and it is possible in some areas to find very detailed information,
such as the locations of low voltage transformers scattered across neighborhoods in
Haarlem and in Utrecht.

A key feature of this project is that all of the data can be downloaded and
numerous tools allow for filtering out specific items in the data, rendering this data
in custom maps, or using it within another database. This distinguishes it from
Google Maps, whose data is under restrictive licenses that prevent this. Given
this functionality, an examination of the European data for OpenStreetMap was
performed, and as of January 22, 2012 it lists a total of 41,819 generators. Among
these, 32,017 have a fuel type listed, resulting in 9,802 generators, or 23.4% without
a fuel type specified. While over 41,000 generators sounds like a large number,

50http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:WikiProject_Energy
51http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Benzene
52http://openstreetmap.org
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Figure 9.20: Visualization of OpenStreetMap Data on power infrastructure in Eu-
rope. Map data ©OpenStreetMap contributors, licensed under the Open Database
License (ODbL).

it should be remembered that these are generators and not power stations. The
majority of these are individual wind turbines, meaning that for large wind farms, it
would not be unusual for dozens of generators to be counted. In terms of coverage, a
quick comparison to Enipedia shows that this is an important start, but there are still
quite a few power plants missing. For example, queries over the Enipedia data for
Europe lists 74 nuclear power plants, 509 natural gas plants, and 2,526 hydroelectric
plants. In comparison, the same data in OpenStreetMap lists 22 nuclear, 67 gas,
and 1,280 hydroelectric plants.

For the purposes of Enipedia, this project is interesting for several reasons. First,
certain types of its coverage are already extensive and this can be used to find new
or undocumented power plants. Secondly, it helps with the issue of creating unique
identifiers for power plants, as every object in their database has a unique id, and can
be tagged with references to other databases. The fact that these objects have to be
pinned to specific geographic coordinates helps to reduce ambiguity. An interesting
aspect of this is that, unlike Enipedia or Wikipedia, there is no requirement to give
a name to a power plant. One simply has to state that one exists at a particular
location. Even though this may not seem like much information, it can be valuable
and provide clues to the locations of power plants described in other data sets.
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As mentioned previously, in working with open source projects, one must be
willing to navigate issues involving the idiosyncrasies encountered within a larger
community. As an example of one of these experiences, while editing wind farms,
it was found that a particular tag indicating that a generator was a wind turbine
was listed in a warning message as being depreciated, and that another term was
preferred. A visit to the wiki page explaining the tags in use for generators53 showed
how fifteen months ago, there had been a Request for Comments (RFC) whose rec-
ommendations were approved after twenty people had voted in favor of a new schema
and had depreciated the old one. Upon changing the old tags to use the new tags, it
was found that efforts to standardize tags are actually quite controversial, with some
arguing that it is best that everyone has the freedom to use the tags they think are
most appropriate in order to capture local nuances (Hill, 2012). Furthermore, the
new tags specified in the RFC were not actually used by the style sheets used for
rendering the maps displayed on OpenStreetMap.org. In other words, if one decides
to update all wind farms to use what seems to be the latest accepted schema for
tagging, they are actually systematically removing wind farms from the map.

While these types of issues should be expected, for projects such as Open-
StreetMap, the opportunities appear to outweigh the disadvantages. Furthermore,
because these projects are open, it is possible for one to use their experiences in
helping the community to find better solutions to the current disadvantages.

9.7 Evaluation of Functional Requirements

In Chapter 5, several functional requirements were defined that can be used to
investigate enabling or disabling factors in the creation of evolving knowledge in-
frastructures. In general terms, these requirements focus on encouraging feedback
loops between community, data and the platforms that exist within a project.

Compared to the other case studies, this one was in some regards the most
sophisticated in terms of tools and use of insights gained from the previous cases.
One of the main goals was to explore the application of Web 2.0/Semantic Web tools
and philosophies to energy and industry topics. Various open data sources were used
in combination with several advanced types of software platforms that seemed to
hold promise in helping to manage this data. The main focus can be seen as being
on developing powerful platforms that enable a much better relationship with data.
While the focus was not explicitly on developing communities, it was hoped that
this platform would provide new ways of allowing communities to explore and gain
insights from complex data.

Below the various communities, data sets and platforms are described in addition
to what was observed about the relationships and feedback loops between these three
components.

9.7.1 Community

When the work on Enipedia began, it was anticipated that the community would be
a mix of people interested in understanding the state of current electricity production

53http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/wiki/Proposed_features/generator_rationalisation
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systems around the world. While we have not systematically tracked where all the
visitors to Enipedia come from, our occasional attempts to link IP addresses of
visitors to their corresponding domain names has shown that many of the visits
generally come from universities, energy companies, and investors. Another relevant
group is the Open Data community, which can be understood as being composed
of people who are interested in the types of opportunites around and applications
of Open Data. The work on Enipedia has indeed been used as a showcase for this
community (Davis and Chmieliauskas, 2011).

9.7.2 Data

As described, multiple data sets were employed in the development of Enipedia.
These were collected by different sources such as government agencies and inde-
pendent organizations, and were made available in different formats CSV, Excel
spreadsheets, MS Access databases, XML, and as web pages. The data described a
variety of aspects of power plants ranging from their power outputs, environmental
emissions, and owners. For Europe, additional information was available about each
plant’s role in the CO2 trading system.

9.7.3 Platforms

While the main platform behind Enipedia is a semantic wiki, the focus was not on
creating a monolithic platform, but on allowing for a web of interlinked components
to be built. As was shown with the different interfaces, the data was not trapped
within one platform, but could be used in different platforms to meet the needs
of diverse users. For example, we have already used the data on Enipedia in tools
such as Google Earth, statistical and visualization software, and also in Agent Based
Models. The work conducted in this thesis can be understood as understanding the
ways to create a platform that can connect to other platforms.

9.7.4 Data ↔ Communities

In the course of this work, it was discovered that there are quite some problems with
the relationship between communities and data, as the various communities that
gather data on power plants are not sufficiently organized to overcome some of the
hurdles that are commonly encountered. A very specific limiting factor is that these
communities do not commonly use standard identifiers for power plants, which, as
a result, limits that ease in which data is re-used, and has implications that impact
the quality of the data since it is not easy to combine multiple sources together.

Another issue occasionally encountered is the lack of clear licenses. For example,
one data set about wind farms was located on the website of a Dutch government
agency. The disclaimer for the entire website mentioned that data could be reused
as long as the original source was indicated. At the same time, the specific page
that displayed the data about the wind farms mentioned that the data was available
for purchase from a commercial provider, but did not indicate whether what was
shown was a subset of the commercial database, and if was actually free to reuse, as
indicated by the website disclaimer.
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In a discussion with the original data provider and the government agency, it was
found that the data could not actually be reused, and the statistics about the wind
farms could only be published if aggregated over a larger region. While it was found
that there was a desire that the data not be republished and that people should
buy the database, the entire database was actually embedded in the source code
of the government web page, meaning that whenever one views the website, they
actually download the entire database to their local computer. This means that the
Dutch government has paid for a commercial database that the public is not free
to reuse, and furthermore, the same data they display is also displayed on the web
site of the commercial data provider. In other words, the stated desires about how
the data should be used are inconsistent with how they use platforms to publish the
information.

9.7.5 Platforms ↔ Communities

With the work on Enipedia, the relationship between communities and this platform
has not been explicitly quantified, but there is enough evidence to show that it
has been a success in some regards. For example, the site currently receives on
average between five and six hundred visitors per day, and it is common to see
that visitors are coming from various power companies, research institutes, and
investment companies. In terms of the platform’s ability to help communities explore
complex data, the consistent traffic to the site seems to indicate that this has worked
quite well. A consistent long-term trend is that a quarter of the visitors are returning
and have been on the site before.

With regards to community participation, there has not been an overwhelming
amount of contributions by outside editors, and this is very much a topic of future
research. Also, we have found people who were interested in advanced features, such
as the ability to use SPARQL queries over the data on the site, but until now, this
has been a very limited community. It is likely that the documentation may not be
clear enough, and it is possible that people may not need these features, or are not
used to these types of features to be available. The present interfaces on the site
may also be “good enough” for their needs.

In terms of contributions, the majority have come from members of the E&I
Section of TBM at TU Delft. We have received contributions from people around
the world, and while these have been helpful and are greatly appreciated, they still
represent a small percentage of development on the site. An area of future research
would be to make it easier to people to contribute, and also to figure out what is the
smallest useful thing that a person can contribute. These ideas are already being
explored on Wikipedia, which has deployed their Article Feedback Tool54 at the
bottom of every Wikipedia article. This allows for readers to rate aspects of the
article, such as its trustworthiness, objectiveness, and completeness. A similar idea
could be used on Enipedia to highlight pages for power plants that need attention.
As mentioned previously in this chapter, there is a cost curve encountered in data
collection. For certain (usually large-scale) power plants, it is generally easy to find
information, while for others it can be much more difficult. Using such a feedback
tool would tell us not just about the quality of certain pages, but specifically, it

54http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Article_Feedback_Tool
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would indicate which pages have quality issues that users find to be important, since
they are visiting them. This would allow us to prioritize data quality improvements
based on what people are most likely to use.

In terms of other platforms that have been investigated during the course of this
research, it was noticed there has been a growth in transparency platforms among
certain industries. For example, the European Network of Transmission System Op-
erators for Electricity (ENTSO-E) has set up a transparency platform55 that pro-
vides data from the various transmissions system operators (TSOs) around Europe.
This site is indeed a positive step forward, and this effort should be congratulated
for the progress that it represents. One of the positive aspects of the site is that it
gives people the ability to download data in both Excel and XML formats.

However, the relationship between this platform and the community can be seen
quite clearly in their disclaimer56. For example, it states that “The downloads shall
be based on fair use, unproportional downloads (7.5 times more than the average
user of the same category) may lead to a withdrawal of the user rights without prior
notice.” There is no clarification of what “unproportional downloads” means, since
there is no indication of how much the average user actually downloads.

The disclaimer also mentions that “Data for further analyzing purposes are to be
downloaded using the means available at the website. The use of crawlers, robots
or similar tools will be seen as offensive and will lead to a temporarily or permanent
disclosure of a user/company from the website.” This is understandable as software
such as crawlers or robots can be harmful to site performance, specifically if the
creator of the software has not employed the appropriate means to moderate the
rate at which data is downloaded. However, if one would set up a program to
automatically download the latest data on a daily basis, then this would violate the
terms of service.

To be fair, the site does allow for downloads of yearly data, but if a researcher
needs to build their own database containing a historical record of the time series
data, which is kept up-to-date with the latest data on the site, they would have to
visit the site on regular intervals in order to manually download the data, and then
merge in this data with the rest that they have collected. It is entirely feasible to
write a program that would automate this whole process without impacting their
site performance, but this is simply not allowed according to the disclaimer.

9.7.6 Data ↔ Platforms

A key issue in the relationship between data and platforms, is that many platforms
function as captive user interfaces. This may either be done intentionally (possibly
due to legitimate reasons such as agreements on data access), or unintentionally
through people not thinking about how to make their data more useful once it is
put out in the open. For the examples discussed in this chapter, both good and bad
aspects were identified. Particularly desirable aspects involve publishing data using
machine-readable formats, using documented APIs, and allowing for bulk downloads.

Part of the discussion about the development of Enipedia and the difficulties in
instance matching should indicate that platforms do not currently exist that are able

55http://entsoe.net
56http://entsoe.net/res/disclaimer.pdf
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to effectively handle the multitude of ways in which data is presented. One cannot
simply take data from multiple sources and combine it together. A large amount
of processing is often needed before this can happen, and this can be slowed down
further by inconsistencies in the data. While software can be developed to help spot
these inconsistencies and do other activities such as instance matching, after a point,
one needs to have domain knowledge that cannot be encoded within software.

Hassan Schroeder has stated that “Perl is the duct tape of the Internet” (O’Reilly
and Smith, 1998), due the flexibility of the Perl programming language and its role
in enabling system administrators to join together programs in ways not envisioned
by their creators. One of the ideal visions of the Semantic Web is that it will help
to liberate data, and allow people to connect together datasets in novel ways that
enable people to gain insights not possible before. In the style of Schroeder, it is
possible to say that “the tacit knowledge of domain experts is the duct tape of the
Semantic Web”. Data will always have problems and be described in inconsistent
ways. This process of dealing with these issues is a “knowledge reengineering bottle-
neck” (Hoekstra, 2010) that is a significant challenge that will not disappear anytime
soon.

Figure 9.21: Data sets and workflows in use with Enipedia

9.8 Conclusion
What we have seen with the work described in this chapter, is that for the study
of global power production, there is a very large amount of information available
that can be combined with powerful tools to help navigate, explore and gain greater
insights from these data sets. The work here is an initial first step, and a crucial
limiting factor is that this information is not very well organized, and is difficult to
combine together. Despite this, the work on Enipedia has shown the potential of
the tools and philosophies that are being developed as more data becomes available.
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Through the use of multiple interfaces, we have demonstrated that this is not a
Captive User Interface, and that it provides a hub by which researchers can extract
the views most relevant to them.

The motivation behind the work on Enipedia has not just about documenting
power plants as described in this chapter, but it is an open platform that is flexible
enough to be used for other projects as well. Returning to the idea of the importance
of the relationships between data, communities and platforms, this puts us in a
position of already having a platform combined with a large amount of open data,
where the limiting factor is the community of people who can dedicate their time
to a project. In terms of building evolving knowledge infrastructures, this strategy
shows our attempts to have the necessary building blocks ready for when they are
needed.

These different blocks are already being used, and Figure 9.21 shows the infras-
tructure that we have built so far. The left side of this figure shows the various
data sets previously discussed, along with the tools used to convert them and then
query and display them on the site. As the platform is built using Semantic Web
standards, this means that whenever other groups publish data on the Semantic
Web, we are able to access these and use them in combination with the data we cur-
rently have. Furthermore, Enipedia is currently being used as a repository of data
for Agent Based Models, specifically with the AgentSpring platform that has been
developed. The limitations of ontology editors described in Chapter 4 is actively
being addressed by this work, and the use of Enipedia as an alternative approach to
structure data and increase transparency to both modelers and stakeholders, has so
far been promising.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion and Reflection

10.1 Conclusion

This thesis has aimed to address the inefficiencies by which academic fields compile,
curate, and interact with data about complex systems. The issue is that the study
of complex systems can be very data intensive, not just in terms of volume, but
also in terms of the diversity of data that is needed to describe complex systems.
This leads to an organizational challenge whereby we need to figure out how to
mobilize data from its sources to the people who need it. This is not just about
transmitting data, but it is also a recognition that data is transformed by and travels
via different “vehicles”. In other words, insights are gained not solely from raw data,
but by activities such as processing by statistical techniques, exploring data via
different visualization interfaces, and creating models which allow for more intuitive
understanding of systems. This journey of raw data to actionable insight occurs
via processes and structures that can be termed evolving knowledge infrastructures.
For data to flow effectively, there needs to be some sort of infrastructure or “data
pipes” that can connect together these different stages. As a starting point for
investigating how this can be facilitated, the central question in this thesis is “for
scientific fields studying complex socio-technical systems, how can we create evolving
knowledge infrastructures that facilitate the participation of a diversity of researchers
with a diversity of perspectives?”

These infrastructures do not just naturally exist, and it is common to see research
communities engage in self-limiting practices that prevent the formation of these.
The challenge of creating these was approached through the application of recent
developments of Information Technology tools and philosophies. As described below,
we can conclude that we can create evolving knowledge infrastructures by following
the guidelines developed in this thesis. The implementation of these guidelines has
been demonstrated in this thesis via an Agent Based Model, Semantic Wikis, and
more generally with applications involving publicly available open data.

The main contribution of this work does not lie with creating the “ultimate”
infrastructure, but with creating a better understanding of the tools and philosophies
that are needed to create knowledge infrastructures that can evolve to meet the
different needs that researchers have. These needs are not necessarily static, but
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may also evolve over time. The implementation described in this thesis allows for a
process of raw unstructured data to be progressively upgraded into structured data
that can be used within a dynamic simulation such as an Agent Based Model. In
the next subsections, the main findings of this work are presented.

10.1.1 Disconnect between Goals and Practices

The journey documented in this thesis was motivated largely by frustration. It
was recognized that there are large inefficiencies with regard to how academic fields
manage information about complex systems, and that there is a disconnect between
what people want to achieve and the means by which they try to achieve it. As a
result, many scientific fields are not achieving their true potential due to a lack of
awareness and skills in the recent developments of ICT tools and philosophies. For
example, the field of Industrial Ecology has goals stating that it is “the study of all
interactions between industrial systems and the environment” (Graedel, 1994) and
is a “systems-based, multidisciplinary discourse that seeks to understand emergent
behavior of complex integrated human/natural systems” (Allenby, 2006). However,
these goals are actually at odds with its current practices regarding information
collection and management. The current practices are not scalable, as these goals are
very data-intensive, and gathering and managing this data is an enormous challenge.

Conclusion 1 - It is not unusual to see that the stated goals of academic
fields studying complex systems are actually at odds with their current
practices regarding information collection and management.

10.1.2 Sensemaking and Data Supply Chains

In order to deal with this situation, we need to first understand at a deeper level
what is happening, and what exactly we want to achieve. Chapter 1 begins this
exploration with a discussion of both the sensemaking process (Pirolli and Card,
2005) and the steps needed in creating interactive data visualizations (Fry, 2004).
This discussion is illustrative as they both show how information is often processed
in what are essentially types of supply chains. Raw data must be collected, filtered,
and processed in various types of ways. Each of the steps may involve different
people who each add value to the information and then pass it on to someone else
for further processing.

Conclusion 2 - Information is processed in supply chains, where value
is added by humans and machines at each step. Blockages in the supply
chain will limit what can be done with the information.

Understanding this is important since studies of complex socio-technical systems
are difficult due to the need to integrate information from multiple sources that de-
scribe various aspects of economics, policy, and technology that are relevant to the
systems being studied. To get better information, it is desirable to figure out how
we can facilitate better supply chains of information. To make this information pro-
cessing more efficient, what is needed is what can be loosely termed “socio-technical
data plumbing”. What is meant by this is that with the revolution brought about
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by Information Technology, tremendous opportunities have opened up around data
automation and processing, but for our purposes, this is not enough, and this needs
to be effectively coupled with human cognition that is able to understand the context
of the data and process it in ways that are difficult for computers to do. In order
to create effective and efficient knowledge infrastructures, we need to figure out the
ways in which we can better leverage the respective strengths of both humans and
computers in these networks that process information.

To understand how to begin building these supply chains, it is useful to first rec-
ognize that data collection generally involves three major goals: comprehensiveness,
accuracy, and affordability. In other words, it is generally desirable to have data
with the most coverage, of the best quality, and with the lowest price in terms of
both money and effort expended.

As illustrated in Figure 10.1, meeting all three goals simultaneously is arguably
impossible, and this leads to a tradeoff where it is more realistic to focus on achieving
two out of the three goals. The choice of the combination of goals depends on what
people need, and what their purpose in collecting the data is. For example, if one
desires very accurate data that is also affordable, then this will likely not have very
broad coverage in what it describes. Likewise, if one wants very comprehensive
data that is also affordable, then the data will not likely be very accurate unless
one spends the time and money to verify all of the observations contained in the
data. The solution to this involves figuring out how to intelligently balance out and
progressively work towards these goals.

Conclusion 3 - Data collected cannot be simultaneously accurate, afford-
able, and comprehensive. This leads to a tradeoff as only two of the three
goals can be met at once.

Figure 10.1: Data collected cannot be simultaneously accurate, affordable, and com-
prehensive. This leads to a tradeoff as only two of the three goals can be met at
once.

10.1.3 Building Blocks for Evolving Knowledge Infrastruc-
tures

The previous discussion describes how an evolving knowledge infrastructure needs
to be able to interconnect different processing steps where people and machines are
able to add value at each of the steps. This idea is continued in Chapter 2 which
discusses how we think about organizing information in general, and how even the
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structure of the Web was anticipated by thinkers in the first half of the twentieth
century. For people such as Otlet (1934) and Bush (1945), it was seen that a top-
down hierarchical organization of information is simply not scalable, while storing
information as a graph or network of associative trails is more robust, as it allows
people to follow their intuition through the pathways that are most relevant for their
own research.

Conclusion 4 - Evolving knowledge infrastructures need to be built using
bottom-up networks. These networks must enable multiple associative
trails by which people can traverse the system based on their own infor-
mational needs and intuition.

It was further recognized that although wikis started out as “the simplest online
database that could possibly work”(Cunningham, 2002), they have since evolved
considerably both in terms of technology and the social processes that support them.
As discussed in that chapter, the sophistication of projects such as Wikipedia is quite
likely far beyond what people commonly realize, due to the prevalence of automated
tools such as bots, and the myriad of tools that support a social process of managing
and improving content. Due to their flexibility, wikis also function effectively as
online repositories of associative trails.

Conclusion 5 - Wikis provide a suitable means of constructing and man-
aging these collections of associative trails.

In Chapter 3, these ideas about knowledge infrastructures were further extended
by examining the trends, tools and philosophies involved in Web 2.0, the Semantic
Web, and Open Data. It was found that these hold promise in enabling fields such as
Industrial Ecology to overcome issues commonly encountered with the management,
curation, and exploration of data about complex systems. In particular, Semantic
Wikis were identified as a type of platform that could aid in the management of the
mix of structured and unstructured data that is processed in this field.

Conclusion 6 - Semantic Wikis offer an powerful opportunity for data
management as they can accommodate both unstructured and structured
data. This allows people to give context to data, while enabling multiple
interfaces by which the structured data can be explored.

What is interesting about Semantic Wikis is that while they have features that
allow a group to organize and manage their own data, they also provide people the
means to prevent their data from being trapped in walled gardens or data silos. The
use of Semantic Web standards within these tools is an important enabler in allowing
this data to become part of a much larger evolving knowledge infrastructure.

Conclusion 7 - These Semantic Wikis can then function as nodes in
the Semantic Web, allowing different groups to network their databases
together while still maintaining ownership and control.

Chapter 4 discussed how some of the same ideas and technologies explored in
Chapter 3 could also be applied to Agent Based Modelling in order to make the
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modelling process more efficient. A key recognition is that the work of van Dam
(2009) and Nikolic (2009) has laid a very important foundation in terms of facilitating
a collaborative process of creating models of complex socio-technical systems. The
ability to re-use a common ontology can reduce development time through the re-use
of data or design patterns that are used to structure the data. In practice, this has
been very beneficial, but there is much more that can be done. In particular, the
frame-based ontology used by van Dam (2009) and Nikolic (2009) is not actually
ready for the trends discussed in Chapter 3, such as the increasing amounts of open
data. Ontologies such as OWL, which are build upon the RDF standard, are directly
meant to work with the Semantic Web, where different groups are able to maintain
their own databases distributed across the Web.

Conclusion 8 - Use of a single centralized ontology is not a scalable solu-
tion for studying complex systems. A more robust solution is to combine
together several modular ontologies as needed to describe the systems.

Additionally, the tools used for managing the ontology are not as transparent as
they could be, which has implications for the ease in which errors can be spotted,
and also for the ability of people to find existing data that may be useful for them to
re-use. Different platforms need to be explored, and it appears that Semantic Wikis
offer the flexibility that is needed.

Conclusion 9 - Traditional ontology editors do not provide an intuitive
easily navigable interface to the data gathered, but Semantic Wikis allow
for the creation of better interfaces.

The second issue relates to how the data is processed within an Agent Based
Model. The traditional approach has been to use the ontology as a means to in-
stantiate Java objects that are then given the values defined in the ontology. The
ontology essentially acts as a template, which is input into the model. The challenge
we have faced is that the Agent Based Models we develop are not based largely
on mathematical formulas, but on queries to retrieve information. As part of their
decision making, agents spend significant amounts of their time searching through
and retrieving structured information. The problem with this is that this has been
done without the use of a proper database and query language, with the functional-
ity being coded from scratch. One of the struggles in model development has been
that of creating code to make the relevant data (about the environment, others and
themselves) available to agents, and allowing them to ask very complex questions
about it. A possible solution to this is to use ontology tools to actually manage
the data within an ABM, specifically by representing the model data in Semantic
Web standards such as RDF, and allowing it to be queried through the use of the
SPARQL query language. Doing so would allow for complex data management to be
performed by software libraries specifically intended for this purpose. A side benefit
of this would be that all of the data contained in the model could be easily queried
and extracted, which could have positive benefits for the debugging process and for
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reducing the “black box” nature of models.

Conclusion 10 - Traditional ways of creating Agent Based Models lead to
issues of transparency and difficulties in enabling agents to ask sophisti-
cated questions about their world. Adoption of Semantic Web technologies
ameliorates this situation.

10.1.4 Functional Requirements
The first part of this thesis has examined the particular ideas, tools and philosophies
that can facilitate the creation of evolving knowledge infrastructures. A way to
generalize the insights gained from this is shown in Figure 10.2. This argues that for
knowledge infrastructures, it is possible to identify different types of communities,
data sets, and platforms. These communities take many different forms that may
involve organized groups of people, or loose groups of researchers interested in the
same topics. The data sets involved may have different scales, levels of detail and be
collected for different purposes. The platforms involved refer to online collaborative
platforms such as wikis, or tools that are used for processing the data, such as
statistical programming languages, or spreadsheets.

Figure 10.2: Interdependence of data, platforms and communities

What this figure emphasizes is that there are relationships between data, com-
munities, and platforms, and it is hypothesized that in order to create effective
knowledge infrastructures, one must be aware of how their actions may limit or en-
courage the relationships between some of these elements. For example, if data is not
published using standard file formats, it will be difficult to find platforms that can
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process the data. Also, if communities are not sufficiently educated of the potentials
of certain types of platforms, they may not have the ability to effectively interpret
some of the data they collect.

Conclusion 11 - Facilitating evolving knowledge infrastructures requires
facilitating the relationships between communities, data and platforms.
Blockages in these relationships will limit what can be achieved.

The high level overview of Figure 10.2 can be distilled more concretely into the
functional requirements described below, which have been derived from the best
practices found in the literature explored in the first part of this thesis. While many
more could certainly be defined, these were the main requirements that guided the
work conducted in the case studies.

Increase transparency - The ways in which data has been compiled in an ontology
have not been very transparent, which makes it difficult to get a high-level
overview of what is described. The transparency of the data used in models
can be improved as well in order to provide better oversight into the actual
operation of the model.

Enable associative trails - Top-down organization of information is not scalable.
We need to allow for organic growth, and for multiple ways of traversing net-
works of facts.

Avoid dissipation of cognitive energy - People spend enormous amounts of en-
ergy in understanding complex systems, and finding problems in data sets. We
need to have platforms that can efficiently capture this energy in productive
ways and not let it diffuse.

Avoid captive user interfaces - The data should be available through multiple
interfaces, and we should allow for people to build their own processing path-
ways as part of their own sensemaking process. Simply put, allow the data to
flow, don’t trap it.

Allow for iteration and evolution - Information is rarely complete or perfect.
We need to allow for both incremental improvements and for the data to be
used in novel and unexpected ways.

These functional requirements have guided the choice of tools and approaches
employed in the case studies. Through the literature that was reviewed, these were
seen as having large potential to ameliorate some of the issues encountered when
studying complex socio-technical systems, but it is necessary to test these out to
gain a better sense of their true opportunities and limitations.

10.1.5 Case Specific Insights
The case studies explored the application of these requirements to different stages
within a sensemaking process. Semantic Wikis, for example, facilitate a process
where data is collected and progressively refined and structured. Agent Based Mod-
els represent a stage where a hypothesis is being tested through the use of models
whose characteristics are informed through the use of structured data.
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Mobile Phone Recycling The case study in Chapter 6 was the first effort at test-
ing the claims laid out in Chapter 4, where it was argued that new ways of building
Agent Based Models should be explored, in order to facilitate better management of
information both by those collecting data for the model, and also for the simulated
agents who often are programmed to perform complex queries to access information
about themselves, other agents and their environment. In practice, the ideas dis-
cussed in Chapter 4 have been shown to work, and the software implementation has
been able to reduce the “black box” nature of models by allowing for all of the data
in the simulation to be queried and inspected. This is significantly different from
implementing models using only Java objects since one runs into issues of variable
scope, which has the implication that all of the data in use by these types of model
cannot be easily explored. As a result, the main focus of this case study can be seen
as trying to improve the relationship between a platform and data. It was found
that there are trade offs and the downside of the approach employed though is that
it is comparatively slower than the previous types of Agent Based Models that have
been developed.

Conclusion 12 - The use of Semantic Web tools and standards within an
Agent Based Model facilitates greater transparency, opens up new oppor-
tunities for data analysis, and allows for the creation of agents who can
ask more sophisticated queries about themselves and their surrounding
world.

In terms of other outputs of this case study, the work is first known Agent Based
Model capable of allowing a dynamic Material Flow Analysis, as Semantic Web tools
were used to help organize information about the entire history of individual mobile
phones from cradle to grave as they passed through the production, consumption
and recycling systems (Bollinger et al.).

Eco-Industrial Park Wiki Chapter 7 describes a case representing the trial of
a Semantic Wiki as a means to enable a group of researchers to gather and manage
information, and is based upon ideas in Chapter 3. The key problem addressed is
that many industrial parks claim to be Eco-Industrial Parks, although there is no
standard definition of this. This project created a global inventory of these sites and
applied criteria to indicate if these claims were merely greenwashing, or if there was
information to back up these claims. This case is notable due to the fact that after
two months of work by a group of M.Sc. students, this became the largest database
of its kind on the Web, and remains so after two years.

Conclusion 13 - A Semantic Wiki is a viable platform for enabling a
community to rapidly compile and deploy an interactive online database.
It facilitates transparency of data via multiple interfaces and allows for
a community to iteratively improve it.

This case study largely focuses on exploring the relationship between communi-
ties and platforms. The work performed by the M.Sc. students was a direct result of
a class project, and while a very vibrant community was created during the course of
the class, this community that was organized around documenting these industrial
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parks essentially disbanded after the class was over, as the students moved on to
work required by other classes. Although the site was left open to contributions by
outside editors, only a single contribution was received over the course of the two
years since the class ended, and initial concerns about industries posting information
in an effort to greenwash questionable activities never materialized. The role of an
organized community is of clear importance here, and as seen, the disappearance of
a key motivator can have sudden effects on the continuity of a project even if it is
open to outside contributions.

Semantic LCA While much effort in the LCA community has focused on calcu-
lation methodologies and data gathered for individual case studies, only a compar-
atively small amount of effort has been devoted to thinking how to more efficiently
collect, organize and manage this data. The work in Chapter 8 is meant to lay out
a blueprint for how to address these issues that often occur within the field of Life
Cycle Analysis. A key problem is highlighted in Figure 10.1, as it is common for
people to want data to be simultaneously be comprehensive, accurate, and afford-
able. The work in this thesis argues that it is impossible to maximize all three of
these goals at once.

Conclusion 14 - The LCA community faces significant challenges in
terms of data collection and management. The tools and social processes
enabled by a Semantic Wiki address these challenges.

A more nuanced approach is needed, such as that described in this chapter,
where technologies are used to support a social process of progressively improving
information. These technologies are not completely new and are already in use
by different communities. The major difficulties involved in applying these ideas
within the field of LCA are illustrated via the survey of LCA practitioners conducted
by Sayan (2011). Several important trends are seen, such as practitioners being
interested in there being more open data, but not being interested to an equivalent
degree in spending time to contribute to it. Practitioners were also found to not
have much familiarity with the ideas of crowdsourcing and linked data. These results
can be understood as highlighting current disconnects in the relationships between
communities and data, and also between communities and the types of platforms
discussed in this chapter.

Enipedia The work on Enipedia described in Chapter 9 was the last case study
conducted, and is in some regards the most sophisticated in terms of tools and use
of insights gained from the previous cases. One of the main goals was to explore
the application of Web 2.0/Semantic Web tools and philosophies to energy and
industry topics. Various open data sources were used in combination with several
advanced types of software platforms that seemed to hold promise in helping to
manage this data. One of the major projects on the site involved exploring the
application of these in helping to document global electricity production of power
plants. The main focus can be seen as being on developing powerful platforms that
enable a much better relationship with data. While the focus was not explicitly on
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developing communities, it was hoped that this platform would provide new ways of
allowing communities to explore and gain insights from complex data.

Conclusion 15 - A Semantic Wiki effectively functions as a node in a
larger evolving knowledge infrastructure. It increases transparency by
allowing for the creation of multiple interfaces by which stakeholders can
view the data from different perspectives. It also allows for evolution
since it is not a captive user interface and others are free to extract the
data and use it for their own sensemaking processes.

In the course of this work, it was discovered that there are quite some problems
with the relationship between communities and data, as the various communities
that gather data on power plants are not sufficiently organized to overcome some
of the hurdles that are commonly encountered. A very specific limiting factor is
that these communities do not commonly use standard identifiers for power plants,
which, as a result, limits the ease in which data is re-used, and has implications
that impact the quality of the data since it is not easy to combine multiple sources
together.

The relationships between communities and this platform have not been explic-
itly quantified, but there is enough evidence to show that it has been a success.
For example, the site currently receives on average between five and six hundred
visitors per day, and it is common to see that visitors are coming from various power
companies, research institutes, and investment banks. In terms of the platform’s
ability to help communities explore complex data, the consistent traffic to the site
seems to indicate that this has worked quite well. With regards to community par-
ticipation, there has been one editor1 from outside who has been very instrumental
in improving data quality of power plants in France in addition to helping with
software development of new features2. The conversations and collaboration with
this editor have been very fruitful in helping to improve Enipedia, as this editor
is quite knowledgeable both about Information Technology and the energy sector.
Aside from this case, there has not been an overwhelming amount of contributions
by outside editors, and this is very much a topic of future research.

10.1.6 Directions for Future Research
One particular area of future research involves understanding better both the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of the implementations that were used. The suitability
of these tools is dependent on many factors, and the case studies represent applica-
tions that were promising in being able to illustrate the opportunities that these tools
could provide in improving the way that we work with data and conduct research.

From the case studies, it was found that the suitability of these tools depends on
the nature of the data involved and the needs of the communities associated with it.
For example, Semantic Wikis are useful platforms when one needs to have a group
of people gain multiple views over a set of entities that are best represented as a
collection of individual wiki pages. They do not work well when one is dealing with
a large set of individual observations, such as time series data. In this case, more

1http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/User:Nono
2http://enipedia.tudelft.nl/wiki/Enipedia_Maps
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traditional tools such as relational databases are better suited. It is important to
remember that Semantic Wikis work well as a hub in a larger sensemaking network.
They allow for a community to iteratively improve, collect and structure data, but
then also export the data to other tools more suited to different types of processing.

A similar experience was noted with the use of Semantic Web standards within
Agent Based Models. This integration is most advantageous if one is creating a
model of many diverse agents forming networks whose actions are determined by
queries they make about themselves and their surroundings. This approach is not
suitable as a replacement for formula-based models.

Another disadvantage is the lack of familiarity that people have with these tools.
Although we have had successful experiences in teaching many people how to use
these, the default reaction is typically one of intimidation. These are tools that
people have not usually encountered as part of their education.

A large opportunity is for further sociological research into what is happening
with the trends described throughout this thesis. McLuhan and Fiore’s (1967) was
correct in stating that “the medium is the message”, in the sense that the medium
by which the message is transmitted is worthy of study in itself, since it affects how
the audience both perceives and interacts with the message.

The new types of media (and data) that we have available are changing society.
Shirky (2009) has mentioned how the broadcast structure of traditional media has
been one-to-many, in the sense that a newspaper or radio station is a centralized
organization that broadcasts the same message to many people. It is also to an
extent largely read-only, and people’s interactions were limited to activities such as
writing letters to the editor, as they did not have access to broadcast facilities of
their own.

With the rise of the Web, Shirky (2009) argues that these new broadcast tech-
nologies are many-to-many, as we now have many people broadcasting many different
messages to many people. The media has also shifted from largely read-only to in-
creasingly read/write. Even traditional centralized media such as newspapers now
regularly allow for comments on their articles, and in the case of wikis, readers also
have the ability to change the contents of the original message. These trends ap-
ply for data as well, since people have much more access to it, and more tools are
available that allow them to process it.

This democratization of data access and publishing tools is indeed changing the
world, and we need to understand better the positive and negative ways in which
this is happening. Some have argued that these trends are actually making us worse
off (Keen, 2007) as it gives a louder voice to amateurs who do not possess the tacit
knowledge required to properly put facts into context, and lack the proper skills
to engage in a constructive dialogue. Furthermore, it is feared that these trends
may drag everyone down to a lower level and away from a more “enlightened” age.
In response to this, some have argued that “It’s not as if habits of deep reflection,
thorough research and rigorous reasoning ever came naturally to people” (Pinker,
2010). If the increase in open data and accessibility of publishing platforms does not
lead to a (more) enlightened age, it is a failure of the educational system, which is
tasked with turning people into functioning citizens of society.

These issues are not new, as politicians have an age-old stereotype of twisting
or inventing facts to suit their agendas. Figure 10.3 can be seen as an argument
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of how some of the practices institutionalized on Wikipedia could help to make
society better, or at least more grounded in facts. The democratization of data
and publishing is changing the balance of power, and online projects such as the
Sunlight Foundation3, MapLight4 and FactCheck.org5 are showing how this can be
done effectively.

Figure 10.3: Wikipedian protester (http://xkcd.com/285, Creative Commons BY-
NC 2.5)

Aside from the discussion about how these trends affect societal dialogue and
collective sensemaking, one of the real issues is that of understanding and imple-
menting new ways of signaling. A classic example of a signal is the attainment of
an academic degree, since it is easier for a potential employer to quickly assess your
level of knowledge if you have a degree, than if you have the same level of knowledge,
but are largely self-educated. While this thesis has largely argued that data quality
is a function of the number of people working with the data, this is still only part of
the solution, as reputation and credentials add a necessary hidden dimension that
is important for data evaluation.

In understanding and creating new types of signals, the idea of credentials needs
to be rethought depending on the goals of projects. It needs to be remembered that
Wikipedia is at least the second attempt to create a free online encyclopedia, and
came out of the failed Nupedia project, whose seven step editorial process proved to
be too cumbersome for a task as large as creating an extensive encyclopedia. The
fact that current peer reviewed encyclopedias such as Citizendium and Scholarpe-
dia are presently struggling with only several thousand articles, shows that lowering
the barrier to contributions can have a serious impact, especially if one desires to
have very broad coverage. However, the strategies of “a few select gatekeepers with
credentials” and that of letting everyone in, can be seen as representing two ex-

3http://sunlightfoundation.com/
4http://maplight.org/
5http://FactCheck.org
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tremes of possibilities. Work is being done on understanding how to use the best
of both approaches. For example, online reputation systems such as that employed
on StackOverflow6 and eBay7 certainly can play a role in this, although there is no
guarantee that some will not find ways to game the system.

From a more technical level, the work described in this thesis has already lead to
interesting development directions by other people. For example, the ideas described
in Chapter 4 and resulting work shown in Chapter 6 has laid part of the foundation
for the work by Chmieliauskas (2011) on the AgentSpring8 ABM platform. What
has been specifically re-used is the idea of having all the simulation data exist in the
form of a graph database which is accessible to both the agents and the modeler via a
query language. Additionally, several of the models developed with this platform use
information stored on Enipedia9 (described in Chapter 9) as an input for modelling
(Chmieliauskas et al., 2012a).

The experience thus far with AgentSpring has highlighted the value of letting
people explore the “adjacent possible” (Kauffman, 2000) that is opened up through
the combination of new tools and philosophies. For example, AgentSpring goes
several steps beyond the work described in Chapter 6 and allows for the simulation
database to be accessible via a web service even during a live simulation. In practical
terms, this means that one has the ability to write queries that enable exploration of
real-time simulation data with incredible precision. Since all of the data is exposed,
this tremendously reduces the “black box” nature of models. These queries can also
be coupled to new visualizations on-the-fly, which shortens the development cycle
since one does not have to re-start the simulation in order to add new types of
outputs.

10.2 Outlook

Part of the longer term outlook is in line with Gibson’s (1999) quote that “the
future is already here - it’s just not evenly distributed”. The tools, practices and
philosophies discussed in this thesis are all in use by growing communities of early
adopters who typically have well-established Web presences, which makes it easy
for people to look over their shoulder at the new applications that are emerging. A
significant part of what was learned during the course of this thesis was gained by
observing and participating within these online communities.

Already tools such as semantic wikis are gaining in popularity as new groups find
them convenient for managing both plain text and structured information. While it
is currently rare to see people use them on such a technical level as demonstrated
with Enipedia, it is common to see these groups utilizing subsets of the features
available for their different use cases. The work performed in developing Enipedia
contributes to the efforts to enable semantic wikis to act as data hubs in the Semantic
Web. This may turn out to be a major factor that encourages and makes it easier
for people to publish data on the Semantic Web. There is also a growing awareness

6http://stackoverflow.com
7http://ebay.com
8https://github.com/alfredas/AgentSpring/wiki
9http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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of publishing data not just in human-readable documents, but also in formats that
can be easily consumed by programs that help people to process the data.

The use of Gibson’s quote is not meant to give a shortsighted outlook, but to
highlight that the present is stranger than many people realize. For example, in
2010 a computer created by IBM beat two human competitors on the American
quiz show Jeopardy. This was also a win for Open Data, as Wikipedia (in the form
of DBpedia) was one of the data sets fed into the computer (Ferrucci et al., 2010).
Furthermore, Wikipedia has for many years been of interest to Artificial Intelligence
researchers (Ponzetto and Strube, 2007; Weld et al., 2008). Simply put, it’s not
just the humans who are reading this, and as shown in Chapter 2, it’s not just the
humans who are editing it either. Given this, we will likely see more tools that are
able to better process unstructured data, beyond the structured data that this thesis
largely focuses on. As a result, the types of data that are valuable will likely shift as
advances in techniques such as sentiment analysis and natural language processing
unlock new opportunities in terms of what types of data we can efficiently process.

We will likely see further exploration of the paradox about information wanting
to be free and information wanting to be expensive (Brand, 1988, 202). People
will find new ways to extract value from information, while others will realize that
their information is not as valuable as it once was. People will work out new types of
licensing agreements similar in diversity to those that exist currently for open source
software, as they figure out new creative ways to facilitate collaboration while still
being able to extract financial value from their work.

A further driver of the exploration of the free/expensive paradox is the fact that
the cost structure of the data supply chain is still changing considerably. This is
not likely affecting all parts of the cost structure equally, but it will change the
aspects that people find valuable. It has already been clear for a while that the
cost of publishing has fallen enormously. This is dramatically evidenced as the
author of this thesis is quite aware of the large sum of money required to print
this thesis in book form, but would be surprised to find if anyone actually knew or
was even concerned with the costs of putting the pdf version online. The costs of
data collection are falling as well with the growth of distributed sensor networks,
smartphones and crowdsourcing in general. This is being coupled with smarter
algorithms that can filter these data streams and extract signals from noisy data.

The future may show that the types of tools explored in this thesis are only of
temporary relevance, and act as a stopgap solution until something better comes
along. Whatever does emerge will encourage the relationships between data, com-
munities and platforms better than the types of solutions we have today. They will
figure out in better ways how to harness people’s motivations and use people’s cogni-
tive capacities to perform tasks that computers are naturally bad at. Platforms will
likewise facilitate new types of communities and information processing networks
that we have yet to imagine.

10.3 Reflection
This work has covered many topics, and through the discussions contained in the
chapters, it should be apparent that these topics are really part of the steps in a larger
sensemaking process (Pirolli and Card, 2005) where we are collectively gathering
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information, processing it, generating hypotheses, and telling stories about what we
have found. We are trying to both explore the complexity of the world and reduce
it as much as possible to conceptualizations that help us to understand, adjust to,
and hopefully influence it. This work is ultimately an exploration of certain means
of creating better, more efficient, evolving knowledge infrastructures.

An interpretation of this work should not be the idea that more data is by default
better, but it needs to be remembered that “Data has to be actionable; otherwise
it’s just trivia”(Madsen, 2011; O’Reilly, 2011). The reader should be left with more
of a question about prioritization in terms of what types of information are needed,
and how we stimulate the collection, processing, and eventual interpretation of it.

A key result of this work is that technology does not seem to be a primary
limiting factor. From a very high level perspective, the growth of the Web and
ubiquity of ICT has led to very notable success stories with entirely new industries
being developed within the last decade and a half. From the examples highlighted
throughout this thesis, it seems quite likely that there are many more success stories
that have yet to emerge.

Figure 10.4: Use of the same data by different communities and using different
platforms

Considerably more work needs to be done on understanding how to better im-
prove both the relationship between communities and data, and the relationship
between communities and platforms. While there is certainly a lack of awareness in
some communities about these opportunities, the actual story is a bit deeper. For
example, the work of Sayan (2011) does expose a lack of awareness among LCA
practitioners, but it also shows that people have very legitimate concerns about how
other people may inadvertently or intentionally misinterpret their results. There are
also not exactly clear boundaries between what can be automated, and what cannot
be. Grant et al. (2010) discusses aspects of this in their exploration of ICT tools
that have been developed to facilitate Industrial Symbiosis. The challenge is that
it is very difficult to automatically match the waste flow of one facility to the types
of input flows needed by another facility. It is not enough to simply match on the
materials in the flows. This is because waste streams that may be largely composed
of the same materials are essentially non-standard products. The tacit knowledge
of people who are deeply familiar with the technologies involved is required in order
to say if a waste stream is of a high enough quality or composition to be used as an
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input to another process.
These challenges are not necessarily insurmountable, but they point at some of

the issues that will slow down the rate of progress. Ultimately, the bigger picture
involves taking a step back beyond just our own information needs and work, and
recognizing that what we are collectively constructing is more akin that shown in
Figure 10.4. We are not creating isolated communities with their own insular needs,
but through the use of common data and common platforms, we are actually creating
much larger interconnected information gathering and processing networks. This is
the evolving knowledge infrastructure that allows us to be self-reflective and to sense
what we as a species are actually doing both on and to the planet. As humanity has
reached an unprecedented scale both in terms of population and impact, we need to
better develop these means of facilitating our own collective sensemaking process.
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Summary

Introduction The evolution of human society to its present globalized state has
been enabled by a global “dance” of raw materials on their journey across oceans and
borders into the finished products that surround us. This dance has been accommo-
dated by large scale industry and infrastructure networks. These systems are not
purely technical, but are also social networks, mutually interconnected in many ways
through a diversity of relationships, and embedded in different institutional settings.
The complexity of these systems is both a blessing and a curse: they can be flexible,
adaptive and self-organizing, but when things go wrong it is not always clear what
interventions should be made where and when, because it is very difficult or even
impossible to get a complete high-level picture of what is actually happening.

Understanding these complex sociotechnical systems is becoming increasingly
important as transitioning towards a more sustainable world is one of the greatest
challenges we face. Such transitioning will require a restructuring of society, infras-
tructure, industry and economies. This is not about just simply restructuring, but
will also require knowledge of options and constraints in terms of energy and material
limits. In doing this, we will have to make decisions under various degrees of un-
certainty, while information is not always complete or available, may be conflicting,
or while we may not have the means to properly analyze the data and extract the
appropriate signals. A major challenge being faced in understanding the structure
and behaviour of energy infrastructure and industry networks is that information
about them is fragmented, expensive to compile, or not accessible. This is further
compounded by the problem that when data does exist, it is often managed in ways
in which it is not easily mobilized and reused.

The aim of this work is to contribute to addressing the inefficiencies by which
academic fields compile, curate and interact with data about complex systems. The
core issue is that the study of complex systems can be very data intensive, not just in
terms of volume, but also in terms of the diversity of data that is needed to describe,
for example, the Dutch or European energy system. This leads to an organizational
challenge whereby we need to figure out how to mobilize data from its sources to
the people who need it. This is not just about transmitting data, but it is also a
recognition that data is transformed by and travels via different “vehicles”. In other
words, information and insights on systems are gained not solely from raw data,
but by activities such as processing by statistical techniques, exploring data via
different visualization interfaces, and creating models which allow for more intuitive
understanding of the dynamics of systems. This journey of raw data to actionable
insight occurs via processes and structures that can be termed evolving knowledge
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infrastructures. For data to flow effectively, some sort of information infrastructure
is required that can connect together these different stages. Such an infrastructure
does not naturally exist, and it is common to see research communities engage in
self-limiting practices that prevent the formation of these.

Problem Statement The main problem we identified is that while it is obvious
that the use of data in research needs to be more efficient, there is still a large gap
between our current practices and the benefits that may be realized by leveraging
the Web. The Web is largely enabled by open standards, which reinforce a web
of combinatorial innovations also in the realm of the management and use of data
through research communities. At this time, it is not clear which combinations or
architectures may succeed. This leads to the central research question in this thesis:

For scientific fields studying complex socio-technical systems, how can we
create evolving knowledge infrastructures that facilitate the participation
of a diversity of researchers with a diversity of perspectives?

While we will never have perfect information, we are currently witnessing a
convergence of trends that holds considerable promise in pushing the boundaries
of what we can know about our collective impact. With the World Wide Web,
we have created a bottom-up network of information on an unprecedented scale,
and society is still catching up with the implications of the technologies that have
been developed. While the Web began as a network of documents, there is an
increasing focus on exploring its social implications, with crowd sourced projects
such as Wikipedia and platforms such as GitHub enabling us to explore new ways
in which we organize ourselves to achieve tasks. With the Semantic Web, we are
also exploring new techniques by which we can manage data, as we create a web
of distributed interlinked databases, and increase the ease by which data can be
sourced and combined from multiple locations.

Therefore, the central research question is addressed by developing such an in-
stance of an evolving knowledge infrastructure, following a design approach. The
analysis starts by examining relevant developments in information management and
the Web, exploring not only the tools, but also the philosophies behind these. Thus,
enabling mechanisms and best practices are extracted to arrive at functional require-
ments for evolving knowledge infrastructures. Subsequently, a series of case studies
is completed to develop and explore the implementation of such evolving knowledge
infrastructures. Insights obtained are translated to the functional design require-
ments for Enipedia10, which effectively is a knowledge infrastructure on energy and
industry that continues to evolve.

Methodology and Analysis In this work we first examine the general philoso-
phies behind the development of the Web, Wikis and the Semantic Web, and extract
functional design requirements based on an examination of numerous projects that
have either failed or succeeded. We also examine current techniques and issues in-
volving information management in Agent Based Models of complex socio-technical

10http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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systems. The commonality between these tools is that they can be seen as repre-
senting different stages in the sensemaking process. Wikis primarily function as a
tool for groups to collect raw data and progressively filter and structure it. Agent
Based Models are a tool that allows us to take this structured data and then perform
advanced operations on it, such as creating models that illuminate the workings of
reality. The processes around using these tools have room for improvement.

Our examination of these tools and philosophies highlights aspects that can either
enable or disable projects. The insights obtained are used to inform the designs that
were implemented for the case studies. Relevant aspects include how successful wikis
collectively build structure instead of descending into chaos because of lack of central
coordination, and how there is a surprising level of sophistication within projects
such as Wikipedia, which regularly use automation on a large scale as a means to
maintain and organize the site.

We also discuss how Semantic Wikis offer an interesting opportunity for data
management as they support a social process of improving the data, and can accom-
modate both unstructured and structured data. This allows people to give context
to data, while enabling multiple interfaces by which the structured data can be ex-
plored. As a result, this facilitates transparency as stakeholders can view the data
from different perspectives, which gives more opportunities for people to spot er-
rors and gain different types of insights. This also allows for evolution, since it is
not a captive user interface and anyone is free to extract the data and use it for
their own sensemaking processes. In the global web, a Semantic Wiki can effectively
function as a node in a larger evolving knowledge infrastructure. Due to the open
standards that are used, it can act as a node in the Semantic Web, allowing different
groups to network their databases together while still maintaining ownership and
control of their data. This ability enabled by the Semantic Web to let people cre-
ate interlinked databases distributed across the Web holds tremendous promise in
helping to effectively mobilize the information that is gathered by various research
communities.

From the literature, enabling mechanisms and best practices are extracted. In
identifying commonalities among these, we recognize that these can be understood as
means to enable relationships between specific elements in systems that are composed
of data, communities and platforms (Figure 10.5). In simple terms, data can be
understood as a collection of information, while platforms are the tools that allow
communities (or individual people) to access this data and do “useful” things with it.
If we want to facilitate the creation of evolving knowledge infrastructures, then we
need to be aware of and encourage the relationships between each of these different
entities, as they help to create self-reinforcing feedback loops. These relationships
can be hindered in a variety of ways. For example, if a community decides to use
proprietary file formats for data, this limits the types of platforms that can be used.
Communities may also not know how to use certain types of platforms, which would
limit the types of processing they can do with certain types of data. One does
not have to maximize all these relationships from the start of a project; however,
blocking these connections, whether intentionally or not, can hinder further growth
and evolution.
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Figure 10.5: Interdependence of Data, Platforms and Communities

Results and Insights The enabling mechanisms and best practices gathered from
the analysis are translated to functional design requirements. Important require-
ments are: enabling low transaction costs for contributions; using open standards,
open source and open data; encouraging many eyes; and facilitating community
discussions and discovery. These are implemented and refined in a series of case
studies, culminating in the synthesis of Enipedia. The implementation of this work
in the case studies is then analyzed with regard to the nature of the interlinkages be-
tween data, communities and platforms. The four case studies employed each focus
on aspects of data, communities and platforms to varying extents and for different
purposes. Some of the cases involve very large active communities, while others
are more technology driven where we seek to explore proof-of-concept development
directions for platforms.

The work on improving information management in Agent Based Models resulted
in the first known ABM capable of allowing for a dynamic Material Flow Analysis,
where it is possible to track individual distinct goods and their material composition
through a simulated supply chain from manufacturing to reuse, recycling and even-
tual disposal. This model employs techniques that make it easier to allow agents to
ask sophisticated queries about themselves and their environment, while giving the
modeller much more power in exploring all of the data within the model. The design
principles employed are an important step in reducing the “black box” nature of sim-
ulations, and have since laid the foundation for a more sophisticated Agent Based
Modeling platform AgentSpring11 that is currently in use by a team of modellers.

11https://github.com/alfredas/AgentSpring/wiki
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The next case study utilized a Semantic Wiki as a platform to enable a com-
munity to create an online database which inventories and analyzes industrial areas
claiming to be Eco-Industrial Parks. After two months of development by a group
of M.Sc. students, it became the largest online resource of its kind, which it remains
even two years later.

The insights gained are used in the next case which lays out a design for how
Semantic Wikis and the Semantic Web could enable collaborative databases for Life
Cycle Analysis. The implementation allows for both a mix of unstructured and
structured data, and illustrates the mechanisms that can help to organize the data
and facilitate peer review of it.

The last case involved the development of Enipedia, which explores the potential
of the Semantic Web and wikis as a means of organizing, navigating and curating
data on global energy systems. It has become a viable online platform, with between
five to six hundred unique visitors per day, mostly coming from academia, investors,
consultants, the power industry, and government agencies. The flexibility of the
platform in presenting data via numerous interfaces allows for different insights to
be gained, while also helping to expose errors that users can help correct. This
is an improvement over traditional approaches where the cognitive energy people
expend in finding errors is often diffused instead of being harnessed to incrementally
build a better resource. Furthermore, Enipedia is already being used as a repository
of information within Agent Based Models and for various types of analysis of the
energy sector.

A key result of this thesis work is that technology does not seem to be a primary
limiting factor. From a very high level perspective, the growth of the Web and
the ubiquity of information technology have led to very notable success stories with
entirely new industries being developed within the last decade and a half. From
the examples this thesis highlights, it seems quite likely that there are many more
success stories that have yet to emerge.

Conclusions We have found that it is possible to create evolving knowledge infras-
tructures. Our work on the case studies and the synthesis of Enipedia demonstrates
that very promising technologies for improving our relationship with information
already exist and can be integrated and used to our advantage. The case studies
demonstrate several working designs that employ features that are not available with
alternative designs that are commonly used. Although the benefits of these features
are not explicitly quantified, it is shown that certain types of actions can be done
now that were impossible or very difficult to achieve before.

While we show that evolving knowledge infrastructures can be created, the most
important insights and concerns relate to how they can be created and facilitated.
For example, we found that considerably more work needs to be done on understand-
ing how to better improve both the relationship between communities and data, and
the relationship between communities and platforms. There appears to be a lack of
awareness in some communities about the opportunities modern platforms offer, but
the actual story is a bit deeper and involves understanding the social concerns of
information. First, information technology is capable of creating an infrastructure
for explicit knowledge, but runs into difficulties with tacit knowledge, which is often
a key enabling factor in properly interpreting information. How to deal with this is
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an active area of research. Secondly, people have very legitimate concerns that their
data may be misused, or that they perceive some of their data as not yet being of a
sufficient quality or publication.

There also needs to be a fundamental rethinking of how we approach and perceive
data quality. In the course of this work, we found that even data from government
agencies can have significant issues, and that there seems to be a “mythology of data
quality” where the quality of “official” sources may be assumed to be high by de-
fault. Furthermore, people are not fully utilizing new types of tools that can help to
highlight and correct issues. In short, data quality is likely worse than people realize.
While carefully managed data sets will always have value, we advocate that these
can be augmented by a “second pathway” that focuses more on back-end instead of
front-end data quality management. Instead of a traditional approach employing
a strict gatekeeper, we should focus on making it as easy as possible to contribute
data, with the understanding that unreviewed data is by default of an unknown
quality and should be used with caution. It needs to be appreciated that having
partially accurate information can be more valuable than having no information at
all. This information can grow in quality by being subjected and coupled to an on-
going community discussion about its merits and errors. Furthermore, this partially
accurate information can also be subjected to different types of cross-referencing
techniques with other existing data sets, in order to highlight issues in the data. In
the end, problems of data availability will not be solved by increasing bureaucracy
and barriers to entry.

The aforementioned challenges are by no means insurmountable, but they point
at some of the issues that will slow down the rate of progress. Ultimately, the
bigger picture involves recognizing that we are not creating isolated communities
with their own insular needs, but through the use of common data and common
platforms, we are actually creating much larger interconnected information gathering
and processing networks. This is the evolving knowledge infrastructure that allows
us to be self-reflective and to sense what we as a species are actually doing both on
and to the planet. As humanity has reached an unprecedented scale both in terms
of population and impact, we need to better develop these means of facilitating our
own collective sensemaking process.
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Samenvatting

Inleiding De evolutie van de menselijke samenleving tot de mondiale economie
van nu is mogelijk gemaakt door een wereldwijde dans van grondstoffen over ocea-
nen en landsgrenzen op weg naar hun bestemming, de producten die ons van dienst
zijn. Grootschalige infrastructuursystemen en industriële netwerken accommoderen
de stromen van grondstoffen, halffabricaten en producten. Dit zijn geen puur tech-
nische, maar ook sociale netwerken die op allerlei manieren onderling verbonden
zijn door bijv. fysieke, juridische en economische relaties. De complexiteit van deze
systemen is zowel een vloek als een zegen: ze kunnen flexibel zijn, adaptief en zelf-
organiserend, aangezien er geen sprake is van centrale coördinatie, maar als het fout
gaat is het niet altijd duidelijk welke interventies waar en wanneer moeten worden
gepleegd. Inzicht in deze systemen is belangrijker dan ooit omdat de schaarste van
grondstoffen en energie voelbaar wordt; herstructurering van infrastructuren en in-
dustriële systemen is noodzakelijk om een duurzame ontwikkeling van de mensheid
mogelijk te maken. Verduurzaming vraagt om beslissen onder onzekerheid, terwijl
informatie niet beschikbaar, compleet, of conflicterend is, of terwijl we de middelen
missen om de beschikbare gegevens goed te analyseren en daaruit de juiste signalen
op te pikken. Als we de structuur en het gedrag van energie- en industriesystemen
proberen te begrijpen, merken we al snel dat data en informatie over deze systemen
gefragmenteerd beschikbaar is en het een kostbare, zo niet onmogelijke zaak is om
ontbrekende data te verzamelen, verbeteren, ordenen, bewerken en verifiëren. Vaak
is data vanwege vertrouwelijkheid überhaupt niet toegankelijk. Wanneer gegevens
wel beschikbaar zijn, dan worden deze vaak zodanig beheerd dat ze niet eenvoudig
ontsloten en hergebruikt kunnen worden.

Het doel van dit onderzoek is een bijdrage te leveren aan het verminderen van
de inefficiëntie waarmee in de wetenschap gewerkt wordt aan het verzamelen en be-
heren van data over complexe systemen, en om wetenschappers in staat te stellen
hun interactie met gegevens te verbeteren. Het onderliggende probleem is dat de
studie van complexe systemen zeer data-intensief kan zijn, niet alleen in termen
van volume, maar ook in termen van diversiteit van gegevens die nodig zijn om
bijvoorbeeld het Nederlandse of het Europese energiesysteem te beschrijven. Dit is
ook een organisatorische uitdaging: we moeten uitzoeken hoe data te mobiliseren,
van de bron tot aan de gebruikers. Het gaat daarbij niet alleen om de overdracht
van gegevens. Data reizen via verschillende kanalen en worden onderweg getrans-
formeerd: informatie over en inzicht in systemen wordt niet alleen verkregen uit
ruwe data, maar vergt ook bewerking met bijvoorbeeld statistische technieken, het
verkennen van data via het gebruik van verschillende visualisatie-interfaces, en het
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creëren van modellen die een meer intuïtief begrip opleveren van de dynamiek van
systemen. De reis van ruwe data naar bruikbare inzichten vinden plaats via proces-
sen en structuren die wij bestempelen tot “evoluerende kennisinfrastructuren”. Om
gegevens effectief te laten stromen is een informatie-infrastructuur nodig die de ver-
schillende fasen – data verzameling, verwerking en gebruik – accommodeert en met
elkaar verbindt. Een dergelijke infrastructuur ontstaat niet vanzelf, aangezien veel
onderzoeksgemeenschappen routines ontwikkelen die de gebruiksmogelijkheden van
data beperken en de evolutie naar een betere kennisinfrastructuur blokkeren.

Probleemstelling De noodzaak om onderzoekers efficiënter om te laten gaan met
data is evident. Echter, er gaapt een grote kloof tussen de huidige onderzoeksprak-
tijk en optimaal gebruik van het Web. Het Web is grotendeels gebouwd op open
standaarden, waardoor een lawine van innovaties kon ontstaan die elkaar versterken,
ook waar het gaat om het gebruik en beheer van data door en voor onderzoekers.
Echter, waar het gaat om het faciliteren van onderzoek is er op dit moment geen
infrastructuur of architectuur die duidelijk de voorkeur heeft of verdient van onder-
zoekers. Dit leidt tot de centrale onderzoeksvraag in dit proefschrift:

Hoe kunnen we een evoluerende kennisinfrastructuur creëren, die een
diversiteit aan onderzoekers met een diversiteit aan perspectieven kan
verbinden in hun onderzoek van de complexe socio-technische systemen
centraal staan?

Hoewel we nooit over perfecte informatie zullen beschikken, zijn we nu getuige van
een convergentie van trends die een grote belofte inhouden voor het verleggen van de
grenzen van wat we kunnen weten over onze collectieve impact op onze leefomgeving.
Met het World Wide Web is er bottom-up een netwerk gecreëerd van informatie op
ongekende schaal. De samenleving maakt nog steeds een inhaalslag om de implicaties
van de technologieën die zijn ontwikkeld tot wasdom te laten komen. Terwijl het
Web begon als een netwerk van documenten, is er nu toenemende aandacht voor het
maatschappelijk gebruik, met crowdsourced projecten zoals Wikipedia en platforms
als GitHub, die ons nieuwe manieren bieden om ons te organiseren. Met het Semantic
Web verkennen we ook nieuwe technieken om data te beheren. Het Semantic Web
maakt het mogelijk een web van onderling verbonden gedistribueerde databases te
creëren en verhoogt daarmee het gemak waarmee gegevens uit verschillende bronnen
op verschillende locaties gecombineerd kunnen worden.

Daarom hebben we het antwoord op onze centrale vraag gezocht door zelf zo’n
evoluerende kennisinfrastructuur te ontwikkelen, volgens beproefde ontwerpmetho-
den. Elk ontwerp begint met analyse, in dit geval van relevante ontwikkelingen in
informatiemanagement en het Web, waarin niet alleen de gereedschappen, maar ook
de achterliggende filosofieën werden betrokken. Uit deze analyse zijn de randvoor-
waarden en “best practices” gedistilleerd die vertaald zijn in functionele eisen voor
de te ontwikkelen kennisinfrastructuur. Vervolgens is een aantal case studies uitge-
voerd: in elk daarvan is een kennisinfrastructuurontwerp daadwerkelijk geïmplemen-
teerd en gebruikt. De aldus verkregen inzichten zijn vertaald naar het functionele
ontwerp voor Enipedia12, de kennisinfrastructuur voor energie- en industriedata die
zich continu verder ontwikkelt.

12http://enipedia.tudelft.nl
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Methodologie en Analyse Uit onze analyse van de ontwikkeling van het Web,
Wiki’s en het Semantic Web en op basis van onderzoek van een groot aantal projecten
dat is mislukt of geslaagd zijn functionele eisen voor een evoluerende kennisinfra-
structuur afgeleid. Ook zijn de huidige technieken onderzocht en ontwikkelingen
verkend voor informatiebeheer in agent-gebaseerde modellen van complexe socio-
technische systemen. De overeenkomst tussen deze technieken is dat ze kunnen
worden gezien als instanties van de verschillende stadia in het proces van beteke-
nisgeving aan data. Wiki’s functioneren primair als instrument voor groepen om
ruwe data te verzamelen en geleidelijk te filteren en te structureren, terwijl agent-
gebaseerd modelleren ons in staat stelt om deze gestructureerde gegevens te gebrui-
ken en geavanceerde bewerkingen uit te voeren zoals het genereren van simulaties.
De processen rond het gebruik van deze technieken zijn voor verbetering vatbaar.

Het onderzoek van deze technieken en de achterliggende filosofieën heeft aspecten
aan het licht gebracht die het succes van onderzoeksprojecten kunnen maken of
breken. Deze inzichten zijn gebruikt voor het ontwerpen van kennisinfrastructuren
in een aantal case studies. Onderzocht is onder meer hoe onderzoekers collectief
structuur opbouwen met wiki’s en ondanks het ontbreken van centrale coördinatie
chaos weten te vermijden; en hoe het vaak verrassend hoge niveau van verfijning kan
ontstaan binnen projecten zoals Wikipedia, waarbij regelmatig en op grote schaal
automatisering wordt gebruikt als een middel voor het onderhouden en organiseren
van de site.

Ook beschrijven we hoe en waarom Semantic Wiki’s een interessante kans voor
datamanagement vormen. Ze ondersteunen immers een sociaal proces dat leidt tot
verbetering van gegevens; een Semantic Wiki is zowel geschikt voor ongestructu-
reerde als voor gestructureerde data. Dit stelt gebruikers in staat om gegevens van
context te voorzien, terwijl tegelijkertijd meervoudige interfaces worden ondersteund
om de gestructureerde gegevens te verkennen en te gebruiken. Omdat belangheb-
benden de gegevens kunnen bekijken komen fouten eerder aan het licht. Dit maakt
ook evolutie mogelijk, omdat de gebruikersinterface niet is opgelegd en het eenieder
vrij staat de gegevens op te halen en te gebruiken op de manier die hun goeddunkt
en die hun begrip en inzicht vergroot. In het wereldwijde web kan een Semantic
Wiki effectief functioneren als knooppunt in een grotere zich ontwikkelende kennis-
infrastructuur. Doordat open standaarden worden gebruikt, kunnen verschillende
groepen hun databases verbinden in een netwerk met behoud van eigendom en con-
trole over hun data. De mogelijkheid om via het Semantic Web onderling verbonden
databases verspreid over het web te creëren houdt een enorme belofte in voor de
toekomst, voor het mobiliseren en combineren van data en informatie die door ver-
schillende onderzoeksgemeenschappen zijn verzameld.

Uit de literatuur zijn randvoorwaarden en best practices gedistilleerd. Uit onze
analyse blijkt dat die altijd betrekking hebben op het bevorderen van relaties in sys-
temen die zijn samengesteld uit data, gemeenschappen en platforms (Figuur 10.6).
Met andere woorden, gegevens kunnen worden opgevat als een verzameling van in-
formatie, terwijl platforms de instrumenten zijn die gemeenschappen (of individuele
personen) in staat stellen deze gegevens te raadplegen en “nuttig” te gebruiken. Als
we de creatie van een evoluerende kennisinfrastructuur willen bewerkstelligen, dan
moeten we ons bewust zijn van de relaties tussen elk van deze verschillende elemen-
ten en deze bevorderen, zodat positieve feedback loops ontstaan. De verbindingen
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kunnen op verschillende manieren worden geblokkeerd, bijvoorbeeld door te beslui-
ten “proprietary” bestandsformaten te gebruiken in plaats van open standaarden.
Dit beperkt de typen platforms die kunnen worden gebruikt. Het is ook mogelijk
dat onderzoekers zich niet realiseren dat en hoe ze bepaalde platforms (kunnen)
gebruiken. Als men een project start hoeven niet alle verbindingen vanaf de start
van het project geoptimaliseerd te worden, maar het blokkeren van de interacties, al
dan niet opzettelijk, kan de verdere groei en evolutie van een kennisinfrastructuur
belemmeren.

Figuur 10.6: Interdependence of Data, Platforms and Communities

Resultaten en Inzichten De randvoorwaarden en best practices uit de analyse
zijn vertaald in functionele ontwerpeisen zoals lage transactiekosten per bijdrage;
gebruik van open standaarden, open source en open data; vele ogen; faciliteren van
groepsdiscussie en -leren. In een aantal case studies zijn deze toegepast, getest en
verbeterd, met als hoogtepunt de synthese van Enipedia. De gerealiseerde ontwerpen
en het gedrag van de betreffende “kennisinfrastructuren” zijn vervolgens geanalyseerd
om inzicht te krijgen in de onderlinge verbanden tussen gegevens, gemeenschappen
en platforms. In elk van de vier uitgevoerde case studies is in verschillende mate
ingezoomd op de onderlinge relaties tussen gegevens, gemeenschappen en platforms.
Sommige cases betreffen een zeer grote actieve gemeenschap, terwijl andere meer
technologie gedreven zijn (testen van proof-of-concepts) of gericht op de ontwikkeling
van platforms.
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Het werk aan verbetering van de informatiehuishouding binnen agent-gebaseerde
modellen resulteerde in het eerste bekende ABM dat een dynamische Material Flow
Analysis (MFA) mogelijk maakt. In dit model is het mogelijk om verschillende
individuele goederen en hun samenstelling te volgen door middel van een gesimu-
leerde keten van productie tot hergebruik, recycling en uiteindelijke verwijdering.
Het model maakt gebruik van technieken die het gemakkelijker maken om agenten
geavanceerde vragen over zichzelf en hun omgeving te laten stellen, terwijl het de mo-
delbouwer veel mogelijkheden geeft om de gegevens binnen het model te verkennen.
De gebruikte ontwerpprincipes betekenen een belangrijke stap in het verminderen
van het “black box” karakter van simulaties en hebben sindsdien de basis gelegd voor
een meer geavanceerd agent-gebaseerd modelleer platform AgentSpring13 dat op dit
moment in gebruik is bij een team van modelbouwers.

Een volgende case studie gebruikt een Semantische Wiki als platform om de inter-
nationale onderzoeksgemeenschap een online database te laten ontwikkelen waarmee
industriegebieden die het label ‘eco-industrie park’ claimen kunnen worden geïn-
ventariseerd en geanalyseerd. Na twee maanden ontwikkeling met een groep MSc
studenten ontstond de grootste informatiebron op dit gebied tot nu toe. De ver-
worven inzichten zijn gebruikt voor een volgend project, waarin Semantic wiki’s en
Semantische databases gebruikt worden als platform voor collaboratieve levenscyclus
inventarisatie (LCI). Dit platform staat zowel het vastleggen van gestructureerde als
van ongestructureerde gegevens toe, en illustreert de technieken die kunnen helpen
om ‘peer review’ te organiseren. De laatste case studie betreft Enipedia, dat de
mogelijkheden verkent van het Semantisch Web en van wiki’s als een middel voor
het organiseren van, navigeren door en verifiëren en verbeteren van data over we-
reldwijde energiesystemen. Enipedia is uitgegroeid tot een levendig online platform,
dat tussen de vijf- en zeshonderd unieke bezoekers per dag trekt, zoals academici,
consultants, beleggers en mensen die werkzaam zijn in de energie-industrie en bij
overheidsinstellingen. De flexibiliteit die het platform biedt voor de presentatie van
gegevens via verschillende interfaces geeft de gebruikers de mogelijkheid om op ver-
schillende manieren overzichten te genereren en inzicht te verkrijgen. Een belangrijke
functie van de interfaces is dat zij helpen om fouten in de gegevens bloot te leggen die
de gebruikers vervolgens zelf kunnen corrigeren. Dit is een verbetering ten opzichte
van traditionele benaderingen waar de cognitieve energie die mensen besteden aan
het vinden van fouten vaak verspreid is in plaats van dat ze gericht wordt aangewend
om stapsgewijs te bouwen aan een betere bron van data. Verder wordt Enipedia al
gebruikt als opslagplaats van informatie binnen agent-gebaseerde modellen en voor
analyses van de energiesector.

In dit proefschrift blijkt technologie niet een beperkende factor te zijn. Vanuit een
helikopterperspectief zien we dat de groei van het Web en de alomtegenwoordigheid
van informatietechnologie de afgelopen vijftien jaar al geleid hebben tot opmerkelijke
success stories over de ontwikkeling van geheel nieuwe bedrijvigheid. Op basis van
de voorbeelden in dit proefschrift lijkt de conclusie gerechtvaardigd dat er nog meer
successen zullen volgen.

Conclusies We concluderen dat het mogelijk is om evoluerende kennisinfrastruc-
turen te ontwikkelen. De case studies en de synthese van Enipedia tonen aan dat

13https://github.com/alfredas/AgentSpring/wiki
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veelbelovende technologieën voor de verbetering van onze relatie met informatie
reeds bestaan en dat deze kunnen worden geïntegreerd en gebruikt in ons voordeel.
De case studies hebben laten zien dat werkende systemen mogelijk zijn met functies
die niet beschikbaar zijn in “mainstream” systemen. Hoewel de voordelen van deze
kenmerken niet expliciet zijn gesubstantieerd, is wel aangetoond dat bepaalde vor-
men van datamanagement nu mogelijk zijn geworden die voorheen voor onmogelijk
werden gehouden of als zeer moeilijk werden bestempeld.

Hoewel we hebben laten zien dat evoluerende kennisinfrastructuren kunnen wor-
den gemaakt, zijn er nog veel vragen over hoe hoe deze kunnen worden geïnitieerd
en gefaciliteerd. Zo is er meer onderzoek nodig om te begrijpen hoe de interacties
tussen gemeenschappen en die tussen gemeenschappen en platforms verbeterd kun-
nen worden. Niet alleen lijkt er in sommige onderzoeksgemeenschappen een gebrek
aan bewustzijn van de mogelijkheden die moderne informatietechnologieplatforms
bieden; in wezen gaat het om het begrijpen van de sociale betekenis van informa-
tie. Informatietechnologie is weliswaar in staat om een infrastructuur voor expliciete
kennis te creëren, maar heeft problemen met impliciete kennis, vaak de sleutel tot
de interpretatie van informatie. Ook hebben onderzoekers terecht zorgen dat hun
gegevens verkeerd kunnen worden gebruikt, of dat een deel van hun gegevens niet
van voldoende kwaliteit is voor publicatie.

We zijn toe aan een fundamentele heroverweging van de manier waarop we de
kwaliteit van gegevens benaderen en ervaren. Ons is gebleken dat ook de gegevens
van overheidsinstellingen behept kunnen zijn met aanzienlijke tekortkomingen en dat
er sprake lijkt te zijn van een “mythe van datakwaliteit”, waarin klakkeloos wordt
aangenomen dat de kwaliteit van “officiële” bronnen buiten kijf staat. Kortgezegd,
de kwaliteit van gegevens is waarschijnlijk slechter dan men zich realiseert. Terwijl
zorgvuldig beheerde datasets altijd hun waarde zullen behouden, pleiten wij ervoor
dat deze worden aangevuld met een “tweede route” die zich meer op back-end– in
plaats van front-end – -datakwaliteitsmanagement richt. Met andere woorden, in
plaats van de traditionele strenge poortwachter kiezen we voor een aanpak die het
zo gemakkelijk mogelijk maken om gegevens bij te dragen, met dien verstande dat
niet-geverifieerde gegevens standaard worden geoormerkt als zijnde van onbekende
kwaliteit en met voorzichtigheid te gebruiken. Gedeeltelijk accurate informatie is
immers waardevoller dan géén informatie. Eenmaal beschikbaar kan de informatie
groeien in omvang en kwaliteit door haar te onderwerpen en te koppelen aan een
voortdurende discussie in de onderzoeksgemeenschap die ze faciliteert. Bovendien
kan zo’n eerste dataset worden onderworpen aan verschillende typen kruisverwijzin-
gen met andere bestaande datasets om zo consistentieproblemen in de gegevens te
markeren. Kortom, er zijn slimmere manieren om het probleem van de beschikbaar-
heid van betrouwbare gegevens op te lossen dan het vermeerderen van bureaucratie
en het opwerpen van toetredingsdrempels.

De uitdagingen zijn bij lange na niet onoverkomelijk, maar kunnen het tempo
van de vooruitgang wel frustreren. Uiteindelijk toont het grote plaatje ons dat
het er niet om gaat geïsoleerde gemeenschappen te creëren die elk voorzien in hun
eigen databehoeften, maar dat we, door gemeenschappelijk gebruik van gegevens en
platforms een onderling verbonden netwerk van informatieverzamelaars, -verwerkers
en gebruikers kunnencrer̈en. Dit is de crux van een evoluerende kennisinfrastructuur
die ons in staat stelt te reflecteren op wat we als menselijke soort op onze planeet aan
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het doen zijn en wat we haar aandoen. Omdat de mensheid al een ongekende schaal
heeft bereikt, zowel in termen van aantal als van impact, moeten we voortvarend de
middelen verder ontwikkelen die ons in staat stellen de betekenis van ons handelen
te analyseren, te onderkennen en te internaliseren.
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